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PR OCEE DTM
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAY was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble
multi channel systems which could play music and
movies equally well. Building on this legacy of
successful multi-purpose components, Madrigal is
pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video
control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

As standard the AVP will decode any format you want Dclby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS and Stereo Surround modes ail
ccme as standard. Any future surround modes and new features
art easily added to the AVP's scftware platform via the imernet.
The AVP's hardware is designed to handle future digital recordings
including 24bit/96kHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable yol to configure your system however you wan:,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eight video
inpt_ts (inducing four S-Video: are handled with broadcast quaity
Video Switching, so you wont lose picture quality, even with the
future of Digi:al Television.
The AMPS welds an arsenal of competitive advantages desiped
to n-ake it the worlds best multi channel amplifier. Independent
power supplies for each channe: ensure the AMPS delivers
effortless, dynamic sound quality from all channels. The AMPS
packs five powerful channels into asingle chassis to offer more
amplifier in less space than ever before.
Designed to last, built to perform. Proceed by Madrigal.

For another information on Proceed products please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe. Buddrughar.ishire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 44036C Email: presnier@path.co.uk
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THE WINNER...
Winner of our
August issue
competition, and
now the proud owner
of a Primare 30.1
amplifier and 30.2
CD player, together
worth .C3S00, was
Mr S McAdam of
London. Next
month's issue
(December) issue
offers a chance to
win CR
Developments'
fabulous ‘5000
Artemis amplifiers.
For more details, see
page 137.

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
HI-FINEWS€t
Ihm.co.uk

ad but true is the fact that
legislation designed to protect
the public often has the
opposite effect to that intended — or
at any rate, does very little good. This
summer saw the end of along and no
doubt expensive investigation by the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission
into allegations of price-fixing in the
retailing of electrical goods.
In the investigation's early days, one
manufacturer told me that he found
it ludicrous that while some of his oldestablished dealers were moaning
because he simply could not stop
other dealers from discounting, at the
same time the MMC seemed to be
accusing him of acting wrongfully to
maintain prices!
In fact, hi-fi equipment was never
the main target of the investigation,
and in the end — to the very great
relief of the specialist audio industry
— hi-fi separates were excluded as a
category from the terms of reference.
But the makers of complete systems
have now had to comply with the
Order which followed the MMC
report, and which aims to stamp out
unfair pricing practices.
So, with effect from 1September,
if you call asystem manufacturer to
ask the retail price of aproduct, the
staff will not be able to tell you; in
fact, there will be no suggested retail
price for them to quote. Instead, the
supplier will be obliged to refer you
to adealer, who will quote his actual
selling price. Suppliers have had to retrain their staff to deal with customer
enquiries without breaking the law.
Although the Order does not apply
to separates (or to firms who only
make separates), most suppliers who
are affected seem to have decided that
they can't get into asituation where
they quote prices for some of their
products and not for others, and so
have quietly given up pricing their
separates too.
Of course, the suppliers will find
ways round the problem of keeping
customers happy even while the law
obliges them to appear unhelpful. One
solution could be to set up a onebrand shop, perhaps in an extremely
out-of-the-way location so that there
was little danger of actually selling
anything. This store would keep one
sample of each model in stock, and
legitimately provide customers with
price information.
Will the legislation have the desired
effect, keeping prices down and giving
the consumer more choice? Doubtful,
to say the least. Handing control of
prices over to the retailer might mean
more discounting at first. But in the
longer term, as dealers effectively
create their own full-price-versus-

discount structures, it is just as likely
to send prices up.
The law on pricing may be idiotic,
but it probably won't trouble the hifi user too much. Likewise, the lunacy
of CE marking requirements provides
headaches fo; manufacturers (making
life very much more difficult for small
firms) — but it won't bother you as
consumer, uhless you are the sort of
person who worries whether the
banana sockets on your amplifier
might be technically illegal. More
serious, perhaps, is the continuing
anomaly over copyright law (touched
on in our feature ' PCs make CDs',
page 58; surely the launch by Philips
of adouble-speed-dubbing CD-R/CD
double deck must cause some sort of
explosion!).
Copyright in movies, of course, is
equally unenforceable, given the
proliferation of recording equipment;
but with DVD, of course, we have
regional coding (KK explodes again
on page 38), the movie industry's
unenforceable (not to say untenable
response) to the failure of copyright
laws, movie certification and other
legal provisions, to protect its
busoiness interests in the real world.
Yet the continuance of regional coding
looks could well prevent the DVD
Video market in Europe from growing
beyond the category of ` Laserdisc
replacement' — currently, the people
buying DVD players tend to be those
dedicated movie buffs who don't mind
importing discs, even if they are not
supposed to, and who are prepared to
modify their players to watch them.
And those who are not movie buffs of
any kind need to remember that if
DVD-Video does not flourish, DVDAudio isn't going to blossom either.

OCTOBER CLANGERS
Deadline pressures led to more errors
than usual in the October issue, for
which we apologise. A misprint in
'Views' [p7] made nonsense of David
Bennett's complaint that he could not
get his £2500 Sony MDR- R10
headphones serviced (yes, they were
£2500,
not £25).
In ' Brief
Encounters' [p23], Islipped up in
describing the virtues of the Musical
Fidelity A1001, which though aweinspiring in many ways, does not have
abuilt-in phono stage. (The A1000
does.) The front panel acronym on
the Denon DCD-835 [p25] starts
with a Greek letter and stands for
`Lambda Super Linear Converter'.
The last straw came when we realised
that our next month page [p153] had
promised aNovember issue in early
September, insead of early October.
Now that you're reading it, we're sure
you'll find it was worth the wait! +
3
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YOUR FREE DISC!
The Linn Collection 98:
for full track details and
aliner- note booklet to
cut out and keep,
see page 14
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views
performances, preserving sound
quality and time constraints led us
to produce the disc as you hear it.
'This interference is audible if
one pays close attention and we are
sorry if you find this bothersome.
We have since had our gear
tweaked to reduce the problem.'
In spite of the above, on
performance alone, Ican
wholeheartedly recomend Dave's
True Story/Sex Without Bodies; the
fact that it also contains such subtle
detail will make it an audiophile
classic. Five stars Chesky!
Howard Phillips, e-mail

'Before
everyone
jumps on
the DVD
bandwagon,
there is
still plenty of
life left in
conventional
CDs,
especially
those that
have been
nastered on
96Hz/24-bit
before
transfer
to CD'

THE DVD BANDWAGON
Dear Sir, Thanks for the first
objective review of DVD players. I
wonder how many readers are
considering aDVD player as an
audio front-end to aconventional
hi-fi system ? The fact that the
DVD player will also play MPEG-1
and MPEG-2 Region Coded video
maybe not the primary reason for
becoming an early adopter of this
technology. Many audiophiles are
likely to have aDAC already in
their system; it seems sensible to
me to utilise the DVD medium for
listening to DVD Audio
(961cHz/24-bit). In most cases a
DVD/DAC combination should
allow sampling at 48kHz, and
resolution anything between 16 and
24 bits, which, in theory, should
sound so much better. Also, current
DVD Audio does not appear to
have the Region Code inserted, so
it's quite safe to buy this media
from the States.
Whether this situation will
remain in the future is anyone's
guess. Before everyone jumps on
the DVD bandwagon, there is still
plenty of life left in ' conventional'
CDs, especially those that have
been mastered on 96kHz/24-bit
before transfer to CD. In particular,
check out Chesky's recent releases
Sara K: Hobo and Dave's True
Stoly1Sex Without Bodies — both are
fine examples to test the resolution
and performance of ahi-fi.
Dave's True Story actually has
detectable local radio interference
on tracks 5and 8, but is such low
level that it's down below the noisefloor on most systems. Itook this
last point up with Chesky
themselves and here's an extract
from their response: 'What you
hear is, indeed, on the CD. The
recording location is unfortunately
situated between the Empire State
Building and the Trade Center and,
cm the day of that session, the RFI
was particularly strong.
'We tried to remedy the situation
at the recording site but, in the end,
the the combination of choosing
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CURBING DYNAMIC RANGE
Dear Sir, With reference to Hugh
Robjohns's excellent article ' Behind
the Bits' [
HFNIRR, August]: he
mentions that there is an increasing
body of opinion that 90dB of
dynamic range is insufficient for the
home. Yet from my own experience
Ifind that when the true ' live'
dynamic range has been artificially
'massaged' downwards, you often
as not end up with better
reproduction in the home.
For example, analogue
recordings had two finite levels
which you really did not want to
stray into: one was peak distortion
caused by straying beyond the
maximum level of the system; and
the other was allowing the recorded
signal to become so small that it
disappeared into the inherent noise.
So any recording had to ` compress'
the live dynamic into the
constraints of the recording system.
This was usually achieved by the
Producer and Recording Engineer
following ascore, say, for aclassical
recording. Then, having set their
mean recording level they would
then adjust levels throughout the
recording, such that as the music
headed towards any loud passages
they would gradually ease the level
back over aperiod of time (bars);
and, conversely, as the music
became quieter the levels were
increased. A suitable time-scale was
chosen so that there was no
perceivable level change.
Prior to the advent of Dolby
Noise Reduction, the usable
'dynamic range' of an analogue
recording system was woefully short
of 90dBs, and even with Dolby it
would never reach those giddy
heights. Yet many of the recordings
which were made before and after
the advent of Dolby, when
transferred to CD, can give
stunning reproduction in the home.
Conversely, recordings using
digital tape, where noise is not a
problem and the level has been set
such that the peaks do not exceed
the maximum, and then left to-get-

on-with-it, as it were, can often
sound very poor.
Yet many of the modern digital
recordings which are regarded as
being excellent will have had some
curtailment of the live dynamic, this
control of the dynamics being
carried out, as above, by discreet
adjustment of the levels. This
results in arecording which I
believe is far more suited to
reproduction in the domestic
environment.
Ithink many saw the advent of
digital recording as some universal
panacea which would answer all the
questions of the old analogue era.
Unfortunately, as with analogue
systems, you still had to work at it
with digital to achieve agood
recording.
Digital really shows its worth in
the post-production of recordings,
where any further transfers will not
incur noise, unlike an analogue
system, where noise builds up very
quickly. To have recordings with a
dynamic range greater than 90dB
would mean for the majority of
people having one hand
permanently on the amplifier's
volume control. That is, of course,
if the local council had not already
impounded your hi-fi for being too
loud and annoying the neighbours!
Ialso feel Imust take Graeme
Nattress to task over his comment
['Views', August] that CD sound is
`colourless and tonally
homogenised'. If that is the sound
he is hearing when listening to his
CDs, then Isuggest he looks at his
system. Because on my humble
system Ienjoy glorious CD sound
with edge-of-the-seat involvement.
For example Ihave just recently
been listening to Solti's Ring cycle
on Decca, and was totally
enthralled from the beginning to
the end — the sound could never
be described as being 'colourless' or
even ' tonally homogenised'. Far
from it: this recording is, quite
simply, fantastic and the sound
from the 14 CDs superlative. Or
take the recent release of Arvo
Pares Kanon Pokajanen on ECM
'New Series': the sound quality is
quite superb. The huge acoustic of
the Niguliste Church is captured
beautifully.
Philip Tyler, e-mail
IF NEEDS MUST...
Dear Sir, Iread with interest
P Rozario's comments ['Views',
June] about purchasing 'pre-loved'
hi-fi equipment. Icertainly cannot
aspire to any of the high end
equipment reviewed in HFNIRR
(but Ienter every competition...)
yet I've assembled asystem which
seems to work well.
7
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READERS'
LETIERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

It started when my ex-wife
disappeared with my beloved
Musical Fidelity A-1: the heart of
my previous system. Whilst in the
transitional period of middle-aged
DDD (divorce, debt and
destitution) acolleague at work
who taught electronics overheard
me talking about the outbreak of
valve amplifiers in the hi-fi
community, and told me his friend
had just dumped an old valve amp;
Icontacted him and went to visit.
Hooked up to his cassette tape
deck was anew Pioneer 400 series
amp. He played me Copland's
Fanfare for the Common Man, and
through the hiss Icould detect a
rather poor recording. He then dug
out the old valve amp... it was a
Quad II, apair, with the control
unit. We talked cash: he accepted
£80 on the grounds that one power
amp had failed. (New cost of this
equipment? Iknow the recent
limited edition was £6000!)
Quad charged me £65 for anew
mains transformer, fitted and
returned in superb packaging. The
sound through the pre- was hissy
and strained but aset of direct
leads from Quad, running from the
pre- out of aNAD, was brilliant.
At this time Ihad aPhillips CD
player, bought because it had a
'digital out'. Ithen stumbled across
aDAC: aMarantz CDA-94,
scratched but in full working order,
for £250. (Ibelieve the cost new
was £800.) This had avolume
control on it so Icould dispense
with the NAD. The sound was a
revelation.., depth discovered in
my CDs.
Peters HiFi (Chester) unearthed
amatching transport, the CD-94,
and put it in asummer sale. Ireally
did not anticipate the difference
this would make — adigital signal
is adigital signal, right? Wrong!
The added authority, precision, etc.
Adding acheap Aiwa tape deck and
taking up KK's suggestion of the
Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro speakers
completed the system.
I'm seeking an active crossover
design to make at present,
intending to take the sub-100Hz
signal out to another power amp --:
if any readers have such adesign I
would be grateful for the
information — and if anyone else
has ideas for improving this system
at low cost please let me know, as
I'm currently in the NW/FS/BM
(new wife/fresh start/big mortgage)
stage of life.
Ihope Quad still continue to
service their valve amps because I
can't afford the Russ Andrews
make-over, much as Iwould like to.
Icertainly agree with the Rozario
principle!

May Ialso offer Barry Fox
sympathy over his problems with
recording sound on PC? I've an
Apple Mac Performa, bought endof-range for £ 00 (originally
£1500), which took six minutes to
hook up to an external CD-R drive.
I 'toasted' my first CD with no
problems at all.
Stephen Bell, Cheshire
LOOKING BACK
Dear Sir, First, Iwould like to
thank you for the many years of
interest and pleasure Ihave had
reading HFNIRR (
about 40 years).
Having read the October
'Headroom', with Ken Kessler
saying ` Glorious sweet crystal
sound', after he had reviewed the
Final battery-powered amps, I
wonder if it is more to do with DC?
When Iwas achild, my father
bought aFerguson radiogram with
magic-eye tuning; we were on DC
at the time, but afew years later,
we had to convert to AC, and the
'glorious sweet crystal sound' was
lost — even though Iwas achild, I
was able to tell.
Iwas brought up with horn
speakers, 35mm full-size cinema
projectors inside the house with
1000 watt lamp houses, and sound
from discs that ran at 33 1
/
3 rpm
with the pickup operating from the
centre of the disc outwards.
My late father was an electronics
engineer and askilled toolmaker.
Some of the things he experimented
with, and made, included
electrostatic loudspeakers: the
diaphragms he used to coat with
copper sulphate solution. What else
he did with them, Iam not sure.
Also speakers based on the
Blatthaller principle: the diaphragm
was of light metal, and large; the
'speech coil' was ashaped band of
copper, fixed edge-on to the
diaphragm, running in aseries of
annular gaps in an electromagnet,
enabling the impulses to be
distributed over the whole
diaphragm.
Your article on the Testament
record company [December ' 97]
was interesting. Ihave the LPs of
Bach Sonatas and Partitas, played
by the wonderful Ida Haendel —
these records are an absolute joy.
Ihave one of the latest Shure
MR cartridges: still fantastic! Let's
hope Shure will reproduce an
updated Ultra.
Please continue to review
interesting and innovative
equipment, regardless of price —
for starters the £ 12,000 Rockport
fully adjustable tonearm.
Hope you will find these
ramblings of interest.
S Grennall, Birmingham

You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
of smell bookshelf
speakers, 4 panels
apair of Tannoy 6'$,
and at least 6 panel
for larger cabinets
you have gained
access to the inside of
:he cabinet, remove
'oam and/or wool
damping from the Inside
of the speaker ( if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru the speaker cutout and stick to the inside of
the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive
-411t .

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound. and far less
distortion when played
loud

,n1 the experts have to say about

fl/FLEX ACOUSTIC PANELS

"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's

e

.

Automatic for the people album..."

...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved Internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."

Ja .

But one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."

CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value for money

ifinizo

NOTE! ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY
Standard Panel £5.00 (28cm x21cm)
Medium Panel £4.00 (28cm x18cm)
Small Panel £3.00 ( 24cm x13cm)
Sub-woofer Panel £ 10.00 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £4.00
Delivery £2 50
Dynamics make a range of
,
the connoisseur and DIY ent I
,include ISOLATION FEET,
SEALING STRIP, GASKt

For a
EE information pack &
details of other products from
_CTRA DYNA'
Tel. ( 01745) 360070
Fax (
01745) 360086
bvww.spectradynamics.co.uk
SPECIAL OFFERS - POSTAGE FREE
PACKAGE 98/1
2 x Standard Panels ( 8cm x 18cm)
2 x Magnapad 3 ( 7 mm dia)
1 x Adhesive
ALL FOR £ 14.00
PACKAGE 98/2
1 x Pack 4 Foculpod Isolation Feet
1 x Deflex Turntable Platter Mat
ALL FOR £ 25.00
-VISA - MASTER CARD
10 mm x 3 mm section
3 metres long

• £5.00 each
Sealing Strip
Can be used to make large gaskets)

POLiPODS
dia

egil

Pack of 8
Only £ 14.95

thick

,

Original FOCULPODS - PACK 4
£14.95 - POSTAGE FREE
DYNAMICS LTD, UNIT Al, FFORDD
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.4141,TC
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A STAR IS BORN

Opera Aida
Impeccable musical manners with 60 watts of spacious,
clear, natural sound. Italian styling at its very best, with a
pedigree to match. And aprice tag that will make you
blink, just like those characters in the VW Polo ads.*

Thoroughbred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver SLO 9DA Bucks England

Tel: 07000 UKD Hi-Fi (853443) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk
* Opera Aida costs just £795

news

ARCAM FIRST WITH DAB HI-FI TUNER
THE WORLD'S first Digital Radio
Tuner for home use is the Arcam
Alpha 10DRT (£ 799.90). It is the result
of a collaboration between Arcam and
Roke Manor Research, the UK- based
development company which is part of
the Siemens group.
Arcam is the first customer for Roke's
advanced Gold Card digital radio module,
which delivers an audio datastream for
subsequent decoding within the tuner or
by an external DAC. In the Alpha
10DRT, a Crystal Semiconductor DAC is
followed by high-quality analogue output
stages. Separate transformer windings

switch allows the FM tuner to be routed
through the Alpha 10DRT when required.
A high-quality headphone output is fitted,

feed the digital and analogue sections, with
no less than eight separately regulated

with afront-panel volume control. Coaxial

power supplies to minimise interaction and
crosstalk between different parts of the

S/PDIF) are provided. At first switch-on,

tuner. Two pairs of fixed- level outputs are
provided, plus an audio input for a
external FM tuner. A front panel ' Bypass'

and Toslink optical outputs ( 48kHz,
the tuner searches for available services,
which can be scrolled through and selected
via alarge rotary control; the name of the
service selected appears on the top line of

the display; scrolling Radio Text is
displayed below. Direct Station Access
buttons allow the user to store up to seven
favourite stations for instant access.
Additional buttons provide programming
and search functions. An ` engineering
mode' allows display of technical
parameters (transmitter ID, data rates and
signal strength). For further information,
call Arcam on 01223 203203.

ENTRY LEVEL LYRA

WHARFEDALE SAPPHIRES

AT £599.95, Lyra snew Lydian
Beta moving-coil cartridge is much

FIVE new loudspeakers from Wharfedale make up the

Sapphire range, all featuring Wharfedale's own drive units,
with moulded fronts and 'mirror image' offset tweeter
positioning. Smallest is the compact Sapphire SP- 85
(£139.95), a two-way reflex shelf/stand mount model with
170mm bass/mid. Next comes the first of four Sapphire
floorstanders, the SP- 85 (£ 199.95); the first three-way model
is the SP- 87 (£249.95) while the SP- 88 (£299.95) is a frontand- rear ported design comprising two separate ported
enclosures. Top of the range is the SP- 89 (£379.95),
featuring a sealed-box two way speaker system in its upper
section with atwin subwoofer beneath. All the floorstanders
come complete with steel spikes for improved stability.
Contact Wharfedale International Ltd, 01480 447700.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

1013's miniature' digital-to-analogue converter — its casework mea s
ures a tiny 6 x 2 x 8in ( or
153 x 51 x 203mm) — makes use of Goldmund licensed ALIZE technology, and is said to
deliver less than 0.001°A distortion aid also give less than 100
picoseconds of time error ( jitter) in the bandwidth.

Originally designed fro' pro use, it has three
switchable inputs provide XLR balanced,
S/PDIF coaxial and Toslink optical
connections, accepting inputs up to
24 bits. Price is $ 1000, direct from Job
Electronics Inc, 5140-C Commerce
Avenue, Moo'park, CA 93021, USA, tel
+1 805 530 0052, or find website
www.jobsys.com - job@jobsys.com.

cheaper than existing models, but
retains many of Lyra's advanced
technical features. The main
structure is milled from asingle
block of aluminium; the cantilever
assemby is directly anchored to the
rear pole- piece, which in turn is
bolted to the base, avery rigid
system. The boron cantilever carries
avery small Ogura PA 3x30m linecontact diamond, giving excellent
tracking with ahigh resonant
frequency. Coils are of 99.9999%
(six nines) purity copper with an
output impedance of 4ohms.
Output for 5cm/s recorded velocity
is 0.5mV on JVC's TRS-1007 test
disc, or 0.7mV measured using
CBS ST- 100. Originating from
ScanTech of Tokyo, Lyra cartridges
are designed by Jonathan Carr in
collaboration with Yohinori
Mishima, who also hand-crafts each
sample. Other cur-ent models are
the Lyra Clovis Da Capo (£995)
and Parnassus Da Capo Titanium
(£1895). UK distributor is Path
Premier. 01494 441736.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
1-4 OCTOBER TOP Audio high-end hi-fi
exhibition, Quark Hotel, Milan, Italy. Contact
the organisers APAF on + 39 02 480 14111.
11 OCTOBER The National Vintage
Communications Fair, Hall 11, NEC,
Birmingham, 10.30-4.00, admission £5 ( NEC
parking extra). Contact 01392 411565.
13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong Electronics
Fair. Contad 0171 828 1661
17-18 OCTOBER Practical Hi Fi and A/V
show, Forte Post House Hotel, Preston, Lancs.
Saturday 10.30-500, Sunday 10.30-4.00,
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admission £2.00. Contact 01254 36991.
22-25 OCTOBER Reproduced Sound
14/Surrounded by Sound conference and
exhibition. Hydro Hotel Windermere. For
fees and registration details contact the
organiser., Institute of Acoustics, 01727
848195, fax 01727 850553, e-mail
acoustics@clus 1 . ulcc.ac.uk.
30 OCTOBER- 1 NOVEMBER Scottish
Hi Fi & V:sion Show, Murrayfield Stadium
Conference Centre, Edinburgh. Sponsored
by Hi Fi Corner, contad 0131 556 7901.

33 OCTOBER- 1 NOVEYABER High End
Vienna 98, Vienna Plaza Hotel, Schottenring,
Vienna. Call IG High End, 443 1405 11 56.
21-22 NOVEMBER Dt1lin Hi Fi Show at
The Doyle Burlirgton Hotel sponsored by
Coney Audio. Contact + 353 12888447
5-7 NOVEMBER Top Audo Prague, Hotel
Panorama, Prague, Czech Republic. Contact
+420 602 374 222/www.topaudio.cz.
7-10 JANUAR ( 1999 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas, USA Contact CES
organisation, + 1:703) 907 7600.

TAG

MCLAREN AUDIO GOES ON SALE

AS PROMISED, TAG McLaren's 12-model F3 range was set to go on
sale immediately following the Hi -Fi Show unveiling. Externally, the
range features all- metal construction and exceptionally high standards
of finish and appearance. Internally, all the F3 models have been
painstakingly redeveloped from the existing Audiolab range, with
countless circuit refinements and the introduction of high-grade
components resulting in every single PCB being redesigned.
No less than eight amplification components
are available, most models following the

as an option. A phono input can

concept of ' Straight Line Technology',
eliminating coupling capacitors from the
signal paths and with direct-coupled feedback

sophisticated PPA20
amplifier (£ 1499),
accept and optimise
from both m- m

paths. Entry-level amplifier is the 60i (£799),
'conservatively rated' at 60W/8 ohms

be

provided

by

adding

the

phono prewhich will
the output
and m- c

It has six inputs and can

cartridges, with full control of
loading, gain and filtering; it

accommodate three tape loops. The versatile
remote- control version, 60Rv (£ 999), is

allows the connection of two
turntables with independent

designed to allow easy upgrading by adding

user- defined set-ups for their
respective cartridges.

continuous.

a dedicated pre- or power stage at a later
date, and it is adaptable to multi-channel,
multi-amping and multi-room system
configurations. Remote control operation
covers source selection, volume and mute.
First of the two pre-amplifier models is
the PA 10 (£ 849), which has movingcoil/moving-magnet phono stage and three
tape loops with independent record input

Power amplifiers are the
stereo 60P (£ 849), said to be
'conservatively rated' at 60W/ch,
8 ohms, the 10013 (£ 1099),
offering 100W/ch, and finally the
no- compromise
monoblock
125M (£ 1199). Conservatively rated at
125W/ch, 8 ohms, the 125M's short-term
output rises to 320W into a2 ohm load. All

operate

TAG

McLaren

remote- control

listening to another). Combining ' Straight
Line' design with the convenience of remote
control, the ' high end' PA2OR pre-amplifier

power amplifiers have dual inputs for multiamp/multi-room use and dual output

amplifiers. The CDT2OR transport provides
all the same facilities but with a choice of
standard S/PDIF, BNC or balanced XLR
outputs. The DAC20 has 24-bit digital input

terminals for bi-wiring.

processing, 192-times oversampling and a24-

(£1499) has been designed with minute
attention to detail ( for example, ' Time

bit digital filter with HDCD compatibility.

Constant Switch' ensures that DC offset

For CD replay, TAG McLaren Audio
offers the CD2OR player (£ 1249) as well as
a separate CDT2OR transport (£ 1499) and

transients are quickly removed when selecting
a different input) and uses selected high-

the DAC20 digital- to- analogue converter
(£1249). For the CD2OR, a Philips

selection (to record one piece of music while

grade components. It has six line inputs, and
low-impedance outputs suitable for driving
long cable runs; atransformer-coupled 110
ohm balanced (XLR) output is a available

Finally TAG McLaren Audio's stereo tuner
T20 (£ 1099) receives FM, MW and LW and
for easy tuning provides both auto-scanning

and amanual tuning knob. Up to 39 stations
CDM12.4 mechanism is combined with a can be stored in memory. For more
Crystal Semiconductor DAC in a20-bit, 128- information, call TAG McLaren Audio's
times oversampling design. With full freephone customer help line (UK only) on
programming facilities, the remote will also 0800 783 8007; or call 01480 415600.

BRYSTON ROCK
DISTRIBUTOR PMC has announced the UK

availability of Bryston's new high-quality fivechannel power amplifier, which offers abeefy
120W/ch, 8ohms, or 200W/ch into 4ohm
loads — and bathes in the reflected glory of the company's
pro amps, which were used for soundtrack monitoring in the making of
Jurassic Park, Titanic and other movies. The Bryston 9B-ST's chassis design resembles
aprofessional 'amprak' in miniature, each channel constructed as acompletely
discrete section with its own massive toroidal power supply for each channel. The
unit weighs asubstantial 34kg ( 751b). XLR and RCA phono input sockets provide
switchable balanced/unbalanced operation, while loudspeaker connections are gold.
For custom installation purposes, the amplifier may be ordered complete with 19in
rackmount 'ears', although it is expected that most customers will choose the
standard 17in wide version. In either case the UK retail price is £2390. A third
variant is the 9B-THX, which features aremote 12V trigger circuit, allowing it to be
switched on by THX trigger-equipped electronics. Call PMC, 01707 393002.

FIRST DVD PLAYER FROM JVC
JVC's first DVD player, the XVD2000, comes complete with built-in Dolby
Digital decoding, and has six analogue outputs for direct connection to a
six- channel amplifier. With a 10- bit video converter, horizontal resolution is
more than 500 lines ( S- Video input). Audio technology in this model
includes JVC's 1bit PEM converter and the K2 Interface, said to eliminate
jitter and ripples. Further information from JVC UK Ltd, 0181 208 7623.

FLOORSTANDING
'RDM' FROM KEF

A NEW addition to KEF's 'Monitor' loudspeaker
series, the RDM range, is the floorstanding RDMthree
model (£ 1499/pair). In this three-way system, the
160mm polypropylene midrange driver and 25mm
soft-dome tweeter are combined concentrically in a
Uni Q design, operating in its own sealed enclosure
of 6.3 litres volume.
Bass frequencies are
handled by a new
version of the ovalshaped 'Racetrack'
KEF B169 drive unit,
housed in a ported
27 litre enclosure.
Drive units are
magnetically shielded
for A/V use and the
speaker is bi-wirable.
Finishes are Red
Lacquer or High
Gloss Cherry Wood.
KEF Audio ( UK) Ltd,
01622 672261.
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DYNAUDIO FINDS
NEW AUDIENCES

LINE- DOUBLING
DVD FROM CAL
CALIFORNIA Audio Labs, whose
CL-20 and CL-25 (pictured) are
described as the first ` DVD/CD
players offering uncompromised,
audiophile calibre sound quality', is
also expected to introduce the CAL CL- 30
as the first DVD player to have abuilt-in
line-doubler or quadrupler. California Audio
Labs products are now distributed in the UK
by DeRègle, which is offering the HDCDequipped CL-25 complete with as set of
Tributaries silver video, digital and audio

cables (which normally sell at £380) for
£2995. DeRègle al.,o offers the Pioneer
Elite DV-09 player at £ 1995. Further
information from The DeRègle Group,
Audio Visual Division, DeRègle House, 9
Felsted Avenue Wisbech, Cambs PE13 3SL.
For more information call 01945 463077.

TECHNICS ' DVDREADY' RECEIVERS
TWO new Technics home
cinema receivers accept decoded
DVD signals, while on-board
Dolby Pro Logic surround and
Dolby 3stereo cater for avariety
of other video sources: Technics
says they offer ' sensational sound
per pound' for stereo use as well.
The six-channel SA-AX6 offers
6x 100W amplification for home
cinema, with five video inputs
including S-video. As well as a
subwoofer level control, there is
afront [JR bass cut-off control
to ensure optimum matching
between the main channels and
the sub. Used as ahi-fi
amplifier, the SA-AX6 provides
bi-wired or bi-amped power to
the front stereo speakers. The
cheaper five-channel SA-AX720
offers most of the same features,
but with an output to feed an
external powered subwoofer in
place of the SA-AX6's subwoofer
amp channel. Call Panasonic/
Technics on 0990 357357.

LFD MODS SO NY PLAYERS

LFD is now offering an
aftermarket
modification to Sony
XE200/XE310,
XE300/XE310
and XE500/XE510 CD
players. LFD's 'Phase
ir mod includes:
adding extensive power supply regulation to all parts of the
player, even the motor; electrical isolation of digital and
analogue stages; dedicated transformer and power supply
for the display alarger ( 250VA; mains transformer, said to
give 'enhanced control and midrange transparency', and an
isolated coaxial output of high quality, replacing the Toslink
optical. LFD says: 'We believe that the Phase II modified CD
player can be compared favourably with £ 1000 players.'
Cost of the modification is £249 including return carriage.
Contact LFD Special Projects, 01255 422533.

DYNAUDIO has revamped its Audience
speaker series, with new rounded styling,
and added some completely new models.
Cabinets incorporate Dynaudio's trumpetshaped flared reflex port, and for
versatility are supplied with apair of
foam plugs which can be used to restrict
the port output to give the best bass
balance when the speaker is used against
awall. The new Audience 40 (£399) is a
compact two-way; the larger Audience
50 (£577) replaces the earlier 5, while
the next model up is now the new
Audience 60 (£729), afioorstander for
small-to-medium sized rooms. This model
incorporates Dynaudio's improved D28/8
28mm soft dome tweeter. Replacing the
previous Audience 8model is the new
Audience 70 (£ 1100), with two 170mm
woofers. High-quality parts are used in
the crossover, with every component
glued in and every inductor tied with
cable-ties. At the top of the range is the
large, floorstanding three-way Audience
80 (£ 1460, pictured), the driver line-up
including two 190mm woofers, a150mm
Esotec midrange and
ahigh-efficiency
double-magnet version
of the D28/8 tweeter.
Finally, for home
cinema applications,
the range also is
completed by the
Audience C120+
centre speaker (£439
each), LR120 left/right
surround speakers
(£439/pair) and a
two subwoofers, the
SUB 20A (£715) and
SUB 30 (£915).
Call Dynaudio UK,
0171 378 9750.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIERNG BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AUDIO CONNOISSEURS, formerly Music
Commoisseurs, has adopted its new name to
better reflect its role as as ahigh-end hi-fi
importer. Contact 0151 343 0007.
AUSTRALIA has chosen Dolby Digital (AC3) as the audio standard for its digital
television initiative. The Digital Terrestrial
Television Broadcasting panel named Dolby
Digital as the preferred method of encoding
prior to modulation for high-definition digital
television broadcasting, which is scheduled
to start in January 2001.
BINAURAL downloads are available on
The Binaural Source website,
www.binaural.com. As well as anumber of free downloads, the site
offers an exclusive catalogue including the first binairal CD from
Telarc, and links to other sites with more downloads. Non-web-users
should phone + 1800 934 0442 for binaural information.
HOVLAND MUSICAP audiophile film and foil capacitors are now
being supplied exclusively in the UK by Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 50
Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD. Tel 01455
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286603/fax 286605. e-mail
wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com.
MOBILE FIDELITY has launched its new
GAIN 2mastering system, and has also
announced the first GAIN 2CD release, which
is Tom Petty's Full Moon Fever.
PIONEER has launched its first in-car
MiniDisc product. The MD- P100 six-disc
changer hooks up to any Pioneer IP-bus head
unit and incorporates a Seamless Disc
Change feature and a 10- second shockprotection memory.
RADIOSCAPE, in collaboration with Rake
Manor Research, plans to launch its DAB
receiver PCI card for Pentium PCs soon. Call RadioScope 0171 387
4440. [
See also'Technology', page 19 in this issue.]
TECHNICS has launched an ultra-compact speaker which claims
'stereo sound of quite astonishing depth and weight' although
measuring just 136 x223.5 x213mm (whd). The SB-M01 (seen
above) uses aspecial 80mm driver with aspecial double-action
damper, variable-thickness surround and Neodymium magnet.
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THE LINN

COLLECTION '91
Founded to mirror the high standards set by Linn's hi-fi products,
Linn Records has quietly grown in stature, until today,
it's an internationally- respected music label, whose artists are
acclaimed worldwide. Here's a brief guide to the artists and repertoire
featured in the Linn Collection ' 98

„r

he 16 tracks on this generous
sampler CD represent acrosssection of Linn's exciting repertoire,
with new artists alongside old favourites.
The BT Scottish Ensemble, formerly
the Scottish Baroque Ensemble, can be
heard here in an excerpt from John
Tavemer's Tears Of The Angel, led by
Artistic Director and solo violinist Clio
Gould.
What might seem an incongruous
combination, amodem jazz combo and a
medieval vocal ensemble, works together
superbly well when it's acollaboration of
Linn artists The Perfect Houseplants
and The Orlando Consort. They are
heard here on ' South Wind', atrack from
the album Extempore.
Already recognised with top ten single
success, Hue & Cry are now writing and
performing jazz with Linn Records.
Composed by the Kane brothers, the
track featured here comes from their last
album jazz (Not Jazz).

Versatile post-bop jazz trumpeter
Gerard Presencer has received many
accolades, including Best Trumpeter,
twice over, from the BT Jazz Awards.
Hear the title track from his album
Platypus on this sampler.
Jazz singing star Claire Martin is a
familiar face from the Linn stable. A track
from her latest album Make This City
Ours shows Claire ` Gettin' High'. And
catching saxophonist Tommy Smith '
In A
Sentimental Mood' is atrack lifted from
The Sound of Love, the third album from
the former Gary Burton band member.
Following his acclaimed Reinhardtinspired album Spirit of Django, Martin
Taylor and his Spirit of Django band

released Years Apart in 1996, winning
Best Guitar and Best Small Group
awards. Our selection here from Years
Apart is `The Gypsy'.
Turning from gypsy traditions to
Scottish ones, an ambitious multi-disc
release, The Complete Works of Robert
Burns sets out to capture the writings of
the 18th-century lyric poet. 'Ye Jacobites
By Name' is performed here by Ian
Bruce and can be found on Volume 2of
The Complete Songs of Robert Burns.
Another popular group of artists on
the Linn label, The Palladian
Ensemble, can be heard here with a
track from their first album A Excess of
Pleasure. A fitting track here is ` Bizzarie
All'Imor Scozzeze'.
The New London Consort, directed
by Philip Pickett, is one of the world's
leading early music ensembles. The
selection here, `Quan Je Voy Le Duc', is
from the album Ars Subtilior. Next is
'Ave Maria', Magnificat's contribution,

From left to right: jazz vocalist Clare Martin, guitarist Martin Taylor and the composer John Taverner
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The Palladian Ensemble

which is taken from The Golden Age:
Volume 1. As one of the world's foremost
lutenists, Nigel North's scholarly playing
and original arrangements of Bach's
works have resulted in several albums for
Linn Records. The Prelude from JS
Bach's Suite No 2in A minor is taken
from Bach on the Lute Vol. 3.
The Ensemble Dumont is agroup of
young singers and instrumentalists
specialising in 17th century sacred music.
'Pater Noster' is taken from Les Litanies
De La Vierge, inspired by the brother of
Louis XIV's harpsichordist, one Henri
Dumont.
From the album called simply
Shostakovich, and collabarating with the
pianist Ian Brown, the Schidlof
Quartet perform the Scherzo from the
Russian composer's Piano Quintet in G
minor.
Another performance from the BT
Scottish Ensemble, '
Earth', from The
Four Elements was commissioned by the
Ensemble from composer and flautist
D C Heath. The full work can be found
on the album D C Heath: Violin Concerto
— The Celtic.
Completing the collection is William
Jackson, who is amusic therapist at the
London Guildhall School of Music, with
`Columcille', talçen from his album
Inchcolm.
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WHERE TO BUY LINN CDs!
Linn Records are distributed in the UK
by Grapevine/Polygram, or you can buy
direct from Linn Mail Order by phoning
0141 303 5029.
Lam Mail Order will be offering a
special price of £ 10 per CD (including
possage and packing) to all HiFi News &
Record Review customers up to 30
November 1998.
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Prize Corn petition

WIN .

A LINN CLASSIK
AND KANS
SYSTEM!

Cut out this panel and fold it to fit in a standard CD jewel case

It's Linn's bold claim that the Linn Collection 98
compact disc — or any other CD — sounds even
better through a Linn CD player. Now you can put this
to the test — and at the same time have a chance to
win Linn's highly- acclaimed Classik CD
player/amplifier plus Kan Ill speakers.
The Classik is designed to produce excellent sound
from its own CD section, and to control other sources
too, with full remote control ( including volume) and a

NOI1VM10

Ivor Tiefenbrun MBE, Managing Director
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built-in alarm function. With the Kan Ill speakers, it
provides a complete music system in a compact
package. The Classik normally retails at £995, the
Kan Ill at £295/pair.
So does this CD really sound even better on a Linn
player? Visit a Linn retailer and decide for yourself!
How to enter
To win this exciting prize, you'll need to make an
appointment and pay avisit to a Linn retailer, taking your
free Linn Records disc with you*. When you have listened to the Linn Collection disc through aLinn CD player, complete the entry form, not forgetting to give the
name of the retailer and the date of your Linn audition.
Send your completed entry form to: Linn Classik
Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review, PO Box 531,
Croydon CR9 2ZA. Closing date is January 8, 1999.

Questions and answers
When you've auditioned a Linn CD player at your Linn
retailer, complete this form and return to Hi Fi News &
Record Review, PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA, to
arrive by January 8, 1999.
1. Date of audition
2. Name of Linn retailer
3. Please list the Linn products you auditioned at your
Linn retailer on this date

4. Complete the following sertence in not more than 10
words: " I'd like to own a Linn Classik because...

Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime tel number
If you would prefer not to receive further direct mail,
please tick this box Ui
For the name of your nearest Linn retailer, freecall
Linn Customer Services on 0500 888909

NOVEMBER 1998
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Gripping still.

HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS

f.)ProAc

perfectly natural

Highpoint House, Riding Road, Buckingham Road Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE
Tel: 01280 700147

Fax: 01280 700148
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technology
was launched. The article appeared
in the now-defunct magazine, HiFi
For Pleasure. The author was Stan
Curtis ( now MD of Wharfedale
loudspeakers and Chairman of IAG,
which owns hi-fi company Quad).
His article spread over two pages, and
time, while performing other tasks.
included ablock circuit diagram and
This background processing lets the
sketches said to be taken from a
PC play or record broadcast sound,
patent application filed by aJapanese
or download Internet text and image
company.
data, while performing other routine
The system was called DARTS, or
tasks such as word processing.
Digital Action Reaction Transmission
The broadcast bit-stream for DAB
Speaker, and it had been developed
stereo runs at 192kbps, and the
by NEBCO, the Osaka-based Nippon
Radioscape software runs at 120
Electrical Bearing Company.
MIPS (million instructions per
'The loudspeaker has been the
second). The program delivers
major stumbling-block to any further
standard PCM words that are fed to
he UK's Digital Radio Forum
progress in the digital chain',
promotes
DAB
with
a astandard PC soundcard. On-screen
graphics mimic the controls of a reminded Curtis, before reporting on
Newsletter, and the July issue
the demonstration to selected
conventional car radio, for tuning and
carries the welcome promise that 'the
journalists.
off-air recording. The program also
mass-market launch of digital radio
'The subjective performance defies
decodes text data, dressed up to look
— with sets priced at between £ 100
description. NEBCO set up a
like aWeb page. The program has
and £ 200 — is expected this
demonstration
using
specially
over 100,000 lines of code but runs
summer'.
the PC's speakers, and text or image
data for display on screen.
RadioScape claims that aWindows
PC with Pentium MMX processor
running at 133 MHz or above can
decode the DAB bit-stream in real

Fieihaps by
Christmas,
we can
expect a new
PC card
which
cenverts the
laptop into a
digital radio
receiver

I
T

In the same summer issue the
newsletter announces the launch of
the five car radios, from Bosch/
Blaupunkt,
Clarion,
Kenwood,
Grundig and Pioneer. The prices of
these start at £700 (Grundig) and
rise to around £ 1500. There is still
no living-room receiver. It is hardly
surprising that some journals are now
joking that DAB stands for 'dead and
buried'.
My personal prediction is that the
real breakthrough will come this
Christmas,
with
one
of the
manufacturers cutting the price of a
DAB car radio to around £300. The
others will then have to follow. And
we could by then see the launch a
PC card, developed by British
software company, RadioScape of
North Landon, that decodes DAB

Clarion's DAB9475R
in-car digital radio

sound and data.
RadioScape
is
a two-man
company, formed 18- months ago by
Peter Florence and Gavin Ferris to
exploit the opportunity missed by the
electronics hardware companies.
Ferris wore animation software for
Steven Spielberg's new studio
Dreamworks. He has now written a
program which does the same job as
the circuitry in adigital radio. The
VHF signal is received by an aerial
in the usual way and fed to aradio
tuner on a card which fits inside a
PC, much like like a modem or
sound card. The tuner strips the
DAB bit-stream from the radio signal
and feeds it to the
PC's main bus,
like bits arriving
from aphone line
or disc. Software
loaded into the
PC
then
processes
the
DAB
bits
to
deliver sound to
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in just 1MB of memory on aPC.
RadioScape will license the
technology, and has demonstrated a
working prototype to the BBC,
commercial
broadcasters
and
computer industry. The company
expects the first licensed kits, of PC
tuner and software, to be in the shops
by Christmas. The next step will be
to put the tuner circutry into a
PCMCIA card, which plugs into a
laptop PC to convert it into a
portable digital radio. Peter Florence
says the target price is between £ 50
and £ 100.
Says Per Erik Selemark, President
of the World DAB Forum, an allindustry which promotes the Eureka
system worldwide, 'It is amazing to
think that millions of PCs round the
world are DAB-ready'.

produced digital discs replayed on a
Sony disc player. There was no noise,
no distortion, no coloration, wow or
rumble, and apparently unlimited
reserves of volume. The result could
not be compared to anything heard
previously: it was just so real. One
particularly revealing passage was a
street " atmosphere"
recording.
Reproduced at a sensible level, the
effect was as though someone had
opened a window out on to the
street.'
NEBCO's sketches showed aflat
panel built from ahelix of numerous
tiny pistons, selectively triggered by
a digital bit-stream. For low-level
sound, only the central drivers were
switched on, to pump a few packet
pulses of air. As the pitch and volume
of a note rose, more drivers were

rapidly triggered. At maximum sound
level all the drivers pumped.
The discrete packets of air
We have reported on the Cambridgebased company which promises a integrated in the room to create an
analogue soundwave. Because each
flat-panel matrix loudspeaker which
driver was either on or off, there
runs from raw digital audio code
without the need for a digital-to - could be no distortion.
NEBCO
promised
a £450
analogue converter or amplifier
bookshelf version. But it never
[HFN/RR Nov ' 95, June ' 97, Sept
appeared. Those in the know were
and Oct '981. The inventors are still
not suprised. Stan Curtis wrote the
seeking funds to build a full-scale
article under the pseudonym Olaf
prototype. Only then will we know
Pirol: an anagram of April Fool.
whether there is any cost or sound
DARTS was an elaborate hoax.
advantage in using digital rather than
Until earlier this year only afew of
analogue drivers. Our ears are
us who had worked on the magazine
analogue and adigital speaker must
knew the truth. But Stan Curtis
create waves in the air by integrating
recently owned up through trade
air pressure pulses in the room.
magazine Inside HiFi. He is still
All the major electronics companies
finding designers who wonder
— Philips, Sony, Panasonic, etc —
whatever happened to DARTS.
have been working on digital
Patent law makes no distinction
loudspeakers, often filing patents for
between fact and fiction. Although
variations on the same theme. And
Olaf Pirol's article was fiction, it will
all of them have anasty surprise in
still block anyone who now tries to
store. Full working details of adigital
patent asimilar idea as fact.
loudspeaker were published back in
Barry Fox
April 1980, three years before CD

THE FIRST DIGITAL SPEAKER?
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Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,
combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.
Classic 1: asubstantially built and
beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2
avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

'RC, Unit 5.4, Lantens Court, 22 Millharbour, London E14 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil loudspeaker Company, 62-300 Wrzesnia,
Daszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel: +48 61 4369220 Fax: +48 61 4361488

brief encounters
TAG MCLAREN
AUDIO 601
OUR review experience of the TAG
McLaren 60i amplifier to date really
does live up to the banner title at the
top of the page, because the tight
schedule for this issue meant that we
barely had to time to get the 60i
warmed up, let alone run-in properly,
before going to press. So this really is
a ' brief encounter: regard it as a
teaser for afull review to follow!
The C60i is the base model amplifier in
the range, a60W/ch line-input integrated
amplifier of ' Straight Line' circuit design,
and it costs £800. But this bald
description belies the sheer impact of the
TAG McLaren Audio presentation. Every
item comes in asumptuous metallic grey
box. The lid lifts off to reveal the
accessories beautifully laid out in an
upper foam tray. You get afree music
CD, with the instruction book and
another little book all about (in this case)
amplifiers, packed in matching jewel
boxes. You get an F3 lapel badge. The
effect of the packaging is almost magical:
to buy aTAG McLaren is to buy yourself
apresent, and to open is like Christmas.
So far, you might say, this is all just

marketing. But it's not just the packaging.
The fit and finish of the product are well
and truly truly beyond the standards
usually applied to hi-fi.
Inside, the 60i is adevelopment of the
Audiolab 8000S, which was reviewed
enthusiastically by Martin Colloms in
August ' 96, when it was priced at £650.
The 60i embodies many improvements in
component quality, applied by the TAG
McLaren Audio team after exhaustive
listening tests.
It wasn't possible at this stage to make a
direct comparison with the old 8000S. But
there's no doubt that the new 60i is a
lively, fresh-sounding amplifier, which
seems to allow the rhythm of the music to
come through well. There was plenty of
depth and detail on orchestral music, for
example, and although Iwould still
describe the sound as dry, it was pretty
well free of 'electronic' qualities; you could

hear through to the detail of each
instrument. We'll be offering an in-depth
assessment (also covering the remotecontrol 60Rv) next month. In the past,
we've often received new products without
proper packaging, with photocopied
manuals, bits falling off, and with serious
cosmetic faults that 'will be different in
production', supplied after long delays,
still without some vital part but with afull
complement of excuses. TAG McLaren
makes us forget all that. If there are still
any vestiges left of the old bumbling
amateurism of the British hi-fi scene, they
are about to be blown away for good. I
hate to use an automotive metaphor, but
it's inescapable: TAG McLaren Audio has
set anew pace for the rest to follow.
Steve Harris
• Contact TAG McLaren Audio,
freephone (UK only) 0800 783 8007; or
01480 415600.

Marantz CD67I
lOSE avoids original sin
SINCE Marantz started to tinker with
its range of hi-fi separates by offering
select models with upgraded key
components and copper metalwork,
all the world and his brother have
been going with ' Special Editions'.
And it was in response to this
ubiquity that Marantz, the claimed
innovators of the SE term in hi-fi,
have trademarked the new label
'Original Special Edition'. The
CD67II OSE player should serve to
introduce the new badge to awide
audience, being anatural heir to the
previous bestselling CD63 and CD67
players, and their various derivatives.
To followers of the hot-rod antics of
Ishiwata et al, here follows aquick look at
what this OSE offers: pretty electrolytics
throughout, including red, brown and
black Elnas and brown Silmics; copperclad PCB; upgraded HDAM shield,
changed from chrome to copper (the
Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Module being
Marantz's proprietary output-stage-in-abox, screened from worldly influence);
increased size of transformer core — with
oxygen-free copper windings — from ' 20t
to 25t'; and improved case rigidity with
an additional bottom plate. Otherwise the
basic electronic and mechanical
architecture is as seen in the base ' 67 II
model. Compared to the previous non'Original' Special Edition of last year, the
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only difference between modrils lies in
what Marantz UK describes as anew
mains EI,C0 capacitor.
Post running-in (important with this
one, as ever), avariety of discs soon
revealed the ' 67 OSE's character. What
we hear is asuperficially squeaky-clean
sound that allows much revelation of
subtle details — aslick and exciting sound
that grabs attention. When connected
initially to Linn amps with Linn
interconnect, the light shimmery tone
erred on the thin side when playing
acoustic guitar, accentuating the zing of
steel strings while spotlighting fingering
technique on Martin Taylor's Spirit of
Django album. The lower resonances of
the guitar, conversely, were somewhat
glossed over — denying afeel for lower
textures but usefully avoiding aloose or
wayward bass. Moving up in the
interconnect cable stakes with a
superlative cable like Ecosse Reference
Ultima demonstrated more of what the
Marantz could offer — fuzzy grain was

sweetened, helping to expand the musical
tone palette and let the player show what
it could do.
In arevealing system and when set
against better and costlier CD players the
weaknesses of the ' 67 OSE can become
all too apparent — arelatively twodimensional stereo spread, some trace of
sibilance and asense of timing that
sometimes failed to hold one's attention.
In the same price bracket, the Denon
DCD-835 reviewed last month has a
more forgiving tone and better organic
grip on the music. But then, the Marantz
gives abetter technical presentation with
its revelation of timbre, and an upfront
delivery which will appeal to many.
Compared to the darker richness of the
Denon, the CD67 OSE shows amore
consistent light touch; sleeker and faster,
athoroughbred from the Marantz stable,
which should prove aready reference for
CD replay at the price.
Andrew Harrison
• Contact Marantz UK on 01753 680868.
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PRIMARE
30 Series

20 Series

True differential

Dual mono

Fully balanced

Superb build

Dual mono

Affordable

Superb build

CD player

Models currently available.
Primare 30.1

Fully balanced integrated amplifier. 2by 100 watts (8ohms).

Primare 30.2

CD player with twin 20 bit Burr Brown dacs per channel.

Primare A20

High quality integrated amplifier. 2by 70 watts (8ohm).

Primare D20

High quality multibit CD player.

Primare 120

FM stereo tuner

Sole UK distributor-.
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.0. Box 414e, Epping, Essex. Cr110 eHJ.
Tel; 01e92 573030, Fax; 012 574030.
rndc.nifievirgin.net

brief encounters
CD- Rdisc trickery
IT came as something of asurprise to
discover that those blank CD discs you use
on CD- Rrecorders (as distinct from those
used on PC/Mac computers) have atotally
unjustified price premium. Shopping around
several music and hi-fi shops, I
discovered
the average price for a74 minute audio
blank seemed to hover around the £4mark
-I
did find TDK CDR-XG74s as low as
£2.25 + VAT, but typically they're closer to
£4 or £5. Compare this to the £0.95 to
£1.50 for asingle blank ' data' disc and
you may be left wondering where the extra
pennies are going. One thing for sure is
that they aren't going anywhere near any
copyright fee collection agency. Problem is,
the cheaper data discs won't record on
audio CD- Rrecorders.
There exists within all CD- Rrecorders a
disc- identifying mechanism that can spot the
difference between audio and data blank
discs, prohibiting any use of 'unlicensed'
data discs therein. Now, in certain
circumstances, this killjoy piece of prohibition
can be bypassed in aglorious loophole akin
to the mods that can be carried out on
Regionally- restricted DVD players - except
the only tools required are some nimble
fingers and avirgin audio disc. All you need
to do is hoodwink the machine into thinking
it's got akosher disc inside.
Load the drawer with ablank audio disc,
press record to put the machine into record
standby, and sit back and relax as the
machine contents itself that the disc is: a)

suitaoly blank and theteby ready to accept
'burning'; b) not anasty computer data disc.
Wilen the machine is happy with its load,
you simply switch to adata disc by manually
opening the drawer. Carefully pull the
drawer open with those nimble fingers,
ignoring the faintly disconcerting whirr as
you overide the drawer gears. Exchange
audio for data disc and gently push in
drawer. You can now press record again to
actually record onto the imposter, with the
CD-Rrecorder blissfully unaware of any
switch. The finished recording, which must
have its Table of Contents burned in here by
the finalize button before it is removed, will
now play back on any machine which
normally accepts CD-Rs. Two points of
interest here: bad luck to Pioneer owners as
the stronger drawer mech seems impervious
to unsoiicited extractions; and good news to
Marantz DR- 700 owners as this re-badged

Philips CDR880 has the same compliant
CDL3610 transport. Don't be tempted to
unscrew the hex-screws on the Marantz's
drawer front to replace them with something
useful like apull handle - they are integral
cosmetic bits of plastic that will go nowhere
despite an Allen key's best attention.
There is one extra tip that is worth
knowing about this trick. When you record
on to an audio blank, it is possible to
interrupt acompilation at any point, remove
the disc and play it on another CD- R
recorder (which will read the temporary
TOC), and then continue recording later, up
to the maximimum allowed time. This cannot
be done with adata disc, since upon
reloading the machine will need to be fooled
again before it can start recording. It will try
to record over what is already on the disc
(believing it to be empty), giving you anearuseless disc.
One final thought: when selecting adata
disc for recording it's logical to find one
that closely resembles in colour the sample
audio disc (various CD- Rand CD-RW discs
have different colourings depending on the
dye used inside). Matching colours makes
sense since, aside from authenticating the
prospective disc, there is purported to be a
calibration process (OPC) for recording
onto every new disc. The relative reflectivity
of the disc is measured and the laser's
power adjusted for optimum pit burning.
Since the recording disc isn't the one
measured, it's preferable to ensure it has
similar reflectivity; although with all
experiments I
tried no disc proved
unplayable on any regular CD player.
Andrew Harrison

van den Hul cables
we received retail for

HERE we have two interconnect

achieve — smooth and

cables from van den Hul, one that's

civilised with afantastic

been around for a while, the other

midband articulation that
confers areal, natural —

0.6, 1.0 and 1.2m lengths
readily available.

and importantly — un -

The second cable here is
known as The Patchbay, a

developed from a studio cable that
may prove a popular choice on the
domestic scene.
Firstly, the Thunderline Hybrid, which
like most of the van den Hul range
incorporates anon-metallic conductor,
carbon, in its design to avoid what vdH
calls Cross Crystal Distortion. Metal
cables, says vdH, will add artificial

electric

music.

feel to acoustic
The shiny red

Thunderline Hybrid here is
arecent modification of an
older cable, and is made up
from asilver-plated OFC central

£114.99 for 0.8m, with

spin-off of aproject to
equip alarge recording
studio in South Africa with
good patch-bay connections.
The geometry of this low-

conductor, screened by atwo-layer outer

capacitance cable is silver-coated large-

harmonic distortion as the signal travels

shield, with polyethylene dielectric in

crystal OFC copper for central conductor,

through metallic crystal boundaries.
Linear Structured Carbon, vdH's
trademarked application, doesn't incur
the problems of metal-oxide impurities

between. There are in fact two internal
conductors, now complemented by a

foamed polypropylene dielectric, and
dual-layer braid/LSC shield. Its nearest

bye, of the Linear Structured Carbon,
which can also be found in the cable's

relation would be the popular D102 III

and non- continuous granularity. Despite

inner shield. The outer shield is amore
conventional stranded braid.

ahigher inherent DC resistance which
runs counter to some cable design
philosophies, asmoother, clearer sound is
the potential musical outcome. The most
well-known flagships of the technology
are The First and The Second
interconnects, the former an entirely
metal- free cable using 12,000 strands of
individually insulated LSC for acentral
conductor. Priced at £ 184.99 for auseful
0.8m pair, The First is actually aready
benchmark for what aco- axial cable can
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Hybrid, although at £ 39.99/0.8m and
£45.99/1.2m it is appreciably cheaper.

Used as an interconnect between an

From the Page and Plant excerpt the
Patchbay showed off timing well in all its

Arcam Alpha 9 CD player and Linn
Kairn pre- amp, the Thunderline Hybrid

5/4 glory with only the more frantic
sections betraying some congestion. But

turned in atranslucent sound that did

remember, this is in comparison with
known references, such as The First and

however lack the The First's sense of ease
and cWility. While allowing through the
colour and vibrancy of ' Four Sticks' ( Page
and Plant, No Quarter), they did tend to
obscure the intricate layers of this poly-

Ecosse MS2 Monocrystal. At the price,
the modestly-sized Patchbay, in its soft
red Hulliflex outer, is awinner.

Andrew Harrison

rythmic piece, making for an overly-

• Contact van den Hul UK on

complicated performance. The stereo pair

0181 997 4280.
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DON'T

BUY

IT JUST

BECAUSE

IT'S

BEAUTIFUL

SERIES

These may be the best looking speakers ever
made - but our engineers hope you'll ignore their
stunning appearance.
They admit that the extruded aluminium cabinets
Titanium dome tweeter.

are undeniably elegant. But they want you to
appreciate how their shape and rigidity reduces
internal resonance.
And they can understand how you might be
Extruded aluminium cabin,

seduced by the gorgeous titanium dome tweeter.
But they'll ask you to close your eyes and enjoy its
remarkable clarity instead. After all, it's thanks to
their pioneering work in Finite Element Analysis
that the HF response is so uncannily accurate

Die-cast aluminium top cap.

and smooth.
Of course, they acknowledge that people are
impressed by the sight of dual sets of gold plated
binding posts and massive bus bar connections
Gold plated bi-wire terminals.

between the terminals and the crossover. But they
respectfully point out that uncompromised signal
transfer is what really counts.
At Celestion, we've always been quietly proud of
our loudspeaker technology. But sometimes,

Audiophile crossover components.

FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION C SERIES PLEASE CONTACT: CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION. DEPT HFN22, FRI EPOST MA 1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE (
01622) 687442. WEBSITE hItp://wynucelestIon.com

design genius is ¡ ust impossible to hide.

DELESTIOn

brief encounters
A Cyclone comes around
MOUNTING acouple of drive units in a
cabinet that is not square is often felt to be
agood idea, acoustically. Take a
cylindrically shaped cabinet, for example.
Problems with internal standing waves in
the front-to- back and side-to-side plane
are reduced — and if the sound of these
beauties from Audio Workshop is anything
to go by, you'll wonder why there aren't
more similarly-shaped speakers, ahem,
around.
However, the novel appearance and
craftsman- inspired method of construction
(solid timber, with evidence of labourintensive finishing work) initially made me
nervous about their credentials for playing
music. But, the appearance! Surely anything
this far down the quirky road can but sound
equally unorthodox?
These Cyclones have what was once
termed distaff factor — now perhaps called
female sex appeal. Every woman who saw
these chaps standing sentinel in the listening
lounge made favourable comments,
unbidden, on how ' sexy' and 'elegant' they
were, in all their natural wooden livery.
Anthropomorphised robots, cute traffic
lights — however you must picture them the
comments remained favourable. So with no
small curiosity the reference Harbeth
LS3/5As were replaced with Cyclone 34s,
and while not instantly blowing away the

competition they soon
showed themselves
easily capable of a
smooth and balanced
performance. For
starters, the integral
pillar stand is not just
there to levitate the
drivers' cabinet away
from the ground. It's a
long reflex port that
vents rearward bass driver pressure to
below the lower plinth, in the process
embuing the Cyclones with acommendable
bass response, given their size. They stand
just under 900mm tall, with amain cabinet
about 235mm in diameter and 280mm
high. The Morel drivers include aMW144
main driver (with acone around 110mm
across — no more than the ' 3/5A's), and a
large 28mm soft-domed MDT39 treble unit.
Midband and treble integrate smoothly
via acrossover mounted under the crowning
lid of the cabinet. Silver plated to mid/bass
and solid-core wiring to tweeter connects the
crossover to asplay of four gold-plated
binding posts on the rear of the speakers'
bottom platform.
While bass speed isn't the fastest in the
business, it's not as one- note as the halfmetre port architecture might suggest. Lazy
walking bass- lines, such as heard through

Sad Old Red, from Simply Red's
credible first album, were played
levelly although some choice
tones found favour as plucked
notes roamed from low E- string
upwards. Overall the tonal
balance was felt to be both warm
and controlled, setting aeuphonic
quality that was difficult to upset
with any programme material. Solo
instruments were well placed in an
intimate soundstage: Julian Bream's
guitar, playing Rodrigo's Concierto de
Aran juenz [
RCA SB-6335], imaged
cleanly excepting some soft focus in
absolute terms, which nevertheless
complimented productions rather than overexposing them.
At the given price of £ 1998 + VAT (that's
£2349.98 to the wallet) the Cyclone 34s are
not exactly cheap, and looking at the handcrafted construction and quality drivers you
can see where attention has been turned.
They may not be the sharpest or fastest
speakers at this price, and may often lose
out when comparing performance for
pounds. But the choice of these speakers in
the house will be based on more than just
their ultimate fidelity or price tag. They offer
something alittle special in aworld of
veneered boxes — whether those square
corners stand on their own four spikes or
those of an additional stand.
Andrew Harrison
• Contact Audio Workshop 01375 379032.

The EarMax Pro headphone amp
EVERYONE'S (or nearly everyone's)
fave OTL headphone amplifier has

What also distinguishes aPro from the

been joined by a variant designed to

original are adual-voltage power supply
with separate transformer windings for

address a number of concerns,

heater and plate supplies, twice the plate

especially aesthetics and driving
ability. The standard EarMax

voltage due to the use of 6DJ8 ( 6922)
military-grade output valves instead of the

remains in production, its price £ 375,
but now you have to weigh it against
the £ 399 EarMax Pro. As the dearer

'mystery tubes' used before, bigger power
supply capacitors with three times more
energy storage, plus afourfold increase in

Pro doesn't have abattery pack

output power for medium impedance

option for use on the move, that
might make the decision for you.

headphone and fivefold for low

The chassis now features aslightly
better finish with neater edges, due to
easier and more consistent injectionmoulding techniques, while the AC power
block attaches with aLemo connector
instead of the non- locking type found on
the earlier model. Dimensions remain at

impedance cans with ' nearly identical
bandwidth and distortion spectrum as
EarMax'. The circuit board has been
improved and the headphone connector is
now PCB-mounted, to improve the
reliability. (Note that normal EarMaxes
now feature the new case finish, circuit
board and PCB mounting of the earphone

84x84mm for the footprint, with aheight

socket, so aregular EarMax is now,

of 97mm, with colour choices of blue or

technically, aMk II.)

black; eagle-eyed readers will note that
Euro editions say ' Brocksieper' instead of
`EarMax'. That aside, it's the same pair of
phono sockets for input (from either aline
source like aCD player, or from apre-

It was easy to confirm Brocksieper's
belief that the sonic difference between
regular and Pro is negligible when using
medium and high impedance headphones
(greater than 200 ohms), the Pro possibly

couldn't with the original EarMax driving
certain cans.
This astonished me because Iwas more
than satisfied using the original with
assorted Grados, for example. Now,
though, you can rock out with barely a
turn of the volume control. There's so
much power that Grados will break up
and distort long before you reach full
volume. And by that point it's too
damned loud anyway. Even so, the UK
importer has already had complaints from
some idiot that the ' Pro doesn't go loud
enough with the Grado RS1. This sick

amp output), a 1
4 in headphone socket
/
and arotary volume control on the top.

sounding alittle bit more open and

individual needs immediate help, even a

relaxed. But this is only evident when

The on/off switch and ablue LED are

deaf- aid. Or awell-placed bullet.
Ken Kessler

fitted to the 52x52x85mm external power

attempting to destroy one's hearing; it
was criticism from Beavises in the USA

supply.

who want to cultivate deafness, and who
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Contact: UK distributor, The
Audiophile Club 0181 882 2822
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products featured: cd transport CDT2OR

da con,erter DAC20, tuner 120, preamplifier PA20it, monoblocs 125M

uowerful, advanced pieces of electronic equipment.
they also build our racing cars.

Much of TAG McLairen's experience in developing specialist electronics for the
cramped and electrically noisy environment of aFonmula 1nacing car is directly
applicable to the development of hi-fi equipment. Just as our racing division
strives to build world beating racing cars, TAG McLaren Audio aims to make
the best audio and audio visual equipment money can buy.

The AleM series, the first fruit of our merger with Audiolab, one of
Britain's most respected audio companies, is a range of audio components
which represents unparalleled levels of technology and engineering. Throughout
the range, from the definitive entry-level integrated amplifier or single- chassis
cd player, to preamplifier and monoblocs coupled with separate cd transport,
da converter and tuner, the Ae.e series delivers controlled power and
superior sonic reproduction. In short, hi- performance hi- fidelity.

Call 0800 7838007 to arrange a te:st drive.
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eveloped over many years,
B&W's extremely costly
Nautilus loudspeaker —
nominated aMillennium Product a
few months back — has sold in
limited numbers, but has repaid its
designers with a broad technology
base on which to draw for a series
of more reasonably priced products.
One logical application was to the
Matrix 800 series. A major revision
was overdue, and B&W decided to
incorporate significant elements of
the Nautilus in its new generation
of 800s. The key model in the old
range was the 801 — adesignation
which carries the same weight in
the hi-fi world as the 501 logo does
for Levi Strauss. Launched in 1979,
the original 801 achieved an
enviable domestic and professional
status from an early stage in its
development and (as the updated
Series II or 'Matrix 801' and in its
final form as the 801 Series III) is
still widely used as a studio
monitoring system. Replacing such
a classic imposed a weighty
responsibility on the design team.
In its day (and this goes for the
'revised' versions too) the 801 was
highly capable. But major advances
in
build,
performance
and
technology were deemed essential
to try to satisfy new aspirations both
for professional and audiophile
home use. Over the past decade,
improvements
in
recording
techniques have demanded greater
and greater dynamic range from a
loudspeaker. The old 801 had some

limitations here; it was fine for
classical monitoring, but lacked the
ability to go really loud ( some
might say too loud!) for rock and
pop monitoring work. In any case,
dynamic range capability is
stretched by the raw power of direct
line feed at a control desk, which
more demanding than the final
mix-down for CD release.
Quite simply, the B&W team,
headed by Steve Roe, were driven
to
push
the
performance
boundaries forward as far as they
could reasonably go — and to hope
that the end result would justify
their considerable efforts. There
was some debate as to whether the
new speaker should be rechristened or continue to carry the
801 name; eventually it was decided
that the title was so well established
it should remain in place,
augmented by the ' Nautilus'
appellation.
We all know that a bigger and
better speaker is going to cost
more. The old 801 pricing was
lower than you might expect
thanks to the very long
production run,
and in
engineering terms it was
underpriced. The new Nautilus
801 costs substantially more at
£8000 apair (typically $ 11,000
US). This is serious territory,
where competitors include the
likes of the Wilson WITT II,
the Thiel CS 7.2, Avalon
Eclipse, Wilson Benesch ACT
One, Avantgarde Duo and

The original
801 achieved
an enviable
domestic and
professional
status and is
still widely used
as a studio
monitoring
system.
Replacing such
a classic
imposed a
weighty
responsibility
on the design

team

B&W's own Silver Signature 30.
On appearances alone, the new 801
could well be aserious contender.
So what do you get for your
money? This large speaker comes
equipped with abass reflex loaded,
380mm ( or 15in) bass driver, a
160mm ( 6in) Kevlar cone for the
midrange and a 25mm ( lin)
aluminium alloy dome tweeter. All
three drivers are brand new and are
made by B&W. The cabinet
measures 1.11m high ( 43.7in) by
522mm wide ( 20.6in) and a
substantial 690mm ( 27.2in) deep,
dimensions indicative of a
reasonably big room;
and it also needs
some
space
round it. UK
speakers aren't

B&W's 801 monitor speakers are installed
in studios all over the world. B&W
intends to maintain this dominance with
the spectacular new Nautilus 801
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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LOUDSPEAKERS
'wrong way' down a binocular).
Both housings are decoupled
from the bass enclosure, and
from each other. In addition
the mid driver floats in its
housing on
a special,
structurally stabilised liquid
polymer, so inhibiting any
frame reaction coupling to
any other part of the speaker
system. Together with the
matrix construction of the
'bass bin', these techniques
ensure very low coloration
and low diffraction signals
from the enclosure as awhole.
The mid driver is particularly
special. In a new twist on B&W's
patented use of woven Kevlar for
TECHNICAL DETAILS
their cone diaphragms, this 160riun
Continuing the tradition of the cast-chassis driver has an unusually
Matrix enclosure construction, the large active region of 140mm
very strong barrel-shaped multi-ply diameter, thanks to the virtual
enclosure contains a complex absence of the usual half-roll edge
matrix of bonded bracing cross suspension. Dedicated only to
connecting all surfaces. The ply is midrange duty, this cone doesn't
75mm thick! Estimated at an have to move very much: an
effective 125 litres, this bass volume idealised peripheral termination and
is reflex loaded at 22Hz by a high an avoidance of the usual surround
volume/velocity, double-flared port,
anti-resonance were achieved by the
turbulence controlled (by micro- adoption of a narrow annulus of
contouring of the surface), with a energy-absorbing foamed polymer
generous 100mm diameter and for the edge suspension. A nearsome 300mm long. The bass cone magical energy decay performance
is so heavy that the system (box)
is claimed [see Lab Report]
resonance is set at a low 34Hz,
Many speakers fail in the bass
establishing the credentials for a when
they
attempt
studio
deep powerful bass. The low bass is monitoring duty. B&W was aware
vented via large slots formed of the challenge and in fact the first
between the enclosure and the die- attempt, anew 12in driver couldn't
cast alloy base/plinth.
do the job. The alternative of apair
Established Nautilus technology of 12s didn't seem to have the right
— rounded, low-diffraction physical consonant punch. So it just had to
forms with tapered transmission be a 15in unit, its throw stabilised
line termination of the output from by a balanced, double spider, fired
the back of the drivers — is applied up by a 100mm high power voice
here to the mid and treble sections.
coil, terminated by doublyThe simple closed back of the reinforced carbon fibre dust cap
original tweeter has been replaced and suspended on a heavy duty
by a new low-diffraction teardrop- butyl rubber surround. Ultra rigid,
shaped housing containing a the cone is built of high resin-doped
powerful hollowed-out Neodymium fibre with substantial Kevlar
alloy magnet, terminating the back reinforcement, and is pistonic
of the dome in a tapered in its working range.
transmission line. This construction
As for the crossover,
has succeeded in almost banishing this is built with top
the fundamental dome resonance.
quality high- voltageIn apainstakingly-researched, over- proof polypropylene
sized and similarly teardrop- capacitors, and, in the
terminated spherical housing, the critical mid and treble
mid- driver
has
a tapered sections, high-power
transmission line loading for the Vishay foil resistors
rear output of the cone. This as well as air- core
housing is of bi-laminate, hyper- inductors.
gloss black-finished MarIan polymer
Nominal crossover
for the exterior, with a cast, fibre- points are 350Hz
loaded concrete for the interior and
4kHz,
with
foundation.
18dB/octave
3rd
Both treble and mid housings
order
electrical
have solid core sections which slopes, close to 24th
inhibit cross reflections and may in order, and low phasefact be modelled as so-called shift
acoustical
`inverted horns' (like looking the responses.

THE LISTENING SYSTEM

noted for their weight, but take note
of this one: 104kg, or 229Ibs each!
Each cabinet has aset of in-built ball
rollers which makes final critical
placement quite easy. Enthusiasts
will then substitute the milled cone
feet for optimum stability.
Performance claims include a
room-matched low frequency range
extending to a very low 23Hz, a
nominal 8 ohm impedance, a high
91dB sensitivity, low harmonic
distortion and a peak programme
power handling of 1000W —
impressive! Electrical connection is
via WBT shrouded connectors, biwired at the bass/mid crossover
point.
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Many speakers
fail in the bass
when they
attempt stuc io
monitoring
duty. B&W was
aware of the
challenge...
it just had te
be a15in unit,
its throw
stabilised by a
balanced,
double spider,
fired up by a
100mm
high power
voice coil

In the main Iused Krell power
amplification. The speaker is
quite sensitive, but it is also
nearer a 4 than an 8 ohm
load, and given the potential
dynamic range, both current
and voltage are required
from the amplifier, tightly
controlled at that. Iused the
FPB600 and ' 650M but for
less critical systems an
FPB300 would be more
appropriate, with around
500W/channel. A ConradJohnson Premier 8a will deliver
well enough on its 4 ohm setting,
but this speaker can and will take
much more if it's on offer. After all,
with almost unlimited headroom
available, it's ashame not to exploit
it! At more realistic sound levels the
Nautilus 801 showed a fine turn of
speed with the Naim NAP250 and
you could conceivably use four
NAP 135 monoblocks in a biamped configuration.
Possessing an innate ' sweetness',
this speaker allowed for some
flexibility so far as the choice of
cable was concerned; Ifound that
the most spacious result was gained
using Transparent XL, the sharpest
delineation with Siltech and the
greatest impact with van den Hul
Revelation. With more moderatecost speaker cable, the bi-wire
option which provides a further
variable.
After some experimentation I
found that despite the heavy weight
of the enclosure, spikes gave an
important leg- up to the sound,
helping to lock in the stereo focus,
adding transparency in the treble
and further impactive slam in the
bass.
Sources were controlled by singleended
triode pre- amplifiers,
Conrad-Johnson's Premier 16 and
ART, with the XTC PRE 2 singleended FET design used for
analogue disc, playing vinyl on a
Linn
LP12
Lingo/Naim
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen- free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.

pence dertee

IN.
1

sponsors of
KEF Reference Series authorised dealers:
Aberdeen Holbum Ili Fi
Alderley Edge Aston Audio
Aylesbury Northwood Audio
Bath Radfords
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Beckenham Musical Images
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
Bishop Stortford Tie Auliofile
Bolton Sound 8 Vision
Bournemouth Suttons
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radfords
Bristol Audio Excel ence
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chester Audio Excellence
Colchester Graystcrn Sound 8 Vision
Covent Garden Musical Images
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
Crewe Sound of Music
Croydon Spaldings Electrical lId.
Dublin Hi Fi Corner Ltd.
Dublin Peter Dand

01224 585713
01625 582704
01296 28790
01225 446245
01225 316197
0181 663 3777
01234 272779
01232 381296
01279 506576
01204 861861
01202 555512
01273 609431
0117 9428247
0117 9264975
01222 228565
01242 241171
01244 345576
01206 577682
0171 497 1346
01203 525200
01270 214143
0181 654 1231
03 531 667 0076
03 531 269 4433

East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edgbaston Music Matters
Edgware Musical Images
Exeter Radfords
Glasgow Loud 8 Clear
Gloucester Audio Excellence
Grimsby Manders Hi Fi
Guernsey Melodonia
Guildford PJ Hi Fi
Halifax Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hounslow Musical Images
Huddersf laid Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull Zen Audio
Kings Lynn Martins Hi Fi
Leamington The Leamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London Hi Fi Experience
London The Listening rooms
London KJ Leisuresound
Maidstone Unilet Sound 8 Vision
Manchester The Hi Fi Rooms
Nelson Wilkinsons Hi Fi
New Malden Unilet Sound 8 Vision

01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 334 8202
01452 300046
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
01422 366832
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
01622 676703
0161 835 1366
01282 612901
0181 942 9567

Newcastle Lintone Audio
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radfords
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
Plymouth Radtords
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
Preston Audio Excellence
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
Slough Frasers
Solihull Music Matters
Southampton Hampshire Audio
St Albans W. Darby 8 Co.
St Leonards Adams & Jarret
Swansea Audio Excellence
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watford Acoustic Arts
Whitham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
Worcester Sound 8 Vision
Worthing Phase 3
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01733 341755
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0118 9597768
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0114 2737893
01743 241924
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Left: showing Matrix construction
used inside the main encloisure.
Below: Matrix elements, as applied
to the smaller 802 model

Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature I1.
In addition to my longer-term fixed
output CD references, there was onboard volume- controlled digital
replay from aKrell KPS25i, plus an
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
balanced, driven by aMeridian 200
and Theta Jade transports.
Reference speakers included the
Wilson System 5 and WITT III,
and the Quad ESL63, backed up by
recent experience of the Audio
Physic Caldera and the Avantgarde
Duo.

SOUND QUALITY

showing
performance
margins that are by
no means easy to
achieve.
As the Nautilus sounded
very ` clean' at high levels, the
omens were also good for both
measured response smoothness and
low distortion. In the event, both
predictions proved accurate. This
speaker has genuinely low distortion
and sounds it. Prior experience in
moving-coil technology — examples
such as the Avantgarde Duo horn,
Audio Physic Caldera II plus the
Wilson SLAMM and System 5 —
has shown that lowered distortion is
a worthwhile objective, truly
enhancing subjective sound quality.
The resulting, even-handed timbre
may be compared with that
produced by a fine electrostatic
speaker, as the ' refinement' heard
with that technology owes much to
low harmonic distortion.
The Nautilus midrange was so
smooth and so linear that it
sounded almost creamy compared
with
the trace
of hitherto
unavoidable ' barking hardness'
usually associated with cone
midrange drivers. That creamy
purity was very reminiscent of the

I'd asked B&W to run the speakers
in before they delivered them —
such is this model's loudness
capability that Ididn't want to
suffer hearing impairment before
the listening tests!
The sound did change over the
auditioning period, with small
improvements to the sweetness and
integration, but generally it was
pretty stable (note the section on
retightening the fixings). From the
outset the high quality of this design
was more than evident.
Very
few
speakers
can
successfully drive my larger listening
room. To completely fill it with
powerful, dynamic and clean sound
is
an
awesome
achievement, something
only big horn designs or
super- costly dreadnought
systems have managed in
the past. But the Nautilus
showed it could do this too,
'eh*
and with ease, to the point
where Iwas clipping the
power amplifiers, nearly a
kilowatt per channel; yet
there was no obvious
compression, hardening or
audible overload from the
speaker. The Nautilus 801
represents an enormous
advance on the Matrix 801
Exploding head: showing the
on these grounds alone,
80I's midrange and treble sections

Experience
tells me that
seriously good
speakers are
comparati iely
easy to install
and place,
and so it was
with the 801s.
Good sourds
were obtained
almost right
away and as
special
boundary
relationships
or angling
proved
necessary
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electrostatic principle, for some also
reminiscent of aS-E amplifier — yet
the execution and operating
principle could not contrast more
strongly. Here we are comparing a
rigid, resin-bonded cone of Kevlar
weave driven by a powerful
electromagnet motor, with the very
different theoretical perfection of a
wisp of near zero-mass polymer film
wafted by a planar electrostatic
field.
Time
and
time
again
midrange sounds emerged
from this new speaker which
reached further back into the
recording, delivering more
instrumental differentiation,
more natural tone colour,
more tunes, better layering and
a higher degree of natural
acoustic
surrounding
the
instruments.
Human voice was very good,
female vocalists just perceptibly
dulled ( except on brighter operastyle recordings), while male singers
were simply remarkable: fullblooded yet devoid of unwanted
chestiness or hangover. Piano also
fared well, together with all manner
of percussive sounds, sometimes as
if heard properly for the very first
time.
Generally, the mid blended well
with the treble, which, if not quite
in the same league, didn't let the
speaker down in any way, sounding
both even and tolerably wellbalanced. The sound of 'metal' does
not come into the equation, while
its lower registers were devoid of the
usual ringing nasality often
associated with a fundamental
resonance which can make string
tone rather steely with some
designs. Orchestral brass also
sounded most effective. There was,
however, a hint of excess sibilance,
while the upper treble was a little
elevated, adding some extra air and
sparkle, but also bringing the upper
treble closer in the sound stage, this
frequency range proving to be not
quite as well integrated as
the rest.
Amongst its almost
embarrassingly
large
catalogue of plus points
was the bass, which
genuinely provided the
foundation for all the rest.
Standing well clear of its
peers, the Nautilus 801
bass had real presence. It
set entirely new standards
for tunefulness, articulation
and speed in its class,
effectively nailing for once
and all the myth that bass
reflex enclosures are second
best. Here the reflex design
nu's, so clearly reinforced the
31

bouncy, easy breathing dynamics of
the low end.
That 380mm driver was always in
control, and barely moved even
when the house was shaking.
Irrespective of the rest of the
system, this Nautilus effectively
incorporates one of the best stereo
sub-woofers in the business, and it's
free on board! Hugely complicated
deep pattern drumming was
reproduced note for note, instant by
instant. Belted hard with heavy
percussion, it could sound as if a
sledgehammer was being taken to
the back of the bass driver cone.
It's not often that the attack and
authority of adecent directly-driven
stadium rock bass is reproduced in a
domestic situation. The Wilson
Grand SLAMM can do it, and now
so can the Nautilus 801.
Like the big Wilson, the B&W
bass was so well controlled that
some might describe it as ' crisp',
even verging on dryness. For myself,
Ifeel it's correctly unobtrusive, only
there when it should be, and not
dragging along all the time. Full
power bass transients were almost
heart-stopping, while the mid bass
was truly percussive — you could
feel the physical presence of a well
recorded drum kit. On cathedral
organ the 801 reached powerfully
and unhesitatingly for the lowest
notes, in my room completely solid
and uncompressed down to a near
25Hz. There was no bloom or
boom, nor any false chesty sounds.
Experience tells me that seriously
good speakers are comparatively
easy to install and place, and so it
was with the 801s. Good sounds
were obtained almost right away
and
no
special
boundary
relationships or angling proved
necessary. These speakers sounded
best toed- in almost to face the
listener, and Iused placement of
1.3m to the back wall and 0.88m to
the side walls.
The magic
'equilateral triangle' arrangement

Und,T,ide, sowing crossover an g mg-ball
feet (which can be replaced with spikes)
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gave the best results, but clean,
tolerably well balanced sound was
available all over the room, even 30
feet away and virtually on the back
wall.
Stereo imaging was first-rate,
properly detached from the speakers
themselves, evenly spread across the
stage and imbued with fine layering
of depth to a distant vanishing
point. The latter is a testament to
the genuinely high, audiophile level
of transparency achieved by this
design. More often than not, any
criticism was down to shortcomings
in the programme and not the
speakers, an awareness that grew
the more discs we played.
The consistently low coloration,
inherent neutrality and overall
dynamic range certified this
speaker's monitoring pedigree,
while the exceptional refinement,
uniformity and clarity may be
considered
the
additional
credentials required for discerning
domestic audiophile duty.
But I've saved the best for last.
This speaker can rock equally well
on rock and classical material,
probably more so than any other
speaker in its class. It ruthlessly
reads the quality of the sources and

Above: massive
construction of the
Nautilus 801's
380mm bass driver
Below: the original
B&W 801, as
launched in 1979

LAB REPORT
Distortion
o very low (see test results) approaching
electrostatic levels and certainly the 801 sounded it! Both
second and third harmonics were better than 0.6% below
300Hz; below 50Hz, third was excellently controlled
down w 30Hz while second was still fine for these low
frequencies at 3to 4% with no sudden changes near port
or system resonances. The special part came in above
300Hz, with the midrange driver; here the magnet
construction used drops third harmonic to an average of
0.05%, while second was amazingly low (for aspeaker
that is) at an averaged 0.08%. The tweeter was nearly as
good, typically 0.2% of second with just 0.1% of third.
The improvement in third harmonic was easily heard
compared with ordinary speakers and explains that
subjective comment of an 'SE triode'sound and 'echoes of
agood electrostatic.' Higher power levels produced
proportional increases in distortion from this low baseline,
orders of magnitude lower than most competing speakers.
Amplifier loading: conversely, this was not an easy
speaker to drive. No wonder it was at its most comfortable
when driven by high current power amplifiers. B&W
indicates an 8ohm nominal value with a3ohm
minimum but Ifeel that this is optimistic and that 2.8
ohms would be anearer the mark under floor-loaded
conditions, dipping to this minimum at 80Hz. The
average value in my view is 6ohms not 8, while the
worst dip actually fell below the IEC 4ohms specification
limit of 3.2 ohms. This speaker sat at 3.7 ohms from
7kHz-20kHz and it was also quite reactive (80°) at
45Hz and 1.5kHz. Concerning the power amplifier,
weaklings need not apply. Given that this speaker will
sustain akilowatt peak programme under dynamic
conditions, the peak current draw could reach +50A.
Good low resistance speaker cable is also important.
Maximum levellsensitivity: Imeasured a
sensitivity of 91.5dB, slightly above specification. This
was based in an `8ohm watt', so the 801 was grabbing
an extra 3dB or so via its low load impedance. On a4
ohm basis, this speaker would rate 88.5dB, an average
value which matches the 8ohm Wilson 1P7TT IL The
impedance rating partly determined the minimum .50W
suggested per channel amplifier rating. If used with the
usual discretion, 1000W amplifiers are possible at the

can and will do justice to them. On
the other hand, this also means that
a downbeat recording played on an
unrhythmic source component and
power amplifier will make the
Nautilus
sound
slow
and
uninvolving, even using something
as ` simple' as medieval plainchant.
Such is the immediacy and
vitality of the sources with studio
master programme that this aspect
is not a matter for debate; but if
rhythm and dance- like musical
involvement are important in your
domestic set up, then you'll have to
be choosy about the matching
system, if you're going to get all that
these B&W's can give.
Standing
back
from
this
assessment, Ishould also note that
there is a trace of residual ' cone'
sound in the mid range, although

limit, delivering ahall-filling 116dBA maximum (this
SPL rating is for atypical room). Newfield, in asmall
control room, the magic 120dB local is attainable for a
pair. This maximum sound level is exceptional.
Reference frequency response: several aspects
are worthy of praise. First, there's the exceptional bass
reach, amarvellous 20Hz in agood room, plus
exceptional low frequency smoothness which has carefully
tailored for local boundaries. A good estimate of the -6dB
low frequency point was 22Hz when well run in,
notwithstanding the gently tapered low frequency range.
B&W boldly claim 39Hz to 20kHz in tight +2dB
amplitude limits and Ican confirm this claim. Close pair
matching was also seen, typically +0.3dB in critical
areas. Nit-picking alittle the response was alittle
depressed in the 'snap' lunge, by 1.5dB from 1.8kHz to
4kHz and in my view this speaker did sound 'softer' than
it needed to be in the presence range. The upper treble was
also slightly raised by perhaps by 1.5dB and again under
critical conditions, sounded it. Taken overall this is a
respectably accurate wide range response.
Off-axis responses: outside the crossover range the
mid and treble ranges varied very little off-axis,
confirming the low diffraction geometry. In the lateral
plane [Fig 2] the response sequence was cleanly iterated
from the axial result, even if it continued with that mild
recession noted in the presence range, afeature which in
some other designs is referred to as the 'BBC dip' and if
not taken to excess is said w add spaciousness and
improve perspective, in the vertical plane, this speaker
sounded better above rather than below the usual seated
head height, in this case about 98cm high using formal
chairs. Slouch back on alow slung sofa and you could be
down at 75cm where it won't sound so good shows the
responses 15° above and below axis]. If spikes are
installed, jack up the back of the speaker alittle (it's more
than stable enough w do this) to bring the axis down to
your height. Above axis, amild 3dB of dip appears at
5kHz; below, it deepens to asevere I3dB at 3.8kHz.
Energy versus time: the system had agood degree
of time alignment even if it wasn't claimed to be a
minimum phase design. It held within + 100° from
200Hz and 7kHz, and was pretty flat from 500Hz to
3kHz, the primary mid range. Unweighted, the energy
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dramatically less than with the
opposition. Woven Kevlar also has
its own character, tending to present
transients more softly or 'politely',
as some would say, than with other
technologies. This said, there's little
else to find fault with. The sound
was consistently even-handed,
likeable, easy to get on with and
significantly lacking in aural fatigue,
regardless of the level it was played
at. It was undoubtedly more
gripping and dynamic at high levels,
and yet it could be run whisper
quiet and still provide much musical
satisfaction. Turning down the
volume leant that natural sense of
distance and delicacy, another
hallmark of areference monitor.

CONCLUSION
There's a deep vein of quality
running through this sophisticated
and fascinating loudspeaker design.
General duty as a studio monitor
may have been the original purpose
but its exceptional performance
means the 801 also wins admission
to the audiophile class of domestic
speakers.
Acknowledged competitors such
as the Wilson WITT II may be said
to use apowerful fist in achain mail

glove for explicit dynamics and
expression, and while the Nautilus
801 fist wears a velvet glove by
comparison, it still manages to
achieve fine musicality.
There are some weaknesses — the
impedance loading is pretty tough
and it means the 801 is more
difficult to drive than average, to
some degree effectively compromising the otherwise high nominal
sensitivity. It demands large, current
capable power amplifiers with
heavy-duty, low-loss cable. This is
also an exceptionally big and heavy
speaker, but the market sector it's
aiming to impress generally sees this
as a virtue — perceived value
playing alarge part.
Gauging how the Nautilus 801
actually delivers sound is ultimately
amatter of taste. Its balance is more
classical, a little more ' BBC' than
many, but is none the worse for
that. If your pulse doesn't race quite
so fast with this speaker, the many
aesthetic considerations of music
reproduction also carry great
emotional weight.
In summary, the Nautilus 801 is a
highly accomplished performer, of
evidently low distortion, with a
colossal power handling and

It's not often
that the
attack and
authority of
a decent
directly- driven
stadium
rock bass
is reproduced
in adomestic
situation.
The Wilson
Grand SLAMM
can do it,
and now
so can the
Nautilus 801

SU PP
Loudspeakers
(UK Saks) Ltd,
Marlborough
Industrial Estate,
Lancing, West
Sussex
BN15 8TR
Tel: 0903 750750

dynamic range. Its bass is nothing
short of excellent on grounds of
speed, depth and tune playing, well
interfaced with the listening room.
The mid is lush, clean, tonally pure,
highly resolved and devoid of either
shout or hardness. Treble is also
very good, if atad exposed; it needs
aclean, fast audio chain for the very
best sound.
Sound stages are wide and deep,
the sound genuinely transparent.
Technically the 801 met a high
accuracy standard, is generally well
built and is superbly finished. You
couldn't reasonably ask for more
bandwidth,
better
spectral
uniformity or lower distortion. Fast
clean transients matched the
exemplary
energy
decay
characteristics seen in the lab tests.
The new 801 is nearly double the
price of the old, but Iconsider it
money well spent. This speaker
breaks new ground for B&W and
emerges as aprime contender in the
£8000 to £ 12,000 range. In terms
of all-out performance, it wins
strong recommendation
and
represents the sort of value for
money package that this company
has proved capable of supplying
many times in the past.

î

It
.0000.0

10000.0

Fig I. B&W Nautilus 801: axial frequency response, 1m
(dashed line, nearfield correction)

Fig 2. B&W Nautilus 801: response family at 2m, axial (solid
trace), off-axis 30° lateral (dashed), 45° lateral (chain dash)

Fig 3. B&W Nautilus 801: responses taken vertically
off-axis, above (A) and below (B); see text

Fig 4. B&W Nautilus 801: MLSSA waterfall of energy decay

Frg 5. B&W Nautilus 801: room averaged response

Fig 6. B&W Nautilus 801: impedance versus frequency,
scale 2ohms/division (upper trace) and phase venus
frequency (lower trace)

decay hit -35dB within amillisecond, agreat result.
The waterfall (Fig 41 is configured to tell us more
about the fast decay, the performance on transients.
Again the 801 came out very well and the very fast
decay and `white cliff' at the back confirmed excellent
transient performance and decay speed.
In-room response: measured by spatial averaging
for left and right speakers over the listening region the
room response (third octave averaged) of the Nautilus
showed genuine subwoofer extension, more or less
down to 18Hz (-3dI3) neatly matching my room
acoustic. With no special compensation for the floor
reflection dip this fascinating system plotted 20Hz to
2kHz, +3dB and is decidedly smooth [Fig 51 With
its ability to quantify energy output this room
measurement also showed that the speaker was alittle
reticent in the presence range, seen in this graph as 2.5dB from 2kHz -4kHz, perhaps making it sound a
little more polite than it needed to be, especially
considering the very low distortion. Over the treble

range the output sailed cleanly away to 20kHz, with a
slightly `bright' view of my preferred 'house curve'.
Budd quality: fit and finish were excellent but on
the review samples the tightness of the various fixings
was not 100%, particularly the bass driver and its cast
alloy trim ring. The screw terminals on the bass driver
were in fact less than finger-tight; tight when
assembled, the pressure on the unterminated thick
bundle of cable strands had slowly eased off with time.
Iunderstand aproduction manager's aversion to
soldering on the line, but lfeel that both the upper
system (Molex plugs) and the bass driver should be
hard soldered both for integrity and for long term
reliability. Iretightened the bass connections, torqued
up all relevant bolts and re-auditioned. Such was the
high quality of the system components that this
remedial action was immediately audible as cleaner
transients, still crisper bass, greater transparency and
sweeter treble. It's understood that this point is being
addressed in production.

Test results

B&W Nautilus 801

Dimensions ihwd. mm i
1110)(522x690
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50-1000W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
35Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
22Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
18Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
91.5c18/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
116d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2.8 ohms/6 ohms/below average*
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
£8500
•nominal impedance 8ohms, see text
reulrem•
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any people who like music,
over and above hi-fi or
hi-technology for its own
sake, still choose to play records at
home. This may have something to
do with the better perceived
musicality inherent in vinyl replay;
or it may be the collected mass of
recorded music already out there —
still available new and especially
enticing secondhand, given access
to a life- breathing cleaning
machine. Either way, it can
sometimes be frustrating to listen to
CD replay with a straight face,
knowing that it may be robbing you
of the satisfaction of a natural
musical performance. Then again,
you occasionally hear a CD player
that makes a damn fine job,
reminding you of the merit in the
digital format. You can feel
especially reassured when you
discover that the player doesn't cost
the earth — and can be readily
upgraded in seconds by adding an
auxiliary power supply. The unit in
question here is of course the Naim
Audio CD3.5.
Looking for all the world like the
CD3 which it replaced, the extra

'half' that we witness in the Naim
CD3.5 actually represents a major
revision in design. The slimline
casework may be the same, but
inside lies adifferent converter and
a new transport mechanism, both
sourced from Philips. The transport
Naim cites as a higher CDM12
variant, aVAM 1205.
Playing discs on this machine is a
little different than with the usual
open-drawer, insert-disc, drawerslide-shut- and- play experience. A
tug on the drawer by its finger grip
pulls out a solid mechanism on a
hinged swing arm. A magnetic puck
is removed from the disc-spinning
armature, to be placed on top of an
installed disc, before the entire
assembly is manually swung back
into place. Upon closing, the
contents table of the disc is read
automatically, and it's ready to
play. A large bold figure glows from
the right of the unit's fascia, on a
display panel that will also show
elapsed track time or can remain
entirely extinguished.
Four buttons labelled in Naim's
inimitable lower case allow control
of ' prey', ' next', ' stop' and ` play'.

Nairrz's entry-level CD3.5 player
is a capable performer, and promises
even more with the benefit of an
additional power supply
by ANDREW HARRISON

GIVE A MAIM A

Standing alone
the CD3.5
makes an
engaging and
appealing
sound that can
draw the
listener in.
There is no
immediate
evidence of
strain when
asked to paint
complex
textures, nor
too much
hardness with
challenging
recordings

Any further control over the player
(like music search) requires
recourse to a small Naim remote
handset, although any RC5-coded
CD handset will also do the trick.
On the rear panel are three of the
dreaded DIN sockets — 5- pin
audio output, 4- pin for internal
power shorting, and a 5- pin for
auxiliary
PSU
connection.
Conspicuous by its absence is any
form of digital output. While Naim
can happily justify the futility of
connecting an unsychronised
external DAC, the company is
culpably forgetting the needs of
home recording enthusiasts — who
will of course be copying only
copyright- free material for their
own personal use.
Having heard and subsequently
been pleasantly surprised by the
potential of a ' 3.5 when used as a
one-box CD player, we were keen
to try it, outside of an all-Naim
system, with both the Flat-Cap and
Hi- Cap power supplies — to
establish what the base player was
capable of, and ascertain how the
extra outlay on these power supply
units is rewarded with sound
improvements. The options run like
this: the CD3.5 costs £ 1050 and
will happily work straight from the
box as asingle unit. If used with an

amplifier sporting RCA phono
sockets instead of Naim's preferred
choice of DIN sockets, then an
adaptor or custom-made lead will
also be required.
The first upgrade available is in
the form of the Flat- Cap, an
outboard box identical in size to the
CD3.5, and used here to power
specifically the analogue output
stages of the player. The theory
behind this is well established — by
dedicating asmooth clean source of
power to these crucial components
they in turn work more smoothly
and cleanly, and are not upset by
ripples and noise injected into the
system from the digital and
mechanical stages of the CD
transport. In turn, the digital
sections should benefit, with
typically less PSU-induced jitter.
The Flat-Cap unit itself, at £350,
contains a toroidal transformer and
rectifiers, with reservoir smoothing
capacitors and regulators to
ultimately provide two sets of 24V
dc power output. The Flat- Cap
connects to ' 3.5 after first pulling
off ashorting plug from the rear of
the player (which otherwise serves
to unite the digital and analogue
circuitry to the same on- board
transformer), and then wiring
together the two boxes via an
umbilical terminated in locking 5pin DIN plugs. Being of the same
size and styling the boxes can stack
together to give amost aesthetically
uniform combination.
Slightly less congruous when sat
together, the CD3.5 and chunky
Hi-Cap do however give a mooted
better performance through the HiCap's use of a higher-rated toroid,
larger reservoir capacitors and
better power regulators. The £720
Hi-Cap has been around for around
15 years and is best known for
powering Naim's range of pre-amps
and active crossovers.

NAIM THAT TUNE
Standing alone the CD3.5 makes
an engaging and appealing sound
that can draw the listener in. There
is no immediate evidence of strain
when asked to paint complex
textures, nor too much hardness
with
challenging
recordings
containing much high frequency
detailing. In the dense choral
Fourth Movement of Beethoven's
Ninth [EMI CD-EMX 2186], the
various voices of soloists and choir
are defined with ease although the
Hall's acoustic is a little lost, such
that concentration is centred mainly
on voices and instruments rather
than atmospheric cues. The
presentation is very slightly forward
of ' central', that is the soundstage
starts marginally closer than on
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CONVERSION STRATEGY
THE PHILIPS DAC chip employed here, asingle
TDA1305, is anominal 18 bit hybrid converter
that employs acombination of bitstream and
multi- bit techniques: low-level signals are
processed by abitstream converter while larger
signals are generated using adynamic
continuous calibration technique.
It utilises afour- stage digital filter, including a
two- stage Finite-duration Impulse Response ( F1R)
filter. The data stream is oversampled and
noise- shaped to create a5-bit PDM ( Pulse
Duration Modulation) bitstream signal. This is
passed to acontinuous calibration 5- bit DAC,
where 32 ( plus one spare to allow continuous
converter operation) discrete current sources are
used as exact references while the datastream is

'switched' to acurrent signal. The chip's output
stage carries out I
V conversion, with precision
op- amps converting the output current to a
voltage signal.
Other players and converters to use this chip
have included the Mission dAD3, Ratel RCD970BX and RCD-975, and Cambridge Audio's
CD4, CD6 and DACMagic converter. As Paul
Miller's measurements have shown, the chip has
an electncal signature typified by some multi- bitlike modulation noise, and familiar sidebands in
its jitter spectrum. Minor shortcomings aside, this
chip is capable of very good performance as it
also carries some of the relative virtues of the
two proprietary technologies — good low-level
linearity and low overall distortion.

overly-polite players, and it is in
part this quality that lends the
CD3.5 its appealingly
forthright quality.
On rock music,
we hear Naim's forte
of capturing the
rhythmic drive, the
nuances of tempo
something
which
seems unfortunately
too elusive to quantify
under test conditions,
assuming the player in
question measures
with, for example, a
respectable low- jitter
performance and a clean
analogue section. But there
is definitely something about
Inside the 3.5 playabass depth and timing that this
(above) and the Flat
Cap (below)
Naim has figured out. It
would be tempting to look
at things like circuit
topology, mechanical
integrity, customised
servo control — all
positive attributes of
this
CD3.5
which set it
above simpler
rivals — and then
use them to justify an aboveaverage performance. And indeed
there probably is causal connection
between design and build on the one
hand, and integrity of sound on the
other, but we can't specifically
measure this timing ' integrity' yet,
particularly in reference to such
notional concepts as ' speed'.
Take Skunk Anansie's 'Twisted'
from the album Stoosh: all choppy
rhythm guitar around funked-up
bass and inspirational drumming.
Skin's lead vocal sears over the
disparate threads, yet the whole
thing gels into one of the best cases
for good new music — and a
wonderful track for the ' 3.5 to show
its mastery of rhythm. With similar
display of control, ' Pigs (Three
Different Ones)' from Pink Floyd's

Animals has a precisely
defined metre that, with
the ' 3.5 on laser detail,
keeps feet tapping even
when the beat is often
underplayed, more
implied than stated.
So what effect
does adding an
outboard
power supply
have on the
sound? With
the Flat- Cap
connected performance
is
augmented insofar that the musical
spectrum is widened — instruments
are better placed within their
respective pitch domain so that, say,
two guitars playing together make a
stonger case for themselves as two
separate lines in a song. Iexpected
to hear more transparency, better
resolution of fine details and
buried subtleties, and
wasn't entirely disappointed;
but this was outweighed by
the major gain of an
increased integration 41f music
into a viable whole. Another

MAGNATIC
PERSONALITY

A BEAUTIFUL VENEER
DO ' TCONCEAL A
>SOUL
For information on the most exciting range
ut loudspeakers ti kit!Anse shores ia rizzi
memory, call HENLEY DESIGN
now on

_de

way of expressing this is in the sense
of flow, the artless flow of notes that
make up a tune. The Flat-Cap'd
CD3.5 became more comfortable to
live with, and incidentally a little
more of atease, tempting the further
upgrade.
Since the initial hypothesis was for
a better PSU to engender better
sound, it came as little surprise that
the Hi- Cap took the entry-level
Naim CD player even further
forward in sonic excellence. Bass
drive and definition was now near-

NAIM CD3.5
comparative
review of Naim's
CD3. 5 [HFNIRR
Dec 97, pp42]
there have been no
substantive
changes to its

and out. Note
Naim's tubetrain wiring
discipline

and hybrid
TDA1305 DAC
remains unaltered.
Naim achieves
low errors in
resolution of
typically +0.3dBI
-0.5dB across a
100dB dynamic

better than our

player - in stereo terms there was
better focus and sieadfastness. But
on the subject of stereo, the overall
picture thrown from the speakers
was still not the equal of better
players, which demand minimal
concentration to picture the size and
placement of specific instruments.

The analogue filter

4"
eePee,

50
60

frequency distortion

10

harmonics [3].
Fortunately, the

et
so

impact of Naim's
power supplies is

-100

not entirely
transparent to the
measurement

120
-130
-140 OF.

process. Regardless
of PSU strategy,
the CD3.5's
onboard PSU
always takes

25

50

Irmolerr
4

FREQUENCY

total. Upgrading

motor drives,
clocks, display,
servos and the
TDA1305 hybrid

still further to the
Hi-Cap yields the
black jitter trace

one-box solution,

DAC-specific jitter,

this onboard supply

indicated here by the

Cap power
supplies and -

also feeds Naim's
proprietary 7-pole

purple marker [7]
and marker [10], is

subjectively -

active filter and

remains `offset' by

low-impedance
output stage. It's
this final analogue

visibly obvious by
the original (green

non-monotonicity
of the multi-bit
portion of the
TDA1305 DAC
and is typically
associated with an

Flat-Cap and HiCap outboard
supplies (two
single-ended, +24V
supplies).
Without external

peaks [4] rising up
behind
So, how can
changing the power
supply to this
analogue stage
possibly influence
jitter in the
preceding digital
stages? Evidently,

`edge' or

power supplies, the

the outboard

`sharpness' being

CD3. 5's jitter

supplies reduce the
demand placed

reported by

amounts to just

listeners. In excess,
it can bring an

308picoseconds and

upon the onboard

is dominated by a

Cap, which at £ 2125 is a little

unwelcome

excessive in this role), is undeniably a
winning combination; but this must

graininess to a

particular pattern
of sidebands that's

supply which is
feeding these digital

CD3.5 plus Hi-Cap, the end-point
to Naim's sanctioned upgrade path
for this player (excepting the Super-

player's
performance.

entirely specific to

circuits. It also
suppressed any
cross-coupling

Otherwise,
Naim's

the TDA1305 [4,
green background
trace]. Upgrading

for around £ 1000. And if adding a
Hi-Cap seems excessive then bear in
mind that much of the progress in

implementation
differs from others
by its use of a
7-pole analogue

to the Flat-Cap
eliminates the trace
of huminduced
jitter that remains,

filter which
effectively erases

while suppressing
the TDA1305

from an entirely

sound quality can be heard in the

any ultrasonic

pattern to give a

logical upgrade.

Flat-Cap supply, at half the price.

noise [1] which

reduced 215ps

be set in the context of the
marketplace. At around this price,
£1770, there are many other players
(and transport/DAC couples) that
deserve auditioning. But not as many
have the compelling option to buy-in
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Lower section shows same data as '3D' plot but irr, 'plan view

charge of transport,

stage that benefits
from the upgrade to

75

Fig I. Naim CD3.5: distortion and noie, 0-22kliz sweep at -30dB.

by the choice of
Flat-Cap or Hi-

+12dB of noise
modulation. The
latter reflects the

11)&04
40

(190ps total), where
the reduction in

the significant

'
tie 47
^

DAC. Used as a

earlier sample but
remains unaffected

cleaner, yes, but also far better
defined when compared to the solo

-30dBFs to
-140dBFs scale!

shaped sampling
image [2] released
by Philips' digital
filter while
suppressing the
range of high

of 106-107dB.
This is some 1dB

foundation for an articulate midband
to bring vocals to fife. Top end was

ampleers [Fig I].
Note the extended

tightened, as
promised, from
+670ppm to
-120ppm in this
instance, but the

range, with an
A-wtd SIN ratio

breathtaking, laying a low-down

issues with different

can clearly be seen
`biting' into the V-

SAA7376 decoder

Hi-Cap inside

might otherwise
cause compatibility

design. Clock
selection has been

combination of
CDM12
mechanism,

12)

,

(
3)

LAB REPORT
Since my original,

O MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCH

between digital and
analogue stages,
thereby reducing
another potential
source of
interference. The
result? Better sound

Paul Miller

Fig Z. Naim CD3.5: total jitter spectrum, green
trace behind; and with
Test results

Hi-Cap

(
black trace)

Halm CD3.5/Rat Cap/Hi-Cap

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.1
0.1
0
Channel separation (
dB)128
122
94
Frequency response (
dB)-0.1
0 -0.6
Distortion (
THD w. eel, din
At Od13
-91 -92 -76
At --33dB
-80 -78 -85
At -60dB
-70 -56 -58
At -80dB
-32 -40 -33
At -90dB dithered) -23 -30
33
At - 100dE ( dithered) -22
At - 110c16 (dithered) -9
Resolution (
linearity error. dB):
Error at -60dB
c
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.5 -0.3
Error at - 100dB - -04 +03
Peak output level L/R
2.178/2.165V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.7
Output Impedance L/R
<2 ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR, OdB (dB)
-89
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
63
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 12.3
Signal-to-noise. CD3.5 only (
A-wtd. dB)
CD3.5 oily,,with emphasis. OLSB
106.7
CD3.5 .ny, without emphasis,
OLS131_SB
106.6/106.9
CD3.5,: Fat Cap, with emphasis, OLSB
107.2
CD3.5,: Fat Cap, without emphasis.
012513,l_SB
107/106.9
CD3.5, Hi-Cap, with emphasis, OLSB
107
CD3.5/I-4.-Cap, without emphasis,
OtriB,.1._SB
106.7/106.9
Total correlated Jitter
CD3.5 rely
308 picoseconds
CD3 5,..Flat Cap
215 picoseconds
CD3 5,14.Cap
190 peoseconds
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal dock accuracy
122ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
3 seconds
Typical prices (
i-ic VAT)
..
CD3.5 £1050, Flat Cdp £350, Hi-Cap £720
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onsidering the utter mess
which is the Region 2 launch
of DVD, it's amazing that
some of us still live in hope. While I
would love to get even with the
Hollywood execu... no, make that
the slime-sucking, low-life, bottomfeeder, pond- scum lawyers who
cooked up regional coding, I've
gotta admit: every time Isee afilm
via DVD, Iforget all about it. Quite
simply, the myriad negatives of
Region 2 are outweighed by the
benefits of DVD in general. And I
don't mean the difference between

Theta is using
Pioneer's DVD
mechanism, as
good abase as
any from which
to mount a
high-end
assault. Its
action is
smooth, silky
and rapid as
DVD gets

Amid the confusion,Theta's DaViD
transport is one DVD product
that lives up to the company's slogan
'digital done right'
by KEN KESSLER
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handling aSin disc instead of a 12in
Laserdisc, nor the frills, nor the
cinephile extras, nor even the
humane elements like foreign
language subtitles.
Quite clearly, DVD is more fun
than any previous video format.
But DVD has already suffered
the sort of polarisation which is
inevitable when anew technology is
the product of multinationals —
companies with absolutely no
concept of quality, homogeneity,
design potential or anything above
the bottom line. A backlash has
already appeared through Laserdisc
supporters who — even if they
grant the edge on visuals to secondgeneration-plus DVD — will argue
convincingly that Laserdisc offers
better sound. ( They're not
motivated in quite the same way, I
hasten to add, as the circa- 1984
anti-CD brigade, who were ruled as
much by emotion and their wallets
as they were by actual performance.
Laserdisc devotees are actually
prepared to pay double the price of

discs to make their point.) There's
no consistent use of the promised
facilities or options, for example
widescreen versus 4:3 on the same
disc. All in all, DVD was launched
before it was perfected. Surprise,
surprise.
Specifically for Zone 2, the
catalogue is embarrassingly tiny and
the presentation an afterthought. I
mean: what complete schmuck
thought it was OK, let alone even
considered releasing a major new
film like The Usual Suspects in 4:3
format? Why does every Region 1
disc go straight to its correct audio
mode, while nearly every Region 2
disc seems to require delving into
sub-menus to get the right sound or
screen layout? And why do we get
swill like Riverdance when the
Yanks get LA Confidential?
But that's beyond the hardware
makers. What Theta's DaViD
addresses is the need, even this
early in the game, for a nocompromise device, rather than the
lowest- common- denominator
standard which hamstrings the vast
majority of players. Price dictates
that they remain unconscionably
low- end because DVD ( the
eventual high- end audio- only
variant aside) has been treated by
its makers as an appliance which
must appeal to trailer-park trash
and Essex girls. Which tells you that
corporate heads don't read Ruskin.
What Theta tells you is that the
standards of the high-end guys, the
taste-makers and trendsetters, have
to be invoked from the outset. It
parallels exactly the creation of
'audiophile' CD players early on,
when a handful of manufacturers
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responded to the mouthy anti-CD
brigade with actions rather than
mere words.
Theta is using Pioneer's DVD
mechanism, as good a base as any
from which to mount a high-end
assault. Its action is smooth, silky
and rapid as DVD gets. (Score ' 1'
for Laserdisc's faster scanning.)
DaViD, therefore, can exploit every
form of DVD and every function so
far developed, though Iwasn't able
to test its 96kHz/24-bit capability:
my Pro Gen Va DAC was away
being updated. DaViD's remote
control is as comprehensive as, if
less elegant than, the Pioneer's and
you need never touch the player
save for inserting a disc. It has
enough sub- menus to make you
think that you're looking at
Windows ' 98. It can be tweaked
and tuned to your heart's delight.
But, when necessary, it's still as
straightforward as atoaster.
Given that, like all high- end
transports, DaViD is lamb dressed
as gourmet lamb, Theta has
engaged in normal high- end
practice by making everything
attached to the OEM core element
a no- compromise alternative. It's
how you justify aprice tag of £4650
over, say, £ 599. It has to mean
more than asexy front panel. And,
as Theta is primarily an audio
company rather than a video
company, you can rest assured that
sound quality — one of the most
controversial DVD issues — has
been shown as much attention as
the video output.
A brief aside: Paul Miller has
likened the inside of a DVD player
to the hostile environment inside of
a PC, so opting for a separate
transport like DaViD might be the
only way that you can enjoy DVDs
and audio CDs in the same
transport mechanism without
suffering
the
compromises
experienced in single-box DVD
players. It would be interesting,
then, to learn just what a Theta
DaViD integrated player would
sound like, compared to the
Theta DaViD transport.
But that's enough
idle musing...
Theta
has
attacked jitter
problems
by
buffering and reclocking digital
data, in effect
making
the
buffer, rather
than ' flawed
discs',
the
source. A special
custom-made
low-jitter crystal
oscillator
is
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used; the signal is stored long
enough to realign the data, which is
corrected as it comes from the disc.
High-speed CMOS logic gates are
used in the re- clocking, while
audiophilic levels of attention have
been paid to earthing to prevent
digital noise and hash from
corrupting the pure clock signal in
the audio section. Theta designed
the low-flux transformers and highisolation power supplies used to
supply each section of the audio
circuit, isolating clocks and DSP
sections. The resultant signal is fed
via extremely high frequency pulse
transformers to a comprehensive
selection of output terminals
providing PCM, AC- 3 and DTS
output through RCA, BNC and
AES/EBU connectors.
Indeed, the back is rather
cluttered for a transport, especially
if you're coming from minimalist
CD-only transports; forget achoice
of just one or two sockets. As
standard, the DaViD provides two
S-Video, one component ( BNC)
and two composite video outputs,
the latter in phono and BNC form.
As Idon't yet own amonitor which
accepts component video, Istuck
with S-Video. Digital audio outputs
include PCM-only phono and
PCM/AC-3/DTS via phono, BNC
and AES/EBU. Optical is an option
not present on the review sample,
and there's also a blanked-off slot
for a computer- style output for
remote system control. The back
also features the main on/off rocker
switch and an IEC mains input.
Given that DVD is, at present,
primarily an AN medium (will they
ever finalise the audio-only spec?),
the video sections, too, feature
multiple transformers and highisolation power supplies separately
feeding the various elements,
including the clocks, output circuits
and decoder; the motor controller
and display are isolated from the
rest of the circuits. All together,
DaViD has six transformers and 14
highly regulated power supplies,
which explains why a unit
measuring only 482x90x420mm
(whd) weighs 11.3kg.
DaViD's DVD decoder power
section is filtered again at key
points to further minimise noise.
After the digital video signals are
converted to analogue, they pass
through Theta- designed video
filters and extremely high-speed
output
buffers
to
the
aforementioned
S- Video,
composite video and component
video socketry. All sockets, of
course, are gold-plated and robust.
While the front panel of the
DaViD (available in black or silver)
features enough of the basic

What Theta
tells you is that
the standards
of the high-end
guys, the taste makers and
trendsetters,
have to be
invoked from
the outset. It
parallels
exactly the
creation of
'audiophile' CD
players early
on, when a
handful of
manufacturers
responded to
the mouthy
anti-CD
brigade with
actions rather
than mere
words

controls and enough information in
its display to prevent acrisis should
the dog walk off with the remote,
the only way to use — and enjoy —
DaViD is with the handset and
with the plethora of on-screen info.
The hand-held controller sports a
sobering 43 buttons, although that
does include a numerical keypad
for direct track entry. But don't
even think of rushing into set-up
without
devouring
the
comprehensive owner's manual,
especially the flow chart of submenus.
Once set up and matched to
whatever Region 2 discs you have
managed to find, the DaViD treats
you to visuals which it's getting
harder and harder to resist. Iwas
able to compare a dozen DVDs
with their Laserdisc equivalents,
Lexicon's DC- 1 serving as my
home cinema A/V hub, and it's no
longer amatter of even momentary
doubt.
Quite categorically, DaViD's
video playback exceeds the
Laserdisc in detail, colour, clarity
and nearly every other parameter,
with one allowance: many DVDs
still exhibit the visual jerkiness and
'trails' which marred firstgeneration playback. But note: this
seems to be a software rather than
hardware problem, and it was
possible to move from one DVD to
another from the same label, with
one disc betraying faults, the other
fault-free.
As Ihad access to both Region 1
and 2, Iwas able to sample enough
discs to make a review worthwhile.
And before you ask, Ifound that
there were simply no performance
differences between the two regions
— the only difference is the size of
the catalogues.
Where DaViD struck me as
better than any other DVD player
I've seen was in its rendition of
image depth, its smooth transitions
from light to dark and its closeness
to ' true' black within the images —
not just in the bands above and
below a widescreen image.
Particularly revealing were the night
scenes in The Usual Suspects and
Disclosure, where patchy shading —
what I suppose is the visual
equivalent of dynamic range —
renders a scene impossible to
follow. It didn't tell who Keyser
Soze was, but you get the drift:
undeniably, DaViD did a great job
preserving fine visual details under
all conditions. Colours were vivid,
most movement fluid and it
suffered less than Iexpected from
artificial 'halo' effects or other sorts
of colour bleeding.
Sonically, well, it sounded so
'Theta' that Ihad to make sure I
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"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker.. "
Jack English, Stereophile, volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull, Stereophile, volume 21 no. 4.
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DVD TRANSPORTS
Dolby Digital
playback was
convincingly
enveloping
and gap-free,
but Idetected
an inkling of
what the
Laserdisc
supporters
find better
about the
ol' 12-inchers

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181-971
3909

wasn't playing the trusty old Data
III. Dolby Digital playback was
convincingly enveloping and gapfree, but Idetected an inkling of
what the Laserdisc supporters find
better about the ol' 12-inchers. LDs
produce a warmer, smoother
sound, in many ways more
convincing. But there are trade-offs:
in visual terms, the Laserdisc of The
Exorcist is an almost unwatchable
shambles, while the new DVD is so
good that you wonder if they found
an unused print from which to
master it. Conversely, the aural
element of the laser disc was more
convincing and natural than the
DVDs. Not that ` natural' is aword
Iuse to describe anything about
that film.
But it was, unexpectedly, plain
CD playback which added new
optimism to my otherwise wholly
defeatist view of DVD in the UK:
this transport eluded all of the
criticism aimed at single-box DVD
players. It unashamedly played CDs
with the authority of its Data III
forebear, with the richness, impact
and transparency that keeps me
from letting go of the now-obsolete
combo unit. Maybe Theta's overkill
approach to jitter did it, maybe it
was the extra love'n'care shown to
the audio output stages. Whatever,
the DaViD sounded like what it is:
an extremely covetable, high- end
transport, and I'd gladly use it as
my reference player.
Right now, for those with sufficient
funds and DVD leanings, Theta has
produced something to tempt you.
The only downside to the new
format is the Region 2 imbecility.
Whatever else Ithink about DVD,
Theta's DaViD demonstrated
categorically that the new format is
worthy of inclusion in any high-end
system. It's just painfully ironic that,
for the near future, a Region 2
DaViD will be used more for playing
back CDs than DVDs.
Kinda makes you want to get
inside and fiddle with the coding... ÷
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ritish electronics manufacturer
Crimson was probably the
first to use a' CE' mark on
their products — but not for the
purpose seen today. Building solidstate amplifiers since 1977, Crimson
Electrik has now forsaken the CE
tag, to become plain Crimson. But
some things have survived the years
— the amplifier combination
reviewed here may be familiar to
some as avariation on the 510/530,
reviewed in this magazine in 1982.
On test here is the 610C preamplifier and two 630C monoblocks,
all sharing the same simple case
style, an elongated black housebrick
measuring 95 x 110 x 350 mm
(whd). So even sat side by side, the
three blocks take up less shelf width
than many conventional integrateds.
The outward styling may stress
function over form, but having
already seen the stereo power amp
version, Isuspected that, in the best
tradition of British amplifiers, the
hard work had been left to the inside.
The pre-amp is a straightforward
design comprising five inputs, one of
which is preset for either m-m or m-c
cartridges. Selection between them
is made by arow of DIP switches on
the built-in phono card. While the
CD, Tuner, Aux and Tape inputs
are of the familiar RCA phono type,
the turntable input is alocking 5-pin
DIN socket, necessitating use of a
supplied DIN-tophono adaptor for

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Crimson CS610C pre-amplifier
Nomina: output level
775mV
Output resistance
700 ohms
Maximum output level
>3.5V rms
Sensitivity ( line inputs)
250mV
Sensitivity ( m- m)
5.5mV at IkHz into 50k ohms
Sensitivity ( m-c)
0.25mV at 1kHz into 330 ohms
Slew rate
>10V/pS
Signal-to-noise
70dB ( m- m), 65dB ( m- m)
Distortion
>0.01%
Weight
2.3 kg
Crimson CS630C power amplifier
Power output
100W into 8ohms/175W into 4ohms
Peak outaut current
17A
Input sensitivity
775mV
Distortion
Typically 0.01%
Frequency -esponse
10Hz to 40kHz, - 1dB
Signal-to-noise
>100dB
Weight
3.95 kg
most record players. At the front,
the gloss black panel carries four
black anodised knobs; two pots for
volume and balance ( a panning
control that allows gentle left-right
swing), and two rotary switches. The
lower selects between four inputs
while topmost knob selects either
these sources or the tape input, and
will also readily turn the unit off —
arguably an artefact of the earlier,
outwardly similar, PP9-powered 510
which needed turning off after use to
preserve battery life.
Inside is evidence of much handfinishing, like point-to-point wiring of
phono sockets and front panel

Building
solid-state
amplifiers
since 1977,
Crimson
Electrik
has now
forsaken
the CE tag, to
become plain
Crimson.
But some
things have
survived the
years...

controls. Two PCBs — one phono
stage, the other for the line stages —
are mounted on their side, both
carrying only discrete components,
that is, not an op-amp in sight! The
pre-amp takes its power from aplugin wall transformer, which supplies
about 20V ac to the unit through a3pin DIN socket on the rear. Onboard, asmall rectifier supplies apair
of 10 000pF 50V Aerovox capacitors.
These caps are the rather specialised
slit-foil types, and seeing them here
should not be too much of asurprise
as Crimson amps are now distributed
by DNM, originator of the improved
designs. Further evidence of the
DNM touch can be seen in the
power amplifiers, wired internally
with Reson solid-core speaker cable
and DNM solid mains cable.
The 630 power amps feature a
finned heatsink for a front panel,
with a small rotary knob turning
them on and igniting a soft green
LED. Connection to speakers is
made through tiny flush- mounted
2mm sockets. Although matching
the 2mm plugs on the Reson speaker
cable supplied for review, the more
popular 4mm plugs will require
adaptors that are available for the
Crimson. Between the twin sets of
2mm outputs lie a pair of RCA
sockets, aline input and an output,
the latter allowing easy daisy-

The Crimson name, on the scene over twenty years,
may still be ready for new fans
by ANDREW HARRISON
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AMPLIFIERS
chaining to an auxiliary power
amplifier, for example in bi-amping
applications. Incidentally, mention
must be made of the sùbstantial solid
core mains cable included in the amp
package, alongside a DNM Reson
interconnect and DIN adaptor. And
that solid- core philosophy even
continues with the flying lead of the
pre-amp power plug.
Where the 620C stereo power
amp has a single power supply to
feed two amplifier channels, a630C
monoblock possesses the same
toroid and slit-foil capacitors, per

channel. This generous reservoir is
combined with uprated output
bipolars, to take nominal power
output from 55 watts/channel on
the stereo version to 100W/ch
into
8 ohms
on
these
monoblocks. Power into 4 ohms
is given as 175W/ch. And
listening to these amps showed
how useful the extra headroom
could
be,
not
just
for
headbanging and Wagnerian
excesses. Listening at ordinary
volume levels showed the Crimson's
refreshing, relaxed nature to music,
although it was indeed tempting to
hike volume levels as the Alps
volume pot has great sensitivity at
even small rotational increments.
This made low-level listening alittle
harder to adjust easily and did
seem to convey an impression
of more enthusiasm towards
'rocking'
volumes.
Compared to, say,
the drier, tauter
sounding Linn

SUPPLIER
Iinual Realitr
Audio Systems,
PO Box 383,
Brentwood,
Essex,
CM14 4GB.
Tel: 0127 7
227355

Kairn and Klout
pre/power, the Crimson
amps showed more character and
life, albeit with hints of mild
coloration. The thickening of sound
textures, faintly discernible at lower
volumes, was replaced by the
satisfying crisp smack of clean power
as the power amps were allowed to
get into their stride. Then the
dynamics of music came alive, along
with subtle detailing that showed
insight into a generous stereo
soundstage.
A thermal cut-out is installed as
protection; while the heatsinks could
get warm to touch with continuous
high levels, they never reached the
70 C threshold for shutdown.
The power amps were also tried
separately with first the Kaim — and
then an Audio Synthesis passive
Passion, aparticularly satisfying
match with the 630C's
usable input gain.
Where
the
Crimsons miss out
against more recent
or
sophisticated
designs is in their
overall grip and
control, which while
very good, is not up
to some contemporary
standards.
They make up for
this, though, in their
warm
tuneful
delivery, and proved
able to easily drive
any of the speakers
they were paired with.
The price, at £ 1075,
seems quite competitive, with
all units, cabling and accessories
boxed together in an inclusive
package. Despite the absence of
recent conveniences like remote
control, these amplifiers are still a
relevant and worthy option.
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hen Bill Conrad decided
to reach for a figure
lower than 500 ohms for
the output impedance of his limitededition ART pre- amplifier [June
'97], and to do so from the anode

processor loops, inputs for tape 1,
tape 2, phono/aux, tuner/video, CD
and Aux 2 ( an external equaliser
such as aPremier 15 is required for

circuits of triodes without negative
feedback, he ended up with a total
of ten parallel tubes per channel.
The goal was asingle-stage line-level
pre-amp with an ultra-short signal

analogue disc replay) The mains
cable is a standard detachable IEC
type. Audio outputs are doubled up
to aid bi-amping. Inverting of phase
(to restore, simply reverse speaker
cable polarity at the speakers) the
gain is ample at 26dB. Input

path. This approach drove the
project
towards
a two- box
construction, two self-contained
mono channels. Space was also
needed for the burgeoning power
supplies, extravagantly smoothed by
huge,
custom-made
those
polystyrene film capacitors.

impedance is on the low side at
typically
12.5k;
the
output
impedance is claimed at 700 ohms
which is satisfactory (still fairly high
by solid-state standards). However
this is not considered a significant
factor is sound quality per se except
when driving very long cable runs.

Having reached the summit with
the very costly ART, there were two
obvious questions for C-J: ' Is there a
half- way point between the ART
and the highly regarded Premier 14
pre- amp, at just a quarter of the
price?' and ' What do we do when
the limited production run for the
ART is complete?' A single box
enclosure would save money, as
would a common microprocessor
and remote control system. Power
supplies could be rationalised:
perhaps a single transformer would
work, as it does so well in the
Premier 14. Overriding all this was
the question of the output
impedance, its magnitude directly
related to the number of parallel
triodes per channel. There was
simply not room in one box for five
double triodes per channel.
Experience indicated that only
moderate losses were incurred when
the 10 paralleled triodes were
reduced to six, raising the output
impedance from around 475 to
around 700 ohms. So the decision
was made and the result is the
Premier 16 priced at £8000.
Front panel displays show volume
level individually for left and right in
100 steps of around 0.4dB. Control
of channel balance is only available
on the machined alloy remote
handset. Like the ART the ' 16 has
two tape monitor or external

CONRADJOHNSON'S

mini

TECHNOLOGY
Regulated zener follower supplies
are used for all sections, heaters,
pre- regulation and per channel
divisions, all- polypropylene film
reservoirs serving for the main
reservoir plus 14 of those heroic 21.tF
polystyrene films. Paralleled larger
value polystyrenes are also used for

Having reached
the summit
with the very
costly ART,
there were two
obvious
questions for
C-.1: ' Is there a
half-way point
between the
ART and the
highly
regarded
Premier 14
pre-amp, at
just aquarter
of the price?'
and 'What do
we do when
the limited
production run
for the ART is
complete?'

the coupling to the relay muted
output.
The interior is well packed but is
surprisingly neat. Volume control
and balance occur at the input via a
discrete stacked relay switched array
of Vishay metal foil resistors. Larger
metal foils are also used in the
amplification sections. The triodes
are E88CC (special 6922) labelled
'Slovakia' and are visible from the
front in their detachable, vibration

SUPPLIER
Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey
TWIO 7QT.
Tel:
0181 948 4153

At just half the price of the
'ultimate' ART line pre- amp,
the £8000 Premier 16LS should
become a high- end reference
in its own right

damped
and
horizontally
compartmented cage. Replacement
is simple
inexpensive.

and

comparatively

SOUND QUALITY
To help evaluate this line pre-amp I
had the benefit of the ART itself
plus a XTC PRE and recent
experience of a C-JPremier 14, as
well as the direct and variable output
connections of a Krell KPS20i/l
player and, similarly, the Audio
Synthesis DAX Decade. Power
amplification included the CJ
Premier 8a, Krell FPB600 and
FPB650M, CRD Artemis and the
Cary 572 SE. Analogue disc sources
included the Linn Lingo/Naim
Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II
and CJPremier 15; cables included
van den Hul Carbon, Siltech silver
and the Transparent XLV series.
Monitoring was via Wilson WIT!' II
in the main, backed by Quad ESL63.
As an ART fan, Ihad to summon
up a certain discipline when
assessing what some might view as a
half-price clone. Yet by any half
normal standard the Premier 16
stakes a strong claim for certain
exclusivity in the high end domain.
The 16 proved to be wholly
creditable from an early stage in the
listening sessions, and it continued to
grow in stature as it settled down.
Such was the subtlety and
refinement of its particularly
distinctive approach to absolute
fidelity, it was all too easy to
mistakenly ascribe aspects of the
perceived sound quality to the
Premier 16 which were later
confirmed as the responsibility of
peripherals such as cables.
At its core, this line controller was
almost as neutral and transparent as
the ART itself. Moreover, it also
shared that remarkable quality of
natural presence and harmonic
integrity which for me is associated
in these designs with the single ended zero feedback single- stage
triode configuration. Glare and
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS
hardness were completely
absent from the mid and
treble, while the delivery
was totally unforced.
And yet this unit
positively breathed
fine
dynamic
contrasts linked to
an
excellent
overall dynamic
range. These
qualities helped
lift the ' 16 above
the otherwise admirable
Premier 14, justifying the additional
effort and not inconsiderable
expense.
Where the ART generated wide,
open stereo images, generally
spacious, even voluminous, the
Premier 16 was a tad more
contained. It presented images on a
moderately smaller scale, yet Iswear
the central focus was even more
solid than the big brother — crisper,
with marginally better rhythm and
timing to boot. As the ART was no
slouch here, this means the ' 16 is
clearly a very special creation in its
own right.
Moreover, while both are
sufficiently resolving to allow you to
listen through to their mains cables
and supply quality, the ' 16 was a
little less fussy in this respect and
proved friendlier in respect of siting
and cable choice, proving hum free
with higher resistance cable types
such as the van den Hul The First
(this cable's use is questionable with
the ART).
Compared with the towering
achievement of the ART, the ' 16
was just a mite reduced in scale,
weight and drama. Low bass was not
quite as powerful, but, conversely,
you might regard the very articulate
upper bass as a degree faster and
more upbeat. Mid tonality was
correctly natural, treble definition
closely matched but the ART has a
little more detail and separation on
complex passages.
Just a couple of years
ago [ Nov ' 96], the / C,
.

r••
courad.johnson
Premier 1.945*

13=1:1M13:1
LAB REPORT
A fine lab test sheet,
save for some minor
eccentricities
towards full gain,
the last 12 steps of
the 99step
volume/balance
attenuator: output
impedance rose, and
frequency response
then showed
significant fall in the
highest frequencies.
For example, at full
gain it was - IdB at
10kHz, -3dB at
Premier 14 achieved aclass-winning
20kHz, and would
39 marks an my usual subjective
sound dull. But the
scaling for overall sound quality,
gain is high at
while the ART soared away to an
26dB (or x20), so a
standard 1.5V of
all-time great of 55. On careful
reflection and after a close study of power amp drive
my listening notes Ijudged the from an IHF
(0.510 or better
Premier 16 to hit its chosen mark
source will only
with ascore of 49, when properly
require again of
sited and cabled.
10dB (or x3); and
clearly, at most
CONCLUS' ON
times the volume
Icannot help but be impressed by the
setting will never go
Premier 16, which brings so much of higher than '86',
and with CD no
the ART sound quality to a new
higher than '75'. At
market. Preaching the triode zero
these `normal'
feedback gospel in an entirely
volume settings,
practical, go- anywhere, driveresponse extended to
anything single-box package, this
145kHz, -3dB, so
remotely controlled line pre-amplifier frequency range was
is assured enduring appeal. Capable
not really in question
in normal use. In
of partnering systems at the highest
contrast to the
quality level, tube or solid-state, the
Premier 14 and the
'16 does what it is meant to do, at the
same time managing to preserve a ART, those top 12
settings showed some
near maximum of the natural musical
sharing of levels and
qualities of sound sources fed to it.
in fact represented
Fine lab results were obtained
six steps of 2.8 to
although, as in the case of the ' 14
¡dB; resolution
and the ART, I would have
increased to 0.6dB
preferred ahigher input impedance.
at setting 85 and
below, this
However, this shortcoming proved
maintained down to
no barrier to very good sound.
'zero', which is in
If the ART didn't exist, then with
fact fit!! mute.
only minor reservations, the Premier
Output impedance
16 could step forward and take its
was 700 ohms mid4411b.
place. As it stands, the ' 16
band, rising to 1.6k
S
comes a close second to the
ohms at 20Hz due
reference standard for line
to the necessarily
level control.
finite size of output
capacitor. This
suggests power
amplifier input
impedances greater
than 20k for best
results. Checks on
loading at moderate
output levels
(0.5V), showed
little change in
distortion from 100k
ohm down to 1k
ohm, this apositive
aspect characteristic
of many zero
feedback designs. At
0.5V out, distortion
.
was constant at a
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Fg 1. ConradJohnson Premier I6LS: 1kHz
harmonic distortion spectrum at 0.5V HiF
output level

4_

.L 1
Fig 2. Conrad-Johnson Prem .
er
frequency responses LIR, at full volume
(upper traces) and at `normal' listening
levels (see text)

Fig 3. ConradJohnson Premier I6LS: highfrequency intermodulation distortion
(19kHz120kHz tones, 0.5V)
moderate -55dB,
0.17% over the
whole range,
harmless second
harmonic and little
else; third harmonic
better than - 110dB
down, 0.0003%.
Distortion decreased
monotonically with
level, from 1% at
5.5V (more than
enough for any
power amp) to
0.03% at atypical
100mV output. A
small channel
imbalance of
0.34dB was
insufficient to cause
concern (valve
selection could
address this).
Test results

Tracking between
channels was
excellent,
+0.015dB. Output
noise was fine at
-88.5dB (1kHz),
-81dB unweighted
(barely atrace of
hum) and -91dBA
weighted. Fine
channel separation
figures were recorded
of 87dB at low
frequencies falling to
afine 68dB by
20kHz. On the
two-tone
inter-modulation, the
results were very
satisfactory, - 70dB
or 0.033% at 0.5V,
falling to -90dB at
50mV output.

Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input - 54.5
-55 - 55
IntemodulatIon
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-70
Noise (dB)
Aux input (
IHF. CCIR wtd)
-90.5
OmV/OmV
DC offset, left/right
input overload (
dB)
infinite
Aux/CD input
Stereo separation (
dB)
68
Aux input
87
85
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
0 0.03
0.03
Aux input ( dB)
Input data (
aux)
phono
Socket type
25mV
Sensitivity
75k ohms./100pF
Loading
Output (
at 1kHz)
5.5V ( inverting)
Max level
700 ohms
Impedance
£8000
Typical price (
inc VAT)
12.5k ohms at lower volume settings

H

ardware for home recording
has become aconfusing issue,
MiniDisc and CD-R vying for
attention, with DCC and DAT not
long in the remainder racks. Compact
cassette, an old and humble technology, looks increasingly out of place
now that digital recording techniques
have abolished such killer problems as
noise and wow & flutter from the
lexicography of home recording.
However, there is still active
development work being done here,
notably by Pioneer, as last month's
review of the CT-S670D showed.
In fact, Pioneer has an unusual

material, and magneto- optical
record/play discs — though the
emphasis is very much on the latter.
Recording is on one side only, and
space
utilisation
is
handled
automatically, new recordings being
appended to the end of existing
recordings — there's no need to

Pioneer has an
unusual
position in the
indushy, as an
active supporter
of all the major
current
protagonists,
namebf
cassette, CD-R
and MiniDisc —
though MD is a
late addition to
the list and the
Ml-D707 is the
first Pioneer MD
recorder to be
introduced

search for the end of the last
recording. Features like this make
recording on MiniDisc ajoy. There is
no wasted space between recordings,
and there is complete and automatic
retrieval of used space when a
recording is erased from anywhere on
the disc, subject to some minor detail
position in the industry, as an active restrictions mainly concerned with
supporter of all the major current large numbers of short tracks.
protagonists, namely cassette, CD-R
Track titles can be included using
and MiniDisc — though MD is alate the alphanumeric keys on the remote
addition to the list and the MJ-D707 handset, which is tedious at the time,
is the first Pioneer MD recorder to be though the results can certainly justify
introduced. This is not really a the effort. Full data about remaining
mainstream design, as it has a recording time always remains
spectacularly full specification, and is available, along with track names.
priced alittle above average: as it has
The MJ-D707 is a more than
been put to me, most people think of ordinarily sophisticated MiniDisc
MiniDisc as belonging below £200.
recorder, with very complete remote
This one was originally intended to control. There are two digital inputs,
go out at £269, but the decision has
been made to sell it as £249.99.
Pioneer enters the MiniDisc
For those still not familiar with the
system, MiniDiscs are encased in
floppy-disk-like caddies, giving more
market with the 14J- D707, a
or less complete physical protection.
ATRAC data reduction is used to
full-spec home recorder that aims
squeeze CD playing time from an
8cm disc: you can record Beethoven's
to be a cut above average
Ninth without changing discs.
The discs come in two types: playby ALVIN GOLD
only optical discs for pre-recorded

IONUR'S FIRST

connectors, one optical (TosLink),
the other electrical (coaxial S/PDIF),
but they feed the same single input.
Digital output is available only in
optical form, with no electrical
option. Recordings are made from
digital or analogue sources at a
44.1kHz sampling frequency only for
anominal 22kHz bandwidth, but an
on- board sample rate converter
means that virtually any digital clock
source from 32-48kHz is permissible.
Double length ' Long Hour' mono
recording is also possible, also from
analogue or digital sources.
Advanced features include single/all
repeat, A-B (phrase) repeat, program
and random play modes, and
Highlight Scan ( 10 seconds from
each track). Time Skip can be used to
skip 30 or 60 seconds in one go, for
example to omit commercials
(Pioneer deserves the Nobel prize for
this alone!), and recordings can be
bracketed with full fade- to-zero or
cross-fades. A timer can be used for
unattended recording or playback.
Dubbing from CD is fully supported,
even including aso-called ' recovery'
mode in which recording begins two
seconds early to avoid truncating
music- starts. As with all domestic
digital recorders, SCMS is always on
hand to ensure that only one
generation of digital recording can be
cloned from adigital source, or two
generations if the source is analogue.
Editing features let the user assign
track numbers (Auto Marking), with
variable trigger levels to indicate the
gaps between tracks, or for an entire
current session to be treated as aunit
with a single track number. Track
numbers can be added while
recording ( just tap the record
control); tracks ( and discs) can be
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MINIDISC PLAYERS
PIONEER'S DIGITAL GOODIES ( PART II)
IN COMMON with the Pioneer Ci-S670D
cassette deck (which was reviewed last month),
the Pioneer MJ D707 makes extensive use of
DS1) to enhance sound quality and functionality:
'hence the title of this box' The most impressive
DSP-related feature is Advanced Parameter
Processing, which uses sophisticated DSP
analysis of each of the three frequency bands
that AfRAC uses to process the incoming signal
to allocate the precious recording bits more
effectively, which means better optimised
psycho-acoustic masking, but, says Pioneer,
without losing compatibility with standard
named, subdivided, combined with
other tracks, or individual sections
(such as advertisements!) erased, with
the recordings on each side joining
seamlessly together. Tracks may be
moved so they will always play in a
new order, or divided with aprecision
of 0.01 seconds using a rehearsal
feature. (A bug in production meant
that the high-precision editing was
not working correctly on the machine
supplied. This is being corrected. )

ATRAC Also included aversion of the Digital
Noise Reduction used in the CT- S6700, this
tine operating with digital and analogue inputs
on the record cycle only; though it is largely
ineffective with noise transients, when noise is
at an extremely high level, with narrow
frequency band signals ( such as AM radia)
broadcasts. Finally, ahigh- precision servo
circuit helps reduce time- domain ( jitter)
Froblems. The Pioneer MJ-0707 also includes a
digital record volume corrrol, effective wit
44.1kHz inputs only, which can be varied
between + 12d and —218dB.

True Slkip cam
be used to skip
30 or 60
sexnuis in one
go, for examiie
to omit
commercials
(Pioneer
deserves the
Nobel prize fc this alone!,

SOUND QUALITY
MiniDisc standards have been
improving steadily over the years.
Early MiniDisc sounded very poor by
compact disc standards (MD is in
many ways modelled on CD, so this
is a comparison that begs to be
made), with an unsubtle, almost
caricatured tonality, and poor stereo,
with little left-right differentiation, a
rather obvious failing that appears to
have been due to the limited bit-rate
of the system ( 256kB) and the
limitations of Sony ATRAC data
reduction system. In its early form,
dis NWS clearly inferior to PASC, the
Philips data-reduction process at the
heart of the ill-starred DCC (Digital
Compact Cassette) system. But that

p"
High
Fide') (GB)
Ltd,
Pioneep HOUSC,
Rollyinpsh '-fil"
Stoke Poga,
Slone Berks.
SL2 4PQ
Tel: C175
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was then, and much work has been
done to improve ATRAC.
Now in version 4.5, this is a much

Volodos disc of transcriptions, dubbed
from the CD, the very special quality
of the disc, the sense of physical force
from the instrument played forte, and
the way each note rang out in the
room, was partly lost, the result
sounding much like adecent compact
disc, but with little of the physical
presence of the genuine article.
Something of the same can be said of
other, more challenging non-classical
recordings too, such as Bill Frisell's
blusey Gone, Just Like A Train, which
didn't breathe as freely as the CD
from which it was dubbed.
But MiniDisc recorders are an easy
and perhaps unfair target for this kind
of unstitching exercise. Although the

medium was based on CD, it was not
meant to supersede it, and the bottom
line is that here is a player and
recorder with very respectable, if not
state-of-the-art sound quality, and
with awide range of features, making
it avery flexible instrument all for the
price of avery middling CD player. If
you want ready availability of
recorded titles and the best available
sound quality, go for CD- R.
Prerecorded MDs are virtually
unavailable, and the system should
was breathtakingly good, especially therefore be assessed strictly in the
with commercial recordings like the recording role, where the resulting
Celine Dion soundtrack to Titanic, discs are presumably going to be used
which doesn't have aparticularly wide in a car or personal stereo. Any
dynamic range or much presence at residual reservations about sound
the frequency extremes, but does quality will be irrelevant in such a
have an elegant, airy sound which the context, especially given ATRAC 4.5
and some of the developments that
Pioneer preserved well. This,
however, was the only vaguely Pioneer has included here, and the
listenable prerecorded MD in my only criticisms that can be reasonably
possession. (Copies were handed out levelled is that many of the editing
at arecent Sony press conference, so features will remain obscure without a
you will probably find yourself good deal of hand's on practice,
reading about it all over the place, much of which involves using arotary
which speaks volumes for the paucity 'jog' dial in one of its various
operating modes. Oh, and there is no
of prerecorded MiniDisc titles!)
With more testing material, for electrical digital output. If you can
example well- recorded classical live with these minor restriction, the
1.
"\ piano, such as the eponymous Pioneer is asteal.
better piece of code. That old,
obvious loss of stereo soundstaging is
na longer a severe problem, though
image scale still seems alittle tight.
The ' caricatured' quality ef early
MiniDisc has also been addressed,
and the results now sustain much
closer examination, with a clear, if
subtle improvement over the best of
the ATRAC 4.0 models, which were
state-of-the-art until recently.
There were times when the Pioneer
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Loudspeaker

(Omniray Wood Horn)
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Italy

Fax + 39 6 92854760 http:\ \ www.zingali.it

Zingali Loudspeaker

e-mail:zingali@zingali.it

LOUDSPEAKERS
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ince its first appearance in
prototype form at last year's
Hi -Fi Show, this three-way
floorstander has entered production
and has undergone some early
reviews — while designer Mike
Jewitt has continued to refine the
concept. Superior bass and mid
units have been developed, but its
most distinctive feature — the gold
plated piezo ' dome' tweeter — has
been retained as akey component.
The Octet presents an ambitious
specification. It is afull-sized design
with two bass drivers per channel,
with a claimed high 92dB/W
sensitivity for a nominal 6 ohm
impedance ( not lower than 4.5
ohms). Genuinely high sound levels
should be possible within the
nominal frequency response of
37Hz to 25kHz, presumably the
-6dB points. The £ 1800 price
includes awelded steel plinth which
provides an increased footprint for
the adjustable floor coupling spikes.
The tall slim enclosure is finished in
wood veneer with a choice finishes
from 'rosewood' (actually aselected
walnut in an appropriate colour
shade!) to a light cherry or black
ash. The solid wood top's contours
are complemented by gloss lacquer
side
bars.
BFA
shrouded
connectors are fitted, and come
with various plug/inserts to take
most cables. The Octet may be biwired or bi-amped, dividing the
input at the bass-mid transition.

An impressive
and technically
innovative flagship
speaker from one of the
UK's most respected
specialist brands

by

MARTIN

Since last year, too, Heybrook has
joined the expanding Audio Group
International, which also includes
JPW. Group members benefit from
greater buying power and an inhouse, computer-controlled vinylwrap cabinet production line. In
addition, there is an advanced
anechoic test chamber, good to a
low 36Hz.
TECHNOLOGY
The very costly Audax piezo
tweeter is an interesting choice.
This driver comprises a gaspressurised elliptical thin-film piezo
electret dome, gold-deposited not
for decoration but to give a long
lived electrical connection to the
front surface. The dome pulsates in
tension over its whole surface; it is
damped by a micro foam layer at
the rear and offers almost zero
moving mass, for an absolute
minimum of stored energy.
Working best in the high treble,
this unit is partnered by the selected
5.5in ( 140mm) Audax Aerogel
midrange, which is specially built to
allow a high crossover point of
6kHz. Conversely, this unit is
powerful enough to reach down to
350Hz, to meet the paralleled pair
of 170mm carbon fibre-cone bass
units. Both the mid and bass drivers
have finely- made diecast alloy
frames, and the tweeter is built on a
cast chassis.
Uniquely, the sealed midrange
sub-enclosure is constructed in a
low-resonance ceramic, vibrationdecoupled
from
the
main
structure, and also serves as frontto-back bracing. The main 20mm
MDF enclosure has multiple
bracing, augmented by a front
baffle of 30mm laminate. The
useful volume of 40 litres is reflex
tuned by an 80mm long by 40mm
diameter port, tuned to a Bessel
alignment, the latter taking into
account the floor boundary lift.
The crossover uses high quality

COLLOMS
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Heybrook
has joined the
expanding
Audio Group
International,
which also
includes
HU. Group
members
benefit from
greater buying
power and
an in-house,
computercontrolled
vinyl-wrap
cabinet
production
line. In
addition,
there is an
advanced
anechoic
test chamber,
good to a
low 36Hz

components
including
UK
polypropylene capacitors for the
more critical positions. Likewise the
matching transformer network
which drives the high impedance
tweeter has revised components for
this system.
SOUND QUALITY
Reference speakers included the
Quad 63, Spendor SP2-2 ( now
SP2-3),
Mordaunt
Short
Performance 860 and Sonus Faber
Electa
Amator
II.
Power
amplification largely comprised a
Naim NAP250, XTC POW2 and
Meridian 605M.
Some time elapsed before Icould
finally sort out what Ifelt about this
speaker, as first impressions were
rather mysterious and confusing.
Initially Iwas impressed by the
elegant, smooth sound — rich,
mellifluous, self-effacing, powerful
and clean. Ipersonally respected
the engineering build quality of this
design but what I was hearing
didn't seem to reflect this; this was
the mysterious bit. The Octet
somehow refused to ' take off' and
remained with its spikes firmly
planted in the ground, failing
somehow to sufficiently involve or
entertain us.
A number of CDs were played
before the acoustic penny finally
dropped. Although pleasantly

G TAUDIO

"HORNS WITHOUT COLOURATION"
Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colourations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, "Horns
without colouration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June
issue of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-11Grand
SLAMM in the mid & treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in
the world, please call for details. Dealer enquiries welcome.

The
Platine
Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing itself as anew
analogue reference
turntable. It has
some
unique
design features,
which make this
60Kg deck one of
the best turntables in the world.
Dealer enquiries
welcome.
NEWS:TRON
have just launched the
Disc-Drive, which is the
world's first valve mains
power supply for Audio. The DiscDrive has been primarily designed to power turntables up to 25 watts,
which includes the Garrard 301/401 and Thorens TD124. It can also
be used to power CD players, preamplifiers, D-A converters and
tuners. The advantage of this device is that it produces perfect mains and therefore eliminates the need for expensive mains filters, mains conditioners and
cables which only treat the symptoms, and do not address the fundamental problems of today's mains electricity supply. G T Audio have long since recognised the advantages and sonic ability of valves to drive loudspeakers and have gone one step further developing valve technology to power turntables,
CD players, preamplifiers etc. The results of using this device are quite staggering. Background noise is significantly reduced. Dynamic range is increased.
Imaging is improved and more information and detail is heard. A more powerful 50 watt version has also been produced so that more than one piece of
equipment can be fed from one Disc-Drive. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
TRON have just launched two new power amplifiers to complement the Nucleus preamplifier. The "PX25" and "300B" amplifiers are available in either
stereo form or as monoblocks amplifiers using the new PX25 and KK 300B valves. The "PX25" version has been specifically designed to work with efficient horn loudspeakers. The " 300B" version is more powerful and will therefore drive awider variety of loudspeakers. Both versions are no compromise
designs. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale

Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple
(list £3,400)

£3000

ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,
(list £650)

£ 1000

£495

Leak TL12.1 ( matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high
standard
£ 1600

£2750

Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference ( white finish) + Mentor
arm, excellent condition
£2000

Unison Research Simply 845
(list £3150)

Klipsch Chorus MkII horn loudspeakers, Oak finish, 4years old,
(list £ 1950)

Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference, (black finish) + Paragon
linear tracking arm, excellent condition
£2000
Radford STA12, very rare, excellent condition

£750

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia
Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Ortofon, Platine Verdier Turntables, Posselt,
SME, Solidsteel Tables, Townshend Audio, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research and Yamamura Churchill Millennium
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
http://www.gtaudio.com
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 (M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station
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LOUDSPEAKERS
lifelike

in

tonal

balance,

the

projected sound did not really come
alive. The listeners agreed that both
dynamics and dynamic expression
were insufficient, that it sounded
too sweet and quiet, lacking drama,
openness, sparkle, clarity, depth,
transparency and speed. It was
somewhat slow, downbeat, laid
back and flattened. The Octet
seemed to be asking for hard
driving to high sound levels before
enough detail and attack could be
displayed.
Stereo

images

were

not

particularly convincing nor did this
speaker layer perspective very well.
Vocals had a mildly nasal ' hooded'
quality with a soft but mildly
`zingy' sibilant edge. Objectively,
the fast treble didn't appear to sit
perfectly on the mid, the latter
sounding backward by comparison
and rather left behind. Low bass
was absent and while the mid and
upper bass was healthy enough and
could play loud, it was a mite too
rich, even ' plummy', slowing up
the midrange character. The bass
didn't sound particularly articulate
or tuneful nor did it drive a strong
beat.
On classical material, I felt that
the sound lacked spaciousness and
hall reverberance, while the
orchestral

sound

stages

were

strangely dulled, showing some
'nasal' and ' wiry' emphasis,
paradoxically more like live violins
but in practice significantly less
truthful in respect of the chosen
recording.
I was left with a relaxed, easy

HEYBROOK OCTET
LAB REPORT

spikes so that the

with no dominant

Igot a reference

resonant patterns

sensitivity very
close to
Heybrook 'sclaim

speaker leans
forward (down) by
afew degrees. The
offaxis family of

measuring ahigh
91.5dBW, which

responses were
smooth and well

transient picture
aided by afaster
filter nietime and

ordered (apart

5dBlscaling [Fig

from that below
axis dip) so a

4], the result was

in conjunction
with the tolerably
good bad
impedance and
high power
handling,
confirmed
genuinely high

generally good
result. That oval
piezo tweeter has a
fine directivity and

108dBA peak

asmooth response.
Pair matching held

sound levels were

to agood +0.5dB

possible for a
stereo pair in a
typical room.

while the grille

Clearly larger
rooms can be
driven by this
model.
Bass extension
proved
unexceptional for
the class with
-MB at 48Hz,
extending to

dulled the high
frequency range,
inserting a 1.5dB
chPs at 4.2kHz,
8.8kHz and
21kHz with an
average of 0.8dB
of attenuation, not
terrible but clearly
measuring and
sounding better
when removed.
Port output was

[Fig 3]. Looking
more closely at the

impressive,
suggesting clean
signatures,
the treble.
Distortion was
quite low, below
0.5% in the main
frequency band, at
ahigh 94dB SPL,
falling to almost
half that at a

bandpass and
simply odds some

aided by the high
sensitivity.
The room-

optimum mid

the 25Hz region.
The ETC
(energy/time)

remarkably even

analysis was
complicated by the

averaged response
or RAR [also Fig
5] describes the
power perceived in
the listening area
for apair of well

going impression, inoffensive but
rather lacking in drive, grip and

70Hz to 20kHz
+1-2dB, amost

involvement. The above report

skilful blend. Note

relative time delay
between drivers for

might seem tough, but in practice
the Octet is generally competant

that below this

this tall system.

axis the response

Using the waterfall

with afirm bass

and even handed, generally quite

notched quite
sharply at

display method for
energy decay the

foundation, 50Hz

5.8kHz [Fig 2]
so if you have a
low sofa, you
might adjust the

extended frequency

distant through the

resolution format
with 10dBldivision

mid register and

well-balanced.

CONCLUSION
Apart from the way in which the
drivers are used, perhaps the key to
this speaker lies in the result for
energy- related room averaged
response [see Lab Report], which
looks be too sweet too early,
probably defined by the steep-slope

floor levelling

vertical scaling
gave agood result

smoothly integrated
through to the high
treble following the

during

my

listening

Fig 4. Heybrook Octet: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay (5dBldiv)

Fig 5. Heybrook Octet: room averaged

response

(
solid trace); impedance versus

frequency (2 ohmsldiv, dashed trace)

at the highest
frequencies.
Overall this design

of deep bass.

obtained

energy decay, 0.2ms risetime (10dBldiv)

desired house curve
for overall energy

balanced though
with some absence

fairly easy to drive and easy on the

despite the rather average result I

Fig 3. Heybrook Octet: MLSSA waterfall of

to 200Hz, slightly

drive, offers a high sensitivity and
looks decoratively slim. Powerful,

that the Octet has significant merit,

lateral (chain dash)

shows aspeaker

looked well

ears, the build quality and finish

+15°

placed speakers. It

high crossover point for that eyecatching golden piezo dome.
This speaker is relatively easy to

were excellent.
I still advise a personal audition
because the overall results suggest

responses

vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (dashed), 45°

the mid treble,
relatively harmless
and with another

Examining the
reference response
[Fig 1] on the
treble axis, the
Octet achieved a

axial (solid trace), off-axis

ohm minimum in

This classifies it as
a6ohm speaker,

acoustic loading in

Fig 2. Heybrook Octet: response family at 2m,

normal listening
levels.
Impedance ran
w afairly low 3.7

port is tuned below
the real working

sensitivity.

(
dashed line, nearfield

particularly so in

4.3 ohm dip at
150Hz [Fig 5].

the usefully high

response, 1m
correction)

driver and cabinet

minimal since the

45Hz in-room,
partly atrade for

Fig 1. Heybrook Octet: axial frequency

SUPPLIER
Heybrook
Clem Road,
Liskeard,
Cornwall PL14
3NH.
Tel: 01579
342866

Test results

Heybrook Octet

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
940x240x280
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
15-200W
Recommended placement
in free space, floorstanding
Frequency response ±3dB (2m)
53Hz-21kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
48Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
45Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
91.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
108dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6 ohms/3.9 ohms/fairly good
Forward response uniformity
good+
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £1799

sessions.
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nce upon atime, there was a
company called Audio
Alchemy. It made thousands
of audiophiles happy by producing
little black boxes which cut through
the digital chaos and transformed
cheap CD players into listenable
devices: DIA converters, a phono
stage, transports and more. The

Short for
'Entertainment
Technologies',
Entech ( with
an ' h') is a
spiritual
evolution of
Audio Alchemy,
as well as
Monster's
latest bid for
expansion
beyond wire
and connectors

Digital Decoding Engine sold nearly
20,000 units, which must make it
one of the most successful DACs of
all time. But then the company was
sold, and two principal players left...
If AA's heart and soul had been
Mark Schifter, now with Genesis, the
brain was Peter Madnick, once of
Dennesen. Madnick is your classic
boffin, lacking only abeanie with a
propeller on it (to cover his ` 13eatle'
hair-do). Having known him for a
few years, I'm no longer surprised by
the frighteningly prolific rate at which
he produces gadget after gadget,
every one alittle treasure.
First three Entechs:
Monster Cable's Noel Lee
recognised this, too, so he hired the
now-freelance Madnick and teamed
him with Demian Martin, co-founder
of Spectral and founder of the
original Entec (no 'h') — purveyors
of high-end sub-woofers, way before
home theatre made sub- woofers
mandatory acquisitions. This duo,
along with Richard Marsh, whose CV
includes journalistic stints with

Director AV4. I
(below); Number
Cruncher 205.2

(opposite page, top)
and 203.2 (opposite
page, bottom)

The Absolute Sound and Audio as well
as milestone work on capacitors and
DC-servo feedback, forms what Lee
calls the Entech Dream Team. Short
for ' Entertainment Technologies',
Entech (with an ' h') is a spiritual
evolution of Audio Alchemy, as well
as Monster's latest bid for expansion
beyond wire and connectors.
Given the Audio Alchemy heritage

first three products are the Number
Cruncher 205.2 and Number
Cruncher 203.2 D/A converters, and
the first of the A/V products, the
DAV 4.1 Input Source Selector.
The Number Crunchers differ
mainly in facilities: the internal bits
are almost identical, so there's £ 190
to be saved if you can do without the
frills. Common to all Entechs are

and Monster Cable's marketing,
Entech should be a dead cert. But
there's a fly in the ointment for,
although it looked as if the rest of the
world was caught napping, one
Antony Michaelson of Musical
Fidelity in England had developed
the X-Series. And it's the X-Series
against which the Entech devices
must be measured.
While the X-Series includes preamps and power amps, integrateds,
headphone amplifiers, phono stages
and more, it is, for the time being at
least, avideo-free zone. Entech, on
the other hand, seems to be focusing
(DACs aside) on switching and
routing A/V components. On an
inane level, too, in Musical Fidelity
vs Entech you have: cylinder versus
box; UK versus US; hefty versus

outboard
AC
adapters
and
aluminium extrusions measuring

40e .,..m...

+1•4,_ lightweight; really inexpensive
versus merely inexpensive.
--gé.,1
\ Confusion, therefore, will
.11 L)
- not reign... once you get
) m
past the DACs. Entech's

_(.-J

96min wide and 60mm tall. One bit
of tailoring, though is the depth:
206mm on the AV4.1 and 205.2,
while the 203.2 is half that.
Crafty touch: because the ribbed
cabinet tops are arched, you'd expect
stacking to be a problem. Not so.
Entech's designers produced clever
feet with grooves that fit perfectly
over the rubber strips on the top,
profiled to follow the arc.
Both Number Crunchers us e
Crystal Semiconductor's CS4329
`20- bit' delta- sigma digital- toanalogue converter and CSB41 2
multi-standard digital data receiver,
decoder and jitter filter. So how do
they differ? The 205.2 provides front
panel input selection between a
Toslink optical or two digital coaxial
RCA inputs, green LEDs to indicate
which has been chosen, another LED
to indicate data lock, and two pres s
buttons — one for scrolling through
the three inputs and one to inve rt

ENTECH
DIRECTOR AV41

SELECT

INPUT 1

INPUT 2

INPUT 3

INPUT

4

AUTO/
MANUAL

*igR
. erformance Audio /video Input Source Selector

From US company Entertainment Technologies
comes an intriguing series of little white boxes,
starting with two DACs called Number Crunchers
BY KEN KESSLER
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DAC/CONTROLLERS
phase. It contains six independent
voltage regulators, and a five-pole
analogue anti-aliasing filter ' for
removal of distortion- producing
digital artifacts'. With aUK price of
£489.95, it qualifies as affordable
(though Musical Fidelity's lessexpensive X-DAC adds HDCD).
Its £ 299.95 sibling, the Number
Cruncher 203.2, provides rear panel
selection for aToslink optical and
one coaxial input, five voltage
regulators and a three- pole antialiasing filter. £ 190 is not a lot of
money, especially for all the features
which the 205.2 offers over the
203.2. But if you look at it in
percentage terms, the 205.2 is nearly
66% dearer. You pays your money...
Please don't assume that what I'm
about to say about the 205.2 applies
to the 203.2, which Ihaven't tried.
What Ican tell you is that the 205.2
does for 1998 what the assorted AA
models did for the early 1990s: made
silk purses out of sows' ears.
Using the coaxial inputs, I
compared it to the Theta Chroma at
twice the price and the onboard D/A
section of the Roksan Caspian, as
well as the Musical Fidelity X-DAC
and a trusty Audio Alchemy DACIn-The Box. Easy to detect is the
Madnick touch of yore, but one soon
savours new levels of refinement and
detail which find the old AA kit
showing its age. Quite clearly, the
Entech errs on the side of music,
almost disguising the digital nature of
the source material with codanalogue
warmth
and
nonaggression. But the 205.2 is still fast
and punchy — thus mirroring the
'boogie' element of the old Alchemy
stuff — and quieter,
more
transparent and 'weightier' than its
ancestors. Images are rock- solid,
palpable, and the sense of space is
especially convincing.
Large though the soundstage
might be, it can't quite reach the
dimensional limits of Theta's
cheapest DAC — but it does create a
bigger picture than the X-DAC. The
X-DAC, though, has a sweeter top
end and tighter bass. Flip back to the
205.2, and you'll hear that what the
Entech lacks in absolute tautness and
control down below is balanced by
deeper bass extension and akind of
mass which will find favour with both
lovers of majestic orchestral works
(soundtracks included) and excessive

FUTURE TENSE
ENTECH does use Audio
Alchemy as a role model, it's
Jnlikely that a mere handful
of DAC variants or video
,witchers wi[I satisfy the
Dream Team. To follow ( with the
proviso that Monster Cable reserves
the right to change its plans) are:
Director AVDA1.4 Distribution Amplifier:
this routes one video input and two channels of
audio to all or none of four outputs. AVDAI
•
ncbdes high-speed audio and video buffers
or maximum retention of signal integrity.
Director WI- 1S-Video Integrator: this
.ntegrates composite and S-Viceo into asingle
system, automatically detecting composite video
to create an S- Video output and vice versa. A
high-quality internal digital comb filter improves
picture clarity, colour and sharpness.
Director (VI- 1Component Video Integrator:

video-plus-stereo audio or two Svideo outputs. It can also be used as
a digital audio- only switcher for
systems with a number of digital
sources.
At first, Iwas baffled by the need
for the £ 379.95 AV4.1, given that
every upscale home theatre processor
I've seen offers more than enough
inputs, many with their own
housekeeping sections. With abrace
of VCRs, a DVD player and a laser
disc player,
I've never felt
constrained. The AV4.1 has little to
offer owners of Theta, Proceed,
Lexicon, Krell or any other high-end
AN processors-cum-preamps.
The price of the AV4.1 alone —
£379.95 — would keep the snobs at
bay, so it had to be aimed at another
sort of user. Simple: standard fare for
the typical American sofa spud adds
to the above digital satellite, Hi8,
Web TV, digital still photography
and others. The vast majority of
American home theatre installations
employ A/V receivers often limited
(compared to separate high- end
processors) in the number of inputs.
That still didn't quite wash. I
mean, have you ever looked at the
back of some of those Denons and
Yamahas? It's Input City. So I
looked sideways at another subgenre: the minimalists. From arch
crap like British 'home theatre in a
carton' and 'surround sound TVs' to
quality stuff like the basic Acurus

processor, there's awhole section of
the market which became surroundsound-ready at the dawn of the home
theatre boom, but which can't
AUDIOVISUAL WARES
Entech's Director AV4.1 Input accommodate an unexpected halfSource Selector is a ' studio quality, dozen new sources.
Because the AV4.1 incorporates
professional grade' audio/video
switcher which allows simultaneous buffers ' far superior to those
switching of four composite video- generally found on the consumer
plus-stereo audio sources and four S- market', video signal quality is said to
Video sources to one composite be actually improved, not just

rap recordings.
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an upscale version of the SVI-1 , this
integratet. composite, 5Video and component
MO.
de video into a single
system. The DCVI-1
convert., component
video to S- Video output
S- Video to component output or composite
video to component output while maintaining
optimum picture quality. Like tha SVI-1 , this unit
incorporates ahigh quality internal digital
comb filter.
Now, acaution: Entech needs is to take note of
Musical Fidelity's X- Series concept. Musical
Fidelity developed the slick XPSU to power up to
four modules, doing away with ocluster of 'wall
warts'. Entech customers will soon be clamouring
for asimilar device, housed in the same
aluminium case and able to drive atrio or qucrtet
of Entech modules.

Crafty touch:
because the
ribbed cabinet
tops are
arched, you'd
expect stacking
to be a
problem. Not
so. Entech's
designers
produced clever
feet with
grooves that fit
perfectly over
the rubber
strips on the
top, profiled to
follow the arc

maintained. Between VCR and
Lexicon, the improvement was so
obvious as to justify purchase of an
AV4.1 just for that purchase — not
quite to the extent of line doubling,
but certainly an enhancement.
Apparently, the Entech AN products
follow the Gospel According to Joe
Kane and the Imaging Science
Foundation, and it shows.
The AV4.1, like QED boxes of 20
years ago, is asolution to avery real
problem, far cheaper than replacing a
whole component with a costlier
processor just to gain more inputs.
But it does what it should, and even
features a neat remote control
learning option which allows you to
change sources via any remote
control. It bodes well for the
forthcoming Entech A/V products, a
set of solutions which will have
installers sighing deeply with relief.
And the DACE Above all, the

UMW'
Path Premier,
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road, High
Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12 3BG.
Tel 01494
441736

205.2 sounds ' expensive'. Ieven tried
it with over four grand's worth of
Theta DaViD transport and it stood
up well against the digital prowess of
the Lexicon DC- 1. At £ 489, the
205.2 is a little miracle. But if the
203.2 sacrifices none of the sound
while relinquishing the 205.2's
facilities, then the cheaper of the two
will surely rate as one of the Bargains
of the Year.
Darn: If. In keeping with the
predecessor's name, Monster had
called this line ' Musical Magic' or
'Sonic Sorcery', we could've titled
this review, ' Return of the Mae... +

;3
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nell — aname to conjure with.
Snell is a specialist American
manufacturer of high- end
moving-coil loudspeakers, some quite
exotic, and all meticulously designed
and constructed. The brand acquired
a cult following in the UK in the
early days, before the death of
founder Peter Snell, but then
somehow the show seemed to go
rather off the rails [
see box].
The K.5 Monitor marks a return
to roots in design terms, as well as a
return to form sonically. It is part of a
range of loudspeakers which also
includes the floorstanding model, a

from 19mm MDF with two internal
cross braces, the result of which is a
generally stiff and well controlled
cabinet when checked in the timehonoured way — with Mk 1
knuckles! Particular effort has gone

The K.5
Monitor marks
a return to
roots in design
terms, as well
as a return of
into the baffle, which is built as a form sonically,
constrained layer sandwich, with
and is part of a
chipboard at the back, Panfiber (a range of
fine-grain MDF which can be
loudspeakers
machined well) at the front, and a which aliso
thin neoprene layer acting as the
includes the
filling in the sandwich. The final
floorsta iding
baffle design is said to be the result of model, a
considerable trial and error.
centre
Softer, spongy materials apparently
speaker, a
centre speaker, abipole surround and give greater isolation, but the effect is
bipole
Snell's first powered subwoofer. At lost as the sandwich is bolted
surround and
first sight, the K.5 looks like a together. Denser materials by Snell's first
conventional enough middle size contrast offer better damping, and
powered
standmount, but closer examination the benefits are not so easily shortsubwoofer.
shows some subtle and not-so-subtle circuited. The coda to this story is
At first sight,
departures from the norm.
that accelerometer tests were not the K.5 looks
Its bass driver, a 165mm co- entire conclusive; Snell too used the
like a
polymer cone unit from Peerless with knuckle test as aprimary design tool,
conventional
an inverted centre dust cap and a and indeed when assessed this way
enough middlebutyl rubber surround, giving a the baffle is about as dead and
size
smoothly
dished
profile,
is lacking in box effects as any,
standmount,
customised to Snell's specification,
especially around the tweeter region.
but closer
and features ashorted copper ring to
Early Snells used radiused baffles
examination
reduce second harmonic distortion at to reduce cabinet edge diffraction,
shows some
high SPLs. The tweeter is also and here, too, the sides have alarge
subtle and not European, this time from Vifa, and radius curvature (though not the top
so- subtle
features an aluminium diaphragm edge, adjacent to the tweeter). The
differences
with ablack anodised finish and PVC
frameless metal mesh grill is also
from the norm
surround — acombination chosen in designed to reduce reflections, but
part because it sounds good below its they are not a success at all. I
resonant frequency. The K.5 is fully encountered
severe
audible
magnetically shielded.
resonances with them in place, a
The cabinets are built in-house.
`burbling' effect with some orchestral
The basic structure is constructed strings for example, and Iremoved

them for all subsequent listening.
The basic crossover configuration
is Linkwitz-Reilly, which has anearlinear phase response, the frequency
response optimised on the tweeter
axis at 3metres out. Each individual
crossover is hand-tweaked — adding
acapacitor here, adjusting avariable
resistor, or removing afew turns from
achoke there — to suit the particular
drivers, to ensure a final response
consistency across the band within a
±0.5dB envelope. The network is
fixed to the inside of the bi-wire
terminal block, a substantial alloy
casting which doubles as aheatsink
to dissipate heat from resistive
padding circuits.
Although basically a free air
design, the crossover also includes a
boundary/open switch and internal
network which lowers the bass and
lower midband about 3dB to suit
boundary
applications
where
required. The port is on the baffle,
which means there is limited
interaction with the rear walls.
SOUND QUALITY
The K.5 arrived apparently run in,
and there was no noticeable
improvement in practice from a
speaker which behaved with
complete consistency throughout the
test. Once the mesh grilles had been

Snell is back, with a brand-new version
of the American speaker which won a cult following
here a decade ago: now it's the Snell K.5
by ALVIN

GOLD

THE

SNELL
OF SUCCESS
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removed, the only surprises were
musical ones, and the K.5 worked
effectively with amplification from
Naim, Musical Fidelity, Copland and
others. It does have ahealthy appetite
for watts, and its low impedance
could potentially cause some
heartache with lower grade hardware,
and along with its particular voicing
may make most valve amps
inappropriate. It managed more than
happily with aNaim NAP9O/NAC92
combination though, which at arated
30 watts/channel is far from being a
powerhouse. In fact this was arather
effective combination, with a rare
combination of dynamics and
refinement.
There's a certain statuesque
quality to the sound of Snell, at least
if the K.5 is anything to judge, which
recalls what Iremember of Snell past.
It all seems to happen in the
midband, which is subtle, layered
and which has a near-holographic
presence, largely forward of the
speaker plane, and this strong
presence is maintained even at longer
than usual listening distances (4-5
metres, say), which points to its
suitability for use in larger rooms.
Stereo presentation doesn't have
quite the pin-sharp precision that is

SNELL HISTORY
SNELL was founded in 1976 by Peter Snell,
with aproduct called the Type A in asmall
plant in Newburyport MA. The company ethos
was to produce high• performance and highly
consistent loudspeakers that would depend
minimally on room placement. The Type One
followed three years later, then the Types E
and 1, which will be familiar to quite afew
readers. Bursting at the seams, Snell decanted
to larger premises in Haverhill, MA, where
they remain to this day.
The Type C and the Type Kwere launched
soon after the move, but these were to be the
last designed by Peter Snell, who, sadly, died of
astroke. One of his colleagues, Dr Wiliiam
Osgood, took over, and Kevin Vcecks became
Chief Engineer in 1985; over the next ten years
he designed the Type Q, the Type Band Bminor, and the 800 in-wall series. In 1990,
Snell collaborated w:th Liicasfilm to produce the
very first THX loudspeakers which were based
on the Type A.
The official history also records that Kevin
was responsible for the Music and Cinema
Reference system and the A Reference System,
both multi- year recipients of the Stereophile
Class A Recommended Components awards

ability is high. There's nothing
missing here, and nothing ' in your
face' about the tonal balance.
Everything just happens in a very
natural, organic way, and the fine
detail is still there if you listen for it.

handled particularly welt, sometimes,
as with a recently acquired Diana
Kra11 album (try ` All or Nothing At
All' from Love Scenes) startlingly welt
Idid an involuntary double take the
first time, and looked around to see
how she had entered the room.
The bass was just as impressive as
the midband. There was no
discontinuity with the midband, and
its balance was near perfect when the
speakers were used in free air, away
from room boundaries. The bass was
fairly taut but not excessively so; a
had plenty of space to breathe, and

Attention to detail is the hallmark of
this design. The K.5 sounds outgoing
and lifelike but never obvious, thanks
to aslightly restrained quality in the
treble, and never sterile, thanks to a
surprisingly potent bass that is
allowed space to breathe, bracketing
alimpid, organic midband which has
aparticularly open, singing quality.
From memory, it is a good deal
sharper and more positive than some
earlier Snel) designs. It also looks
good. The baffle is black and
discreet, though no attempt has been
made to conceal the fixing screws.
The main carcass is dressed in afine
real wood veneer in achoice of beech
or black oak. Given the performance

(Bill Frisell's ' Blues for Los Angeles'
from Gone, just like a train for
example). Boundary placement
meant some degradation of bass/mid
balance, and moderate changes in
imagery, which became a little less
distinct and outgoing, and more
nearly co-planar with the speakers.
Of course the crossover boundary
switch was changed to suit.
The treble is characteristic of the
brand: smooth, but slightly restrained
and distant, despite which resolving
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Acoustics providing finance, buying power and
manufacturing skills, and benefiting from the
cachet of the Snell brand in return Iam told that
Snell operates completely autonomously, with its
own designe s, and that apart from the grilles
the products bear no relation to Boston's own the plant in Haverhill is to remain Snell's
fieacfauarters for the foreseeable future. The
president of Boston is David LSmith, one time
designer for KEF ( KM], Pà0, and the redesign
of the LS3/5A), who also worked-on the
acoustic design of the D600 for Meridian. This
was tolloweci by amove to the States, where he
helped market KEF, Quad, Meridian, and
McIntosh, among others.

available elsewhere, but time and
time again it showed an unusually
physical quality, and it was this
feeling that the music existed in space
outside the confines of the
enclosures, that remained consistent
even when auditioned from well off:
axis. Tellingly, female voice was

the damping was sufficient to
maintain reasonable control, but
slack enough to allow the system to
sound genuinely powerful with
appropriately full-blooded material
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Meanwhile, in the UK, clones of Snell's Type K
and Jhod become available under the brand of
Audio Note, this UK distributor claiming that the
rae.wei Snell designs were inferior.
Then came the lean times. In 1995, ' a
turbulent yea ifor Snell', Dr Osgood was bought
out by part-owner AudioNord, aDanish
company, and Kevin Vcecks departed. Let's just
..ay the company did not prosper under its new
toteign ownership and, in 1996, was acquired
lock, stock and barrel by Boston Acoustics.
There is obvious synergy here, with Boston

CONCLUSION
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on offer and the costs involved in
ensuring
sample
to
sample
consistency, the £ 790 asking price
seems reasonable.

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS
86dB/w/m
Sensitivity
6ohms nom/4ohms min
Impedance
Power handlis suitable for amplifiers rated up to 200 watts
48Hz-20kHz ± 3dB
Frequency response
11 4k9 eac h
Weight
420 x220 x300
Dimensions ihwd, mml
£786 pair
Price
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Dediceed
to he
designer's
brother: a
DJY digital
cable for
internet
surfers...

osing abeloved brother must
tear ahole in your heart. And
each of us has his or her own
way of dealing with it. Hypermaniacal/psycho uberguru Steve
Rochlin chose an unusual way to
mark the memory of Max Rochlin,
with — of all things — aDIY digital
cable. Which, if you've ever met
Steve, isn't even sfightly out of
character. Rochlin figures highly on
that roster of terminallyaudiophilic 'characters' in
the industry, a group which
includes Harvey ' Gizmo'
Rosenberg, Russ Andrews,
Max Townshend and others
whose behaviour suggest
that no aspects of their lives
are unrelated to audio in
some form.
Being
among
the
youngest of this element,
Rochlin possesses enough
energy to avoid sleep while
attending hi-fi shows and to
write reports for his web site
on the notebook computer
to which he's surgically
attached, probably while

-

40mimufflip.

stuff to people who (for whatever
reason) meet with his approval, say
the magic word or seem in need of
some digital relief.
Whatever the history of this design
— and it does, after all, emerge from
the hobbyist fringe, where origins are
clouded in myth — it is as 'good' as
Iwas led to believe. Its most vivid
trait is the smoothness many find
lacking in digital playback, the sort
of ' de-burring' which makes, say, a
Musical Fidelity X- 10D buffer stage
a must for budget CD players.
Plenty of detail, no obvious nasties,
solid bass — I'd peg it on apar with
the kind of cables which I'd have no
hesitation in recommending at
,C75-£150. In other words, it's good
enough to satisfy nearly everyone
who finds cable pricing too obscene
for words.
Just cop an eyeful of Rochlin's
opening paragraph:
So, ya wanna make a killer
75ohm digital cable that schmokes
those other guys' $ 300+ offerings?
How about a killer 75ohm video
cable for your video system? Well
look no further...'. He describes it
as ' 83% the speed of light, very,
very, very close to a pure 75ohm
transmitter, and has so little signal
loss it's scary!'. It's now up to what

must equate to Generation 3, but
this is acase of something-for-nearlynothing... so finding out that your
evening's work has been superseded
is nowhere near as painful as
learning that your six-month- old
£5000 Mk I Whatever has been
altered, non-retrofittably, to achieve
Mk II status.
And this home-made interconnect
is ano-braMer, as Rochlin exhorts:
'This cable requires some soldering
showering and whatever_
Am I exaggerating?
I though there is aversion where no
soldering is needed. All ya haveta
think not, having seen his
[sic] do is strip wire and crimp if you
web site and the nevercan't even solder two small times in
ending flood of e-mails he
your life. In the end you will have a
feeds to the world. What's
cable which will look totally pro,
so refreshing about Rochlin
sound/look great, and make you
— or annoying, if you suffer
wonder why you even considered
from too many electronic
spending $ 100 on acable, let alone
missives — is apassion for
$300!'.
music which leads him to
But there is a downside. Given
quote vast tracts of lyrics in
that Rochlin is American, the parts
every
e-mail.
Which
are, too, and I'll be the first to admit
explains his catch phrase,
that Ihadn't heard of some of them.
'Enjoy the music'. Along
'Caig Pro Gold'? ` Canare RCA
with music, Rochlin also has
RCAP-C4F or BNC BCP-C4F'?
an obsession with good
Does Tandy's stock ' Generation
sounds on the cheap.
2000, Blue Shower, or other "zero
Hence, The Max Rochlin
residue" spray'? However, Rochlin
Memorial Cable, a DIY
is web-aware, so he's added links
project which is available to
to each supplier's home page. A
all who simply log taill to
mere mouse click and you'll discover
www.enjoythemusic.com, his
home page oozing audiophilic madness. Ireceived a
made-up sample from Steve
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at a hi-fi show, where it is his
tendency to give away lengths of the
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where and how to get your Caig Pro
Gold,
Generation
2000
and
whatever else you need. Tools

required for the project are basic: a
wire stripper, acrimping tool for coax cable, scissors, a hair dryer or
heat-shrink gun and asoldering gun.
But there's no fudging with the
ingredients. After all, the sonic
performance
of any item is
determined by the design, the
ingredients and the execution, so you
can't expect to imieate what Rochlin
is offering if you deviate from the
instructions.
And he gives it to you in gory
detail. There's a touch of the old
bubble- bubble- toil- and- trouble
alchemy with the Caig stuff and
one's chosen ` zero residue' salve,
some wire stripping and trimming,
some soldering (Audio Note or
WonderSolder are approved, if you
can't get what Rochlin ' borrowed
from a friend in the military'!),
numerous exhortations to keep
things clean and tidy, some
crimping, some heat- shrinking —
just what you'd expect if you were
making aDIY cable. Rochlin makes
apoint of saying that it should take
only about 30 minutes to make the
cable 'once you are all set and ready
to go'. Then the fun starts.
Rochlin suggests allowing aweek
or so for the dielectric ` to get all
good and happy'. As he promises,
'you will notice asmoothing out of
the music, yet more detail is heard
as the week passes'. And he wasn't
kidding about the video application,
which did deliver ' abit more depth
and small shading details' than the
bog-standard stuff Iwas using.
While you're waiting for the cable
to 'break in', return to Steve's web
site and re-read his passionate cry
for the end of the phono connector.
And then re-read the closing, which
reminds us why he started the entire
venture: Max Rochlin. Steve has
decided to allow manufacturers to
use this cable 'as they see fit for free
provided that by seeing this article
and discovering how good the cable
is, they mention it's the Max Rochlin
Memorial Cable and do not sell it.'
And giving it away is viable, as the
total cost should be around $ 8 a
cable plus labour. That's afiver in
our money.
Now the serious bit: Max
Rochlin succumbed to the HIV
virus. Steve simply wants those who
make the cable to buy an Enjoy
The Music T-shirt, the profits of
which will be donated to afund to
find the cure for the HIV virus.
And that's the best way Steve can
remember Max: by going after his
brother's killer.
Ken Kessler
SUPPLIER
Rocfifin szecbsitc:
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Yamaha CRW4260
CD-RW drive:
this drive offers up to 4times speed recording
through its SCSI
interface, though this
speed may not make the
best-sounding
CI) copies

W

ith Recordable audio CD
blank discs at around the
£4 mark, it is hardly
surprising that there is so much
interest in storing music on
recordable CD-ROM, the computer
industry's data storage disc.
Here the price has fallen
dramatically to less than £2 a disc,

You don't need to invest in a hi-fi CD

making this format a competitor for
the technologically- humble audio
cassette. Nor is the cost of hardware

Personal Computer route

prohibitive. Anyone with a PC or a
Mac of recent vintage can add aCDwritable drive to their computer for
around £200. In conjunction with an
existing CD-ROM drive, this will
allow you to copy complete audio
CDs as well as make compilations.
We have to point out that you must
not infringe copyright by doing this
[see box].
The main use for recordable CD is

by PETER .1 COMEAU

recorder to enjoy the benefits of
compiling your own discs. Many
music lovers already follow the

Anyone with a
PC or aMac of
recent vintage
can add aCDwrita ble drive to
their computer
for around
£200. In
envisaged as making copies or conjunction
compilations of music. Given alarge
with an existing
hard drive and suitable sound card,
CD-ROM drive,
you can also use your computer as a this will allow
music recorder, with software editing you to copy
of multi-track sessions to make demo complete CDs
discs. The latter aspect is not as well as make
covered in this article as it falls more
compilations
into the province of home- studio
recording than hi-fi. Manufacturers
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would like you to think that CD
writer drives are simple to bolt on to
any computer and use, but unfortunately this is far from the truth.

CD-RAND CD-RW

you cannot guarantee which discs
will play in which player. ( Most
current DVD players won't read
CD- Rs either: notable exceptions,
which will, are the Pioneer models.)
CD- R discs are the cheapest to
buy. If you are willing to purchase at
least ten, and preferably fifty,
recordable discs at a time, there are
plenty of mail order suppliers who
will send you a pack for under £ 1
per disc. CD-RW discs, however,
cost over £ 10 each even for a bulk
buy, and CD-RW recorders are
more expensive too. If you can
envisage ause for CD-RW, then by
all means buy adrive that can handle
CD-R and CD-RW discs, but it only
makes sense to use CD-R discs for
audio playback.

There are currently two types of TYPES OF RECORDERS
computer CD writer on the market:
If you have a PC- compatible
CD- R and CD-RW. CD- R stands computer there are three types of
for CD- Recordable, CD-RW for CD- R drives that you can buy —
CD-ReWritable. It might seem that IDE/Atapi, SCSI (' scuzzi') and
the sensible course to take is towards
Parallel port. Mac users only need
CD-RW, which enables you to use bother with SCSI. These terms refer
your discs time and time again, in a to the connection to your computer.
similar way to a tape recorder, but
Parallel port devices connect in place
there are limitations. Because of the of your printer, but these are the
different laser reflectivity of CD-RW slowest and most troublesome of all
discs, not all CD players can read
drives. Considering the fact that alot
them; in fact, not every audio CD
of CD recordings go wrong at some
player can read CD-R discs either,
stage or another, we don't
but there is more chance that they recommend that you increase the
will. Modern CD transports have chances of creating agold coaster by
automatic gain control circuits for connecting via your parallel port.
the laser which will help them read
This leaves connecting your drive
CD-RW discs, but at the moment internally in parallel with your hard
drive or CD-ROM drive, using the
Hewlett Packard HP 72001
IDE/Atapi interface. If you have a
CD-RW drive: this drive attaches
modern hard drive ( so called ' AV
to your parallel port in external
compatible') then this is usually the
format, but offers more reliable CD
cheapest and most convenient type
writing in its internal IDE form

DOWNIER 1W4
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HOME RECORDING
disc in one session — a process
usually called disc- at- once. The
alternative is to lay down tracks in
multiple recordings (called track-atonce). Most drives limit the maximum
number of tracks to 99, and because
the laser is turned off between tracks
the recording has run-in and run-out
blocks between each track. At best
these will add a two- second gap
between each track, at worst some
players might jump or hiccup
between tracks.
Usually, you'll hear a click
between tracks when playing a disc
on a CD player. There are ways of
of installation. The most stable and overcoming the clicks under the
reliable of all interfaces, however, is control of the CD-R software, and
SCSI, mainly because it handles methods of padding out tracks with
data transfers without putting much digital silence if you have edited
of a load on your computer's them, so with abit of care and some
processor, and is relatively immune software support you should be able
to other things that are going on in to make click-free CDs.
your PC. But adding a fast SCSI
Copying direct from a CD
means that the CD-ROM drive
interface card to your computer,
however, costs almost as much as needs to support digital audio
the drive, so SCSI recorders are
extraction; some drives do this
usually only purchased by those that better than others. Most recent
already have a SCSI interface drives will be trouble- free when
installed.
extracting digital audio, and again
CD-R/RW drives can also read the most reliable interface here is
CD-ROM and audio CDs, so in SCSI, but some older drives may
theory you don't need another CD- add clicks or jump during the
ROM drive — but you will have to copying process. If this happens,
copy music tracks to your hard drive then the easiest solution is to junk
if you don't. Actually, this is the
the drive and buy another. New
most reliable way of making a CD-ROM drives cost under £ 50,
compilation CD of tracks from so it's hardly adisaster.
different discs, but it is more
convenient to copy from a second MAKING CDs FROM VINYL
CD drive.
OR TAPE SOURCES
One obvious use for CD- R is to
make CD copies of your vinyl
DISC COPY AND
records, cassette tapes or other tape
TRACK-BY-TRACK COPY
The easiest way to make an audio recordings. You will need a good
CD-R is to copy or record an entire sound card for this, as you have to
The Law vs The Record Button

As confirmed by the BP1's Legal
Adviser, Helen Smith [' Views', July],
there is in fact no such thing as ablank
tape/disc levy in this country. Thus
home taping of copyright material on
any CD-R disc remains illegal,
whether you are making aone-off copy
for personal use or acar booeul for
personal gain. In practice, we haven't
met anyone who has been prosecuted
for compiling adisc or tape for their
carlWalkmanIgirlfriend; but strictly,
even archiving priceless 78s, LPs and
singles is really ano-no, as if you do
this, you are breaehinz copyright law,

Plextor PXR-412C
CD-R drive:
Plextor makes SCSI
CD-ROM and
CD-RW dtives for
computers equipped
with an Ultra-SCSI
interface

SUPPLIERS
Hewlett Packani
Tel: 0990
474747,
scrum hp.cont
Plextor •
Tel: +32 2-725
55 22,
www.plextor.coml
cdr
Yamaha
Tel: (01908)
366700,
www.yamahayst.
con'

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DISCS
CD- RECORDABLE discs ore quite
different from the audio CDs you
buy in amusic shop. The latter are
moulded, much like avinyl LP,
while the data on CD- Rdiscs is
burned into alayer of dye that lies
on top of the reflective layer.
Early CD- Rdiscs were all
greeny-gold in colour when you reflected light off
the underside of the disc, and gold on the label
side. The gold reflective layer is on the top, while
the green tinge underneath is given by the organic
dye. The green dye is cyanine, of which avariant,
phthalocyanine, gives astronger gold colour.
Some disc manufacturers have been formalising
new dyes, which give ablue tinge, and using silver
alloy reflective layers instead of gold. The blue
colour is given by metallised azo dye, still based
on cyanine, and this purportedly gives alower
incident of Block Error Rate than straight cyanine
dyes and greater resistance to UN/ radiation
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(sunlight).
Some discs have astronger
lacquer layer than others, that
proves more scratch resistant. The
side to be careful with - and this
is true of all CDs - is the label
side. Scratch the reflective layer
and the underlying data pits can't
be read, and some solvents, such as marker pens,
can erode it. You can buy paper labels which
cover the whole of the top surface of aCD- Rdisc.
Everyone who has used CD- Rhas tales of how
some discs record more consistently than others,
and how some can be read by CD players and
others can't. To top it all there are rumours that
some brands of disc ' sound' better than others. As
everyone seems to have adifferent opinion,
however, the only thing to do is to experiment
yourself and find which brand works best for you
before committing to abulk purchase.

convert the analogue sound to digital
data and store it on your hard drive.
Standard sound cards, like the
ubiquitous SoundBlaster series,
don't usually have a low enough
noise level on their analogue inputs
to do a good job here. You might
need one of the specialist sound
cards, such as Turtle Beach, if you
want the cleanest and best-sounding
copies.
Once the sound is on your hard
drive you can do all sorts of editing
to clean it up using software like
Cool Edit or Sound Forge. There is
software that can remove clicks and
pops automatically, and we'll be
looking at this in afuture article, but
usually it's best to remove the biggest
clicks manually and leave the less
annoying noise alone.
You will need to record at the
maximum data rate for CD, that is
44.1kHz, 16-bit, and note that this
uses up hard drive space at 10Mb
per minute. Make sure that there is
enough space on your hard drive to
record all the tracks for your CD,
and that the drive is defragmented.
In Windows 95/98 you will find
Defrag under the Accessories/
System Tools menu.
An alternative method to using the
Analogue-to-Digital converter in a
sound card is to use external A/D
conversion and feed the digital data
in directly. There are a few CD- R
drives that will accept digital data (at
44.1kHz), but usually you'll need a
digital input card, such as the Zefiro
ZA2, or an audio card with digital
input, such as the Digital Audio
Labs CardD+. If you have a DAT
recorder you can use this as aA/D.
converter too, but even acheap A/D
converter does the job better than
most sonndcards.
Recording an audio CD using a
CD-R drive is not so straightforward
as using aspecialised audio-only CD
Recorder, but if you have a
computer already it can certainly be
cheaper.
• Future articles will be looking more
closely at the pitfalls and benefits of
recording with aPC, and testing the
audio quality of CD-R drives as well as
exploring copying and editing software.
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The X Series

MUSICAL IMAGES:
BEST INSTALLATION OF THE YEAR
HOME CINEMA CHOICE
AWARD WINNER 1998

To investigate Musical Fidelity's
new 24-bit X- Ray CD player,
the acclaimed XA1 Integrated

-

Amplifier, X-Pre Amplifier, the
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stunning XA50i XA200
monoblocklamplifiers and
the entire XSeries visit your
local branch of Musical Images.

Hear The Truth. At Musical Images
With twelve demonstration
suites, the widest choice of top
products, professional staff that
can advise on every
requirement, at Musical Images
we offer the complete service.

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,

"Sounds Thrilling; "Highly Recommended"

Middlesex HA8 7J%
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Musical Images
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DVD P AYERS
A mystery solved:
Toshiba's DVD does,
after all, have the ability
to play 96124 discs, but
you have to dig for it...
by PAUL MILLER

R

eaders of last month's
comparative DVD survey
will recall my puzzlement at
Toshiba's SD- 3107B refusing to
replay 48kHz and 96kHz-sampled
audio data, while apparently
handling conventional DVD video
and CD audio discs with aplomb —
particularly, Iam bound to say,
because the player had been
successfully reviewed in other
magazines. Toshiba UK staff, who
brought additional samples of the
player to my lab with no more
success, were equally baffled. Sadly,
four weeks (and the October issue
deadline) passed before a solution
could be provided.
It seems the SD- 3107B adheres
very strictly indeed to the letter of
Regional coding — which is as it
should be — and defaults to PAL
video recognition when first
switched on. Thus, any Region 2
`DVD audio' disc that, for whatever
reason, includes NTSC video
content will stall the player unless
its video recognition is permanently
switched to ' auto'. Evidently, this
does not appear to be an issue with
any of the other DVD players in our
survey [nor with the Theta DaViD
transport, reviewed in this issue].
Armed, somewhat belatedly, with
this information Ihave now been
able to extract the relevant 48kHz
and 961cHz results as part of a full
re-test. Via CD, the signal-to-noise
ratio was some 3dB better on this
sample, bringing it up to a 16-bit
level of 95.5dB, while distortion, at
—20dBFs, has also improved to a
very low 0.0016%. With
96kHz-sampled data, the
response is flat beyond
20kHz, falling to — 1.8dB at
441cHz but with a relatively poor
stopband rejection of just 34dB.
The 3D plots are interesting
because they indicate an across-theboard increase in noise (visible as
the lighter green ` floor' [ 1] as the

Test results

retest

Toshiba SC-3107B

20Hz
litHz 20kHz 44kHz
Channel balance ', dB)
44.IkHz/16-bit
0.2
0.2 (1.2 96kHz/24-eit
0.2
0.2 (.. 2
03
Channel separation (
dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
112
99
74
96kHz/24-bit 67
Frequency response (
dB)
44.1kHz/16-bit
-0.2
0
-0.2
96kHz/24-bit
-0.1
0
0
- 1.8
Distortion (
dB)
44.1k/16-bit 96k124-blt
THO vs level at OdB
-93
-93
THD vs level at -20dB
-90
-97
!HD vs level at -60dB -52
-53
At -90dB (dithered) -23
-23
At - 120dB (ditnerecfi
to signal
no sigrmi
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
o
Error at -90d13 ( dithered) +0.8
+0.2
n+ sign. il
Error at - 120d8 (dithered) rio signa'
eak output level
eft/right
1.94/1.903V lative to 2V (dB)
-0.3
Output Impedance
330 ohns
Image suppression (dB) 43
33.8
Hz noise mod (dB) + 1.1
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd, dB,
No emphasis, OLSB
L14
113.6
No emphasis, ILSB
95.5
Total correlated jitter 610ps
Clock accuracy +69ppm +69ppm
Video Outputs
SCART, CVBE, S-type
Digital output
coaxial, opti ,,al
Track access time (
7,.0 track 99)
2 second,.
Typical price iinc VAT)
£ 1.

AK4321 bitstrearn DAC is forced to
run at the elevated 96kHz rate,
regardless of bit wordlength. Once
again, we are clearly along way from
realizing a 20-bit performance (let
alone 24 bits) in practice.
The
extended
pattern
of
harmonics and/or idle tones [2] is
consistent with the other DVD
players, though the fact that much
of this digital debris (including any
correlated jitter) is buried beneath a
surface of noise is no bad thing,
subjectively. In this regard, the SD3107 is closest to Pioneer's DV505, which was also favoured by
our blind listening panel.
Iam pleased to now to be able to
complete the review of the player,
though it's important to
remember that CD replay
was the kernel of the original
article, and high-rate replay a
technical side issue. In regard
to the former, the Toshiba
SD- 3107 was, and remains, the
most encouraging of the group. .4-
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Fig 2. Toshiba SD-3107B: distortion (THD) versus resolution at 96kHz

Toshiba UK Ltd,
House, Fiindey Read,
Frim/ey, Camberley, Surrey GU16
Tel: 01276 62222
Toshiba
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Fig I. Toshiba SD-310713: distortion (THD) versus resolution at 48kHz
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,-e- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
... for YOUR ears
. in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

fa 01727

855577

FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:ATC * AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB * AE * BRYSTON * BOW
B+W * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARM * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GENESIS * GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK * HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS
JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD
LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL * MIT
MICROMEGA * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
MYRYAD * NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA
ORTOFON* P.M.C.* PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT * QUAD * REL
REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SD ACOUSTICS * SHEARNE * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TARGET * TEAC * THETA
TRICHORD * TUBE TECHNOLOGY
WADIA* WBT*XL0
NIOST \ IS ‘‘ \IL % BM'.
\I \ II. OltD1.12 u It RI \ ( a. FRET

TAX FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT
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You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 908 1 ro B 33 708 t 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first clasa stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AO
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NiUFA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THOR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

radio

More oi the
delight5 of
lcom's PC
radio... and
how BBC
staff are
being tald
to 'think
customer'

111

promised last month to say more
about the Icom IC-PCR1000
computer-assisted radio receiver.
As we saw, in return for the
disbursement of £ 320 you receive
coverage of 0.5-1300,
MHz and the
ability to resolve wideband and
narrowband FM, AM, SSB and CW;
you will also need areasonably fast
IBM-compatible PC to which it can
be connected. Idon't propose to say
too much about the unit's scanning
abilities, which are generally very
convincing, although there are some
irritating shortcomings in the software:
it is not possible to link memory
banks whilst scanning, for example.
But as an HF broadcast receiver the

Icom's PCR1000
receiver lies to your
IBM-compatible PC

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail 'ohn_netxon@
compuserve.com
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device is extremely capable. You can,
for example, have every BBC World
Service frequency in one memory
bank, every VOA frequency in another
and so on, and change frequency with
acouple of mouse movements. You
can have what amounts to acommadelimited database of frequencies, and
Ishould imagine there could well be
a lively trade in various different
frequency listings via the Internet. The
filters provided are nut quite ideal for
HF AM broadcast reception, the
'narrow' 2.8kHz filter being alittle
too much so and the ` normal' 51tHz
item being ashade on the wide side
from
the
adjacent-channel
performance
point
of
view.
Nevertheless, the IC-PCR1000 turns
in remarkably good results, even when
put to the severe test of coping with
the 7MHz broadcast band at night
when fed from alarge antenna system.
Sensitivity is entirely adequate tor all
NOVEMBER 1998

practical purposes, at least in the MF
and HF region.
The
IC-PCR1000
is
also
remarkably good as a VHF/FM
broadcast receiver, and you can, of
course, construct your own frequency
database in exactly the same way as
with other stations if you so wish.
Despite the relatively low output
power available, the audio quality
from the unit was excellent when it
was used with an external speaker or
good-quality headphones. One could
wish for astereo decoder in the next
model, perhaps along with DAB
decoding facilities, but for now it is
clear that lcom has introduced us to
anew and Isuspect very important
way of thinking about radio receivers.
Or perhaps Ishould just say that the
IC-PCR1000 is a terrific customer
experience and leave it at that.

and processes which help rather than
hinder.
'The good news is that we are
doing alot of this. All the instruments
are starting to play the right notes,
but we have some way to go before
we get them in the right order and
make the right sounds in aconsistent
and coherent way. We now have a
much better idea of our customers
[sic] needs from the Customer Surveys
and Contact Audits. There will be a
follow up [
sic] survey and aMystery
Shopper Review early this month and
they will provide us with invaluable
gold dust about our customer's [
sic]
expectations.
'We are running Awareness
Workshops, Imagineering, and Let's
Rock It! events designed to get
everyone talking "service". These raise
the pulse, profile and temperature,
building an undercurrent [
sic] to
BILL GULES AND BBC MEMOS
demonstrate that we are thinking
An enormously upset correspondent
"customer". Almost every business
takes me heavily to task for teasing Mr
unit has some form of activity
Bill Giles. In aconvoluted metaphor
underway [
sic]; eg, the Costume and
the finer sub-text of which escapes me,
Wig Store have [
sic] ateam set up to
the said gentleman commented that I make changes to better serve their
might as well ' criticize gothic
customers. Wales, the Midlands and
architecture for not being classical'.
Scotland are running major " Making
Speaking as adevout lover of both the
a Difference" programmes. News
four-centred arch and the segmental
Resources has atraining programme
pediment, and being a devoted
and the Facilities Management Group
admirer of almost everything Nicholas
have [
sic]
a Customer Focus
Hawksmoor ever built, I'm not
programme. There is a terrific
remotely convinced that gothic and
customer experience in the new Food
classical architectures are mutually
Court in Glasgow and there is across
exclusive. Ido think that Mr Giles in
functional Service Improvement
his more Mannerist moments neatly
Network across Resources.'
exemplifies certain things which are
There is, alas, much more.
wrong with radio broadcasting in
Unfortunately, BBC Resources now
Britain, but such aremark should not
'owns' all BBC operational areas. Not,
be construed as an ad hominem
of course, that this is any kind of
criticism of who he is. Idon't know
prelude to privatisation: perish the
him, but no doubt he is athoroughly
thought. However, I can't help
nice chap with approximately the same
thinking that if the approach
balance of virtues and vices displayed
exemplified by Messrs Gates and
by most of us. He just doesn't seem
Lynch represents ' Sir' John Birt's
to be very good at his job.
vision of the Corporation's future, and
Something similar could probably
if the level of literary attainment
be said of the egregious Cyril Gates,
displayed therein is an accurate
whose title is Head of Customer
representation of the ability of BBC
Service, BBC Resources. Iplace the
senior management to think clearly,
following passage of prose —
public-service broadcasting in Britain
apparently written by this gentleman
is being carried out by demonstrably
at the behest of Chief Executive Rod
the wrong people.
Lynch — before you without
Incidentally, the erstwhile colleague
comment. The context is a leaflet
who sent me this remarkable item also
called 'Around Resources: Putting the
observed that World Service nowadays
Customer 1se [
sic] which recently
recruits producers without giving them
appeared throughout the Corporation;
proper
training,
resulting
in
what follows are mildly edited
scriptwriters who don't know the
highlights of atwo-column encomium:
meaning of basic broadcasting terms
`Achieving high levels of service
such as `voiceovee; and that alarge
depends on anumber of key factors.
number of programmes are nowadays
I've visited many organisations famous
assembled using audio-workstation
for their delivery and the driving
technology such as SADIE, which
factors are the same everywhere.., a takes three times longer than doing it
vision and commitment from the top
in astudio but allows the work to be
of the organisation: engaged people
done ` in acubby-hole'. No wonder
and operational excellence; constant
levels are all over the place these days.
contact with customers; and systems
John Nelson
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Here, the heaviest, 50mm' size (150Amp)
`tail' conductors likely w be used for the
initial wiring are seen in comparison to
ordinary 2.5mm' T&E, 20A rated UK
domestic 'ring main' wire! Note also (1)
the heauhrink sleeve and ties used to hold
L&N dose together; (2) the ideal position
of Super Radex earth `cpc' wire next to the
neutral, and (3) the demonstration of
bared (red and black) and the original
sheathed (grey) lengths, closely
mutualled.Ben Duncan 'sSuper Radex
earth wire [see 'Accessories Club') is large
enough w be used to accompany the main
conductor tails, as the main cpc or 'earth
continuity wire', while still providing an
enhanced audio earth. "

er
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A universal, 'self- build'

he ` Super Spur' will benefit the
sonic performance of all kinds

notional maximum current draw —
typically by a factor of ten or more

and classes of hi-fi equipment in

audio-system power circuit plan

(particularly) urban and suburban

environments, and in homes where

times. Here, it's important to realise
that other parts in series — be they
switches, fuses or connectors —

some re-wiring work is feasible. It also

by BEN DUNCAN

aims to upgrade on most readers'
existing audio `spur' supplies.

needn't necessarily be equally highly
over-rated, provided their rating is
safe, and also has a minimal effect on

To recap, an audio spur is at the

unnecessary

and

unsuitable

very least an AC power circuit that

connections and contacts, as well as

the cumulative supply impedance'.

nRer STEPS

supplies just your audio equipment.

employing particular conductors and

The best results are had when the

layouts, or cable geometries'''. In

1. First, make sure the present

spur is derived directly from the

Terminology

nearly every case, power amplifiers

CB: Circuit Breaker

listening room is the right one! If for

lowest

that's

demand the highest current draw

epo: Circuit

any reason it was chosen because it

accessible in your mains supply —

impedance

point

and, unless working at all times in

Protective Conductor,

had a good power circuit, this is the

which is in practice straight after the

Class A, also impose the most

modern term for the

moment to re-assess. Then decide

meter, and before any other loads.

irregular current draw on the supply.

earthing continuity

where in the room the most (audio)

The benefits of this simple but

And, having for the most part

fundamental wiring improvement

unregulated and also ` leakier' AC-to-

wire. '
EMI: Electro
Magnetic

current is required to be delivered.
Almost always this is wherever the

alone, on sonic quality, as a result of

DC power supplies, power amplifiers

reducing electronic ` smog' and

are

mutual

be

interaction or other pollution, than

electronically-caused

terms of closeness to the incoming

Usually, the spur (not

most other equipment. These factors

noise.

AC supply, is most important in

a ring circuit) will be 'permanent' —

only go to re-emphasise ( for an

REC: Regional

larger rooms (> 16ft or 5m long)

le, utilisinjt wiring, isolating and

amplifier's mains supply wiring) the

Electricity Company

and/or in systems with amplifiers that

protection components, and sockets,

keynote of avoiding any undue

(UK).

either consume ( Class A of 50W/ch

that are fixed to the building.

increase in supply source impedance

interference,

phenomenal.

can

Audio system sonic quality also

more

sensistive

to

mains

— both steady state and dynamic. In

Interference, all kinds
of electrically- or

Spur: acircuit which
supplies one or at
most afew items of

power amplifier(s) is/are located.
Giving the amplifier(s) priority, in

or more), or deliver (typically any
amplifier(s) over 250W/ch) high

benefits from reduced opportunities

part

for RF/EMI to persist on the AC

'maximally mutualled' (yet approved)

from arun of

supply, or to be AM- detected or

send (L) and return (
N) conductors,

dedicated conductors

resonated

Reducing

that are also (to overcome proximity

that stops after

close enough to the listening room,

avoiding

effect) substantially over-rated for the

the outlet(s)

particularly the power amplifier end

opportunity
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by

it.

involves

this

means

employing

equipment only,

power.
2. Now ask whether the electricity
supplier's incoming supply is placed
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MAINS CONDITIONING
A SAFETY & SCOPE A
THIS project is designed to meet British 'IEE' wiring
regulations, today known as BS-EN 7671. This means that
the materials and processes that we can use are limited to
some extent. The information given is readily adaptable
for safe and legitimate use in most other countries'
systems. Builders will need afew hours assistance (in
phases) from an electrician (or e.g. asuitably qualified
engineer, audio/ studio/electronic equipment installer), or
an experienced building DlYer, who's able to follow and
interpret your national wiring code.
of the listening room. This is most
likely aconcern in larger or sprawling
dwellings, where the run from the (or
an) incoming feeder to the amplifiers
is (or will be, say) in excess of 22ft
(7m). Also consider whether the
existing optimum power amp
position in your room changes, if the
incoming power location can be
moved closer (but not actually into
the listening room). If the incoming
supply may be worth moving, see
sidebar (next month).
3. Looking at Fig 1, the first part
of the spur wiring (lower left side) is
enclosed in a dashed box. This
region is (usually) permanently live.
First check your existing wiring and
identify the ' REC' fuse to see
whether it's rated at less than 100A
— typically 60A. Ask your REC
(speak to 'domestic installs') whether
they can uprate the supply `to a 100
amp one'. Having already monitored
your supply and noted instances of
voltage sag below 216V (240V minus
10%) is a good reason'. But it may
anyway be possible if avisit is being
made. Next, the 'breakout' terminals
(`Supply Offtake') where the audio
supply will be taken off are actually
the final part to be connected, and
only after testing, and incoming
supply disconnection — by the
supplier! For now, ask your REC
about the procedure and fee for
arranging to have an added supply
spur feeder connected straight after
their meter. This may be described as
'A domestic supply main- spur
connection'.

References
111 Ben Duncan,
Black Box,
HFN1RR, June,
July, Aug '96, Feb
'97.
pi Ben Duncan,
'Audio/Studio Maim
Supplies': atwovolume compendium
of past and recent
related DIY articles,
including seven
'Black Box' columns
from 199516, on the
mains supply. For
details, please send an
SAE or two IRCs ro
Ben Duncan clo
HFN1RR.
Pi Ben Duncan,
High Performance
Power Amplifiers
(1996); book
available from the
Accessories Club.
Ill Ben Duncan,
'Black Box',
HFN1RR, June '98.

Super

Spur

Input

End

astir.

...... old

with the entire spur, the isolator will
need to be able to accept a30A fuse.
Fortunately, being in the form of a
BS1361 ( illustrated) or similar
cartridge fuse, even the most currenthungry domestic audio equipment
will not suffer asignificant (say above
20 milliohm) rise in supply
impedance — either through thermal
modulation
nor the contact
resistance. The latter is not
necessarily true of a similarly priced
MCB that also has the required (5to
10kA) prospective short-circuit
current rating. However, a
suitable MCB, or likely
MCCB, may be used
— with the proviso
of higher cost and
acceptance of apair of
series, potentially RF
detecting contacts! [see ' Black Box'].
The isolator should be sited
alongside or relatively close to the
supply offtake, either adjacent, or on
the other side of the wall, or
otherwise within 3m or so. It's worth
considering making the isolator
highly accessible, so that the whole
system can be turned off with asingle
switch at bedtime or when on
holiday, etc. This and all the other
'input end' parts of the Super Spur
are expressly not intended to be in
the listening room, or even on the
listening room's outside wall.
The incoming tails ( INT)
comprise 25, 35 or even 50mm 2
'meter tail' conductors, with large
strand copper, red ( L) black ( N)
PVC insulated, covered by agrey or
black sheath — likely as already used
to connect either side of the meter.
Our tails start in mid air — with
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• Continued next month
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Option 2 - see beloy.
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AUDIO SOS

60-100A
isolator
c/w fuse
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side

ISOLATOR AND INCOMERS
The ` input end' wiring and
equipment now need to be chosen,
obtained and placed ( a range of
suitable parts are being available
from the HFNIRR Accessories Club).
The supply ` input' circuitry
comprises ahigh current (60, 100 or
even 200A rated), fused isolator
('switch fuse'). To avoid unnecessary
contacts the neutral is not switched
(single pole). The fuse rating will be
no more than the switch rating, and
may be less, being determined by the
outgoing conductor ratings, up to the
next fuse. Looking now at Option lc
on the right, where a single Pure
Power (conditioner) is used, in line

: No

enough curled up to make
connection later. To be sure the ends
are not accidentally connected to, or
make contact with the supply, firmly
tape them up. Thereafter, to help
filter RF, the live and neutral
conductors need to be laid either
tightly taped, ' heatshrunk' and/or
tiewrapped together throughout their
short length — see picture. If RF
levels are known to be high, it is
worth removing the ( outer) PVC
sheath, to allow closer
mutualling
of
the
conductors —
as
shown. This must be
done with some care, as
any damage to the inner
insulation will make the wire
unsafe. Also, if de- sheathed, the
conductors must be laid in asuitable
protective conduit or covered space.
To connect to the isolator
contacts, and after cutting back the
insulation, the copper strand ends
should be carefully dressed back for
access and then ideally lightly tinned
along their tips, taking great care not
to distort or split the insulating
plastic.
This is best done quickly with a
high power (45/60W) iron, set at a
high temperature ( 450°C), along
with ahalide-flux-cored solder. After
cooling, gently bend all strands back
neatly, and then clamp down. The
cpc (' earth') wire comprises Super
Radex wire ( see picture). It must
follow the run, but is best either held
closely against the neutral side ( as
illustrated), or else held spaced off
6in or so.
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terminal blocks
(may be e
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The circurny on the left shows the supply coming into the house at the bottom. typical existing house wiring is men shown
above. The Super Spur is shown taken off using 'breakout' terminals at or straight after the meter, then to the right.
This wiring assumes either none (Option la) or else more than one power conditioner is used (Option lb). If one,
communal power conditioner is used, the slightly different plan on the right (Option lc) applies. More details next month
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LISTENING TO

With in- car Digital Audio Broadcast receivers already
on sale and hi-fi models eagerly awaited, here
is one personal appraisal of the sound of DAB so far
by ERIC BRAITHWAITE

F

or three years, digital transmissions have been wandering
the country forlornly hunting
for listeners. What publicity did
escape being smothered by the
digital
TV
campaign
has
concentrated on DAB for in-car use.
But in the last couple of months,
that suddenly changed. For the
digiphiles, the prospect of the first
commercially available digital tuner
from Arcam means a beauty has
been born; to put Yeats's line back
together again for the analogue
freaks, a terrible beauty has been
born, because it brings the day when
the FM transmitters will finally be
switched off that much closer. When
they are, an FM radio will be as
useful as a405-line TV is now.
Coinciding
with
Arcam's
announcement came a chance to
borrow from Roke Manor Research
the Goldpack module that forms the
basis of the Arcam tuner. And,
fortuitously, one of the BBC's
'demonstration' digital tuners
became available at the same time.
What follows is a sneak preview
(pre-hear?) of what a digital hi-fi
tuner really could sound like. Roke
Manor Research helpfully lent
an evaluation board set up with
provision for connecting an
external DAC. ( The BBC
device uses the Crystal 4333
built into the module.) The
ablity to chop and change
DACs helped me decide that
a domestic digital tuner is
potentially apure and highquality source.
On the evidence of
the Roke equipment, a
DAB tuner should
have no need to blush
in the company of
'serious' hi-fi sources,
even
if car
DAB
receivers have been
turning some listeners' faces
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The quality of
the analogue
stage and that
of the chosen
DAC is going
to be just as
important in
digital tuners
as it is in CD
players

Future visions:
these pictures (below
and opposite) show
how designers have
envisaged the radio of
the future

the colour of the BBC's sample
tuner, which is an unfetching shade
of pink brick. It became obvious
that the quality of the analogue stage
and that of the chosen DAC is going
to be just as important in digital
tuners as it is in CD players. In my
case, DACs from Sugden, Rotel and
Audiolab were used, the Audiolab
8000DAC ending up connected
longest. Analogue tuners used for
comparison were a Quad FM4 and
Myryad.
In the context of hi-fi, it is sound
quality that will decide whether
digital
tuners
become
an
archeological curiosity or a primary
source. Digital tuners can, however,
be expected to have a high level of
user-friendly features akin to
analogue RDS tuners, since the
same type of data is included in the
digital data stream. A fundamental
difference is that there is no need for
to display the frequency. The BBC's
'pink brick' had a basic display
which showed time, station name
and scrolling text. Roke Manor's
controlling laptop also displayed
technical
data
relating
to
transmission strength and error
rates. This data can be accessed
from the module; it is up to set
designers as to whether it is
displayed or not. In the first
years, it ought to be
accessible, as it helped
solve an unexpected
problem
finding
somewhere to put the
short whip antenna.
Back to the sound.
Claims for clear
reception were born
out by both the BBC
device and the Roke
Manor set-up. Each
reproduced Melody FM
with an absolutely silent
background, in marked
contrast to the FM tuners

which — since the roof aerial used is
aligned for Wrotham in the other
direction — were horribly hissy.
Swapping between the various
music broadcasts, compared with
FM, there was a distinctly cleaner
edge to DAB sound, and to
individual instruments. Treble had
greater clarity, and bass, on the
whole, better definition. Some heavy
techno bass on GLR was clearly and
startlingly more impressive than on
FM, as was the faster and better
defined sizzle of hi-hats heard briefly
on Radio 2. The timbre of
instruments generally (courtesy of
Radio 3), unlike some reports of car
DAB tuners, appeared to be as
accurate as from agood FM tuner.
Ensemble playing became mildly
disappointing going back to FM
after the Roke Manor/Audiolab
setup; it was difficult to ignore what
can best be described as a slight
haze mostly over the strings, and a
muddier and less timely percussion.
As far as could be assessed, since
this is partly dependent on
microphone placement and mixing,
ambience was slightly diminished
compared to analogue, though the
Roke Manor set-up was not
available long enough to wait for a
live broadcast from a known hall
acoustic. Separation was superior,
with more sharply- defined images
generally set somewhat more
forward, though depth in most cases
was marginally shallower than
analogue; although again there was
insufficient time to wait for a CD
known to possess it to come on air.
Experience with the various
generations of PASC and ATRAC
from the earliest prototypes may
have influenced a developing
suspicion relating to artefacts
putatively assigned to the lossy data
compression. While it was by no
means prominent, there was a
developing feeling that instruments
playing ensemble were missing some
resonance, akin to the difference of
playing with and without vibrato,
but not so pronounced.
There is a caveat here; solo
instruments, especially acoustic and
slide guitar, were extremely detailed
and realistic: much better altogether
digitally than on FM. Caution is
indicated, because it rapidly became
clear that the Roke Manor/Audiolab
combination was opening a very
wide window on to the studio and,
by extension, being more revealing
than analogue on the quality of the
source.
Which is an appropriate moment
to mention dynamic compression.
Obviously the ideal, which the BBC
DAB
unit
espouses,
is
no
compression on digital, especially
since dynamic range compression
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DIGITAL RADIO
can — and should — be performed
in the tuner at the user's option.
The result of user- compression,
judging by the Roke Manor
software, is decidedly loud and
fierce at its maximum setting — the
worst loudness button in the world.
One quirk unique to digital
broadcasting is what might be called
the ' Pip Problem'. The receiver
needs 750 milliseconds to download
interleaved
data.
Both
the
Greenwich Time Signal and Big
Ben's live microphone feed will be
late... Hopefully, this is the only
retrograde consequence of DAB,
but unless time travel is invented,
Big Ben and the pips will join the
FM transmitters in retirement.
Unlike analogue radio, a digital
tuner will either receive data or it
won't. Digital tuners do not hiss or
crackle like analogue ones: if the
error count is too high to be
corrected, or the transmission is not
strong enough, the tuner is expected
to ' mute gracefully', in the BBC's
words — in the case of aportable, to
fall
silent
until
a random
perambulation finds the right 'hotspot'. The tuner should also mute if
the error correction reaches too high
a rate, though, curiously, the BBC
demo model didn't. During this test
it turned out that the short 'whip'
antenna could only acquire a signal
without heavy error correction in
just a few places in the listening
room; its best position was a spot
about six inches square outside on
the window sill. Fine in summer,
not so clever in winter. This was the
only listening test this writer has
ever performed that had to be
interrupted to shoo away
pigeons. The kitchen
turned out a better

bet, so it was fortunate the BBC
supplied what looked at first like an
inordinately long lead. For ahouse
supposedly in aprimary service area
in central London this was
disappointing; I'd been under the
impression that one of the selling
points of a DAB tuner was that it
should not need a sizeable roofmounted antenna*.
A trial run with the Roke Manor
digital module just north of
Southampton, attempting to acquire
the Crystal Palace transmitter,
which was ridiculously far away,
resulted in some seriously high error
correction and anoise as it 'fell over'
reminiscent of listening to Radio
Luxembourg on a cheap tranny at
night thirty years ago with some
heavy sunspot activity. Without the
Roke Manor software, which shows
transmitter strength and the error
count,
finding
a position
(particularly for the BBC radio,
which did not display the data)
might have been somewhat tedious.
The BBC experimental model,
was, as might be expected, inferior
technically in respect of the
analogue stage after the Crystal
DAC, to the separate DAC/Roke
Manor equipage. It was closer to the
analogue tuners — less ' digital',
using the word generically rather
than pejoratively — in sound, and,
as might be expected, somewhat
warmer and more ` rounded' overall.
It is after all, meant to represent an
'affordable' digital tuner, while the
comparison was intended to

simulate amodel closer to the likely
top-of-the-range.
This writer at least looks forward
to the digital future of radio. Let us
hope the imagination of the
programme makers will run free as
they are given the opportunity to
break out of the rigid scheduling
fixed FM frequencies have imposed.
And, of course, that that freedom
will extend both to improved
standards of technical excellence
and to minorities who have been
trampled in the ratings wars.

BIT RATES
The rate at which audio data is
transmitted varies somewhat from
country to country. The BBC
settled on 192kb/s stereo, which is
why the publicity refers to 'near CD
quality' for Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Radio 5 Live, being mostly speech,
is transmitted with a bit rate of
96kb/s. The lower the bit rate, the
farther from even FM quality; the
BBC World Service is transmitted at
80kb/s, in mono, and actual
listening suggested the sound quality
was no better than afair AM radio.
The independent multiplexes are
*DAB overcomes the
expected by the Radio Authority to
problem of multipath
interference in built-up transmit music programme at
areas, but reception
192kb/s. However, although the
inside abuilding still
Radio Authority has made apoint of
dependo on the
insisting that the initial multiplexes
presence of sufficient
should, like the BBC's, be free to
signal strength, as
with FM. ¡fan indoor the user, the potential exists for
antenna is inadequate
subscription or even possibly ' pay
for FM, it is likely to
per listen' digital broadcasting.
be inadequate for
Digital 1 is widely believed in the
DAB too — Ed.
industry to be planning additional
subscription services and ' specials'.
Certainly, applicants for later
commercial multiplex
licenses are likely to
consider this as a
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revenue generator additional to
advertising.
To sound a cautionary but
speculative note, commercial
pressures could mean that the bit
rate for some broadcasts in the
future could go down to 48kb/s,
which is just about adequate for
speech, since advertisers and
sponsors will pay for transmission
'per bit'. Nonetheless, the potential
also exists for the exact opposite:
192kb/s is not a fixed upper limit.
Belgium's Flemish broadcaster,
RTB, is using a range from 160224kb/s.
The
Scandinavian
countries, Poland and Italy have
opted for an upper limit of 256,
apparently on the grounds that more
bits are better, though digital tuners
will have to be much more
widespread
before it can be
confirmed whether there is any
audible improvement sufficient to
override the 6:1 lossy data
compression (ie, bit reduction) that
is used anyway.
Receivers can be made ' future
proof', able to receive whatever bit
rate is being sent. However, the
more bits, the fewer ' stations' on the
multiplex. There is, in theory, no
reason why SACD's or DVD Audio
discs should not be broadcast
digitally untrammelled apart from
the lossy data compression, or,
stretching things abit — well, a lot
— even without data compression.
A rough calculation, however,
suggests that the bit rate would have
to be at least 376kb/s and ideally
perhaps twice that. It is difficult to
envisage the BBC ditching Radio 1
to make room for SACD discs to be
played on Radio 3, or Digital 1
dumping Virgin for Classic FM to
do the same. Still, nothing in life is
certain, except death taxes and
dumbing-down, yet there may one
day be an enterprising multiplex
licensee who wants to broadcast
day-long ' Super Audio'.

THE MULTIPLEXES
Digital Audio Broadcasting requires
a slightly different mindset to
analogue.
Instead
of
each
broadcaster transmitting on one
frequency, the stations are grouped
together in a ' multiplex'. Since a
digital tuner's software will seek out
the frequencies and add others as
they become available, no-one
should ever need to know them,
unlike pre-RDS analogue tuners
where knowing that Kiss FM was on
100MHz was essential — either to
listen to it or avoid it, depending on
taste.
There are currently three digital
radio ' sources', with a further one
due to join them in 1999. All are
national, which does mean that the
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early venturers into digital tuners
will have access to some stations not
previously available in their locality
or not on FM. Regional multiplexes
are expected to follow eventually.
The ` BBC' multiplex contains
Radios 1,2,3,4 and 5 Live.
Additional supplementary services
currrently include live parliamentary
broadcasts when parliament is in
session, live sports commentary, and
occasional ' specials' on ' BBC
Extra', which currently is a kind of
sound advertisement for DAB.
The ' Classic FM' showcase'
multiplex holds Classic FM, Heart,
BBC GLR, LBC, Capital Gold,
TenFore
and
World
Radio
Network's European Digest Radio
(though it was broadcasting an
Australian news programme at one
stage during the listening sessions.).
At some stage this will disappear as
licences like the one below will be
issued and these stations find homes
on other multiplexes.
Last summer, the Radio Authority
accepted an application (the only
one, in fact!) from the GWR Group
under the name ' Digital l', whose
multiplex will be a home from
October 1999 for Classic FM,
Virgin Radio, Talk Radio (though
why this should be broadcast
digitally except to allow for a new
sports channel is abit of amystery),
Classic Gold Rock, Soft AC ( a
'female-biased service playing awide
range of adult contemporary music')
and Teen and Chart Hits, which is
self-explanatory. Subsidiary services

The

Card':

th< Rake Manor
Reaearch DAB circuit
paokage en which
manyfuture DAB
products will be based

TRANSMITTER COVERAGE
DIGITAL transmitters
cover 60% of the UK
population, though
geographically, large
tracts of the country are
left out in the cold, since
the criterion for placing
the transmitters initially
was population density.
Since these transmitters
were operational long
before any of that 60%
could buy adigital radio
of any kind, that is
probably fair enough. However, the denizens of
Cornwall, East Anglia, the North-West and Scotland
outside Glasgow and Edinburgh will no doubt feel as left
out as they did when FM stereo coverage began.
The ' no-go' strip along the whole of the south coast is
there because of garage doors. No, the notorious
HFN/RR CD test track has not extended some odd malign
influence: but the French use one of the UK DAB multiplex
frequencies for opening and closing garage doors, it
appears. Until agreement can be reached about the
conflict, the south coast will be bereft of digital
transmissions to avoid interference. Entrancing as the
idea is of French garage doors opening and closing
throughout the Pas de Calais in time to Ravel's Bolero on
Radio 3, it is in fact unlikely.

include from 1600-1900 ' Plays,
Books, Comedy' described as
'serialisations, reviews, comedy and
one-off productions', ` Club Dance'
from 1900 to 0600 (though this is
not likely to spell the demise of The
Ministry of Sound), and from 1900
to midnight on weekdays and 12001900 weekends sports coverage
provided by Talk Radio. From 0600
to midnight, ITN will provide
rolling news.
Also broadcasting is the other
'showcase' multiplex, NTL, which
currently offers Melody, Sunrise,
Capital, Kiss, EKR, Liberty and
Radio 5Live. While Virgin and Talk
Radio can be currently heard on this
frequency, they will migrate to
Digital 1in 1999.

AND NOT FORGETTING
EUROPE...
Since DAB is a universal standard,
any digital tuner made in one
country will receive in any other.
Currently, transmissions reaching an
equivalent percentage of the
population to the British are
available in Belgium ( from the
Flemish stations, to be joined by the
French towards the end of this
year), Sweden and, by the end of
1999, Italy.
Extensive services are available in
Germany in Baden-Württemburg,
Bavaria,
Berlin/Brandenburg,
Hessen, Nordrhein-Westphalen,
Saarland, Sachsen and Thüringen.
Elsewhere, coverage is mostly by
city: Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver in Canada; Paris, Lyon,
Toulouse, Marseilles and Nantes in
France and Lisbon in Portugal.
Coverage of less than half the
population is available in Denmark,
the Netherlands, Norway and
Hungary.
Elsewhere around the world,
digital transmissions will be coming
soon (or will have partially arrived
already) to. Australia, parts of China,
India's major cities, Johannesburg
and Switzerland. But, in a rather
bad attack of the ' Not Invented
Here syndrome, the USA is lagging
behind, still apparently determined
on adifferent system...
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Oreake-s or
'uses ? The
selecttier
of AC power
spurs for
enhanced
sonic
quality

1. AP Electronics
newsletter, 1995.
For information on
bound reprints of
some of Ben
Duncan 'smany
past investigative
articles — 'Audio
Quality
Investigations', vols
I & 2, and also in
particular,
'Audio/Studio
mains supplies',
vols 1 & 2(*),
please send A4 size
SAE or 2
International Reply
Coupons (from
Post Offices) to the
author, c/a
HFN1RR.
Ben Duncan's
HYEAD-02,. the
world's fire pure,
audiograde op-amp
(published as
Block Variations
vi HFMRR Oct
97), and the DIY
HYAP-02
application PCB,
kits, ancillary parts
and power supply,
etc, that can be
used to &tad an
ultra high-end
gain-controllbufferl
gain stage and
minimal prc-amp,
are available from
Lynden Audio,
PO Box 5.570,
Birmingham,
845 8NE. Tel:
0121 445 5057,
6.30-9.00pm.

A

basic issue in today's mains
supplies dedicated to high
quality audio, is avoiding bad
contacts. It is sobering to become
aware that during 4/
5ths to 191zoths of
the mains cycle, the mains circuit to
most hi-fi equipment is passing no
appreciable current related to the
power frequency. In this period, the
power cable acts solely as an unwanted
aerial and noise conduit. And with (at
best) only milliampères flowing,
contacts that work perfectly well as
conductors of ampères may well act
as AM radio/RF detectors.
In different degrees in power
amplifiers, as opposed to lowerpowered source equipment, we also
want to avoid undue extra resistance
and/or an unstable supply impedance
[see previous articles* for the reasons]. As
noted by Graham Nalty 1,the better
kinds of circuit breakers that can be
used in audio and other electronic
equipment (so-called ' CBEs': Circuit
Breakers for Equipment), can offer
lower contact resistance than the
miniature 20mm cartridge fuses and
holders that are used for mains side
fusing in most equipment. Alas, this
may only be true when new, or so long
as the breaker doesn't operate in
anger, or isn't operated when the
equipment is switched on. Then,
arcing inside burns the contacts and
spreads a cocktail of combustion
products, including metallic oxides,
across them. The outcome could well
be increased contact resistance at the
real (pulsed) operating current levels,
and enhanced AM radio detection
during the remainder of every mains
cycle, when current levels are low.
For permanent mains wiring, an
'MCB' type of circuit breaker has to
be used. This type is rated for high
prospective (potential) short-circuit
currents, typically of 5000A or more,
that do occur in the more ` front line'
mains circuit position. To quickly
break the strong arc that's drawn when
kiloamperes of short circuit current are
to be interrupted, adouble breaking
pair of contacts are used [
see photo].
The outcome is that a single-pole
MCB has two pairs of contact surfaces
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in series. For permanent mains wiring,
the most refined alternative is a
distribution cartridge fuse, such as a
BS1361 Wylex' type, or BS88 'light
industrial' type. Both are similar in
appearance to 13A plug types, yet
considerably chunkier, and with a
lower contact resistance than these —
let alone 20mm fuses — for
comparable ratings. In comparison
with the MCB, acartridge fuse has
the same number of pressure contacts,
but with avastly greater area, with the
additional benefit of much of it being
gas-tight and intrinsically clean.
All cartridge fuses are dependent on
being mated with a quality holder.
Most holders for BS1361 and similar
fuses in other countries, form part of
an electrical installation and have to
be of uniformly high quality. For some
measure of the variability of quality
that pertains in modern electronic
equipment, the lowest cost PCB

Inside aMiniature Circuit Breaker, showing
two series contacts above and below the centre
mounted blades cost makers £0.01,
while the best Belling-Lee 11
/
4in panelmount fuse holders today cost about
£14 — adifference of 140,000%1

FUSE VALUES
The resistance of cartridge fuses varies
not just with the make, but may also
change disproportionately between two
current values. For example, the (room
temperature) resistance of 13A plug
type fuses is considerably higher for
fuse ratings of 3A and below, yet is
satisfactorily low (low tens of
millioluns) for the 5A and higher rated
values. The next keynote is that all
audio circuit fuse values need to be
rated well above the high peak current
levels (3to 10 times the notional RMS
value) that, if cyclically sustained, will
raise the wire's temperature towards
red heat, and likewise, raise the
resistance sufficiently to increase the
supply resistance significantly.
In turn, a cyclic voltage drop is
caused, which affects equipment
operation, possibly in complex, musicdamaging ways. For example, an
ordinary Class B or A-B amplifier
rated at 100W/ch is notionally 70%

efficient when drawing the highest
current. The AC-DC conversion is
also only 70% efficient. Therefore,
under worst case conditions, the
notional current draw is proportional
to 100W x 2x ( 1+70%) x ( 1+70%)
= 400W. At 240V this would be 0.6A.
But the peak current draw will be
closer to ( 1.6 x 10) = 16A at worst,
so a 15A (or even slightly larger) fuse
should be used. It helps to know, as
arule of thumb, that most fuses do
not blow at all until the current level
is close to double the rating. So when
continuously or repeatedly subject to
their rated current, they could be said
to have a ' headroom' of about 6dB.
The construction of mains spurs
that achieve adesirable low supply
impedance (
eg, through the use of
short connections and oversized
conductors) has the effect of increasing
the prospective current in the event of
afault. This means that it is all the
more important to rate fuses correctly
and use the correct, high fault energy
handling ` FIRC' type (ceramic
bodied) throughout the installation.
HRC fuses are even available in 20mm
sizes, etc, for fitment inside equipment,
although this may not be essential.
Correct fuse rating inevitably
involves asequence of several fuses,
getting smaller as we pass towards the
equipment. This arises in practice
because,
for
example,
200A
conductors are physically unsuited to
connection into hi-fi equipment:
hence, even with a low impedance
supply, the wiring must practically
shrink in size as it reaches it
destination. In turn, fuses should be
rated to protect the lowest rated
(weakest) part of the conductors after
the fuse, back to the next (smaller)
fuse, if any. Alternatively, and to some
extent in any event, the mains lead
and internal mains wiring, up to the
equipment's internal mains fuse, must
be suitably ' over' rated commensurately with the fuse value used.
One reason for this is turn-on surge.
This is mainly an issue with large
power amplifiers. Uprated fuses may
well survive it, but finding the safest
minimum uprating will require an hour
of experimentation and afew packs of
fuses to be blown. If nuisance tripping
occurs with an uprating much in
excess of 2x, soft starting should be
considered; otherwise look at replacing
the fuse, either with aspecial kind of
'delayed action' fuse (probably an
'semi-enclosed' kind) or else a 'C' type
of delayed action MCB.
Lastly, to get best results from
cartridge fuses, use new ones that still
have fresh, shiny ends; ensure that the
fuse-holder's contact blades are precleaned with ` Deoxit', and that the
fuse is firmly clamped, so that the
contact area is largely gas tight.
Ben Duncan
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sidelines
big climaxes are splendid indeed. And
while dealing with organs: Keith
John's Rhythmic Energy- 1 [
Priory
`Arpeg,gione' Sonata) on 449 817-2.
PRCD 532] is well worth hearing for
Maisky seems to pour his soul into
his transcriptions of music from
some of these songs, with his cello
Tchaikovsky's
Nutctracker
and
taking on an uncannily expressive role
Prokofiev's Romeo & Juliet, played on
— almost as if he were uttering the
alarge Icelandic instrument. There
actual words. His Schubert disc is my
are some remarkable uses of tonefavourite, but I'm not so sure about
colour here,
with ' Dance of
acomplete Winterreise cycle on RCA
Sugar- Plum Fairy', for instance,
09026 68067-2. This is sung by
managed with extraordinary delicacy.
Hans-Peter Blochwitz, but the piano
Moving on to brass bands, an
is replaced by a24-piece instrumental
group including awind machine in a Elgar/Delius/Hoist programme from
Black Dyke Mills under Peter Parkes
'composed interpretation' by Hans
on Chandos CHAN 4507 deserves a
Zender, who directs this rather
serious listen, with 'Tame Bear' and
curious transmutation.
'Wild Bears' from Elgar's Wand of
Some less outlandish Schubert
ontinuing last month's survey
Youth providing aperfect illustration
transcriptions appear on Koch 3of musical adaptations, there
of mellow sonorities set against rapid7307-2, where Joachùn's orchestration
are four further Bach packages
of the C-major Sonata and Mottl's of fire power. The Holst here is the
on my list. But unlike Stokowski's
Perfect Fool ballet music, beautifully
both originally
orchestral transcriptions, which I the F-minor Fantasia (
managed, although the same band
for piano duo) are joined by Webem's
always think of as moving the music
under James Watson is less convincing
arrangement of Six German Dances,
'upwards', these simply shift it
in The Planets on Doyen DOY CD
with Leon Botstein conducting the
sideways, providing alternative tone050, due partly to arather lacklustre
American SO. I've never really
colours but only using one instrument
acoustic. Lastly in this group, the 14
warmed to Joachim's attempt to turn
per part.
players comprising London Brass offer
the ' Grand Duo' into a symphony,
First, two recently discovered sets
alively all-French programme on IMP
but Felix Motifs elaboration of the
of The Art of Fugue from the early
PCD 836, including aCarmen Suite.
Fantasia is splendid, and I'd
1990s, one featuring the Juilliard
Finally,
some ' downward'
commend the disc just for this. That
String Quartet on Sony S2K 45937,
excursions of arather different ilk.
leaves just one more ' upward'
the other the Berlin Saxophone
Jacques Loussier's jazz trio tackles
Quartet on CPO 999 058-2. This
Vivaldi's Seasons on Telarc CDessentially didactic material is
83417, while Uri Caine provides
hardly JSB at his most engaging,
some Mahlerian fantasies on
but Iwas keen to hear what the
Primal Light [
Winter & Winter
saxophone could make of it, half
910 004-2] and a Wagnerian
hoping the players would sneak in
outing on Wagner eVenezia [
910
the odd jazz inflection à la
013-2]. After Loussier's ever-lively
Loussier. But they are deadly
Bach, his Vivaldi is slightly
serious, and while the instruments
disappointing, less idiomatic and
do offer occasional contrapuntal
not so vividly recorded — but do
clarifications, they mostly sound
give it a try. As for Caine's
surprisingly dreary, making it quite
Mahler, 'weird' is the operative word
arelief to turn to the Juilliard's crisply
Marion Verbruggen: Bach Cello Suites played
here.
Commencing
with
the
on the recorder...
articulate strings. But sax buffs will
Trauermarsch from Symphony 5, it
probably see this as sheer prejudice!
pursues eleven
freely adapted
transcription, featuring Yuli Turovsky
Serving Bach via some rather
passages from seven works, using
and I Musici de Montréal in
different wind instruments are Niagara
Hebrew chants, a 13-piece jazz
Borodin's Second String Quartet,
Brass under James Tinsley, who
ensemble and various noises-off to
arranged for string orchestra by Lucas
provide striking arrangements of 16
echo the composer's death-obsessed
Drew and presented with several
very diverse pieces (plus six by other
soul-searchings.
Dvorak works on Chandos CHAN
composers) on Analekta FL2 3087.
In contrast, the Wagner compilation
9484. AH didn't care for the
This ensemble comprises five players,
is an easygoing affair, recorded live in
Borodin's somewhat romanticised
but my remaining Bach disc involves
Venice
with
an
unpretentious
treatment [
11FNIRR April], but Ifind
just one, Marion Verbruggen, who
piano/strings quintet and accordian
the effect quite appealing and like the
offers three of the six solo Cello Suites
playing in acafé, ahotel, and on the
way in which Drew reverts at times
transcribed for recorder on Harmonia
piazzo outside St Mark's. The
to solo instruments to retain atouch
Mundi HMT 790 7071. This simple
performances
are
earnest
and
of quartet intimacy*.
instrument can neither match the
lighthearted in turn, encompassing
Not much intimacy, though, in the
cello's dynamics nor manage its
excerpts from
Tristan, various
next piece: Lionel Rogg's organ
double- stopped
chords,
yet
overtures and preludes, and a
version of Bruckner's mighty Eighth
Verbruggen's incredible skill and huge
gorgeous ' Ride of the Valkyries'. With
enthusiasm — coupled with a Symphony on BIS CD-946. CB's
audience chatter continuing through
slightly qualified recommendation
delightfully reverberant setting —
the music and the Campanile bells
[October] tallies well with my own
serve this great music with absolute
joining in the Mastersingers Overture
reaction, as there must surely have
conviction. An issue not to be missed.
for good measure, the whole exercise
been a more imaginative range of
Following an ousted cello, the next
could be seen as cocking asnook at
stops for Rogg to draw upon; but the
two recordings embrace one in place
pompous Bayreuth-style reverence.
of a singer. Entitled Songs Without
*Exactly as Szell did in his full orchestral
But whatever the intention, it's
Words, they feature Mischa Maisky in
version of Smetana 'sQuartet `From my
certainly Wagner with adifference.
eleven Brahms Lieder with pianist
Life': new w the UK in aCleveland
John Crabbe
Dvorak package on Sony MH2K 63151.
Gililov (plus apiano and cello sonata)
on DG 453 424-2, and 14 Schubert
Lieder with Hovora (plus the

— hE

CD
catalogue.
is full of
nusica I
arrangemelts: from
purist Bach
k weird
and not so
woulerftil
Mahler and
1Nagner

There's afurther
update w my July
1996 `Sidelines':
the ten
BaceStokowski
arrangements
recorded with his
own orchestra are
now on EMI
CDM 5663852,
which includes an
extra item
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A

fter Angela Hewitt's first
record for DG in 1986,
Günther Breest, who had
never heard her in concert, declared
she ' lacked glamour'. DG's loss was
Hyperion's gain — Ted Perry plans
to record her in all JS Bach's major
keyboard works.
Her Bach playing is lovely, with
just a touch of romanticism yet very
strict and controlled. ' In Bach,
pianists show their own personalities
and ideas more than in any other
composer. We have to have musical
imagination to make it come alive.
If Icomplete the recording project,
Iwill be the first woman to do it —
Rosalyn Tureck did not record all
the works.
'I would eventually also like to do
the seven concertos, but not all
those Vivaldi arrangements: Ifind
them boring.' She has directed these
works from the keyboard, also
Mozart's K449 — ` In Bach you're
pretty busy all the time, so it
depends on having agood leader.
But Ienjoyed it, and the string
players all seemed to appreciate me
because, having studied the violin
for ten years, Iam not totally
ignorant about stringed instruments
or bowings.
'Although the piano has gone out
of fashion in Bach, you hear far
more detail, especially the
counterpoint writing. So much else
just gets plain lost! Iam not a
purist.'
Angela Hewitt's father, a
Yorkshireman, was an organist.
Offered the choice of apost at
Westminster or one in Canada, he
emigrated in 1931. Her parents were
her first music teachers, providing a
grounding in the classical repertoire.
She then studied for seven years in
Ottawa and Paris with Jean-Paul
Sevilla. ' He was the first pianist I
heard play the complete Ravel,
Bach's Goldberg Variations, Brahms
Handel Variations, and so on. He
gave me Messiaen, Fauré, Roussel,
Dukas and so much else to play in
those years.' Hewitt moved to an
artists' residence in Paris, ' right
alongside the Seine with agrand
piano and an apartment just
behind!', began to play chamber
music and to enter competitions,
coming to London in 1985.
She had also worked as aballet
student for twenty years, since the
age of three. 'That's where my
posture and communication come
in. There are so many pianists who
play hunched-over, cut off
immediately from their public.'
Preparation involves reading
rather than listening to other pianists
— ` for my Bach Iread up on
Landowska, Schweitzer and Wilfred
Mellers. Idon't tend to listen to
other performers, although Ihave
heard Andras Schiff play the Fifth
Partita. Playing recordings of Glenn
Gould Itend to keep my fingers on
the fast-forward button! But Ilisten
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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'Although the piano has
gone out of fashion in
Bach, you hear far more
detail, especially the
counterpoint writing'

Angela

Hewitt

The Canadian pianist hopes to record
all JS l3pch's keyboard vvorks for
-lyperion - and more
Interview by Bill Newman

more to harpsichordists for their
ornamentation.'
Some of the ornamentation in
Angela Hewat's recording of the
French Suites is unfamiliar.
`In my CD notes Iexplain why I
add them to repeats. And if you
look at all the copies by students,
they added some too; but all Bach's
autographs are different. Some of
my own are not in the traditional
editions — Ifound them from other
sources. You have to make your
own "edition". But in, say,
Sarabande repeats it would be
incorrect to play exactly the same,
so Itry to do it in what Iconsider
good taste — within the taste of the
period. So little is written into the
scores, but it is a matter of good
education. To over-romanticize is
wrong.
'Now that Ihave done the Suites-,
Ithink Iknow the 48 so much
better — the dance movements, the
ornamentation, the key signatures.
And Ifind that my technique has
really developed through playing so
much Bach. For instance, in
Beethoven's Eroica Variations and all
my Chopin Inow find Ihave more
independence in my fingers. Also, it

Angela Hewitt's
new disc of
Messiaen
works is
reviewed this
month. The
Bach French
Suites are on
Hyperion CDA
67121/2.
Book Iof The
Well Tempered
Clavier was a
September
release: CDA
67301/2

is impossible to play Bach without
knowing where the harmony is going
— he develops your memory,
incredibly.
'Serious organisation of the mind
has to be part of your personality,
and you can't be a scatterbrain to
play Bach. It comes into
masterclasses, too, when a kid
comes up to perform the Goldberg
Variations who can play all the
notes, but with no discipline in his
approach.
`What Iobject to is atotal lack of
respect for style, what we call bad
taste with everything pulled out of
proportion, or performers who don't
possess the basics of piano playing.
Someone like Horowitz Inever
understood, because there was no
sense of style.'
And Cherkassky?
'Oh, Iloved Shura. There were
some things he did which Iwould
never have done in Beethoven's
Op.101, because they were ugly; but
they hung together and were
convincing and exciting.'
The Bach and Messiaen
recordings so far have all been
produced in Germany — Hannover
and Neumarkt.
'I have amarvellous team in
Germany at the Beethovensaal,
where Kempff recorded. The same
piano he used, redone with a great
range of colours — unlike the
modem ones, plus awonderful
tuner. The producer Ihad at DG in
'86 is now freelance, and Imake
sure Igo well-prepared. When I
recorded the Inventions, Idid 15 at
once in complete takes, so they
75
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resemble live performances wherever
possible. The French Suites I
recorded each in its entirety, went
back and listened, knowing what I
wanted to change, made a second
take which Ihoped was better, then
recorded it once more, my engineer
having kept the tape running while
he ran to the hall to be seated as my
audience of one! That's usually it.'

1•101INL)C.NVILLE
6

of thiMonth

worthwhile, but in concerted works
there are conductors who find it
impossible to accompany some
pianists. There is no sense of pulse
in what they do, and that bothers
me a lot. When Iplay with an
orchestra, Iwill sit out to listen to
the symphony in the second half.
You learn the repertoire that way,
especially with deserving conductors
and orchestras.
'I also participate strongly at
orchestral rehearsals, and would
have a list of suggestions all ready
marked up for aMozart concerto
rehearsal. After 27 minutes have
gone by and there are just three
minutes left, the conductor asks:
"Any special requests?" " Yes", I
reply. " Bars such and such, this,
this, this...... When Iwas very young
Ididn't dare open my mouth; but
later, when you have made it, you
are respected.'
A founding member of Piano Six,
agroup dedicated to bringing music
to rural areas in Canada, Hewitt
gives four masterclasses there each
year. `The feedback is terrific. All
the kids are happy. Ialways let them
play through what they have
presented, and we make some
general comments. Iactually sing a
lot with them when they are playing,
talking about line, pulse and
movement.
`If there is a technical problem, I
will help them with it, but Itry to
get them to feel the overall picture
of the piece: where it is going, the
structure and the drama. By getting
them more involved Ican end up
knowing repertoire Ihave not even
learnt!'
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MONDONVILLE:
6 Sonates en symphonies, Op.3
Les Musiciens du Louvre/
Minkowski

Repertoire
The stepping-stone between Bach
and other composers comes fairly
easily to Angela Hewitt. ' Inow do
Beethoven's five concertos and 16 of
his sonatas, and Mozart concertos in
various places. Styles have to be
different: Schumann — whom Ilove
for his discipline and his fantasy
world — from Chopin. And French
music is another world. You have to
be careful with Schumann, but you
can bare your soul abit. Some
people find that difficult and it is
something you can't teach.
'Schumann said to Clara, " forget
you're avirtuoso", when she played
Scenes from Childhood, so on my
American tour Itried to bring it
alive. Otherwise you just play the
notes and become samey.
'Any kind of thoughts you can
bring to the performance are

SONATES

I ES

Archiv 457 600-2

(57m 50s)

Rarely have Iheard such sprightly, vivacious, joyful playing from a
period band. Mondonville's delightful music is brought back from
oblivion with an almost tangible relish in its brilliance. The winsome
melodies and vibrant rhythms come at us as fresh as rain in a heatwave, and the slow movements, most of them marked to be played
'gracefully', are given with an amazing eloeuence.
Everywhere the players revel in
the charm and élan of the music
as well as in its humour. And
humour abounds: the composer's
portrait in the booklet betrays wit
in his glinting eyes. Finales,
mostly gigues, bounce and bubble
with incredible energy —
including that in Sonata 3 in
B- flat which, we are told, is a
dance as rare as snake feathers: a
jig in duple time. Actually, the
inlay is mistaken here: it is
merely ' Allegro'.
The history of Mondonville's
set is unusual. It began in 1734
as a series of six harpsichord
sonatas with violin
accompaniment. In 1749 the
composer (or just possibly an
arranger) rescored them for
strings with oboe(s) and bassoon,
and it is in the charming slow
movements that the wind
instruments are often best heard:
Sonata 3(ft) alternates wind and
strings in a subtle dialogue.
Occasional violin solo passages

Angela

Hewitt

EMI

survive from the original in faster
movts. Possibly the change from
chamber sonatas to concert
symphonies occurred to satisfy
the Parisian craze for the
symphonic invasion from
Mannheim. It brought
Mondonville (temporary) success,
even though the style is Italianate
rather than German, or indeed
French. Sonata 6 boasts two
versions of its slow movt, a
Larghetto for strings in A-minor
and an Amoroso in A-major with
added winds. Both are included
on the disc, as are both repeats
in every fast movt.
A clear, bright recording with
beautifully proportioned inner
parts and a firm bassline adds to
the alture of these immensely
spirited performances of music
that will surely appeal to those
who enjoy, say, Boyce's or
JBenda's symphonies. An
impressive disc.
Robert Deeding

As:P 0

TWENTY-FIVE Classic EMI reccrdings recppear this
month, the launch of a new 'Great Recordings of the
Century' series ( with more to follow in Februa-y),
packaged to reflect the vintage analogue period from
which they are mostly drawn. The discs will be
midpriced, and the first series i.-1cludes: the Bayreuth
Festival Beethoven Ninth conducted by Ft_rtwiincler;
André Cluytens's Paris recording of Fauré's Requiem,
with de los Angles/Fischer-Dieskau; the Phi harmonia/
Klemperer Brahms Requiem; Beecham's Peer Gynt
selection; aChopin programme f-om the Lipatti legacy;
Fischer-Dieskau with Gerald Moore in Schubert's Die
Müllerin; the Schwarzkopf/Szell ' Four Last Songs'; Previn's
highly regarded Carmina Buranc; Barbirolli's Mahler 5
and Klemperer's Das Lied von der Erde; Dennis Brain
in Mozart's four Horn Concertos, Karajan conducting;
and various concertos featuring Menuhin, Oicrokh,
Previn ( in Gershwin), Perlman, Du Pré and Richter.
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JS BACH:
Cantatas BWV35, 54 & 170
Andreas Scholl (c-ten)ICollegium
Vocale OrchlHerreweghe
liarmonia Mundi WC 901644

(
59m 19s)

This CD presents two cantatas for
solo alto dating from 1726,
separated by No.54, of 1714. No.35
is the most obviously exciting of the
three, its prominent organ part
suggesting (lost) concerto origins.
Scholl's fine voice and musicianship
are not in doubt, but there is a
languid quality in his approach to
some of the arias, too little sense of
involvement in the tensions of the
music and its text. Herreweghe and
the Orchestra of the Collegium
Vocale provide excellent
accompaniments; the skill (and
lovely instrument) of Markus Márkl
deserves special mention in the
brilliant organ obbligatos in BWV35.
The Bach is accompanied by an
unadvertised — and in the booklet
unmentioned — 35-minute sampler
(labelled ' Portrait') of Andreas
Scholl: seven arias that Ihave
enjoyed even more than the Bach,
so varied, lively and charming are
the performances. Actually there is
some Bach on the sampler — the
`Agnus' from the B-minor Mass and
the aria ` Bereite dich, Zion' from the
Christmas Oratorio. There is also an
anonymous English song from the
Renaissance period, and welcome
solos from works by Caldara and
Handel, Schütz and Krieger. The
recorded quality is high, with good
balance. It is to the lively ` extra' CD
that Ishall turn more often and with
still greater pleasure.
Peter Branscombe

A:1-2 0

CPE BACH:
Sonatas - in a, W65:2 r..3 in F,
W48:1 J in B-flat, W48:2 CI in E,
W48:3 J in c, W48:4
.111 Nos Spanyi (clavichord)
BIS CD- 878

(75m 39s)

'Whoever knows me thoroughly,'
said Haydn, ` must discover that I
owe a great deal to Emanuel Bach,
that Iunderstood him and studied
him diligently'. Evidence of his
study is seen in Heinrich Schenker's
1902 edition of a selection of CPE's
keyboard sonatas where Schenker
includes some of Haydn's own
suggestions for interpreting
ornaments. And interpretation is an
all-important requirement in these
works, because, intrepid composer
though he was, CPE followed his
illustrious father's practice of rarely
specifying dynamics, phrasing or
marks of expression. The musicians
of the day, of course, knew the
conventions of performance. We
can only resort to enlightened
deduction with varied conclusions.
Spanyi's conclusions are highly
controversial.
Few could deny that the music,
with its unexpected chromaticism,
78

BARTOK:
Viola Concerto (
2 versions) J Two
Pictures/SERLY: Rhapsody for Viola
and Orchestra
Hong-Mei Xiao (v1a)1Budapest POI
Kovacs
Naxos 8.554183

rhapsodic shifts and quixotic
contradictions, has awilfulness that
almost projects itself into the 19thcentury. Spanyi's performances
suggest that its unruly nature
justifies a similar response from
himself. Consider W48:4 as a
representative example of what is
both illuminating and infuriating
about his approach. Not to put too
fine a point on it, Spanyi tinkers
with (i), refusing to preserve
rhythmic flow by pulling the phrases
and exaggerating the recitative
implied in some of the passages.
Worse is to come in (ii) where
the form is jabbed and harrassed to
the point of dislocation. But when
Spanyi is good, he is very good —
as in (iii) where agogic hesitations
only highlight the innovative but
never disrupt the pulse.
Embellishments throughout are
inventive, as are his cadenzas to the
ends of slow movts (tacitly invited
but often plainly so when the
fermat is afermata followed by a
trill before the final resolution),
both apparently improvised
during the sessions.
Regretfully, though, there are
far too many instances when
Spanyi sports the air of an
orator hectoring his
audience, thus stepping
over the bounds of valid
interpretation into areas of
obdurate eccentricity.
And the sense of being
pressured is exacerbated by an
oppressively close-miked
recording that cramps the
harmonics of the instrument and
irritatingly emphasises its
mechanical noises. BIS who have
hitherto appreciated the importance
of anatural acoustic have here
taken a significant step backwards.
Na/en Anrhom

C:3(1) 0

Andreas Scholl:
Bach Cantata,
on Harmonic
Mundi

'When
Spanyi is
good, he ji
very good,
as in
W48:4 ( iii)
where agogic
hesitations
only
highlight
the
innovative
but never
disrupt the
pulse'

(73m 02s)

Here is an interesting programme:
the now well-known Bartók Viola
Concerto, completed and
orchestrated by his pupil Tibor Serly
in 1949, plus anewly revised and
edited version from the manuscript
sketches by Peter Bartók and Paul
Neubauer. In the absence of the
Boosey & Hawkes score of the latter,
but armed with the pocket edition of
the Serly completion (which Iplayed
first), Ihad to make up my mind
whether or not Iagreed with the
booklet note writer's comments.
Apart from rattling poor Serly's
skeleton even more, long after the
original criticisms levelled against
him for daring to complete his
master's unfinished work, Donald
Maurice shakes poor Serly's bones
still further. Yet Imuch prefer
Serly's orchestration to the new
revision: it sounds more like the
Béla Bartók that Iam familiar with.
There are musical notation
differences in the latest version —
either adding to or subtracting from
Serly's completion (the note tells
you where) — intended to improve
the flow, or the logic of the solo part
(eg, at the end of the piece).
Unfortunately, the performers on
this disc sound decidedly
uncomfortable in the new revision,
but in a different class for the more
familiar Serly. New tempo
indications are applied but,
amazingly, there is only 40s
difference between the two versions.
Bartók's earlier Two Pictures
(1910), astrange yet beautiful work
modelled partly on Debussy, and
Serly's own Rhapsody, where he
admitted influences from Bartók's
piano work For Children, complete a
mainly charming record, very nicely
recorded.
Bill Newman
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BEETHOVEN:
Piano & Wind Quintet Op.16 J
Horn Sonata Op.17/MOZART: Piano
& Wind Quintet 8452
Robert Levin (f-pno)IFrank de
Bruine (ob)IAntony Pay (c10/Danny
Bond (bsn)lAnthony Halstead (hm)
Decca 455 994-2

Early
Beethoven
works led by
Robert Levin,
on Decca

(
66m 32s)

Nearly 100 years ago, Tovey
considered Beethoven's Op.16
inferior to Mozart's K452. His
criticism amounted to this:
unrelieved wind tone is tiring;
Mozart introduced contrasts by
writing short themes; Beethoven
wrote extended ones that could not
be easily divided among the
instruments, and so 'Mozart solves
problems that Beethoven, in his
imitation of Mozart, hardly so much
NOVEMBER MS
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BERLIOZ:
The Damnation of Faust
Lewis (ten)lvon Otter (mez-sop)I
Tale! (bar)Ivon Halem (bass)/
Philharmonia Orch & ChlEton
College Boys' Ch/Chung
De 453 500-2

(
2CDs, 123m 56s)

Myung-Whun Chung's recordings of
the Fantastic Symphony and Harold
in Italy involved the Bastille
Orchestra in Paris, but this more
ambitious project brought him
across the Channel to work with a
British orchestra in modest
Basingstoke, whose Anvil
Auditorium sounds very appealing.
Of the vocal soloists, only Anne
Sofie von Otter has appeared in this
work before on CD, as an excellent
Marguérite in Gardiner's Lyon
production. She certainly lives up to
that, while Keith Lewis's Faust is
one of the finest Ican remember,
fusing matchless voice control with a
convincing portrayal of changing
moods. Bryn Terfel makes a
generally acceptable Mephistopheles,
but could have done with a more
sardonic manner at times, and
Victor von Halem is a suitably brash

as perceived'. Tovey was probably
basing his judgement on the sort of
homogenised textures indigenous to
modern winds in concert. They can
obscure some of Beethoven's specific
ideas — as in (ii), for example,
where on two occasions the clarinet
in the chalumeau register
accompanies the bassoon playing
above the stave. In this recording,
these moments are clearly heard at
5m 52s and 6m 43s, the piquant
timbres of period instruments
(recent copies of late- 18th-century
originals) expressing acollective
musical will without acollective
tonal fog. Add a fortepiano,
impeccably balanced, and its
pungent sonority riding the
ensemble as first amongst equals
suggests that this quintet has the
aura of a concerto rather than a
piece of chamber music.
Characteristically, Levin makes no
apologies for the writing, playing
with both magisterial assertiveness
and sensitivity, adding
INSI NEWS à RECORD REVIEW
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Brander. The Philharmonia and its
Chorus (plus the Eton Boys)
respond to Chung's direction with
vigour and accuracy.
Regarding the performance
generally, pacing sits nicely between
the extremes of Davis and Nagano,
and really only troubled me in the
'Hungarian March', which is too fast
to produce an appropriate sense of
relentless menace. Chung is
nevertheless at pains to point up the
score's detail, and brings out
practically every little nuance with
great polish and no hint of
fragmentation. He is also very
attentive to dynamics, and is well
served in this respect by the
recording team, who make
impressive use of the venue to
provide receding or distant effects
on awide and deep soundstage in
addition to accommodating some
notable extremes of loudness. Such
are the latter that is took me some
time to arrive at a suitable single
volume setting. But eventually it all
jelled, granting, for instance, a
gentle pianissimo calm to
Marguérite's ' King of Thule' ballad
while allowing some really mighty
sounds in the Pandemonium scene.
True, Idid feel that the sonic
picture was sometimes being
manipulated according to dramatic
needs; but this work is in essence an
'opera of the mind', not needing
believable stage placements or sonic
verisimilitude.
In any event, Ifound it very
satisfying, and hope that hi-fi purists
will forgive me for granting astar
for the recording, which combines
detail with space to splendid effect.
The performance star is for Lewis

soft tones in (ii) and unashamed
bravura in the outer movements.
The piano (or the stool) seems to
creak in protest from time to time
but no matter: this is an excellent
disc.
Nalen Anthoni

A:1(*)

BRAGA SANTOS:
Symphonies 1 & 5
Portuguese SOICassuto
Marco Polo 8.223879

(67m I6s)

In May, reviewing some shorter
pieces by Portugal's leading 20thcentury symphonist [Koch
Schwann], Iexpressed the hope that
some of his symphonies might
appear on CD. On cue arrives the
first volume of a complete cycle
from Marco Polo, and very
rewarding it is. Joly Braga Santos,
who died ten years ago at the age of
63, was a figure of real stature.
Paradoxically, on the strength of
Symphony 1 — composed in 1946
as a memorial to the dead of WW2
and an astonishingly assured debut
for a 22-year-old — I'd warmly
recommend this disc to all British
Music enthusiasts. The cultural
osmosis between Portugal and the
UK is eloquently demonstrated here.
Braga Santos's symphony might
have been composed by a coeval
and compatriot of Vaughan
Williams, Walton and, say, Alwyn.
VW4 and 5 and Walton 1are prime
influences and examples,
occasionally to the point of nearquotation but more generally in the
rhythms and contours, and long,
expansive lines. Clearly this was the
musical language the young
composer lived and breathed, and
used with utmost conviction. As
and von Otter.
befits its inspiration, the three-movt
John Crabbe
e:1-1*
symphony is a sombre piece with
some malizioso writing and desolate
pastoral episodes (slow movt of
VW5 much to the fore), but shows
also a strong melodic gift and a
embellishments — his colleagues
freshness and ardour that carry it
follow suit during the exposition
beyond any mere imitation. If it
repeat of (i) — improvising cadenzas
occasionally sounds like ' film music',
at fermatas and even substituting one
with hints of Respighi and Miklos
of his own for Beethoven's at 1m
Rozsa, that's no criticism either.
33s in (iii). Winds are close and are
Twenty years on, in Symphony 5,
'Levin makes
sometimes not quiet enough, but
subtitled Virtus Lusitaniae — '
the
these things don't detract from a
no apologies
courage of Portugal' (not ` virtue', as
weight of authority that spills over
for the
conductor Alvaro Cassuto translates
into the other works as well.
writing,
the Latin in his otherwise absorbing
Levin's leadership in (i) of the
and informative notes) — everything
playing
Mozart Quintet does unearth a vein
has changed. Fierce dissonance and
of rhetoric only hinted at in other
with both
cluster-chords resound in the winds
performances. Present once more
magisterial
and strings of a very large orchestra;
are the embellishments where
deemed appropriate, the cadenzas at assertiveness abig percussion section ( 12 players!)
adds rhythm and bite and unusual
the right moments. There is also the and
colouring. The melodic language is
technical oddity of a faint whine,
sensitivity'
far more chromatic and angular,
like an echo, at the beginning, plus
though the long soaring lines show
an intriguing change to the text at
this is still the same composer —
9m 29s, where Levin replaces a
just. Never an avant-gardist, Braga
descending scale of triplets with an
Santos was well aware of
ascending one. Still, the spirit of the
developments in the rest of Europe,
composer looms large throughout
and responded to them in his own
the work as it also does in
way. He was a traditionalist who
Beethoven's Horn Sonata, replete
kept up with the times, and the
with tangy stopped notes, sensuously
79

result is in some ways comparable to
the late symphonies of Roberto
Gerhard. The most individual
movement is the scherzo, entitled
`Zavala': largely a toccata for piano,
marimbas and other tuned

was written
in Venice in
1964, taking
elements

percussion, emulating the marimba
ensembles of southern Mozambique.
But the architectural drama of the
less small
slow movement, with its colliding
group Britten masses of sound, and the heroic
had seen in finale with its grandiose theme for
six horns, sustain the interest
Tokyo.
throughout.
It starts and
Cassuto, acomposition pupil of
ends with a Braga Santos, directs Portugal's new
plainsong national orchestra (established as
recently as 1993) in performances of
hymn sung
obvious commitment and sympathy.
by processing
While the playing and recording are
'monks', not quite in the demonstration class,
whose they are eminently recommendable
and do full justice to the music.
principals
Ca/urn MacDonald
A:1-2 0
put on masks
of the

conductor -

to enact their
ritualistic
roles

BRITTEN:
Curlew River
LangridgelAllenlKeenlysidelSaks1
Richardson/London VoiceslASM
EnslAlam.tter
Philips 454 469-2

(
70m)

When Britten and Pears went on a
Far Eastern tour in 1956, the
composer's encounter with Noh
theatre — specifically the tragic
drama Sumidagawa [
The Sumida
River] — left aprofound influence
upon him. Britten conceived an
East-West synthesis, taking the
Japanese story but adding something
of the medieval English mystery
play, changing the location to the

Max and
'Mavis',
Filming in
Las Vegas

MAXWELL DAVIES:
Ojai Festival Overture' J Mavis in
Las Vegas' J Carolisima 2_..IA Spell
for Green Corn' J An Orkney
Wedding with Sunrise'
George McRwham (bagpipes) /James
Clark (v1n)PBBC POI2Sconish
COPRPO1Maxwell Davies
Collins Classics 15242

(
70m 41s)

Sir Peter Maxwell Davies is perhaps
not the first composer one would
associate with an imaginary kitsch
transvestite ballet set in Las Vegas,
80

Fens; he worked with dramatist
William Plomer on atext. (A
madwoman is ferried across ariver,
exactly one year after the abduction
of her son; the ferryman tells how
miracles have been reported at the
spot where, close to death, the
Christian boy had been abandoned
and later buried. The boy appears
and by his blessing his mother's
affliction is lifted.)
The score was written in Venice in
1964, taking elements of the
conductorless small group Britten
had seen in Tokyo: Curlew River
employs flute, horn, viola, doublebass, harp, chamber organ and
percussion: small bells and untuned
drums, and gong. Starting and
ending with aplainsong hymn sung
by processing ' monks', whose
principals — the Madwoman
(originally Pears, here Philip
Langridge), Ferryman and Traveller
— put on masks to enact their
ritualistic roles, this first Church
Parable (of three) was recorded a
year later at Orford Parish Church
by Decca [SET301, nla/421 858-2].
(The instrumental procession
devised by John Culshaw, and seen
in atelevision documentary, for the
1967 recording of The Burning Fiery
Furnace became a famous stereo
demonstration set-piece.)
Philips's producer is Culshaw's
one-time colleague Erik Smith, who
opts for a far ' straighter' staging than
the Decca (Culshaw's far distant,
ethereal vision of the boy is much
more effective and his use of
different perspectives highly
imaginative); Henry Wood Hall was

but the arranger of Sandy Wilson's
The Boyfriend and creator of that
gloriously deranged momentary lapse
into ragtime in Eight Songs for a Mad
King has always had a few- surprises
up his sleeve.
We are told that Mavis was the
corruption of Maxwell Davies's
name produced by a Las Vegas hotel
receptionist for ease of
computerization, and that the
composer promptly imagined the
fictional Mavis let loose on the
varied attractions of her home town.
The result is Mavis in Las Vegas, a
sort of latter-day American in Paris
cast in the form of aset of
variations, with plenty of sly
allusions to tourist hotspots such as
the Liberace Museum, the shrines to
Elvis and Caesar's Palace. The élan
of Maxwell Davies's orchestration
and the pace of his imagination are
enough to win over the most
hardened of listeners, and the BBC
Philharmonic are clearly enjoying
themselves too.
Carolisima is abirthday serenade
for Carol Hegel, the American wife
of Edinburgh's Danish Consul, and
consciously pays homage to the wide
open landscapes of Copland. There

the venue. The disc is housed in a
wallet-style folder, with 79 page
booklet — the sensitive artwork
deserves praise.
Setting aside considerations of
cost — the Decca is mid-priced —
and the ' documentary significance'
of the Britten, these recordings offer
entirely different experiences. Both
are strongly cast, though Bryan
Drake's diction [Decca] rather
conjures up abowler-hatted civil
servant with briefcase (an unlikely
Traveller!), whereas Simon
Keenlyside is a magnificent presence.
Philip Langridge is profoundly
musical, often moving, but his is an
objective portrayal and you cannot
escape the feeling that Pears simply
is the definitive madwoman. Ilike
both ferrymen, but Thomas Allen's
slightly rougher style is perhaps more
appropriate than Shirley-Quirk's,
robust though that was. Britten's
chorus was much earthier and
individual voices were allowed to
protrude; London Voices sing with
greater purity — but which is more
'authentic'? Also, there's more sheer
character in the instrumental playing
on Decca than under Marriner, fine
though the ASM group is.
(Incidentally James Blades's modern
counterpart is placed in the opposite
channel!) In sum: the new recording
complements but doesn't replace the
old, not even in sonic terms; and for
me the vision doesn't really come off
here. However, Langridge's
contribution which will unquestionably draw me back to the Philips
disc.
Christopher Breumg

A':1(2) 0

are particular traces of Appalachian
Spring and Billy the Kid to be found,
but these elements are mixed with
quintessentially Scottish melodies
and Maxwell Davies's own ear for
colour and texture. This is an
attractive piece that deserves to be
widely performed.
In the other works on the disc,
Maxwell Davies shows maturity and
assurance in his handling of the
musical material: nothing outlasts its
welcome, and he is not afraid of
writing accessible melodies when it
suits him. The Ojai Festival Overture
also shows the influence of America,
with aspirited exuberance that is
reminiscent of Walton. In A Spell for
Green Corn the solo violinist James
Clark makes awelcome contribution
to the depiction of MacDonald the
Orkney fiddler blessing the crops.
(In performance, the violinist
actually walks around whilst
playing.)
An enjoyable, well-performed
programme, and a worthwhile
addition to the Maxwell Davies
discography. The recording is lively
and clear.
John Kersey
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Curlew River

classical:
1MM
ELOJUR:
Falstaff
Romance for Bassoon J
Incidental Music & Funeral Marca
from ' Granla and Diarmid'
Froissart Overture
Graham Sheen (bsn)I BBC SOI
Davis

photo: Clive BardalTeldec

DITTERSDORF:
Symphonies in a, 'The Delirium of
the Composers' J in D, 'The battle
of the Human Passions j in A,
'Symphony in the Taste of Five
Nations'
Failoni OrchlGrodd
Naxos 8.553975

Told« 4509 98436 2

(70m 28s)

Few conductors delineate the
rhythm at the opening of Falstaff as
punctiliously as Elgar himself did.
He gives full value to his own
markings — sonore for the whole
passage, astress on the starting
upbeat, tenuto for each of the first
notes of the paired motifs with the
one arching phrase of three in the
middle standing out clearly. Andrew
Davis is fastidious neither about
groupings nor accentuation,
surprisingly so considering how
careful he is about instrumental
balance and articulation everywhere

These delightful symphonies must
have pleased 18th-century audiences
through their whimsical
programmes, but except for the
'Taste of the Five Nations' they
could stand on their feet without
explanation. This is especially true
of the A-minor, which is clearly
influenced by the Sturm und Drang
movement of the time. Certainly the
first movt is reminiscent of Haydn at
his fiercest, but the whole work is
skilfully contoured and Uwe Grodd
gives just the type of firm, driving
reading that enhances the basic
seriousness of the music.
The Dmajor runs through the
gamut of human emotions. Probably
only the movt marked ` Pride' is selfevident, but the remaining six are
varied and cleverly fashioned. The
most substantial movement is the
8m finale: where Vivace is not only
part of the tempo marking but it
also represents Vivacity itself.
The five-movt Symphony in A
gently exaggerates the characteristics
of various European musical styles:
Germany is strictly classical; the
English sound simple and rustic; the
weird harmonies for the trio of the
French minuet announce the arrival
of the Turks. The Italians might feel
hurt, however, for the start of their
movement is if anything more cruel
than Mozart's lampooning of
amateurish composers in his Musical
Joke. The work ends with an entirely
delightful combination of all the
styles.
The warm, natural recording
places the strings slightly more to
the fore than is ideal for music that
includes subtle changes of colouring
in the wind sections, but it is always
sweet-toned.
Antony Hodgson

A-B:1 A

EISLER:
Suites for orchestra 2-5 J
Woltátigkeit J Ballade vom Nigger
Jim J Das Lied vom SA- Mann J
Ballade von den Sackeschmeissern
J Lied von der belebenden Wirkung
des Geldes J Die Ballade vom
Wasserrad j Ideal und Wirklichkeit
HK Gruber (singerlcond)IEnsemble
Modern
RCA 74321 56882 2

(
70m 03s)

Bracing stuff. Stalinism is long dead,
the GDR gone with the wind, their
fellow-travellers and apologists
discredited: yet the racism, fascism,
class attitudes and market
imperialism that, for awhile, could
be most effectively attacked from a
pro-Soviet dugout are with us still.
Salty as ever, undimmed by time,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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else. But care also veers towards
caution in afew places. Prince Hars
theme isn't exactly con anima,
Eastcheap isn't quite Allegro molto
and the battle may have benefited
from alittle more abandon. For the
rest, here is a Falstaff that Elgar
wished to portray, not 'the caricature
in The Merry Wives of Windsor' but
'a knight, agentleman and a soldier'
[Maurice Morgann]. The roll call of
honour is extensive — eg, soft yet
expressive characterisation of
Gadshill [track 4, 1m 12s] and the
calls through the woods [track 51; a
fiery fugato depicting the
discomfiture of the thieves [track 7,
Om 09s]; the comically graphic slide
into drunken sleep [track 13];
divided violas and cellos ethereally

'Everything
here makes
its point
in as
economical,
no-nonsense
a fashion as
possible,
like a street
orator's
finger
jabbing you
in the eye'

the anger and sarcasm of Hanns
Eisler's music finds no lack of
contemporary targets. As redolent of
Weimar Germany as that of his
contemporary and rival Brechtcollaborator Kurt Weill, it eschews
Weill's seductiveness, his ultimately
more humane and religious vision of
a hopelessly corrupted world. In
Eisler's ballads and workers' songs
and agitprop film scores (the basis of
the orchestral suites recorded here)
he flays, accuses, attempts to rouse
the proles to save themselves. He
does it with style, with foot-tapping
tunes, with vinegary jazz rhythms,
battering (and battling) percussion,
an utter contempt of the 'bourgeois'
concert style which — as a star pupil
of Schoenberg — he knew how to
handle to perfection: and did, in
more private pieces. Everything here
makes its point in as economical,
no-nonsense a fashion as possible,
like a street orator's finger jabbing
you in the eye.
In an important article on the
Eisler centenary in the October issue
of Tempo magazine, Julian Silverman
has suggested, ironically, that there
ought to be ways of judging

beautiful in
Shallow's Orchard
[track 19, Om Ils];
and acoda where
the disintegration
of the hero is
ineffably touching.
Orchestral response
is exemplary. So is
the indexing to the
programme (no
cause to echo the
dedicatee, Landon
Ronald, who said
Andrew
he ' could not make head or tail of
it'), whilst the engineering is, on the
Davis:
whole, what we've come to expect
Elgar's
from the Keener/Faulkner team.
Falstaff
Falstaff' sprotest [track 9] is a
quasi-recitative on the bassoon,
on Teldec
calling for 'full tone, coarse'. No
such requirements attend the
Romance, Elgar in ruminative mood
as is Graham Sheen, the orchestra's
principal, who transits from one
picturesque description to another
with unambiguous artistry.
Unambiguous too is the music to
Diarmid & Granja (
the true title of
this play about deceit), which Davis
rightly treats as a majestically sober
backup to atragic story, rather than,
as a tragic tone-poem in its own
right. And if the heady gallantry of
Froissart is undercharacterised, other
aspects of the piece are certainly
given their due. In spite of small
reservations (and regret that Davis
didn't separate first and second
violins), this imaginatively planned
disc is amost worthy addition to the
catalogue.
Helen Anthoni
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'authenticity' here: raggedness of
costume, raucousness of voice,
meagreness of body, callousness of
expression. How do HK Gruber and
the Ensemble Modern shape up?
Well, Gruber is afirst-rate musician
and a remarkable vocalist (
cf. his
own Frankenstein!! on EMI), and has
done more for Eisler west of the old
Iron Curtain than any other
performer. He conducts the film
suites with the requisite buzz-saw
energy in the fast mom and grim
pathos in the slow, and he sings
with boundless sardonic energy,
spitting and sneering Eisler's
throwaway vocal lines as to the
manner born. Yet there's always a
kind of smile behind his
performances, forging a compact
between performer and listener to
indulge apost-modern irony about
this old agitprop stuff for its
historical interest, its Viennese craft.
He loves this music, he has said.
Clearly he does; but he performs it
as if, somewhere in there, a cuddly
Social Democrat was trying to
emerge. There was only acynical,
compromised idealist using all his
might to fight one pack of demons
81
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GLASS:
Symphony 21 J Interlude from
Orphée 2 _IConcerto for Saxophone
Quartet 2
Rascher Saxophone Qt1 1Vienna
RS012Stuttgart CO/Russell Davies

at the heart

Nonesuch 7559 79496 2

of most of

(
69m 22s)

In contrast to his contemporaries
Reich and Adams, Philip Glass has
been consistently reluctant to allow
other stylistic influences to intrude
on his personal brand of
minimalism. His is apurity of ideal
that commands respect, and there is
no doubt that
there is
something
monumental,
almost
primeval,
about his
operatic
works.
Glass's other
music often
seems to
suffer from
the absence
of visual
images,
however, and
82

partners,
with the
instrument

his speciallycreated
ensembles'

,MPHONY No,
Romanian RhapsodyI.e. I

ENESCU:
Symphony 3 _IRomanian Rhapsody
1
BBC Philharmonic OrchlLeeds Fest
ChlRozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9633

(
67m 57s)

Rozhdestvensky made an earlier
[Melodiya] recording of Enescu's
masterly Third Symphony, but if
memory serves, it did not contain
the part for wordless chorus in the
Finale. Its inclusion portrays
ethereal atmosphere with religious
overtones as convincingly as Hoist's
'Neptune' in the closing passages of
the Planets Suite, from the same
time. Holst's other-worldly vision
may be far removed from the
Enescu's sketches for a choral
setting based on apoem by
Eminescu, Strigoli (
Ghosts), but
there's a passing similarity in the
way Enescu uses his voices as

his glittering surfaces can seem
redundant and empty of mean:ng.
Part of the difficulty is that Glass's
harmonic plan is often easy to
predict; his fondness for successions
of tonal triads imposes a limitation
that his textural ingenuity cannot
altogether circumvent.
In the Second Symphony ( 1994)
Glass comes up with apartial
answer to this problem by
experimenting with polytonality,
introducing some interesting
progressions that are deliberately
ambiguous in intent. He is effective
in creating a sombre, glacial
atmosphere in the first movt, where
the low wind instruments carry
much of the weight of the argument,
and his trademark pulsing
figurations are used effectively to
create asense of momentum within
a classic Glass arch structure. The
finale has an exotic flavour, with the
percussion suggesting the rhythms
and sonorities of the gamelan, whilst
the central theme remains more
recognisably American in flavour.
There is even a section which
sounds suspiciously like awaltz
The Interlude from Orphée is an
extract from the eponymous opera
of 1992. Rather than the 6m 27s
duration claimed for it in the disc
documentation it is actually only 2m
31s long — making it one of Glass's

additional colours within the
orchestral tapestry. ` Music was in
the air', as the saying goes, and
Enescu must have been very aware
of the fleeting changes of
atmosphere over a huge orchestral
span which Mahler employed in his
later symphonies (6 and 7,
especially) in his instrumentation. As
in Mahler, there is also a martial air
to the opening movt, where widelyspaced melodies and harmonic
structures provide the basis of the
material, and aprofusion of ideas
carries the listener along in
resplendent fashion. In Italy, Busoni
was also experimenting in like
fashion in his orchestral writings, yet
Enescu's folk idiom is beautifully
contained within the overall plan. In
(ii), with its descending wind
passages and violent tutti outbursts,
there are parallels with early
Schoenberg (
Pelleas und Melisande)
and the large orchestral works of
Josef Suk. Together with that
wonderful finale, the music of the
Third, compelling interpreted here,
clarifies then resolves the intentions
of Enescu's first two symphonies
[CHAN 9507/9537].
Idiomatic and stylish,
Rozhdestvensky's performance of the
popular Romanian Rhapsody 1is in
the same league as Georgescu's or
Silvestri's. Chandos's recording is
quite superb.
Bill Newman

A*:1*

shortest pieces. The delicacy of the
texture here is refreshing, and the
movement is almost pastoral in style.
Glass and the saxophone are
natural partners, with the instrument
at the heart of most of his speciallycreated ensembles. The Concerto is
an attractive piece, with a delightful
scherzando (
ii) full of rhythmic quirks
and chunky sonorities. Even those
not usually convinced by Glass may
find something to enjoy here; the
slow (iii) appears from time to time
to verge on neoromanticism, which
certainly signals anew accessibility
on the part of a notoriously austere
figure. The finale is full of life, and
although it does not call for
traditional virtuoso display, the
Rascher Quartet (the dedicatees)
make the most of the opportunities
to shine.
Performances are excellent; the
recording quality is natural. A disc
worth exploring.
John Kersey
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HANDEL:
Concerto Grossi Op.6:6-9
Collegium Musicum 90IStandage
Chandos CHAN 0616

(
57m 42s)

The first disc in this series received
awarm welcome in these pages and
elsewhere, and the follow-up offers
similar characteristics. Ibeg to
NOVEMIER lefle
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much scarier than Frankenstein,
while allowing himself to be used by
another. For real Eisler singing hear
(on Berlin Classics) his favoured
vocalist, Ernst Busch, who spent the
war in aconcentration camp (among
other things, for singing Eisler); or
archive recordings of the composer
himself, who sang, roughly, like a
demented goblin.
Still, Gruber is hard to beat in
such satirical parables as Brecht's
The Invigorating Effect of Money and
Storm- Trooper's Song, or The Ballad
of Nigger Jim (who still had to sit on
the blacks-only seats when he got to
heaven). And the programme is
carefully planned: when, after all the
searing rage and manic dance-band
sounds of the ensemble pieces, we
come to the final track, it's areal
shock suddenly to hear Gruber
ironically musing with only piano
accompaniment, in the cabaret song
Ideal and Reality that Eisler wrote in
1956 as an honoured (but carefully
watched) composer in East Berlin.
Kurt Tucholsky's poem says:
Women, pipes, republics — always
you think they'll be long and slim,
but the ones you get are short and
fat: c'est la vie. So Eisler, very
circumspectly, muses upon the
socialist reality he'd helped bring
about.
As a musical if not political
experience, the disc is a delight.
Everyone interested in 20th-century
European history, in German music,
in song, in Brecht, in film (to
mention just a few of the areas it
impinges on), should buy it. The
recording is first-rate. No timings,
'Glass and
anywhere, though. Why not?
the
Calum MacDonald
A:1 • Li
saxophone

photo: Hanya Chlala/Chandos
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differ, and it's not for want of
recognising the strengths of the new
disc.
The playing is solid and accurate,
and director Simon Standage treats
these big works with the respect they
deserve. Yet, good though the
playing is, the interpretations suffer
from adistinct lack of imagination.
Phrasing could be freer, more
flexible, and this somewhat rigid
approach fails to celebrate Handel's
wit and fantasy — for example, the
rich and sensuous Musette in Op.6:6,
or the wonderful Hornpipe finale to
No.7.
What was it Beethoven said?
'Handel is the unsurpassed master of
all masters. Go to him and discover
how to produce the greatest effects
with the simplest of means'. His
Op.6 are the greatest concerti grossi
of their kind — all human life is
there! But would one know it
listening to these clean but rather
bloodless performances? Standage's
immaculate direction is very proper
and correct, but there are other
qualities rarely touched on. An
earlier Chandos set of these works
with IMusici de Montréal on
modem instruments may not be
stylistically as correct as the
newcomer, but every movement
challenges and charms the ear, and

one senses the player's joy and
delight in this wonderful music.
The new Chandos 20-bit
recording is basically good: bright,
sharp, and clear, but rather twodimensional and ashade thin at the
top. Despite the use of higher
technology, the sound lacks the
tonal richness, depth, and spacious
sweetness of Chandos's 1991
Montreal set.
B:2-3 0 Simon Standage:
James M Hughes
a second
HAYDN:
Chandos disc
Symphonies 32-34
of Concerti
Cologne COIMüller-Brühl
Naxos 8.554154
(
53m 41s) grossi from
My abiding impression of Helmut
Müller-Brühl's interesting 1960s
recordings was of the sparkling,
beautifully balanced harpsichord
sound that the Nonesuch engineers
gave him. In the new recording, the
harpsichord does not sparkle
because there is no harpsichord! The
fully-scored fast movts and minuets
of 32 and 33 can survive without
keyboard because they include horns
in high C, trumpets and drums; but
their strings-only slow movts sound
plain without continuo, and 34
really needs it throughout. The
characteristics of Müller-Brühl's
approach to 33 & 34 are similar and

Handel's Op.6

mostly effective. He has asomewhat
personal view of the two minuets in
that he plays down the horn and
trumpet parts but allows them full
rein elsewhere. He also ends these
movements on the first beat of the
last bar, although there is no
fermata. In (i) and (iv) of both works
the balance of the brilliant high
brass is exceptionally well managed
(slightly more trumpet in 32
perhaps) and Haydn's essential
grandeur is achieved. Symphony 34
is acceptable but alittle grey — only
(ii) truly reflects the drive of an early
Haydn fast movt, and despite a
logical approach to repeats elsewhere
Iwas surprised that the second
repeat of the second subject in (iv)
was not there. Despite such details
this is aworthy disc of early Haydn.
Ihave just two reservations
concerning the recording: the oboes
are overpowered by the violins in
tutti passages, and more
disturbingly, Symphony 33 has been
transferred at amuch lower level
than its companions.
Antony Hodgson
B:1-2 A
HOFMANN:
Cello Concertos in C (Cl & C3) -.I
in D ( Badley DI & D3)
Northern SinfonialTim Hugh
(v1cIdir)

photo: Sony Classical

Naxos 8.553853

MAHLER:
Symphony 3
Anna Larsson (con)/Women of the
Los Angeles Master Chi The Paulist
Boy Chor California/LAPO/Salonen
Sony Classical S2K 60250 (
2CDs, 93m 45s)
Iwas present in the RFH when, as a
last-minute replacement (for Michael
Tilson Thomas?) at the helm of the
Philharmonia, Esa-Pekka Salonen
made his London début some 15 or
so years ago with this very
symphony. Irecall being deeply
impressed that evening with the
young Finn's fearless command of
the vast forces in front of him, as
well as his fine architectural grasp of
Mahler's giant edifice — and that's
the case here too.
Benefiting from aspectacularly
ample, superbly natural sound-

picture from the Sony productionteam, the mighty (i) unfolds with
vision and grandeur, the playing of
the LAPO beyond reproach in its
marvellous assurance and tonal
refulgence. Don't expect the
theatrical fervour of aBernstein in
this music, rather aclear-headed
sense of purpose and textural
mastery that serve Mahler's
ambitious inspirations extremely
well. The chaste purity of Salonen's
(ii) is genuinely touching, the offstage posthorn in (iii) beautifully
played and lent just the right degree
of prominence. No-one could fail to
be impressed by the contribution of
contralto Anna Larsson and both
choirs, nor by the poise and
radiance of the Los Angeles strings
in the profoundly moving finale.
Any drawbacks at all, Ihear you
ask? Well, perhaps Salonen presses
ahead afraction too hectically in the
final straight of (i) — the effect is
just amite too excitable for my
tastes. Elsewhere, Isuppose I've
heard more sheerly chilling
realisations of that extraordinary,
nightmarish episode just before the
end of (iii); and Icould definitely
have done without those jarringly
`sensational' (and unmarked) bassdrum strokes in the symphony's final
bars. Tiny grumbles, these; overall,
I'd rate Salonen's as one of the very
best Mahler Thirds currently
available.
Andrew Achenbach
A*:1(*)

CO

o

(
68m 23s)

In his admirably informative note,
Dr Badley draws anumber of
comparisons between Leopold
Hofmann (sometimes Hoffmann)
and Haydn, and stresses the
circumstantial links between
Hofmann and two of Haydn's
cellists at Esterhazy (Weigl and
Kraft). It is also worth remembering
that there were many contemporary
misattributions of Hofmann's music
to Haydn.
The most substantial work
recorded here is D3 (23m 18s). In
his August review of Haydn Clarinet
Concertos (of highly suspect
authenticity) RD referred to Haydn's
D-major Cello Concerto as ' his
dullest work of all' — an opinion for
which Ihave some sympathy. In (i)
of Hofmann's D3 Concerto we have
abeautifully crafted movement: not
outstandingly memorable, but far
less diffuse than the equivalent (i) of
the Haydn in that key. Imust also
defer to Dr Bradley in his preference
for D3 and C1as being the most
substantial of this selection, although
the final Vivace of C3 joins Cl(iii)
in coming close to the impulsive
spirit of the delightful Haydn Cmajor Concerto.
This is awell-produced disc, and
the often demanding nature of the
writing (especially when D3 exploits
the cello's high register) never seems
to trouble Tim Hugh, who also
obtains bright, rhythmic playing
from the orchestra. The balance is
very natural too. This music may
not provide any amazing revelations
83

but it provides a salutary reminder
that there were worthy 18th-century
composers who wrote excellent
music without the advantage of
being named Haydn or Mozart...
Antony Hodgson

MESSIAEN:
Préludes ( 1928-9) J Quatre Études
de rythme - 1 & 4 J Vingt Regards
sur l'Enfant-Jésus - 4, 10 & 15
Angela Hewitt (pno)

A:1 A

Hyperion CDA 67054

LASSUS:
Missa pro defunctis J Prophetiae
Sibyllarum
The Hilliard Ensemble
ECM 435 841-2

(63m 02s)

The Sibylline prophesies foretell the
coming of Christ, but the origins of
their prophetess are to be found in
pagan legend. Here we are told that
the Sibyl was aharbinger of doom,
dwelling in isolation and
communicating with mankind by
means of verse. After the third
century BC the Alexandrian Jews
took up the Sibylline cult as ameans
of resistance to Rome, and it was
thus that the Sibyls became
explicitly Christocentric in their
utterances. Michelangelo includes
five of their number on the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel.
Lassus's setting of these texts
ranks among the more extraordinary
compositions of his time. It belongs
to the genre of musica reservara,
music written for a specific, usually
royal, audience to enjoy in private
performances. The King of France
was reputedly astounded by this
work when he heard it in 1571, and
well he might have marvelled at the
tortuous chromaticism and dramatic
word-painting of Lassus's invention.
The modal centres shift and dissolve
in a manner reminiscent of Lassus's
successor Gesualdo and of his
Scottish contemporary Robert
Carver: a ne plus ultra of musical
sophistication that resulted from
Vicentino's assertion that this was
the true language of the ancient
Greeks. After the Prophetiae
Sibyllarum, Lassus put aside such
extremes of expression and returned
to the comparative orthodoxies of
his earlier style. The Requiem
included here is the setting first
published in 1578; it is
predominantly contemplative and
restrained in nature.
There is much to commend in the
Hilliard Ensemble's idiomatic
approach to this music. The
monumental problems of intonation
in the Prophetiae Sibyllarum are
largely overcome with success, with
only the occasional corner giving
cause for concern. They sing with
conviction and refined expression,
making much of the nuances of the
text and maintaining the sustained
line that is essential to uphold the
structure. The acoustic of Boxgrove
Priory is wholly appropriate for this
music.
A first recommendation, then, in
these works, and a disc that is
essential for all lovers of such
repertoire.
John Kersey
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10:1

'Lassus's

(
75m 48s)

Messiaen completed his set of eight
Préludes ( 1928-9) at the age of 21,
when he was still acomposition
student of Paul Dukas at the Paris
Conservatoire. They form a
remarkably assured, prescient

sequence (pre-echoes of Messiaen's
mature style are abundant), and it's
these texts
good to read in Angela Hewitt's
ranks among own thoughtful notes that the
composer always retained adeep
the more
affection for them. Ialso suspect
extraordinary
that Messiaen would have been as
compositions
entranced as Iwas by this gifted
of his time'
artist's gloriously lucid, delicately
shaded advocacy of an early
setting of
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MUSSORGSKY:
Boris Godunov - highlights ( based
on initial 1869 version)
Tomlinson/Kale/Bayley/Best/Rodgers/
Parry/Howard/Curtis/Chorus of
Opera North/English Northern
PhilharmonialDaniel
Chandos CHAN 3007

(
74m 43s)

The prospect looked fair: if this was
indeed to be ahighlights disc of the
original 1869 version, then it would
have to feature Mussorgsky's first
thoughts on the crucial Tsar's
Apartments Scene of Boris rather
than his revised and admittedly finer
1873 version (expanded to include
an extended, and more Verdian,
monologue for Boris, more
children's games and the chilling
clock scene).
The realistic original was nowhere
to be found when Icompared
available CD versions for Radio 3's
'Building a Library', though Idid
discover it by chance on an Estonian
Radio LP issued by Melodiya and
featuring Yevgeny Nesterenko. Alas,
what we have here is a curious
hybrid: favouring the angular writing
of 1869 more or less up to Boris's
soliloquy, at which point Tomlinson
has a much more rewarding sing
with the revised monologue. And
though Fyodor's charming Song of
the Parrot has not been reinstated,
the gripping confrontation with
intriguer Shuisky and the

masterwork; certainly, Hewitt's
readings of the translucent, longbreathed (ii), ' Song of ecstasy in a
sad landscape', and (vi), ' Bells of
anguish and tears of farewell',
achieve awholly riveting
concentration and serenity.
That Hewitt possesses the
necessary sonorous power and
rhythmic attack is amply confirmed
with her thrilling accounts of the
two ` Ile de feu' pieces from the
Quatre Études (1950). What's more,
Ican't immediately recall a more
ravishing or intense account of ' Le
Baiser de l'Enfant-Jésus' from the
Vingt Regards, while her readings of
both ' Regard de la Vierge' and
'Regard de l'Esprit de joie' radiate a
comparable perception and
luminous refinement. On this
evidence, a complete recording from
Hewitt of Messiaen's 1944 magnum

hallucination also belong to 1873.
There's a further inconsistency,
since the clock which ushers in the
apparition of the murdered
Tsarevich here should have been
encountered earlier in the scene —
which, this being a conflation, it
isn't.
So Chandos has lost the chance to
blazon 'world premiere recording on
CD' of the original Scene Five; in
which case, are three complete
scenes and bits of the rest sung in
English worth hearing? Ithink so, if
only because Paul Daniel's handling
of the original Mussorgsky
orchestration is as clear as Abbado's
on the complete Sony recording,
and if anything even more dramatic
in its sense of pace. Shivers certainly
go up and down the spine as the
starving Russian people take up the
fool's lament in the St Basil Scene,
and the clock scene is crystal-clear
in its orchestration — no easy task,
given an over-reverberant recording.
Unlike Chaliapin, Tomlinson
respects the note values as well as
the drama here. His Tsar is best in
terror and majesty, not quite
introspective or searching enough in
extremis; and though the true bass
sound is imposing, it's so very close
to the great Ghiaurov as to make
one long to hear that singer's extra
dimension of beaten bronze. There's
an exemplary, honey-toned Shuisky
from Stuart Kale, and the ladies
excel in their much-reduced roles
from the 1869 version.
Since the Opera North ensemble
is really the thing, it's apity
Chandos and the Peter Moores
Foundation couldn't have stretched
to an extra CD for the missing
music. As it is, Gergiev and the
Kirov Opera will be first past the
line with the complete 1869 Boris, if
Philips don't keep them waiting too
long in the wings.
David Nice
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early on is hard to imagine in this
performance. Then the
sidedrummer's notorious
improvisation ` as if to stop the
orchestra' is hopelessly weak, the
player relying almost exclusively
upon his basic rhythmic figure, with
no sense of competition. He's seen
the score, knows he'll lose, so why
fight? Adrian Leaper's sidedrummer
on Naxos 8.550743 (same coupling)
gets it about right: he very nearly
wins. After his showing, the enemy
forces in Saraste's finale seem like
paper tigers.
Despite good recording and
committed playing from most of the
orchestra Ifind the vital essence of
Nielsen to be diluted quite seriously
in both performances.
Robert Dealing
A:2 -4 0

Of course it's all much too long,
and Jurowski can hardly be blamed
if one spends the third CD waiting
for the next good idea (and there are
still afew left between the many
repetitions). Presentation is generally
good, but it would have been more
useful for the listener to be informed
of Prokofiev's many borrowings in
the score (from his own and folk
music) than to read Dorothea
Redepenning's thoughts on some of
the more tenuous links with Russian
tradition.
David Nice
A:1'4 0

PROKOREV:
Tale of the Stone Flower — complete
ballet
NDR Hanover Radio PO/Jurowski

Chandos CHAN 3008(2)

photo: Steve

J

Sherthan1H.

CPO 999 385-2

opus for piano would be athing of
wonder.
Demonstration-worthy sound adds
further lustre to what is a
distinguished collection. What else
can Isay? More Messiaen from this
exceptional perfonmes, please!
Andrew Achenbach

A':1* 0

NIELSEN:
Symphonies 4 & 5
Finnish RSOISaraste
(71m 34s) Angela Hewitt:
a Messiaen
For me Nielsen's 4th and 5th
programme on
Symphonies exist simply to work out
Hyperion.
problems of musical logic that the
composer set himself The problems She had played
differ in detail between works but
'Regard de
the message is the same: evil must
l'Esprit de Joie'
be overcome. Simplistic? Not really.
for the composer
Those problems are complex and
need exceptional intellectual power
when Olivier
to conquer. In Symphony 4, evil is
Messiaen and
represented by timpani — two sets
Yvonne Loriod
in (iv) — and other elements
distributed amongst the orchestra:
were jurors at
melodic, tonal and harmonic. At
the 1985
first, Saraste, by introducing
Toronto Bach
wonderful relaxation into the allCompetition
important second idea, makes the
first attack (middle strings) all the
more shocking. Very fine and wellshaped woodwind in (ii) and adeep
sense of mystery in (iii) augur well,
but the devastating entry of the
second timpanist at the start of (iv)
goes for nothing, as does the famous
glissando near the end. The frantic
timpani war is well-defined even
though the drums are positioned far
behind the orchestra.
Opposing forces are even more
clearly outlined in Symphony 5;
here, it is sidedrum, clarinet and
prominent melodic fragments against
the rest. But disappointment
mounts. The intended desolation
Finlandia 3984 21439 2
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(
3CDs, 151m 05s)

Prokofiev's last ballet, from the
carefully guarded years following the
Zhdanov trials of 1948, has had
perhaps an inordinate amount of
praise in the former Soviet Union
and all too little in the West. The
scenario of this ` adaptation' from
Urals folk sources is the usual baggy
monster one might expect of afulllength Soviet ballet, but the core of
it is interesting enough — agemcutter is tom between the simple
charms of his girl and the coldly
compelling Mistress of the Copper
Mountain, who offers him the ' stone
flower' as asymbolic alternative to
human love — and Prokofiev graces
every number with his highly
distinctive orchestration. That, as
one might expect, is selective and
astringent in many of the dance
pieces, massive but none the less
compelling (in the style of the Fifth
Symphony's slow movt) for the
metallic Mistress and her magic
powers.
There has been acomplete
recording already — from
Rozhdestvensky, no less, briefly to
be had on Russian Disc — and one
might have thought its rough Soviet
edges would be more exciting than
the efforts of alittle-known German
orchestra. This, however, turns out
to be acompelling and superblyplayed performance, right from the
first cutting commands of the
Mistress: The Stone Flower's most
memorable invention, and rightly
milked throughout the score. The
hard-working woodwind show plenty
of character in the more lightlyscored numbers (several of them
borrowed from the piano-suite Music
for Children), Jurowski points the
dances well if not quite with
Rozhdestvensky's ineffable sense of
character, and the blasting climaxes
are handled with only acouple of
hints of distortion by the recording.

PUCCINI:
La Bohème ( in English)
HaymonIO'NeilliOpielMcLaughlinl
MilesIDazely1ShorelGeoffrey Mitchell
& Peter Kay Children's Chsl
PhilharmonialParry
(
2CDs, I1Im 04s)

David Parry and the Philharmonia
Orchestra are the real heroes here.
There is areal dramatic flair from
the start to the very end of Puccini's
best-loved stage-work. Indeed, I
think that their contribution is fully
worthy of the best that Italian opera
orchestras have produced over the
years.
Vocally, the best moments come
from Act 1: the ' team' of Alan Opie
(a rich portrayal of Marcello),
Dennis O'Neill (Rodolfo), Alastair
Miles (Colline) and William Dazeley
(Schaunard); with expert timing they
make areal mockery of poor,
whinging Benoit, pointedly portrayed
by Andrew Shore. Both Cynthia
Haymon and O'Neill sing their big
arias ' straight', with expression; their
duet is good although not in the
class of Joan Hammond/David Lloyd
on Memoir Classics.
The atmosphere at the start of
Act 2 outside Café Momus is
electric, but Marie McLaughlin's
entrance as Musetta, although
cleverly sung, lacks the biting,
sluttish-sarcastic delivery, so much
the hallmark of the Great Divas.
However, Imust pay tribute to the
first-class choral contributions. The
standard is maintained at the
commencement of Act 3, although
the tensions of the situation —
poignant one moment, fraught the
next — become rather strait-laced as
the characters each contrive to find
solutions to their problems:
Musetta's ' Pig!' is far too coy, but
Marcello's ' Slut' emphatically
insulting. Act 4 finds O'Neill
straining at the leash, with widening
of top-range vibrato, and Haymon
giving agood rendition until the
moment of her final farewell. Their
colleagues make up for the
deficiencies, especially Miles in his
moving ' Coat Song'. Special praise
is due for recording balance, nuance
and areal operatic charisma. Well
worth purchasing, despite my
comments!
Bill Newman

10:1 -3
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place here: the CD timings are
wrong; the booklet notes are more
or less recycled from 1993 (and
broken up with artwork strips that
just don't work), again suggesting
that Haitink only does the five-movt
Suite from Mother Goose; and now

Rebecca Hirsch (v1&/BBC Scottish
SO/Friend
Naxos 8.554240

(64m 08s)

Violin Concertos 1 & 2 J
Improvisations on a Theme of
Constant Lambert U Divertimento
Theo Olof, Manoug Parikian (vins)/
NPO1BouhIBBC SO/Schwarz/
BBC Concert OrchIShipwayIBBC
Northern Symphony OrchlThompson

RAVEL:
Rapsodie espagnole J Menuet
antique :3Mother Goose ( ballet)
La Valse

BBC Radio Classics 15656 91952 (
77m 41s)
For several years since his death in
1971, Rawsthome's music has
remained rarely performed in
concert halls and recital rooms.
This hasn't prevented the Alan
Rawsthome Society and Trust from
sponsoring carefully chosen
programmes to remind admirers of
his considerable output: orchestral
works including three symphonies,
concertos, chamber and instrumental
compositions, works for ballet, voice
and chorus, and music for 22 films.
The key to Rawsthome is that you
can immediately recognise the
composer, if not the work in
question.
Cortèges hasn't dated in the least
since Basil Cameron first performed
it at The Proms; it is clearly and
consisely laid out, each 'variation'
contrasting with the last, with
scoring that compares with Brahms
at his finest. The First of his two
violin concertos, dedicated to
Walton, has the sadness of the
latter's Viola Concerto. From its
five-note motto Rawsthome
developed from it theme, variation,
abrief, fast fugal section, then a
final extemporization. The more
romantically involved and sonorous
Second Violin Concerto is much
bolder in design, for both soloist and
orchestra, warranting close attention
to its intricate, detailed writing.
Improvisations, based on Lambert's
ballet Tiresias, reflects his great
friend's quirkiness, sheer wit and
effrontery. The atypical, less easily
recognisable Divertimento (1962),
dedicated to Harry Blech and the
London Mozart Players, has rich
chordal writing for the strings, with
its ten notes played on horns,
trumpets and lower stringed
instruments.
On the Naxos recording, overall
much better balanced with a fuller
sound, Rebecca Hirsch makes an
excellent soloist with sympathetic
conducting by Lionel Friend.
However, Olof and Parikian have
nicely contrasting styles, and the
`Radio Classics' disc preserves the
performances of four distinguished
conductors relishing the glories of
one of Britain's finest mid-century
composers, albeit there are some
deficiencies in ensemble and afew
duff notes.
Bill Newman
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Alborada del gracioso J Bolero
Le tombeau de Couperin LI
Valses nobles et sentimentales
Boston SO/Haitink
Philips 454 452-2 & 456 569-2
(62m

57s/58m 34s)

How valid is it to talk of a French
tradition at Boston, inherited in the
days of Munch and Monteux, when
in all probability the orchestra has
changed markedly even since Ozawa
recorded these pieces in 1973-74?
DG listed the wind principals then,
and it would be nice to know who
they are on these Nov ' 95/April ' 96
Symphony Hall recordings — eg, the
flute soloist at the start of Boléro. (
If
Erato can list the Chicago Orchestra
in all its Barenboim CD booklets...)
But artful presentation is given first

'The Radio
Classics disc
preserves the
performances
of four
distinguished
conductors
relishing
the glories of
one of
Britain's
finest
mid-century
composers'

Above: Franz
N-161ken's
portrait of
Reger ( 1913)

RECUR:
Comedy Overture J Symphonic
Rhapsody for violin and orchestra J
Suite in a for violin and orchestra
Scherzino for horn and strings
Walter Forchert (vin) /Luise
Neunecker (hm)! Bamberg SO/Stein
Koch Schwann 3-1498-2

(
59m 32s)

This latest instalment in Koch
Schwann's ambitious Max Reger
Edition is launched in irrepressible
style with a spirited account of the
1911 Comedy Overture, awork of
strong appeal which enjoyed
considerable domestic success after
its Boston world première under
Max Fiedler and first German
performance the following day, in
Cologne under Fritz Steinbach.
(The piece was also promptly taken
up by Arthur Nikisch.) Horst Stein
and the Bamberg SO do full justice
to Reger's characteristically deft
orchestration, and go on to lend
sympathetic backing to fiddler

Rapsodie is consistently misspelt.
Of more relevance to collectors is
whether Haitink achieves more than
in his 1971-76 Amsterdam
recordings, collected on ' Duo' [438
745-2] and including the Suite 2
from Daphnis and the Pavane. Iwish
Icould say yes; but these are
excessively sober readings, generally
well played but lacking in variety of
colour — this is especially damaging
in Mother Goose, and the Boston
Orchestra's pastel-shaded La Valse
lacks the bitterness and flair of the
Amsterdam performance. In Boléro,
Haitink from time to time allows a
freer, jazzy inflection (where perhaps
a stricter aproach would have been
even better) and the dissonant
climax doesn't make you think
`word'. Ialso found the middle
section of Alborada too drawn out.
But there are good things: the
Prélude to Le Tombeau is nearperfection, the Valses are engaging.
But this set lacks the gutsiness of
Munch's Ravel or the self-effacing
'rightness' of Monteux's. So: stay
with the older set at half the cost.
Christopher Breung
A:2-1 0

Walter Forchert in the Symphonic
Rhapsody and Suite in A-minor.
Reger was at work on the former
piece when he died in May 1916
and had intended it to be '
an
Andante and Rondo Capriccioso for
violin accompanied by small
orchestra (or piano)'. It was left to
one of Reger's pupils, the American
violinist and composer Florizel von
Reuter, to fashion the composer's
torso into the present amiable, but
uncomfortably distended offering:
I'd prefer to have heard Reger's
original thoughts, which comprise
just 82 bars of the opening Andante
and 48 of the Rondo.
Completed in August 1908, the
Suite was originally conceived for
violin and piano. Of its six
movements only the ravishing 'Aria'
(iii) was arranged by the composer
for violin and chamber orchestra,
the remaining five being tastefully
adapted by violinist Adalbert
Baranski. A lovely, ideally flowing
performance of this and the
miniature Scherzino for horn and
orchestra from 1899, with Marie
Luise Neunecker an excellent
soloist, round off an enjoyable,
nicely engineered programme, albeit
one perhaps primarily for dedicated
Regerians: newcomers should first
investigate the Hiller Variations or
glorious Four Biicklin Tone-Pictures.
Andrew Achenbach
NOVEMBER 1998
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RAWSTHORNE:
Violin Concertos 1 & 2 J Fantasy
Overture - Cortèges

REVIEWS
SCHUBERT:
Lieder
Anne Sofie von Otter (m-sop)IBengt
Forsberg (pno)
DG 453 481-2

(
68m 43s)

Here is a programme as attractive in
contents as it is beautifully sung and
played. There are rarities among the
18 songs, as well as old favourites,
the programme being cunningly
chosen to show off the interpretative
skills of Anne Sofie von Otter as
well as Schubert's absolute mastery
of the lied. Among comparative
rarities Ihave particularly enjoyed
'Viola', a long setting of a Schober
poem that is finely sustained and
exquisitely performed. Typical of the
construction of the programme is
the decision to follow it with
Worme der Wehmut', one of
Schubert's shortest songs.
Other unusual items include
`Erntelied' (Welty) and
`Totengrdbers Heimweh' (Craigher);
most listeners will return with the
greatest pleasure to the favourite
songs — a saucy ` Heidenrtislein', a
steadily marching 'Wanderer an den
Mond', a radiant, perfectly turned
`Ave Maria'.
Bengt Forsberg is a sensitive, very
positive accompanist. And ladies
from the Swedish Radio Chorus play
their part in ` Stândchen', the
Grillparzer setting that here forms a
delightful centrepiece to what is
otherwise a solo recital.
Peter Branscombe
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SVENDSEN:
Symphonies 1 & 2
wcízan ROIRasilainen
Finlandia 0630 19055 2

There are

Anne Sofie
von Otter
(
71m 10s)

as well as
Schubert'

Johan Svendsen ( 1840-1911) was
the symphonic force of Norwegian
Romanticism, his contemporary
compatriot Grieg the miniaturist. An
oversimplification perhaps, because
each ventured onto the other's

absolute
mastery of
the lied'

territory, but Svendsen's symphonies
show more cogent large-scale
organisation than Isuspect Grieg
was ever capable of. Svendsen's First
(1866) has ayouthful vigour that
betrays the desire that, whatever else
happens in your life, you will not
forget its dotted opening phrase.
Both works have beautiful slow
movts (even if that in No.1, at 12m,
is beautiful for too long) and each
has ascherzo. In 1it is an energetic
Norwegian dance, irresistible and
adroitly scored; in 2 it is called
Intermezzo but otherwise shares its
characteristics with its forerunner.
Each Symphony ends with a movt
marked con fuoco preceded by aslow
introduction, but the finale-problem
catches up with Svendsen in 2. It
tends to aimlessness. Composed a
decade later than 1, the Second
Symphony is earnest and more
concerned with dramatic effects —
some of them indeed effective.
Playing is very alert, with
enthusiastic brass and nicely pointed
strings. Woodwind brings out the
Nordic element clearly, as one
would expect from this orchestra.
The recording poses a question
that might be answered by those
better qualified than me: at the start
it seems unbelievably harsh but I
quickly forgot this. Had the
engineers corrected it as it went
along or had Igrown used to it?
Running back to track one suggested
the latter, and later dips elsewhere
confirmed it. Do we have a quality
filter in the brain that kicks in when
we are enjoying the music? Perhaps
you will enjoy it too, for the playing
and the music are truly delightful.
Robert Deeding
)- C: 1 - 1* '
VIVALDI:
L'Estro Armonico - 12 Concerti
op- 3
Europa Galante/Biondi
Virgin 'Veers' 7243 545 3152
(2CDs, 102m 02s)
If you are bored with Vivaldi's
L'Estro Armonico, his earliest
published concerti ( 1711), this is the
set for you. Authentic strings played
with all the bouncy phrasing one
could wish for, and a continuo
consisting of harpsichord (poorly
balanced), organ, archlute and
Baroque guitar. The recording is
natural and immediate, and if I
might suggest the playing time to be
less than generous Iadmit that any
fill-up would be superfluous and out
of place. Despite slight intonation
doubts, there is impressive playing
from Fabio Biondi, the violinistdirector, and the other four soloists,
and much to enjoy in the
performances, even if the marvellous
fugue in No.11 jogtrots and lacks
resonance.
But one wonders just how free
and easy Vivaldi allowed his players
to be. We know that 18th-century
scores were mere shorthand
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mnemonics to be 'realised' by
performers, so added figuration,
ornamentation, dynamics and
phrasing, as here, were acceptable.
One might even permit pizzicato, as
in No.12(ii) and (iii), and increased
drama imposed upon the slow
movts. What seems ludicrously
anachronistic is the Romantic
affectation of alighting on afinal
note after apause, then swelling and
fading it, as in 3(i), 9(iii), 11(iii) and
elsewhere. Even worse, in 5(i) this
treatment is given to the end of the
opening phrase and then, of all
things, our unbelieving ears
experience an accelerando, and this
in music composed at least 60 years
before the musical accelerando had
been invented. Another accelerando
occurs at the start of 11(i). Concerto
12(i) is treated to a steamroller
ending, then there are enormous
gaps between the opening phrases of
(iii), and the work ends with a
spurious gracenote and an ugly slow
trill. Vivaldi knew how to spell
'Largo' and would have written it ifhe had meant it at the start of
Concerto 1. Actually, he wrote
'Allegro'.
But playing and ensemble are
excellent, so if your curiosity permits
investigation of this eccentric set
perhaps you could discover why the
concerti are presented in an
unexplained and arbitrary order,
quite different from that of the
published version. My performance
grading reflects playing and
interpretation in that order.
Robert Deeding
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VIVALDI
'The Four Seasons' J Concertos II Piacere J La Tempesta di Mare
Goteried von der Goltz (vie
Freiburger Baroque OrchlHarp
Consort/King
BMG OHM 05472 77384 2

(66m 02s)

Hardly the first period-instrument
'Four Seasons', and at full price a
doubtful bargain even with two extra
concertos. And what is LawrenceKing's Harp Consort doing here?
Ifeel Goltz goes too far at times
in his effort to emphasise the
descriptive elements. His ritornello in
'Summer' (i) and the central Adagio
are far too languid and drawn-out
(Goltz improvises unnecessarily,
too), but the storm sequences are
truly drenching, the crescendi
threatening, and the continuo
crushing. For the battalion of
continuo players comprises no less
than four bowed and eight plucked
instruments, plus two organs. The
Harp Consort is in there
somewhere. It all makes this a
weighty version of the work.
Imaginative too, for something
(possibly harp) provides a strange
rippling background to the dozing
merrymakers in 'Autumn' (i); and
'Winter' is given abitter edge by the
sul pomicello bowing. In ' Spring' (iii)
87
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the regal organ provides anice rustic
drone, while the dog (viola) in (ii)
barks enthusiastically. How the
shepherd sleeps through that racket I
can't imagine!
Doubtless, exaggerated gestures
are intended to draw the punter to
the nth version of this over-recorded
work; if Ifind it somewhat hectic
you may disagree, so if you're in the
market for Vivaldi's picturepostcards of Venetian life, give this a
try. The additional concertos,
'Pleasure' and ' Storm at Sea' show
the same characteristics, and a
bonus (?) is areading of Vivaldi's
sonnets accompanying 'The Four
Seasons' — in Italian. The sound is
echoey but not unpleasant.
Robert Dearling

B-C:2-3

WAGNER:
Lohengrin - Act 1 Prelude' J
Overture Tannhauser J Siegfried
Idyll J Gütterdámmerung Siegfried's Rhine Journey J
Siegfried's Funeral March
'Lucerne Fest OrchIVP01
Furtivângler
Testament 5BT 1141
(60m 32s) mono recordings 1947-50
An important collection for
Furtwângler enthusiasts, with first
publications of a 1947 Lohengrin
Prelude with the Lucerne Festival
Orchestra (though duplicated in a
recent Music & Arts set, where less
has been done to reduce background
noise — Iprefer their transfer) and
a 1949 Tannhauser overture with the
VPO, the conductor's one issued
recording of the Siegfried Idyll (
the
Hunt discography also notes aTurin
Radio tape) — lofty if lacking in
intimacy in the full orchestra version
— and two
excerpts from
the Ring
(1949/50)
which predate
the more
familiar EMI
recordings
made eight
months before
the conductor's
death. The
sound in the
'Rhine Journey'
is astonishingly
vivid for 1949
and the
performance
one of blazing
intensity:
contrast the
controlled
development of radiance of
Toscanini's version on Naxos [page
91] with Furtwângler's almost
psychotic identification with
Wagner's drama. Buy the Testament
disc for this and the Funeral March.
Even well-informed collectors will
find Alan Sanders's note on
Furtwângler highly revealing.
Christopher Breumg
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THE COMPOSER-PIANISTS
GODOWSKY: Toccata Op.13/
SCRIABIlt Poème tragique Op.34
Deux poems Op.71/HAMELIN:
Etudes 9, 10, 12/ BACH-FEINBERG:
Schubier Chorale 6/FEINBERG:
Berceuse Op.19a/HAYDN-ALKAN:
Andante from Symphony 94/ALKAN:
2 Esquisses/ BUSONI: Fantasia leach
JS Bach/ RtICHMANINOV: Moment
Musical Op.16:2 J Etude-Tableau
Op.33.4/MEDTNER: Improvisation
Op.31'1/SORAB11: Pastiche on the
Hindu Merchant's Song from
Rimsky-Kersakov's Sadko
Marc-Andre Hamelin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67050

(
68m 1&)

Mr Hamelin [
above] continues to be
aphenomenon — probably one of
the most formidably gifted and
intelligent performers of the age_ I
do believe Ud still consider him a
great pianist even if he recorded
some standard repertoire sometime.
But I'm glad he's bold enough,
instead, to continue to programme
such esoteric selections as this one
(and that Hyperion have the courage
to record him doing it).
This hugely enjoyable and
intermittently stupefying recital
certainly traces avery rarefied and
unorthodox line of pianistic descent
and mutual influence (illustrating,
apparently, a forthcoming book by
one Robert Rimm on ComposerPianists from Alkan to Hamelin),
but there's so much to admire it
hardly matters if one doesn't pick up
all the cross-connections. From the
opening bats of track 1, Godowsky's
filigree G-fiat Toccata, you feel
you're in the hands of amaster.
Compare, if you can, Konstantin
Shcherbakov's perfectly good reading
of the same piece [Marco Polo] —
more straightforwardly virtuosic and
glittery, in brighter, harder sound.
Hamelin is more deliberate in pace,
but brings so much more flexibility.
more light and shade, more depth,
we might be hearing adifferent
piece.

There are extreme rarities here, of
course. That Alkan was really alateclassical composer is shown by his
aristocratic transcription of the slow
movt of the Surprise Symphony. The
Soviet master Samuel Feinberg
(1890-1962) contributes a
thunderous Bach transcription and a
meltingly Scriabinesque Berceuse.
Sorabji's deliquescent treatment of
Rimsky's Hindu Song is, for him,
almost restrained. And Hamelin's
own Etudes — awicked distortion of
Chopin's G-flat Etude into F-sharp,
awild toccata on Rossini's La
Danza, lastly afiendish Prelude &
Fugue — are enormous fun.
Yet there's also superb Medmer,
Rachmaninov and Scriabin, and at
the very centre of the programme
sits by far the largest piece, a
magnificent reading of Busoni's
Fantasia nach .7.9 Bach. Given its
sense of authority, textural clarity
and textual fidelity, its ineluctable
poise and variety of touch (hear the
preternatural delicacy of those very
deep staccato octaves in the last six
bars of the Andante quasi Adagio), I
wouldn't hesitate to rank it with
Petri's [EMI]. On the other hand I
would hesitate to compare it to John
Ogdon's late recording [ Continuum,
nia], which — though altogether
freer in approach — makes an
altogether more intense spiritual
experience of the piece and remains
for me an almost superhuman
achievement. Hamelin is not yet in
that league, quite. But he bids fair
to get there. The recording is quite
up to Hyperion's standard for his
previous releases. No lover of piano
literature should need any
persuading to acquire this disc.
Calum MacDonald
A:1 * 4 0
JANE EAGLEN
MOZART: Arias from Don Giovanni,
Lucio Silla & Idomeneo/R STRAUSS:
Scenes and arias from Salome,
Guntram, Ariadne auf Naxos,
Arabella & Die Aegyptische Helena
Jane Eaglen (sop)/Israel POIMehta
Sony Classical SK 60042

(
64m 46s)

It's hard work trying to be positive
about the recording work of an artist
you desperately admire on stage but
who has yet to put across her finer
points on disc. Icould say that
Eaglen has not been blessed with
ideally supportive conducting on
either of her Sony recitals — where
Mark Elder, for her Wagner scenes,
seemed determined to adopt the
Goodall style at interminable length,
Mehta and the Israelis charge
through Strauss with what turns out
to be explicable, if not forgivable,
haste (more on that anon).
Ishould also reiterate, as Iwrote
of the earlier disc, that the soprano's
phenomenal tonal strengths aren't
the kind best served by the artifice
of recording. Yet the fact remains
that she simply isn't at her freest or
most spontaneous here for more
89

than a few phrases at a time.
When the ringing upper register is
fully energised, it's still a thing of
wonder, even through the loudspeakers: Salome's consummated
kiss, Helena's sense of ecstasy on
her ' second bridal night', and the
bright sword of Mozart's Cecilio still
give agood idea of what all the fuss
is about. But there are more nearmisses, sometimes because Mehta
refuses to lend expansive support
(throughout most of the Salome
closing scene and as Ariadne at last
soars into full cantilena), at other
times because the constant vowel
modification turns any aria
constantly hovering in higher range
to mush (as in the ldomeneo
vengeance aria), or simply because
the piece is unsuitable — Eaglen will
never be right for Arabella's
sentimental Viennese charm.
Heroics are best, especially in the
recitatives. Though others may think
otherwise, surely Eaglen's way of
hitting the note right in the centre
wins her the right to some stylish
Mozart (and her coloratura is rather
remarkable in adramatic soprano)
— here she needs a conductor like
Mackerras to coax and nurture
innate Mozartian intelligence.
As for the Strauss, maybe Mehta
and his orchestra seem better in the
Guntram excerpt because we know
Strauss's opera less well (though
what's this in Eaglen's note about
the work not being 'through
composed', or about Freihild getting
her man?). The papery orchestral
sound elsewhere, especially in the
Salome excerpt, is only so glaring
because the players seem out of
sympathy with the style. When
Eaglen tells us that the Strauss
concert in which she participated a
year before the recording was the
first time Strauss's music had been
played before an Israeli public, we
find out why. So this is history, too:
a document of Richard in Israel,
though clearly not ahappy one from
the orchestra's point of view.
David Nice
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ARS SUBTILIOR
Music by Grimace, Bonet, Vaillant,
Padova, Perusio, Trebor, Caserta,
Moulins, Hasprois, Cuvelier, Velut,
Grenon and anon
Catherine Bott (sop) /New London
Consort/Pickett
Linn CND 039

(
68m 27s)

A more subtle art indeed. Here is a
disc of interesting, attractive music
by agroup of composers whose
work is undeservedly neglected, even
in our historically-conscious times.
Between the death of Machaut in
1377 and the birth of Dufay in 1400
the courts of southern Europe
enjoyed amusical flowering of
hitherto unparallelled complexity
and experiment. The Chantilly
Codex is the major source for this
music, and its wide-ranging
90

repertoire is probably connected to
the ornate splendour of the Papal
Court at Avignon.
Some 40 names of composers
have come down to us from this
period, although most are decidedly
shadowy figures. The habit of

Of the eight excellent vocal
soloists Iparticularly enjoyed Libby
Crabtree in Ariel's numbers: she has
just the right blend of disembodied
purity and appeal. Simon Grant
enjoys the Second Devil's wind aria;
and Paul Agnew is delightful in •
rendering names in encrypted form
Aeolus's music. None of the songs
gives rise to an element of confusion
for the servants are to be found
(is Trebor in fact an anagram of
'A dozen
here. The chorus sings powerfully
Robert?). Among the most
and expressively, and the numerous
Mozart
significant is Matheus de Perusio,
purely instrumental numbers are
movements
who was at one point based in
brought expressively to life, and
Milan. His Le greygnour bien features are made the played with spirit and eloquence.
a series of highly experimental
basis for reThe recorded quality is high, with
rhythmic quirks including the
interpretation quite close placement and exemplary
simultaneous use of conflicting time
clarity of texture. The booklet lacks
and
signatures, a feature more readily
track-numbers in the three-language
performance libretto, which makes the finding of
identified with the avant-garde of
the 20th-century than the 14th.
by traditional aparticular piece unnecessarily
There are several examples here of
difficult.
Egyptian
the ' realistic' virelai, agenre of
Peter Branscornhe
A:1•/1
musicians,
chanson in which the sounds of
mingling with MOZART IN EGYPT
nature or of battle are literally

represented in the music. Borlet's
Hé tres doulz rossignol offers a
plangent depiction of the
nightingale, here entreated to act as
messenger for the lovesick swain.
The texts are often elaborately
allegorical and offer many
opportunities for drama and
coloristic setting.
Catherine Bott is in many
respects an ideal singer in this
repertoire, bringing out the
requisite element of fun in many of
the pieces and delighting in the
virtuoso display demanded. She is
ably supported by Philip Pickett and
his consort, who add to their
impressive track record in the music
of this era.
Linn's recording is quite
outstanding in clarity and presence.
John Kersey
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THE ENCHANTED ISLAND
Music for a Restoration 'Tempest'
Musicians of the Globe/Pickett
Philips 456 505-2

(
59m 09s)

Here is another delightful issue from
Philip Pickett and his Musicians of
the Globe, with 30 numbers of
varying length and complexity by
Henry Purcell, Matthew Locke,
Pelham Humfrey, Giovanni Battista
Draghi and others. The versions of
The Tempest that were prepared in
1667 by Davenant and Dryden, and
in 1774 by Shadwell, are a long way
removed from Shakespeare's
original, but that will worry few
purchasers of this disc, which
presents a reconstruction of a
hypothetical score of around 1700.
It is fascinating to hear some of the
familiar Shakespearean verses, with
verbal variants, and set to melodies
that are indeed 'rich and strange';
some of the numbers are well known
favourites, such as 'Where the bee
sucks' and 'Arise, ye subterranean
winds'. The performances are
expert, with abundant spirit,
infectious rhythms, and at other
times due dignity and weight.

players in
the Western
tradition'

Various Soloists/Bulgarian SOI
Natchev
Virgin Classics 545311 2

(68m)

This is an extraordinary issue.
Hughes de Courson and Ahmed al
Maghreby seem to have decided that
the World Cup was not going to
cause enough international interest
in Marseilles in summer 1998, and
. that something further was
erequired on ahigher plane. They
have come up with 'Mozart in
Egypt', but were not content to
concentrate on the Mozart works
connected with Egypt — The Cairo
Goose and The Magic Flute — but
have let their imagination run riot,
with 'world music'. This means that
adozen Mozart movements are
made the basis for reinterpretation
and performance by traditional
Egyptian musicians, mingling with
players in the Western tradition.
A disadvantage of the otherwise
excellent packaging (the central CD
flanked by four folding panels) is
that the minuscule type used, which
is printed against Egyptian patterns
in yellows and browns, will require
the average listener to have recourse
to a magnifying glass. The effort is
worthwhile. Ihave particularly
enjoyed the slow movement of the
A-major Concerto K488 with ud,
piano and orchestra, having hitherto
thought of it purely as a piano
concerto; and Papageno's
Mâdchen oder Weibchen' is lovely
with an 8th-century Arab love poem;
the final (and longest) item is a
moving reflection on the Requiem,
with children from Bulgaria and
Egypt singing music associated with
mourning.
The notes could have been more
informative, and identification of
some of the Mozart items is not easy
in the absence of K6chel numbers
and correct information. The
recording is clear and atmospheric.
A case of hearing is believing — and
enjoying!
Peter Branscombc ,
NOVEMBER 1998
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CONCERT EDITION
Robert Hupka's
Toscanini
portraits ( RCA)

Atti )

>
The foundation of
the NBC
Symphony
Orchestra sprang
from the intense
rivaity between
CBS (who were
broadcasting New
York Philharmonic
concerts) and
NBC. The eminent
critic Samuel
Chotzinoff — his
wife was Heifetz 's
sister, and the
Toscaninis were
frequent guests at
their home — was
engaged to
negotiate with the
Maestro in Milan.
Toscanini
contracted to
conduct twelve
concerts at afee of
$40,000. He gave
his farewell concert
with the NYP in
April 1936. For
full details, see
Joseph Horovitz's
'Understanding
Toscanini' (Faber
& Faber, 1987).
Incidentally, I
would hope that no
radio station today
would give airtime
to an intermission
talk like Samuel
Clwtzinoff's
(between the two
Beethoven
symphonies), where
astring of
romantic clichés
about the
composer's
character is
delivered in the
most pompous
manner
imaginable!
CB

11iN

axos's Toscanini Concert Edition
(principally from NBC
transcription discs, 1935-43, or
private sources, Cedar processed)
promises to be memorable. Some of
the first discs have already reached
five-figure sales. Three Beethoven
discs dominate the first batch:
Symphony 5 (from April 1933) and
the Triple Concerto (May 1942),
with Ania Dorfman (pno)/Michel
Piastro (v1n)/josef Schuster (vie)
[8.110801, 65m] — the orchestra
here is the New York Philharmonic,
all other discs are with the NBC.
Symphonies 1 & 3 are coupled with
the Fide() overture (Oct ' 39)
[8.1108e2-3, ZCDs, 91m]; Piano
Concerto 3, soicust Myra Hess, and
the Coriolan overture are coupled
with Wagner's '
Siegfried's Rhine
Journey' (Dec '46), [
8.110804, 71m].
Toscanini's Beethoven is full of
fire, totally dedicated and straight
from the heart — after the
introduction, the First Symphony
springs into action like ayoung
gazelle. The flowing lines of (ii)
caress, whilst (iii) (iv) are
remarkable for rhythmic zest and
vitality. His Eroica hits like repeated
hammer blows at the opening,
pouring forth a turbulent course of
events dramatic and poetic by turn.
The funeral march is truly noble,
and the remaining two movts an
object lesson in fleeting counterpoint
and clarity of notation.
The Maestro's Symphony 5 we
know provided avictory symbol for
the end of the war against Germany
and Japan. In the Triple Concerto,
two string principals, together with
the Odessa pianist favoured by
Toscanini, carry the day, while the
two overtures are fine hero character
studies. Myra Hess said that she was
frightened by tales of this fierce
M
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Italian conductor who insisted on
perfection and always lost his temper
— instead she found a charming
musician, continually praising her
lyrical interpretation, who matched
her conception of the concerto with
the utmost care and devotion.
In the Coriolan rehearsal the
conductor's ' Sec! Sec!' [Dry! Dr)/
signifies exactness of ensemble, with
a sound at the beginning like a
pistol shot or whip-crack. Toscanini
likewise takes avery positive view of
Wagner's hero, Sigfried's dauntless
courage, followed by the Rhine
motive and cry of the Rhine
daughters.
The Brahms concert ( May 1940)
prior to the NBC Orchestra's South
American tour featured the
conductor's son-in-law Vladimir
Horowitz, as soloist in Piano
Concerto 2; the programme started
with the first movt of the Serenade
Op.11 and ended with Symphony 1.
.The rehearsal extract is from the
concerto, where the first-horn has a
real lesson in pitching of high notes.
Performances are pretty stupendous,
with the charm of the Serenade's
Allegro moho giving way to the
pianist's dazzling and poetic playing
(much preferable to RCA's studio
version done three days later) and
the high power and vision of the Cminor Symphony [ 8.110805-6,
2CDs, 120m 05s].
The Debussy package (April '46)
[8.110811-2 > 2CDs, 139m] also has
high virtues — Marche écossaise,
Danse, La Damoiselle élue (
with
jarmila NovotnaiHerdia
Glaz/Women's Chorus of the Scola
Cantorum), ' Nuages', ' Fêtes', Ibéria,
La Mer. At the end of CD2 come
rehearsal excerpts from Marche,
'Nuages' and ' Fêtes', the longest
chunk being the first played. (My

favourite comment was ` Piano!
Piano! There: not so difficult,
huh?'.) The performance of Danse
(Tarantelle Styrienne) is lovely, and
so are the vocal contributions in La
Damoiselle élue.
Some think that Toscanini's
Mozart conducting is fast-driven
and abrupt, but they forget the
lilting phrasing style and the pliable
rhythmic line beneath. The Marriage
of Figaro overture is the perfect (Dec
'43) concert-opener here [
8.110809,
55m 44s], but when Mieczyslaw
Horszowski teams up for Piano
Concerto 27 in B-flat (not K895,
Naxos's fictitious opus belonging
perhaps to Mozart's heavenly vigils),
the results are delightfully refreshing.
This is a great collaboration, and the
well-known ' Haffner' Symphony gets
the full Toscanini treatment: rapierlike thrusts of the baton cutting
sharp inroads into his NBC string
section, then caressing them with his
own vocal accompaniment.
Sibelius's 75th birthday was
celebrated with an NBC concert
(Dec '40) of five popular works:
Symphony 2, Pohjola's Daughter,
'Swan of Tuonela', `Lemminkainen's
Return' and Finlandia [
8.110810,
76m]. The Symphony is on apar
with Toscanini's EMI recording with
the BBC SO. Whatever arguments
there might be concerning tempi, he
adopts similar speeds to Kajanus's,
and the interpretation is
straightfoward but very exciting.
Pohjola's Daughter is quite stunning.
This is an awkward work to pace,
with mood/key changes leaving gaps
in the textures if taken at a slowish
pace. Toscanini adopts moderate
speeds, dovetailing the extended
chunks together, with brass and
strings showing their mettle just
prior to the coda. His ' Swan' is
haunting, and Lemminkainen
celebrates his return home in
resplendent style! The Finlandia
encore is fast, with an air of
passionate rejoicing, brushing aside
the 'pure corn' of having to sit
through the piece yet again.
Toscanini's Tchaikovsky
Pathétique may not have the intensity
or insights of other great conductors'
(the April '41 recording relay is not
helpful either). He holds the work
on a tight if expressive rein, but
Horowitz's coupled performance of
Piano Concerto 1sets Carnegie Hall
alight! Again, Iprefer this to the
commercial record made the
following month [
8.110807, 7/m].
[Yet surely Horowitz's playing of the
opening is almost ludicrously comic,
and bears out Angela Hewin's
interview observation? It's worth
persevering with the dim and variable
sound (can the finale really be from the
same source?) in the Pathétique,
however, for some truly marvellous
moments. Mus Ed]
Overall ratings H: 1-3 A
Bill Newman
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dazzling microtonal bouquet thrown
by two of the authentic voices of
modern jazz to their supporters.
Wild and very, very fine: afitting
memorial to Charles, who died in
March aged 64. A:1 0
ART BLAKEY AND THE JAZZ
MESSENGERS
LIVE AT MONTREUX AND
NORTHSEA/IN MY PRIME V
CHIPPIN' IN
TIMELESS S1P011

Reviews by Ben Watson

Fading idereity:

MINTON/BUTCHER/HIRT
TWO CONCERTS

lochen

FMP OWN 90006

Twelker's

(
55m I7,)

At first glance, Jochen Twelker's
cover painting [above] is ahard-edge
abstraction. However, there are
some disturbances in the grid; you
can make out aprone body. The
head, though, has been pixellated. A
means of concealing identity has
been punned together with the
impenetrability of abstract art. The
image is appropriate. Phil Minton
(voice), John Butcher (sax) and
Erhard Hirt (guitar and effects) play
music of uncompromising
abstraction, free-improvised, at the
edge. Alert rhythmic cut-offs and
super-aware listening ensure tension,
so detailed and finely balanced this
could be musique concrète. Yet
despite this militant abstraction,
surreal motifs keep surfacing: echoes
of morgues and murder. Hirt's
guitar sounds like footsteps on
gravel, Minton yelps like a dog, and
Butcher's sax becomes a squeaky
toy; Hirt conjures a demented
church organist; Minton and
Butcher emulate signals from a
farflung galaxy heard on a radio
telescope. On the last track, Hirt
indulges some rhythmic jangles and
Minton waxes climactic. The
musicians are so electrically sensitive
to each other they risk fragmentation
and indirection, but aclose listen is
rewarding. A:1 r)

(upside down)
cover artwork
for Minton/
Butcher/Hires
Two Concerts

HATOLOGY 517

(
41m 47s)

Billy Bang's violin is a treasure, a
gorgeous exoticism stains every
skidaddling run and lowering tone.
This was a festival recording, with
the brittle, showy feel of
performances in front of massed
enthusiasts. Drummer Dennis
Charles gives asuperb account of
`The'onions', while Bang's playing
on Omette's ' Lonely Woman' has
the cracked, vocal sound of someone
swapping virtuosity for soul. A
climactic ' Know Your Enemy' is a
92

A shiny hardboard box holds three
late recordings by the titan of hardbop drums. Live At Montreux is
from 1980. An 11-piece meshes two
editions of the Jazz Messengers, so
you can compare the trumpets of
Valerie Ponomarev and Wynton
Marsalis and the alto saxes of Bobby
Watson and Branford Marsalis. The
former are evenly matched, but
Branford cannot compete with
Bobby's glorious resurrection of
Cannonball's glee on ' Stairway To
The Stars'. On ' Bit A Bittadose',
bassist Charles Fambrough hits a
telling riff and Kevin Eubanks's

L

BILLY BANG Si DENNIS
CHARLES
BANGCEPT1ON, WILLISAU 1982

o

(
3CDs, 175m 10s)

eonard and Phil Chess are
famous for their blues releases.
Their Aristocrat — and then Chess
— label put Chicago on the map
and provided the basic repertoire for
the British Blues Boom. However,
their mission was to sell records to
the black community, so they lacked
the assumptions about ' accessibility'
that render corporate rock and pop
so predictable. Subsidiaries named
Checker, Cadet and Argo released
Doo Wop, Soul, Rockabilly,
Cocktail and Jazz. BMG's
Chessmates is now reissuing the
jazz. Covers and sleevenotes are
reproduced; lack of unreleased
'extras' means short running times,
but the identity of the originals is
preserved.
Lou Donaldson's Fried Buzzard
[GRP 18292, 37m 36s] is a terrific
live club-date from 1965. It refutes
the notion that Charlie Parker's
extensions made jazz high-brow and
unapproachable: Donaldson is a
showman, and in his hands bebop
becomes a raucous show. Trumpeter
Bill Hardman from the Jazz
Messengers plays lightning trumpet.
Billy Gardner's Hammond is a
groove. There's a lack of
preciousness that makes you forgive
every fluff; a strut the exactitude of
the pedants cannot emulate. Fiery
stuff. A:1 1:
Kenny Dorham & the Jazz
Prophets' Vol. I [
GRP 18202, 39m
54s] is aNYC studio date from
1956 with hip, cool arrangements.
Sam Jones (bass) and Arthur
Edgehill (drums) deliver aspeedy
clip that exacts fierce, compacted
solos from the leader's trumpet and
JR Montrose's tenor. Dick Katz's

guitar some rousing runs. Robin
Eubanks's gutsy trombone adds to
the roadhouse feel. Off-the-desk
recording gives James Williams's
piano a tinny, electric sound and the
string bass is big and buzzy. In My
Prime VoLl is from 1978, a subdued
studio date for a line-up that
includes Watson and Ponomarev,
plus David Schnitter's tenor and
Curtis Fuller's majestic trombone.
Watson stirs things up on
'Reflections In Blue', and his
'E.T.A.' sounds as fresh as ever
(there's abootleggish lack of data on
all these: no composer credits; no
sleevenotes; printed timings are
approximate). Chippin' In is from
1990. The four-horn frontline had
not yet evolved into a great
Messengers and the tenor solos are
ponderous and uninspired. When
late Blakey bands got fine-tuned
they sounded glitzy rather than
stylish — ` Raincheck' is an
annoyingly trivial show-tune — but
when things get low-down, it's great:
on the juggernaut title-cut there are
great splurges of trombone courtesy
Javon Jackson and Dale Barlow.

bluesy piano simply romps.
Handsomely direct, this Bop is fresh
and replete with inventions that still
raise eyebrows. A:1
Drummer Max Roach's Max
[GRP 18252, 32m 53s], recorded in
Chicago on 14 January 1958, has
the boomy studio sound of Miles's
Blue Note recordings from the early
1950s (there's so much echo that
Kenny Dorham's trumpet sounds
like atrombone). Soloing is detailed,
perhaps over-fussy, but as usual
Hank Mobley's tenor convinces.
The pianist is Ramsey Lewis, his
able comping showing that 'The In
Crowd' and `Wade In The Water'
didn't exhaust his skills. Tight, tidy
jazz that hasn't quite made up its
mind between Bebop and Hard
Bop. A:1
Perhaps Introducing Roland Kirk
And Featuring Ira Sullivan [
GRP
18212, 37m I4s], recorded in
Chicago on 7 June 1960, best
exemplifies Chess's splice of musical
outreach and soul. Described in the
liner notes as having ' the wild,
untutored quality of a street
musician coupled with the subtlety
of a modern jazz man', Kirk's
plangent tenor, manzello and stritch
— sometimes all played at once! —
evoke apiping, caustic melancholy
to which William Burton's
Hammond is the perfect
accompaniment. Sullivan contributes
dapper bop trumpet. Everything
from the clonking gospel of ' Soul
Girl' to the King Curtis-style
lachrymosity of ' Our Love Is Here
To Say' has a heartening, thicktextured, downhome feel. When
Kirk and Sullivan stretch out on the
solos, though, things really fly. A:1
NOVEMBER 1998
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Blakey was 70, dying later that year,
but his ever-varied snare shots goad
trumpeter Brian Lynch into a
ferocious solo. Hot! A—B:1-2 0
DENIS COUN TRIO
FLUIDE
IN SITU IMO

(
51m 28s)

Bass-clarinettist Denis Colin was
initially inspired by Coltrane, Shepp
and Sun Ra. He played in Alan
Silva's Celestial Communication
Orchestra, acrucial conduit for Free
Jazz into France. He now plays slow
tunes that owe as much to chanson
and Bedouin folk as to jazz. His
rejection of both technology and
extended instrumental technique
seems deliberate. His accompanists
(Didier Petit on cello, Ramon Lopez
on drums) play it whole-tone and
restful. Colin's understanding of
North African rhythms and scales is
too classical, and the instrumental
sound too plummy, to either groove
or haunt; Eric Satie's lullabies are
never far away. Despite some
lurches towards the improv antics of
the Clusone Trio, 'Veillées' is
typical: sentimental and melancholy,
the mood is too familiar, the musical
devices too readily available, to
intrigue the jazz listener. Film
music? A:2 0
LOL COXHILL St VERYAN
WESTON
BOUNDLESS
EMANEM 4021

(
70m 15s)

Lol Coxhill's soprano and Veryan
Weston's piano promise riveting
listening. Liner-notes refer to the
wonderful duets they recorded on
The Joy Of Paranoia in 1978.
Comparison shows what's missing
here: pacing, poise, noise, a sense of
drama. Formal chill predominates,
evincing a 'real music' ethic that
deprives Coxhill of his trump card:
transforming noise and accident into
occasions for poignant expression.
Amazingly fluent, the duo keep
diving into complex clusters — a
stand-off between Cecil Taylor and
Donald Duck. Coxhill achieves some
lyrical twists that spear the heart,
but Weston only responds to the
abstract note values. Paradoxically,
Coxhill made far more affecting
records with Steve Miller — a raw
plunker compared to Weston.
Maybe, like Kurt Schwitters, Coxhill
needs the challenge of unlikely
materials. Too posh. A:1 0
PRODS CUIRSTAD TRIO
REMEMBER TO FORGET
CIRCULASIONE TOTALE CT 199710
(67m 43s)
Norwegian saxophonist Frode
Gjerstad recorded with New York
bassist William Parker for Cadence
two years ago: in October 1997,
Parker toured Norway with Gjerstad,
along with drummer Hamid Drake.
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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This is what they played at Café
Sting in Stavanger. From his first
urgent bass note, Parker stokes
excitement. Reflective passages are
moving, attaining the ache-in-throat
sadness of the late Xero Slingsby.
On occasions, the trio's velocity
suggests adrum orchestra; at other
times, Gjerstad's whistling-kettle sax
turns the bass/drum rattling into an
evocative soundtrack. Gjerstad's
combination of see-saw surprise and
humble homeliness owes adebt to
Ayler, but he's less muscular, more
airy; he splits his sound like light in
aprism, surrounding Parker's
mighty bass in an eerie penumbra.
As the press release says, this is not
ECM: musical magic is achieved less
by tasteful reticence (and studio
echo) than by expressive interaction.
A:1 0
CHARLES MINGUS
THE COMPLETE 1959 COLUMBIA
RECORDINGS
COLUMBIA/LEGACY C3K 65145
(3CDs, 170m 57s)
This brings to CD the 4LP box-set
issued by Mosaic five years ago (plus
apreviously unissued alternate take
of ` Diane'). Inside aflimsy card
wrap-around are three jewel-boxes
with lavish booklets: two reproduce
the cover art of Mingus Ah Urn and
Mingus Dynasty, while a third
comprises, and is called, Alternate
Takes. Brian Priestley supplies loving
and learned analyses. Mingus Ah Um
is a sonorous classic of well-groofned
gospel and yearning romanticism,
Mingus Dynasty a slighter affair. The
alternate takes are, well, alternate.
Drummer Dannie Richmond was
the perfect complement to the
composer's bass, and Booker Ervin's
clean, wailing tenor dominates. Deft
jazz, though this listener subscribes
to Steve Day's thesis (in his recent
book Two Full Ears) that wildman
Roland Kirk drove 1962's Oh Yeah
to peaks these polished workshops
never quite attained. A:1 0

'Gjerstad's
combination
of see- saw
surprise and

REVIEWS

MARTIN KLAPPER/ROGER
TURNER
RECENT CROAKS
ACTA 11

(59m 43s)

humble

Sitting at adesk of toys and
wielding contact mics to launch a
cascade of avant sonics, Martin
owes a debt
Klapper made an unforgettable
to Ayler,
contribution to Company Week ' 93.
but he's less Citing Big Sid Catlett as aprimary
inspiration, Roger Turner is a
muscular,
percussion supremo, his speed and
more airy;
accuracy scary. Here Turner's
he splits his superfine beats engage with
sound like
Klapper's effects in a mind-screwing
series of tight, knotty play-offs. On
light in a
the cover, two rabbits snuggling
prism,
inside two boots cast a sinister crosssurrounding shaped shadow on a tree. The disc
Parker's
itself is printed with ring-pull
mighty bass instructions. Dada Survival Art:
militantly dotty, but delivered with a
in an eerie
technical finesse most of the
penumbra'
'serious' competition cannot muster.
A:1*
homeliness

VARIOUS
JAZZ IS WHERE YOU FIND IT
1924-1930
TIMELESS HISTORICAL CRC 1-048 (
71m 53s)
Archival ultra-rarities off 78s,
featuring the crazy, banjo-driven
Charlestons of the Blue Ribbon
Syncopators, the rich pumping
orchestrations of Roy Johnson's
Happy Pals, the warbling palm-court
vocals of Walton McKinney with the

THELONIOUS MONK
QUARTET
LIVE AT MONTEREY JAZZ FESTIVAL,
'63 VOLUME 1
MFSL UDCD 685

(
54m 23s)

LIVE AT MONTEREY JAZZ FESTIVAL,
'63 VOLUME 2
MFSL UDCD 686

(
51m 26s)

Monk's familiar repertoire — ' I'm
Getting Sentimental Over You', ' I
Mean You', ' Criss Cross',
`Epistrophy' — as performed at
Monterey, California on 21 and 22
September 1963. Sound is firm and
round, the instruments placed in the
stereo picture most vividly. Charlie
Rouse (tenor), John Ore (bass) and
Frank Dunlop (drums) supply the
Chinese-puzzle satisfactions of
Monk's later music. Knock-out.
A:1 0

Jackie Souders Orchestra, danceband numbers by the US Naval
Academy Ten (six of whom went on
to become rear-admirals), the perky,
tuba-driven stomp of Maynard Baird
and an outbreak of affecting blues
hokum with The Bubbling Over
Five's ` Get Up Off That
Jazzophone' (actually a harmonica).
Ernest Loomis and George Osborne
are really hotel orchestras ' doing'
jazz, but they're part of the ferment
too. If anything's known about these
bands, Brian Rust's meticulous notes
relay it. Fascinating glimpses of
musical and social history.
H:1-3 D
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rock/pop REVIEWS

Ali ban eiti
i
n
focus
HARVEY DANGER
WHERE HAVE ALL THE MERRYMAKERS GONE?
Slash/London 5M-000-2
Win
Such is the parlous state of the music industry' that every
once in j while, dear reader, your dedicatee team of
reviewers here at Hi -Fi Wossname find themselves
strwggling to agree on one album important enough to
merit the accolade of being chosen as our featured album.
The (acttually rather encouraging) absence of huge mew
albums Ilrom.establ shed megastars in recent weeks,.
however, gives the opportunity to bring something new and

indie. ' Flagpole Siffla' hcs already acted as the quartet's
introductory offer, gaining a UK chart position, but ' Private
Helicopter', oddba Ienough to have escaped from The EA

fresh to your attention: to wit Harvey Danger. The rice
thing about hese guys is the way they upset your pre-

or some such mental -tonne, and the tender "Wracking Ball',

comceptions by coming on like ¡ ust another binch ,of no hope grunge-5, but then slipping in wicked little hooks and

featuring yearning viclin from guitarist Jeff Lin, ndicate that
Harvey Danger are fcr Ilrom one-dimensioncl.
Fred De/lar

A:1

sneaky ehort_ses that creep upside your head so
find
yourself singing them in the bath, the car, the analyst's

Any press release :NH ch, states that 'XXXX has precious lithe

waiting room, wherever. At times, indeed, they soumd

to do with any specific Seattle music scene' sbegging yow

poppy eiough to be The Rembrandts ( of Friends -theme
fane) and even at their most distorted powercho d
thrashiee they never lose sight of melody, and alwcys

rot to compare thE artist in question to Nirvana. Sorry, bt_t
Harvey Danger - a grot.p, not cn individual - does nothing
to prevent the cast_al istener from thinking, ,Aah, Nirvana'

understand tnie value of a finely turned arran:gemen-.
Giv,e it c go.

soundalike'. But this is no bad thing for the -ecipe includes
more than Cobainish nasal wailing. For starers there's a
sense of wry amuse.mentt, if not quite fun. And you can
listen to this, a debut gathering wp ten sides recorded for
indie labels, withowt wishing to fellate c Purdey. Quite

Johnn} 13ick

B:1* •

At the base of things they're a hard and heavy Seattle
foLr-pieoe, who flavour their sound with fuzz guitar All

clearly, this quartet is unashamed of eoectic:sm, of pop

yow real'y need to Know? Not really, because singer Sean

sensibilities and of melody. Call it 'Thinking Person's

Nelson's, lyrics are both quirky and conversational and

Grunge', and enjoy.

there are enough pop hooks around to ensure life cher

ken Kessler

B:1

e got

A.V.I.

MARK LEVINSON
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rock/pep REVIEWS
VIC CHESNUTT
THE SALESMAN AND BERNADETTE

KARDA ESTRA
A WINTER IN SUMMERTIME

Pinnacle PLRCD011

No Image NICD 12

(
54m 54s)

Concept aibums are usually best
avoided, bat when an artist of such
unique talents is involved, and when
he's backed up by abunch of
musicians as tasty as the 13-man
Nashville collective Lambchop, this
particular one is hard to ignore.
Chesnutt makes no bones about
admitting hat his ' so-called song
novella' is actually pieced together
from songs not originally planned as
part of a story, but which shared
thematic threads. Still, those blessed
with avivid imagination will have no
trouble tuning into Vic's poignant
vignettes and surreal scenes even if
you can't exactly follow the plot.
'Maiden' is, quite simply, avery
lovely song, and something
exceptionally special happens when
Chesnutt's cracked tones unite with
the purity of Errunylou Harris's
harmonies on 'Woodrow Wilson'.
In all, this is probably Vic's most
coherent and accessible album yet,
which makes it all the more
lamentable that his distinctive voice
gets a little buried in some of the
mixes.
Johnny Black

Vic Chesnutt:
a ' song
novella'
backed up by
Lambchop

Johnny Black

Elektra 7559-62235-2

B:1* •

(53m 48s).

There's an unwritten law around
these parts that means we endeavour
to review new albums from talented
and worthy folks, however untrendy
they may have become. Diesel Park
West is just such acase. Everreliable, they never quite achieve the
success that has always been
predicted to be just around the
corner for them, and the slab of
alarmingly pseudo-U2 bluster that
opens this new effort won't change
that. They soon settle down,
however, into amore US-radio
friendly mode somewhere between
Springsteen and REM, but
regrettably, although the essential
elements of sturdy performance,
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B:2 •

Diesel Park
West, Nanci
Griffith and
Heather Myles

(
72m 33s)

As a means of refreshing herself and,
presumably, giving herself abreather
as asongwriter, Griffith periodically
records an album of other people's
songs that have meant a lot to her.
Given the woman's impeccable taste,
this means that the songs here
amount almost to a trip through
some of the best tunes rHe Was A
Friend Of Mine', ' If IHad A
Hammer', ' You Were On My
Mind', 'Walk Right Back', 'Wall Of
Death', ' Deportee', etc) of the last
50 years. Guests include lain
Matthews, Lucinda Williams, Clive
Gregson, Sharon Shannon, Dolores
Keane, Richard Thompson, The
Crickets, Steve Earle, Guy Clarke,
Odetta, Ric Von Schmidt, Dave Van
Ronk — and that's scratching the
surface. These guest-strewn affairs
can be abysmal, but this one works
a treat because everyone involved
knows that the song is the thing and
egos are best left at home. Miss it at
your peril.
Johnny Black

Basically aone-man affair, that man
being guitarist, keyboardist,
percussionist Richard Wileman.
Karda Estra whiles its time in a
neverland somewhere between
Oldfield, Pink Floyd and Bernard
Herrman. Symphonic synths merge
into massed but mystic voices
supplied by Ileesha Bailey; Spanish
guitar is propped up by rock drums;
and the melodies, which are far from
faceless themes seeking agood
home, somehow have adangerous
edge, as though Wileman was
lurking, axe in hand, around the
next corner. Short on playing time
but not on talent.
rred Dell- or

A:1 •

A:1 •

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN
1011 AND PAIN
Crosscut Records ccd11058

NANCI GRIFFITH
OTHER VOICES. TOO

DIESEL PARK WEST
HIP REPLACEMENT
Thunderbird CSA115LE

catchy choruses and big guitars are
almost omnipresent, theres still
something lacking in the production
department that's likety to leave
them out in the cold for some while
yet, unless they hook into abig
movie soundtrack or aheavy
rotation MTV video.

(
27m 27s)

(
68m 08s)

McClain quite rightfully has a
strong fallowing in the audiophile
community, not least because his
recordings for AudioQuest sound
terrific. But the real appeal is his
sly, judicious mix of soul and gospel
in a sound which remains wholly of
the blues. The live joy and Pain,
though recorded on his German
tour only a month after the sessions
for journey [
AudioQuest AQCD1048j, shares no material with
the latter; even so, it possesses the
same virtues which make his Joe
Harley-produced studio sessions
such a delight. This is a performer
who speaks to his audience and
evokes great warmth in return,
which more than explains the
presence here of a perfect cover of
an Al Green song.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

HEATHER MYLES
HIGHWA'S & HON'(Y TONKS
Rounder 3147

(
34m 57s)

Myles' fourth is further affirmation
of the belief that not everybody in
Nashville wants a revisionist view of
country music. While some of the
sentiments are a
bit too postfeminist ever to
be mistaken for
the
Tammy/Patsy
approach to
inter-gender
matters, there's
no denying that
Myles's brand
of C&W harks
back to an age
when men were
men and
women were
mattresses. It's
the same-oldsame-old, eg,
'Who did you
97
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LICENSED CREO,
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how good it is
BROKERS
KRELL 250P PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money
-just ask for adem
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
OPERA DUETTO/PLATEA áTERZA SPEAKERS - SOLID MAHOGANY
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 845 INTEGRATED AMP - you've read the reviews; just wait
till you hear it
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

7i

CO

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of a truly great amplifier."
Prestige Audio Video,, France, Dec/97

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
Ernagiallepoth.co.uk

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 SIGNATURE
£995
AUDIOLAB C PREAMPLIFIER
£295
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE
£3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION PRIVATE SALE
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£ 1495
B & W P6 ROSENUT
£595
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM
£795
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
£295
EXPOSURE CD PLAYER NEW BOXED
£795
EXPOSURE XXV INTEGRATED AMP REMOTE EX DEM
£695
EXPOSURE XXI/XVIII PRE/POWER EX DEM
£ 1195
HEYBROOK SEXTETS
£495
HEYBROOK HB2 SPEAKERS
£100
KRELL KRC2
£2495
KRELL DPS201 CD PLAYER DELTA 09 UPGRADE
£7995
LYRA LYDIAN NEW BOXED
£495
MICROMEGA STAGE 6AS NEW
£595
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PREAMP
£595
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22/F15 PREAMP/POWER AMP
£ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10-D NEW
£85
NAIM CD3 CD PLAYER
£695
NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER
£95
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 LIGHT OAK
£2500
ROKSAN ATTESSA
£395
RUARK TEMPLAR
£295
STAX NOVA BASIC SYSTEM HEADPHONES
£295
TANNOY LITTLE GOLD MONITOR
£495
TEAC VRDS 25 CD PLAYER EX DEM
£895
TEAC VRDS 10SE EX DEM
£595
TEAC TI TRANSPORT
£395
THORENS PRE/POWER
£595
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE BALANCED INTERCONNECT 1M £ 1795
YAMAHA DSPA590
£ 195
TAX-FREE
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EXPORT SERVICE

IVIAIL-OROER AVAILABLE

ON

MANY ITEMS.

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle.
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan.
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,
QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Theta,
Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford

A UG110

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
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•RELAXING DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•FREE PARKING • FINANCE AVAILABLE
•MAIL ORDER WELCOME
71 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY KT3 48T

re ck/pop REVIEWS
call Marlin" to last night?' and ' I'm
tired of wakin' up in misery', which
is fine if you don't believe in Gurl
Power. Then again, Myles just
might be the first country warbler
ever to use the word ' cavalier'.
Good stuff, if you can handle an
anachronism who seems like adistaff
George S rait.
Ken Ks

-

references: 'Milk floats and Scots
porridge oats'; 'That karma you sent
to me, Iihnnt it back immediately';
etc. Pict pop and decidedly Super.

ered Dear
WATERCRESS
BUMMER
Creeping Herb WCHCD007

A:1/2 •

JAMES SOLBERG
LA BLUES
Rd 1026

(32m 48s)

'LA' in this case refers not to the
city but to the late Luther Allison,
with whom Solberg worked off-andon for over 30 years. This is
Solberg's tribute to the late
bluesmaster. On the surface, it's just
one of many kick-ass blues sets, but
one which is riddled with loss. The
track names say it all, with the title
song, ' Say Goodbye', 'Just A Closer
Walk With Thee' and even a
reworking of Dylan's ' Ballad Of A
Thin Mare telling us how much
Solberg ir. going to miss the man
who was poised on superstardom.
But it's not all gloom, and this is as
much acelebration as afarewell.
More importantly, it's great blues,
even if you're unaware of the
sentimeni s.

Ken Kess er

A:1 •

A:1* •

The

THE SUPERNATURALS
A TUNE A DAY
Food 496 066-2

Supernaturals:
(48m I9s)

Pop's been definitely Super in recent
years. Super as in Grass, Furry
Animals, Star etc. All of whom
provided the kind of songs that
didn't have listeners reaching for the
eject button in any hurry. Glasgow's
Supernaturals, whose second album
this is, continue the line. Frontman
James McCall once admitted that
the band created certain sounds with
The Raspberries in mind. No bad
thing. The result is an array of great
guitar-pop, melodies that are easy to
locate plus lyrics full of name-checks
and daft but chuckle-ready

great guitarPop

(68m 53s)

This month's contenders in the
wilfully daft but thoroughly
enjoyable stakes are Watercress from
Dublin. From the moment, about
41 seconds into track one, when
they gleefully reveal that someone of
their acquaintance has fallen for a
space girl, you know whether you're
about to love or hate them. The
sound is bright, somehow
simultaneously folksy and
psychedelic, shot through with
tinkling mandolins and cheeky lyrics
sung with awide grin propelled
along by arattling drum and
coloured with squeaky synthesised
orchestrations. At times, you'd think
they really belong on a beach in
Cornwall with Dodgy and the other
surf bums, but there's something so
refreshingly what-me-worry? about
them, they'd probably be more at
home sunning themselves on the red
sands of Mars. Happiest album of
the year so far.

Johnny Black

A:1

BROADCAST NEWS
Far from complaining about being denied access to the wealth af live and
studio session material in the BBC vaults, were now at a stage which
includes reissues — the vaults have been accessec for that long a time. The
main source for BBC sessions is Strange Fruit, wlicl celebrates this
maturity with repackages af Robyn .-iitchcock and iee Egyptians: The
Kershaw Sessions [
SFRSCD075 •], Jack Br-Lc-6.: BBC Live In Concert
[SFRSCD067] and The /
vbve: The BBC Sessions ISFRSCD0691. All new,
though., are sessions from the Cambridge Falk Festival, the series kicking
off with The Albion Band Live At The Cambridge Folk Festival
[CAFECD002] with material from 1977 andl 19E7, Joe Ely, Live At The

Cambetidge Folk Festival [CAFECD003 •] from 1990 and The Very Best
Of The Cambridge Folk Festival [
C.AFECD001], we artists like Eric Bibb,
the Blues Band and 14 others covering 1977-97. Amusingly, rkal labels
have gotten in on the act too, with Nazareth AP The Beeb [
Reef
Recordings SRDCD707 41], a lavish double
including both stucio and in- concert material
from 1972-77, arid Cabaret Voltaire's Radiation. BBC Zecordings 1984-8d on Burning
Airlines IPilol 39 0].
Some reade-s, though might have snagged the clove off-air first time around, of
greater rarity, then, on this side of the Pond are he sessions aired in the USA by The
King Eiscutt Hower Hour. Noted for sublime soun.di quality and the obi ity to hire top
artists, the 'Biscuit' shows cre now available via Strange Fruit, with Igv Fop
[KBFHCD001 •] From 19, Canned Heat [
KBFF-CD 014] from 1979 and featuring
three original members including the late Bob 'The Bear' Hite , and 1
Oc:- [
KBFHCD 01.5]
from 1974, at he kind's firs.- peak. Archivists: rejoice. And then get ready for a flood of
otk.er archive sessans off-air, if the Beeb delivers on its promises for exploiting DAB...
Joe El)
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DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.
422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138. +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio,
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio, Kent. Tel: 01634 389004
•Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio. Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • Sounds of Music. Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003
•Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems. London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio. Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Pr.\ enee. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

CLASSIC ALBUMS AS YOU'VE NEVER
HEARD THEM BEFORE
NI V, IERF I) BY AMERICA'S TOP AUDIOPHILE REISSUE

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS •
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
CUSTOMER INSTALLATION
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Boston, Copland, Castle, Denon,
Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Siltech,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pnn
Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment
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DEMO ITEMS
TO CLEAR
PLEASE
PHONE

COMPANI ES FROM THE ORIGINAL SESSION TAPES AND
PRESSED ON 24 CARAT GOLD

-

CD'S SO GOOD YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EARS
A SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES:
MIKE OLDFIELD: TUBULAR BELLS 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION - £17.95
JAMES TAYLOR: DAD LOVES HIS WORK - £21.95
DON McLE4N: AMERICAN PIE - £21.95
IOCC: THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK - £21.95
LOGG1NS & MESSINA: FULL SAIL - £21.95
TEARS FOR FEARS: SONGS FROM THF BIG CHAIR ( 2BONUS TR AC KS) - £21.95
JOHN COLTRANE: BALLADS - £21.95
NAT "KING" COLE: THE GREATEST HITS £23.95*
JEFF BECK: BLOW BY BLOW - £21.95
MILES DAVIS: RELAXIN' £19.95
ERIC CLAPTON: JUST ONE NIGHT (2CD) - £31.95
JETHRO TI 1.1,: AQUALUNG - £21.95*

SIMON & GARFUNKEL:
BOOKENDS - £21.95

TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO REQUEST A CD OR VINYL CATALOGUE,
PLEASE CONTACT

VIVANTE
UNIT 4. HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KTI 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600

FAX: 0181 977 4445

EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY
TITLES UITIL4.V 5 ARE ALSO MAILABLE ON 1806 MOH QUALITY VINYL
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hile the good folks at
Which? are to be
commended for their
sterling work telling the record
industry that we're fed up with the
UK's rapaciously high CD prices,
there are ways around the avarice. In
case you've been avoiding mid-price
anthologies because of some warped
form of snobbery, you'd better look
at the latest flood.
For some years now, we've been
treated to the eventual 'mid-pricing'
of most CDs, often within ayear or
18 months of their original full-price
release; the only hold-outs remain the
likes of the Beatles and Pink Floyd.
But whole albums are one thing;
best-ofs constitute an entirely
different genre aimed at those who
want the cream and not the semiskimmed. As if by some miracle,
three entirely disparate genres have
been treated recently to the sort of
ordered, clear, logical and — yes —
charitable thinking which means
access to aton of wonderful material
for negligible, pocket-money prices.
Motown, whose parent company
seems to change with the decades,
appears to nestle now in the bosom
of PolyGram... which just happens to
release budget CDs under its
Spectrum banner. And while
Spectrum CDs in the past seemed to
suffer from the syndrome which Colin
Escort told me is covered by the
record industry acronym of SOS
(Same Old Shit), the new Motown
program is anything but. True,
Motown's artists have been
anthologised to death, and the pair of
Hitsville USA box-sets are pretty
much the final word in creating the
most concise Motown study possible,
but the new Early Classics series is
something to covet.
For starters, the 11 CDs deal with
an individual artist or group each, so
you can, if you so desire, completely
avoid tainting your collection with any
Jackson 5material. Furthermore, all
are uniformly packaged to create a
nice, ' Motown mini-shelf' with
common spines; there's aone-page
biography in each booklet (in sharp
contrast to mid-price stuff devoid of
any notes whatsoever), and each disc
contains 18 tracks consistent with the
'early' in the title. Which means, of
course, that it's not all chart hits, but
that's to the credit of the series: there's
actual musicological value to the sets,
especially for those who — sensibly —
like to start at the beginning.
Probably the best place to start,
though, for those with no familarity
whatsoever of the label which made
some of the best-selling black pop
music ever is the sampler which
accompanies the series. Tanda Motown
[552434-2] contains one track from
each set, plus an extra off the Michael
Jackson/Jackson 5 package. And once'
you've locked into the sound of one
of the most incredible and consistent
hit-factories ever, you'll then rush to
acquire the rest.
HI-FI NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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Far be it from me to impose my
own tastes upon you; better to
approach the selection through the
natural categories within. For the
funkier, more scorching element, you
need to turn to Edwin Starr [ 5521212] or the Isley Brothers [552122-2].
You want peerless harmonies, wizard
lyricism and sound as choreographed
as the visuals? Try The Temptations
[552323-2], Four Tops [552119-2] or
my personal faves, Smokey Robinson
& The Miracles [552125-2]. On the
distaff side, there's Martha Reeves &
The Vandellas [552117-2] and
Motown's crown jewels, Diana Ross
& The Supremes [552120-2]. Solo
artists in the series include Marvin
Gaye [ 552118-2], Jimmy Ruffin
[552123-2] and Mary Wells [5521242], while Michael Jackson shares a
disc with his brothers in The Jackson 5
[552224-2]. And whatever the stylistic
differences between, say, Edwin Starr
and the Four Tops, one thing is
apparent in every set: the Motown
machine knew how to pack more
music into 21
/ minute tracks than
2
anyone to the left of Phil Spector.
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Reggae
has its
own subdivisions,
its own
levels of

Reggae Greats

accessibdity,

Spectrum has worked the same magic
on another label which came to
represent an the cream of an entire
genre. As with the Motown effort,
Reggae Greats shows similar
consistency, from the calibre of the
contents to the packaging itself.
Again, it's aselection of 11 CDs, but
this time there's no sampler volume
to guide novices. And it would have
come in handy, for reggae has its own
sub-divisions, its own levels of
accessibility, and it's quite
conceivable that someone who adores
Aswad might find Lee ' Scratch' Perry
abit hard to take.
What reggae — in nearly all of its
forms — possesses in depth are
signature rhythms and the kind of
bass for which subwoofers were
invented. Within the genre are
variants leaning toward chart pop or
even Southern USA funk, assorted
relatives of ska, bluebeat, skank and
other Jamaican forms, and yet another

and it's
quite
conceivable
that
someone
who adores
Aswad
might
find Lee
'Scratch'
Perry a
bit hard
to take

THE SEARCHERS

THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION

me mow
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sort is pretty much the PR arm of the
Rastafarian movement. But reggae has
to be treated like rap: if you can't
cope with the politics but you adore
the sound, just groove along.
As Island was pretty much the
Premier League of reggae, you can
dip into the Reggae Greats volumes
with confidence. The First Eleven
include volumes devoted to Jimmy
Cliff [ 554 459 2], Third World [552
7352 2], Steel Pulse [ 552 886 2],
Linton Kwesi Johnson [ 552 881 2],
Toots & The Maytals [ 552 584 2],
Black Uhuru [ 552 582 2], Jacob
Miller & Inner Circle [ 552 736 2],
Gregory Isaacs [ 552 583 2], Sly &
Robtke [ 554 469 2], Lee ' Scratch'
Perry [554 460 2] and Aswad [550
066 2]. And if you want to go deeper
into the genre's roots, check out a
new 20-track ska collection called
And This Is the Ska Explosion
[Debutante 565 126 2], with artists
like the Skatalites and Prince Buster,
who in the first half of the 1960s
established what is now recognised as
the link between the earlier Calypso
and what would become reggae.
To chronicle another genre —
British pop of the ' 60s — Castle
Communications has cooked up anew
series so utterly brilliant in concept that
I'm amazed it hasn't been done before.
Its novel 2CD The Definitive Collection
packaging consists of adisc containing
hits and singles tracks and abonus CD
of the act's first-ever album in its
entirety. The initial trio includes The
Searrhers [
CCS CD826], The Tremelocs
[CCS CD 827] and Marmalade [
CCS
CD 825], with, respectively, 30-, 20and 26-track 'hits' CDs, plus their
respective debuts. All three sets have
been properly remastered, the booklets
have real liner notes rather than
condensed histories and the original
album's artwork forms the back of the
booklet. Best news of all is that this is
but the start. To follow are volumes
covering Stray, Man and the
Lambrettas. And, since Castle owns
the entire Pye catalogue, Iwouldn't
discount the appearance of sets for the
Kinks and Donovan...
Ken Kessler
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FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

AUDIO RESEARCH D100.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS

ENJOY

NEW STUNNING SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

1

COME AND
HEAR THE
LATEST
KRELL
CD PLAYER
KAV 250 CD

KEF REF 2
VERY OPEN AND
REVEALING
TERRIFIC VALUE

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING NEW CO PLAYER
FROM KRELLMAKES AN

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE
CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED

IMPRESSIVE PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTG. AMPLFIER

"cf-R0.7er ROW CE-NcTER"
EXPERIENCE DE.CliiTeRleD
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cr0 "RESERVE

aSEAT" R1.71(9:

01257 473175
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A so: DVD best hardware & best 24/96 titles
•

•

4.

SECOND HAND AND EX-DEM
£850

MYRYAD MA120 & MI120 (
combo) £500

RADFORD MA50 AMPS ( pair) £900

ANGSTROM 200 AN PROCESSOR £1200

B&W 805 (ex demo)
CLASSE DR4I-PRE

£650

CASTLE HOWARD S2 ( rosewood) £800

EXPOSURE 17 & 18 PRE/POWER £900

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE

£650

SOLEN TIGER INTG AMP

AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC & CDM

£1245

MUSE 18 SUB WOOFER

£2000

£700

CASTLE CHESTER SPKRS (teac) £400

•CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY

speaker c

Agencies include:
AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CHORD,
COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN,
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awee range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET. TRANSPARENT AUDIO. FLATLINE. SILTECH. QED AND MANY OTHERS
Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
Mf.
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100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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MOTT THE HOOPLE
ALL THE YOUNG DUDES: THE
ANTHOLOGY
Columbia 491 400-2

or• 11

(
3CDs, 235m 27s)

Wow! After years of sporadic
reissues and the odd nod to their
importance, here's the Full Mott y.
This 3CD package contains 62 tracks
from the proto-glamsters ( to whom
Bowie, Roxy Music and the glitterati
owe their careers in part), 37 never
the young
released before. In addition to
reminding us how Mott bridged late1960s HM and early glam rock, the
set reveals the band's immaculate
taste. Despite having its own ace
songwriters, the Hoople knew enough to cover the finest,
including the Kinks, Dylan, Neil Young and others.
A 60- page booklet and 200 rare photos place this set in
the running for Best Of The Year. A- B: 1 - 2 •

KINKY FRIEDMAN
SOLD AMERICAN
Vanguard/Ace VMD 79333-2
(38m 39s)
Now known as the writer of
detective novels, Kinky was
the world's first Kosher
Kowboy. This up-yours view
of C&W from 1973 includes
the title classic, ' High On
Jesus' and ' Ride ' Em Jewboy',
all guaranteed to make a
redneck see, er, red. A:1" •
THE FOUR FRESHMEN
...AND FIVE SAXES/...AND FIVE
GUITARS
Capitol/EMI 7243 495002 2
(61m 55s)
Supersweet harmonies from
the mid- 1950s, a pair that lets
you hear what really inspired
the Beach Boys. Lush and
schmaltzy, but so faultless that
you'll sit there dazzled. Makes
the King's Singers sound like
the Beastie Boys. A: 1 •
LOU RAWLS
BROTHERMAN!
(60m 46s)
SHADES OF BLUE/FAMILY
REUNION
(
78m 57s)

THE BEST OF LOU RAWLS:
THE CLASSIC PHILADELPHIA
RECORDINGS
Music Club MCCD348

(
62m 15s)

A feast of early-to-mid period
Rawls: Brotherman! is subtitled ' Lou Rawls Sings The
Hits', stealing for his own a
bunch of 1960s classics like
'For What It's Worth' and
'The Letter', while proving
M141 NEWS à RECORD REVIEW

LES PAUL & MARY
FORD
BYE BYE BLUES/TIME TO
DREAM...PLLS
See For Miles C5110 672 (
76m 38s)
From the inventor of the
classic electric guitar, two LPs
assembled from tracks
recorded 1951-57. Mindblowing instrumentals
alongside evocative vocals, this
is smooth Fifties pop accented
with guitar-playing still in
advance of the norm. A: 1 •
STATUS QUO
THE SINGLES COLLECTION
1968-1973
Essential CCS CD 821
(2CDs, 151m 59s)

Blue Note 7243 493995 2

WestSide WESM 526

that a great stylist can work his
magic on anything. The twoon-one contains his 1981 and
1986 albums sandwiching his
hiatus to Epic, and the midpriced collection contains 16
of his best while with
Philadelphia International.
A-C:1 *• A- B:1* •
A- B: 1 •

PICTURESQUE
MATCHSTICKABLE MESSAGES
Essential ESA1 CD 620

(43m 12s)

SPARE PARTS
Essential ESN CD 625

(59m 22s)

MA KELLY'S GREASY SPOON
Essential ESM CD 621

(
55m I6s)

DOG OF DV) HEAL
Essential ESN CD 626

(
55m 30s)

Excello R&B Finale', it marks
the label's move to MCA.
Let's hope they do it even half
as well as Ace did. A- C: 1 •
VARIOUS
THE JIVE IS JUMPIN'
WestSide NEU 813

(
61m ¡ Ss)

ROCKIN' IS NOT OUR
BUSINESS

RICK NELSON
BRIGHT LIGHTS & COUNTRY
MUSIC/COUNTRY FEVER

WestSide NBA 830

Ace CDCND 670

WHAT DID THEY DO BEFORE
ROCK'N'ROLL? Vol 1

(
58m 31s)

Ace's fourth two-on-one finds
Nelson in full C&W mode in
1966-7, but not yet a
pioneering hybridiser; this
contains straight, Nashvillestyle renderings of Opry
classics, despite afuture Byrd
amongst the session players.
But it's crucial for fans of
country rock, who should
remember it whenever
someone blathers on about
Gram Parsons. A*: 1 •
LOUIS PRIMA
THE CALL OF THE
WILDEST/THE WILDEST SHOW
AT TAHOE
Capitol/EMI 7243 494995 2
(65m 51s)
To understand the concept of
'swinging' in all its forms, you
need only to listen to this
remarkable two-on-one from
1958. Within 30 seconds, you
will savour sounds which make
Sinatra seem square, most Big
Band seem miniature. Heard
at his peak, aided and abetted
by Keely Smith and Sam
Butera, the only man fit to do
the voice for King Louie.
A- B:1* II
EMITT RHODES
DAISY- FRESH FROM
HAVVTHORNE, CALIFORNIA
Edsel EDCD 569

(
64m 58s)

Only one word can describe
this sort of pop: gorgeous.
Think Raspberries, Shoes, Left
Banke and other Yanks who
produced mock-British, 3minute masterpieces with
sweet-yet-chilling vocals.
Edsel's package contains the
whole of his first LP for
Dunhill, plus tracks from the
second and third. A:1* •
VARIOUS
LOCATED IN THE RECORD
CENTER OF THE SOUTH
Ace CDCIID 686

Commencing a Status Quoon-Pye feast: the singles set
contains all the A- and Bsides and a CD of rarities,
including tracks from earlier
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incarnations, released
alongside all four of their Pye
LPs, complete with bonus
tracks. Great booklets,
remastered sound — it's the
charming tale of aband which
moved from psychedelic pop
to headbanging without a
hiccup. A- B:1-2 II

(
62m I4s)

Ace's final compilation from
the Excello vaults, this fine 24tracker contains honking R&B
gems by Slim Harpo, Earl
Gaines, Lazy Lester and
others. Subtitled `The Grand

WestSide WM 829

(
56m 09s)

(
53m IIs)

Brilliant! WestSide has cooked
up a trio of compilations
delving into the RCA vaults,
finding a load of surprises.
'Jive' contains 22 vocal group
tracks from1939-52, ` Rockin'
is ahilarious set featuring 20
lightweight versions of R&B
gems (
eg, Dale Evans covering
Percy Mayfield!), while the last
reminds us of the limbo
between Big Band and rock.
Treasures abound, including
George Benson's first, prepubescent recordings, a preFour Seasons version of the
group and white-bread
originals of songs covered by
Elvis. Buy all three and giggle
for hours. H:1 • •
THE WALKER BROTHERS
TAKE IT EASY WITH THE
WALKER BROTHERS
Mercury 558-179-2

(
57m 15s)

PORTRAIT
Mercury 558-189-2

(73m 09s)

IMAGES
Mercury 558-181-2

(54m 22s)

Reassembled, remastered,
liner-noted and with bonus EP
and singles tracks to provide
the complete output prior to
the first split, here are — at
last — their first three
melodramatic, Spectorian
albums. This trio of US expats shone during a Britishdominated Sixties heyday, and
are now fondly remembered
for something easy to overlook:
they chose material with
prescience and taste. Fabulous.
A- B:1 A:1-1
A:1
THE DICKIES
STUKAS OVER DISNEYLAND
Overground OVER 76CD

(
20m 35s)

Short it might be, but the
Dickies' third, from 1983, still
packs a punch. Think
`Ramones' with even more
attitude or Cheap Trick with a
dose of the nasties, and you've
nailed it. B: 1 •
Ken Kessler
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Audio Synthesis DAX Decade

Audio Physic Virgo

Meet two of our
most treasured products - once heard,
forever smitten. They're not easy to find, but
that's our speciality. We're also proud of " knowing our stuff"
and giving honest, unbiased advice. Whether you're male, female, black,
white, valve, transistor, rock or classical, you get the same deal. That's where we're at.

ATC * Audio Analogue * Audio Physic * Audio Synthesis * Audion * Balanced Audio Technology * Bravura
DNM * E.A.R. Yoshino * Eggleston Works * Electrocompaniet * Final * Graaf * Helios * JM Lab * Living Voice
Morch * Musical Fidelity * Opera * Pass Labs * Rega * Rehdeko * Stax * Unison Research

Walrus Systems
fax: 0171 724 4347

DNM 3C SIX

AUDIO PRE-AMPLIFIER

mail@walsys.demon.co.uk

eamy

Audio Systems Ltd.

PO. Box 383, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax 01277 224103
email: info@virtualrderron.couk

www.walrus.co.uk

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it Mt
Audio Scene

Virtual
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11 New Quebec St, London W1H 7DD, Tel: 0171 724 7224

The Right Note

Chesterfield

Bristol

01246 204005

01225 874728

The Music Mill

Walrus Systems

Edinburgh

London

0131 555 3963

0171 724 7224

Exclusive for Scotland

d
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high-tech for music

508.24

en i
dIan A udio, th e company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance

o
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24bit precision
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sru ART

AelERIDC4N
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
http://wvvw.meridi

ri-audio.corn

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0611
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 (0) 181-781 0550
E-MAIL: back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

)8>Aaissues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply
cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write
to:- Back Issues Dept, HiFi News &
Record Review, Link House
Magazines Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal order/
international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

Sept '
97 Sony 'EP9
digital pre, Frankfurt,
SF (pt 2) reports, Dave
Berninan's DIY speaker

Oct '97 Ben Duncan',
audiophile op-amp, R4
changes, Celestion 12i,
Freddie Mercury profile

Jan ' 98 /1000 separates
systems, Philips recorder,
Duncan's Pure Power,
Bryn Terfel, Yoko on CD

Feb ' 98 /1200 CD
players, the 96kHz dCS
DAC, Frederic Chia
interview; all about DTS

May ' 98 a look ahead to
Super Audio CD, Sunfire
amp, Pioneer CD-R, Julian
Lloyd Webber interviewed

June ' 98 Musical Fidelity
X-,41, Tannoy home theatre,
hi-fi on the web, Barry Fox
on recordable disc formats

IORDER FORM
IPlease send me back issues as indicated below:
(Note that the following issues are NOT available:
1992, Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct;
1993, jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec;
1994, jan, Feb, May, June;
1995, May, June, Nov;
1996, Feb;
1997, jan, Mar, April, May, Aug, Oct.)

HUI
NEWS

IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Please tick postal service required.
£4.75 per copy
£5.50 per copy j
£.50 per copy j
£8.00 per copy

IPlease send me Ul binder(s) @, £7.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)
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James Lock interviewed,

supplement No 4, Butch

Rotel's bud,re-/,

Morris's `Conductions'

Cr

Mar '98 ATC A7, Arcam
Alpha 8SE player, Infinity
Composition speakers, DIY
turntable supply by Duncan

July '98 Panasonic DVD,
Class A Sugden, John
Crabbe's DIY tone control,
Rire: and Pahud interviews

Apr '
98 free Mozart CD,
Linn Arkiv,
Beethoven, Carl Perkins
tribute, Las Vegas show

Aug '
98 Super Audio
CD vs '24196', Pioneer
DVD combi, Transparent
cables, Frankfurt show

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners
/Amex*/Switch/Delta
Card No

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

Dec ' 97 HiFi Show
report pt I, Classic HiFi

RmXRDeEWEW

IIssues required:

IUNITED KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE

Vov ' 97 IIFAIRR
awards, Decca engineer

Signature

Issue No:

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than
28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Data protection: occasionally we may make
I
names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail
that we believe may be of interest to our readers. If you would prefer not to receive such
mailings please tick this box
EdrOE
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Export Orders Welcome

HOME Demonstrations

Multi- Room Design & Installation Service

il

Components from £ 120 - £ 72,000
0% CrEdit availablE. WrittEn quotations on rEquEst. SubjEct to status.

Tel/Fax: + 44 ( 0)181 707 4849

Mobile: + 44 ( 0)973 471 426

Email: audiovEnue@vossnet.co.uk

It costs the same to get it right
as it does to get it wrong.
At the Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on

35 years combined experience.

matching your needs with exactly the right equipment,

Two fully equipped listening rooms.

whatever your budget, and because we only stock the

Home installation service.

best, that's what you'll get.
What you'll also get is sound professional advice
and achance to relax and listen to some of the world's
finest Hi Fi equipment.

Multi-room design and installation.
2years Parts and Labour guarantee.
Home cinema surround-sound.
Export and Credit facilities.

• PROAC • LINN • QUAD • M ERIDIAN • ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • SME
•AUDIO RESEARCH • KRELL • HARMAN KARDON • THETA • COPLAND • MARTIN LOGAN • SONUS FABER
•PIONEER • TANNOY • STAR • W ILSON AUDIO • M ICHELL • CYRUS • M ONITOR AUDIO • YAMAHA • MARANTZ
• KEF • BOSE • EPOS • M ISSION • DENON • NEAT PETITE • M ICROMEGA • B&W SPEAKERS
•M USICAL FIDELITY XSERIES

.listening

161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59. Fax: 0171-370 0192
Monday - Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest Tube; South Kensington or Gloucester Road.
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 CI
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber C /steel D mounting
£10.50 10
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £9.00 0
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345rnrn, h/d)
£ 5.00 CI
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175rmn x
165nun, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165nun, hid)
£89.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, hid) £99.00 0
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 D
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 CI
per 100 £ 19.00 El per 500 £90.00 CI
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£ 13.00 CI
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 CI

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 D Ready built £370.00 D
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £47.50 0
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 CI per 100 £38.00 C
per 500 £180.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 ID
per 100 £9.00 El per 500 £40.00 CI
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 El
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£ 9.00 CI
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 0
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 CI
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 D
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 El

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 El EL34WXT £. 00 111
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 15.50
El ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
D EL84M £7.00 D EF86 £8.00 El
GZ34 (China) £ 2.50 D PCC88
EL509/519 £ 18.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes MOO El
pre-amp tubes OM 11
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 El
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50 0
slim double
pack of 5 £6.500 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 D
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £ 10.000
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BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 0
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 13.00
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00 El
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£ 8.00 0
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 CI
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 29.00
X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 0 X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£ 30.00

VARIOUS

Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 D
large(three) DOM
Insert Audio 4mrn plugs: good quality,
set of four
OM ID
Michell 4nun plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 0
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £ 9.00 III
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00 0
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00 C
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£ 4.00 C
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 ID
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
&WA)
Sheffield polarity checker: complete
with test CD
£99.00
Turbosound polarity checker:
professional model, receiver/generator,
XLR balanced leads £265.00 El XLR to
RCA phono adaptor leads, extra £25.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.500 Ready built unit £95.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 0
(h-bk), signed £ 15.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set III each £17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 0
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 El

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.000
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 (h-bk) £ 0.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00 D
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 El
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£ 0.00 CI
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk)
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.00 El
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £. 00 D
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 El
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 III

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue C Book, technical CD and
software catalogue El Audiophile LP and
CD collection El

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length, original specification
sleeved £20.00 El bare £ 12.00 0
10m heavy gauge, super
sleeved £45.00 D bare £35.00 CI
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 El
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls £88.00 D
Batteries
Case
and and
chassis
charger
D
unit
£60.00
£70.00
Assembled unit, complete £295.00 El
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.000 per two-pair £ 10.00 0
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00
Casework and chassis £80.00 El
Assembled unit, complete399.00 £
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit suitable for in-line use (eg,
from dedicated spur) or with 2switched
outlets. Various voltage specifications for
international application £450.00.
230V for UK £400.00. Four-step voltage
reduction options 5%-20%, extra £80.00.
Ask for full details 0

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEM
-

The Lifter: endofside
tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 CI
Lift Jr (
gold) £92.00 ID
Lift (
chrome) £ 5.00 0
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READER SERVICES

HITCHING A LIFT
ONE OF THE BIG
ADVANTAGES OF
CD is that at the end

of the disc you don't
have to leap from
your chair as in the
days of LP, when the
'clunk.. clunk...' of
the stylus reaching
the end of the spiralout groove and
traversing back and
forth soon broke the
spell of the music,
raising irrational fears of one's
costly moving-coil careering over
the record- label and damaging the
cantilever.
Whilst few decent tonearms
today come without adamped lift,
hardly any are fitted with an
automatic raising device. But the
California company Express
Machining has introduced The
Lifter, asturdier and more reliable
variant on the old Monitor Audio
Sty- lift principle, whereby apivoted
rod engages with the underside of
the tonearm near its pedestal base,
lifting the stylus clear of the vinyl
surface as the arm enters the runout area at the end- of- side.
The Lifter comprises an angleprofile stand with stop bar (with
15mm adjustment for height), fitted
with aswinging barrel, threaded
for counterweight inserts at each
end. A Velcro strip softens the
impact of the barrel hitting the
underside of the tonearm; tapered
arms will require asecond strip
under the arm to prevent slippage
when raised. A third piece is fixed

COService

to the top of the post, interfacing
with the pivoting barrel in the ' rest'
position.
This accessory — £47.00 in black
finish — will inevitably be fiddly to
position and adjust, although a
clear instruction leaflet has been
prepared which covers all the ' snag
areas' of installation.
Remember to fit the stylus guard
to begin with! You should position
the base using an old LP with a
narrow run- out groove, otherwise
the device will be activated
prematurely. And it is suggested
that aslow- setting silicone adhesive
be used ( not provided) to allow
time for fine adjustment of the stand
placement.
The barrel must be reset for each
use, but once in place it's acase of
'Clunk Click Every
asafe
lift-off which permits the analoguist
amoment or so to wake up — er,
contemplate — as Kind Of Blue or
Mahler's Fourth fades into infinity.
Deluxe options are available in
chrome, Lift, at £85.00, or gold,
Lift Jr, £92.00.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £8.50 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £495 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Rawsthorne ( BBC) £6.95;
Wagner (Testament) £ 10.95
Jazz — Art Blakey £21.45; Thelonious
Monk Qt £20.00; Charles Mingus
£16.25; Frode Gjerstad £ 14.95;
Loi Coxhill £ 12.45
Rock/pop — Vic Chesnutt, Diesel Park
West, James Solberg £ 11 45
Broadcast News — SFRS, CAFE and
KBFH prefix £8.95, SRD £ 13.75
Rock reissues — Mott the Hoople
£28.95; Rick Nelson, Les Paul, Emitt
Rhodes,Various £ 11.45; The Dickies,
Lou Rawls (WestSide) £7.25, ( Music
Club) £5.25
(Page 99) Motown and Reggae CDs
£5.45; sampler £2.95; ' Ska Explosion'
and British Pop CDs midpnced
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ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p pee disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generclly available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number •
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
Fax completed order form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 (
011234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (011234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sale!: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK pnces for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax Free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subjec to availability. E & 0E.

Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
12BH7A
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
6SN7GT/ECC33

Pre- amp
£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£9.95
£10.95
£8.95

Golden Dragon Triodes

Singles

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

£22.50
£22.50
£28.50
£11.50
£36.50
£36.50

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

ifier Tubes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66R

£69.95 pr

KT88R

£69.95 pr

6550WA

£67.95 pr

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£50.00 £ 100.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
£60.00 £ 120.00
£25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
£75.00 £ 150.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

Matched
Quad
£50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£ 150.00
£50.00
£ 52.00
£ 130.00
£ 116.00
£ 136.00
£ 130.00
£ 150.00
£60.00
£40.00
£86.00
£ 130.00
£ 170.00
£ 50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£80.00
£ 172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

SOUND

CONNECTIONS
TEL/FAX : 0151 348 1988

Fax 01474 333762

HNE

www.hne.co.uk.
(e-mail: info@hne.co.uk.)

•granite and beech modular equipment racks.

connections@dial pipex com
£240 to £780 incl custom service

Email : sound

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptical about cables because of
their apparent high cost or
insubstantial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST
VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
XL0 • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
LAT • SIMKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET
SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

•the best dedicated Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•fitted Isolation Plinths® for the best floorstanding
models
•turntable plinths
• nonpariel' 16.02 - our new reference loudspeaker
•solid granite high end racks and amplifier plinths

tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
designed and manufactured in the UK by

HNE Systems
Showroom @ Main Street,
Hayton Retford, UK DN22 9LF

52 Green Lane • Great Sutton • South Wirral • Cheshire • L66 4LE
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
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Reweave-id
Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations from

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS I
OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rego R8300

CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MC1 phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP 12
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research 1_522
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LPI2
ARM:
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell I<AV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

ttj

Perer J. Comeau

Martin Collants

Ki.'11

Kessler

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-ILE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Nairn Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES!!, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AV! S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS401
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Nairn SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM X1, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CDIOOSE
£500-£1000 Orelle DA188

II2

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E1°,
£350-£500 Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Aucliolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150
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ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-C350 Mission 750LE, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500- £ 1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor 5P7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLSIlz
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- S505
Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES

£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Ore/le CD 700e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500- £ 1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC 7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB? subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM X1
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT C/A converter
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC C/A converter
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
£500- £ 1000 Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian,
Theta Chroma HDCD (C/A converter)

£1000-£2000
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD17
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va (C/A
converter), Theta DaViD (transport)
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Ratel RA 960
£350-£500 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini (pre-amp)
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (power
amp), Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland
CTA401, GRAAF Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF
GM200/WB13.5, Krell KAV300i

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 6315E
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500- £ 1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000- £2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Ratel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambcia/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
£200-350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Ratel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

Pictureil: rCIT Coiia

speakers, Moroni::
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KI Signature (below left) and Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier
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SONUS FABER
AMATI HOMAGE
With this majestically beautiful floorstanding speaker, the
master craftsmen of Vicenza have created an instrument that
expands on the unsurpassed tonal purity of the Guarneri
Homage ( still in production) by adding deep, fast and accurate
bass as well as scale, attack and dynamics. With ahigh 92db
sensitivity and an astonishing retrieval of low-level and fardepth detail, the Amati delivers star-spangled transparency and
imaging. The Amati will go straight to your emotions, because
Franco Serblin is a man who understands that reproduced
music that cannot touch the heart is no music at all. Telephone
Brian Rivas.

SONUS FABER
SIGNUM
At the other end of the scale is the Signum: tiny, but just as
beautiful. A stand- mounted design, this is Sonus Faber's
definitive mini- monitor. Mini- monitors are designed for the close
scrutiny of recordings, but the difference with the Signum is that
you scrutinise with your heart rather than your head.
If you want loudspeakers that hit the emotions where they bleed,
you must listen to Sonus Fabers. Pinewood carries the full range,
including the ELECTA AMATOR II, which won the 1998 EISA
award for European High End Audio.

10/12 Chapel Place
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN1 1YQ
Tele hone: 01892 547003
Facsimilie: 01892 547004

WHAT SINGLE ITEM EFFECTS THE
SOUND OF YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE?
YOUR ROOM
That obvious, you all know that — or do you?. How many times have
you purchased an item of Hi Fi after hearing it in a shop. taken it
home and — ' Oh dear' it doesn't sound the same. How many of you
have purchased asystem mail order on areviewers advise and found
the same thing. It doesn't sound the same at home.
The truth is that it is very rare that any item of Hi Fi sounds the
same in adifferent environment to the shop one and buying Hi Fi on
ashop demo or indeed, arecommendation can only lead to disaster.
At Sounds Of Music we have asolution for this problem — amonths
trial at home. This system has proved to be enormously successful and
we have ahuge number of very satisfied customers who have taken
advantage of this and are now very happy. Yes, we do have a few
conditions but they have not presented a problem to any of our
customers yet and we will work with you with different items of
equipment until you get the sound that is right for you and your home.
Add to this service our incredible range of some of the very best
products available across awide price range and also covering some
very high end products not available everywhere and what more could
you want. Couple all this to our excellent demonstration facilities
(soon to he improved even further) our expert system building and
matching advise, our free delivery and installation service and our
generous part exchange and you have got the best of all worlds.
Call us today for the best deals and service you can get. If music
is your priority, then Sounds Of Music is the place to come.
ARGENTO •

•MAGNUM •

AUDIO SYNTHESIS •

•MAGNUM DYNALAB •

AUDIO PHYSICS •

MICROMEGA • MYRYAD •

APOLLO • AUDION •

MARANTZ • MORDAUNT

AUDIO NOTE • AUDIO

SHORT • MAGNA PLANAR

RESEARCH • AUDIO
ANALOGUE • ALTIS
ANTHEM • AVI • ATC •

Afabulous little player for less than £ 2500 — everyone loves it.
Or are you waiting to see if tomorrow's technological grass
really is greener? You may have along wait, because the signs
are that there's away to go. Go on, enjoy your music NOW.

ALON • ACOUSTIC

ANALOGUE • OPERA •
OPTIMUM • ORTOFON •

ARTEMIS • BCD • BASE •

ORELLE • OSBORN •

BALANCED AUDIO

PROMENADE • PURIST

1t DI()N

BOW • CONVERGENT

WILSON MAXX - OURS ARE HERE!

PINK TRIANGLE • QED •
QUAD • REFERENCE 3 •

CHORD • COPLAND •

RUARK • REL • ROKSAN •

CADENCE •
COGAN/HALL •

ROLAND • SME •

AUDIO SYNTHESIS

CABLE TALK • CHURCHILL

Knights

KenyieMe

Broadway Road • Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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SEQUERRA • SHURE •
SENNHIESER • SONIC LINK •
SOUNDSTYLE • SONIC

EGGLESTON WORKS •

FRONTIERS • SUNFIRE •

EXPOSURE •

SPENDOR • SONUS-

ELECTROCOMPANIET •

FABER • STANDS UNIQUE

EIKOS • F M ACOUSTICS •
GENESIS • GRAHAM •

PROAC

•TARGET • TRILOGY •
TANNOY • TOTEM • TALK

GRAFF • GOERTZ •

•TRANSPARENT •

GOLDRING • GERSHMAN

,A'reeteeri,Webile

AUDIO • PASS • PRO-AC •

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •

COPULARE • DUNLAVY • DAC

We also have the fabulous KRELL KAV-500i integrated amplifier, which is much more than simply amore powerful version of
the excellent KAV-300i — and it has anice rotary volume control
for its 250Wpc. Telephone for ademonstration.

MICHELL • NEAT •
NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM

ENERGY • ATACAMA •

TECHNOLOGY • B&W •

KRELL KAV-250cci

•MARTIN LOGAN •

PASS ALEPH 3

TRANSFIGURATION •

ACOUSTICS • HALES •

THETA • TOWNSHEND •

HARBETH • HELIOS •

TRICHORD • THORENS •

INFINITY • JAMO •

TEAC • TRIANGLE •

J M LABS • KOETSU •

UNISON RESEARCH • VAC

KRELL • KEF • KLIPSCH •
KIMBER • LUMLEY • LYRA •

BALANCED

AUDIO TECH

WILSON
BENESCH

L.A.T. LAVARDIN • MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY • MIT

STOP PRESS
Looking for the best speaker

•VON SCHWEIKERT •
WOODSIDE • WILSON
BENESCH • WADIA •
WILSON AUDIO • XTC • XLC

under 20K
CALL US!!

http://www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

(Free
' Delivery
anywhere
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and choose between 14 issues
for the price of 12. That's a
saving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT.
That's asaving of over £8.00
on the UK subscription rate
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Credit Cord Hotline:
014.54. 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080
EMoil: cihotline@aol.com
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Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION 'APPLICATION 'FORM

le

Your choice of payment: O Direct Debit 110 Cheque or tO Credit/Debit Card
Iwan- to discover what sounds and looks great
with HiFi News & Record Review...
\
PleYerla areYnoll O Instruction to your Bank or
DIRECT
Building Society to pay Direct Debits
eljDebit
1:11 Iwould like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate
Please fill in the whole form and send it to:
rj Iwould like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my

Link House Magazines Ltd, Subscriptions,
Bradley Pavilions. Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 080

credit/debit card details/cheque

1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch

2 Namelsl of account holderls1

4

us

6 Instruction ta your Bank or Butiding Society

,aye eh, cn, echee Noy/ ces:e1 I:Wre De
es he- ee deco+, eea ea c'
e
s ,enete heeect•D
...eve ay The Dee. reel
r'.

Signatures)

4 Bank or Building Socier.,,
,account number

11E111:1J1E:11

Date

Banks an il Bu ' ding Societies m.-, not acœPt Direct Debit Instructepris for some types of account

U Cheque or credit/debit card payment
1-1 for 12
20% Discount
£37.20 £29.76
£45.50 £36.40
£46.90 £37.52
£63.00 £50.40
(Hitn ci)
( HI81 lb)

Tick here if you are an existing subscriber Ll
If you would prefer nci to receive direct mail please tick here 0
HiFi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS32 OPP.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080. E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com.
Return the coupon to:

I
enclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
or charge my credit/debit card,
U Visa

U Access

U Diners

U Mastercard

U Debit/Switch Card Issue No:
Credit/Debir Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signature.

Daytime Tel No. (
inc STD code)
delete as appropriate

The Direct Debit Guarantee, This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitand and protected by yourtown Bank or Buking Society. lithe
amounts te be poit: or Me payment dates change you will be told of tins in advance by at least la days os agreed If a. error is made by Link house Magazines Limited or by your Bank or Building Society, y. cae guaranteed afull and immediate
retord horn your branch of the orrount paid You can cancel aDirect Debit at any tiren by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send acopy of your letter to us.Direct Debits con ONLY be paid through aUK bank or building society.
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5 Link Rouse Magazines Ltd reference number
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e

hand comer el you' che que
.._..,

Country
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0

Postcode

L

Address:

3

Bank or Building Society

Address

Mr/Mrs/Mss/Ms:

Li UK
Overseas Surface
U Europe Airmail
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Overseas Airmaif
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To The Manager

Your details

Your subscription
Ul Direct Debit payment
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB I, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current

6.3V
1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)

450V

Screen Voltage (DC)

425V
-15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W

Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation
*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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they say afish
span of

memory
hree second

The PDR-555RW (Re-Writable CD) and the MJ-D707 (Re-Writable MiniDisc) c

tof Pionee

an

digital technology to bring you easy-to- use, versatile, re-writable separates, the quality of which even your goldfish won't forget.

So go on, make his day - call freephone SCOOT"' 0800 192192 now for your nearest Pioneer dealer.
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DOUG BRADY HI-FI

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS

IT 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, B8.0, SAW, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON ICARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Closed Wednesday.

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

A

studio

rc am
W

Audéolab
Castle
Meridian
classe
Kean

1111.1erstz
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30 years of Excellence

Maim

GREATER MANCHESTER

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos

¡

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

t.• / 1

Lt

TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc
AUDIO

AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,

etc

etc

COUNSEL

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open

Tues.— Sat. 10-5. 30

TEL:0171

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue
•Audiomeco • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•Caboose • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • DPA • E A.R. • Electraompaniet • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Merocus • Musical Fidelity • ACM • Oracle
•Orelle • Ormfon • Popworth • Poso Lobs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • OLD • Sequence • Stax • Teat • Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yornomuro Churchill • YEA and others

14 Stockport Road,
Deana:ion

(8.00 Thursdays)

°
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FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Our fourth phenomenal \ ear

0171-924 2040
61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
118

FAX:0171624 5315

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
fret, Theta, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research, Meridian, Audain, Ho 0,
CR Demlopments, Wilson Audio, Moran Logon, Scotts fober, Jamo,
Epos, Ruork, d.p.a,
Myryod, Akhemist, Creek, Michell, S.M.E, OT Products, N.V.A, REL, Rote!, Denton,
Celestion, Rose, Micromego, Ortokon roach more.
CHANTEY AUNO SUMMER SALE
New
Now
Audio Research or 30 pwr Amp. Solid state

Theta Data Bono 2CD Cone
Celesta,. 62 SpIrs 1/t cherry

IS/HI
15/H)

£2,297 £ 1,500
£3,000 £ 1.500

(Ex Dem) £2,397 £ 1,795
(New boxed) ....£ 1,500 £ 1,100

Mdromego Tempo 2int Amp
(Ex Neel £950. £695
SPA Little Bd 3DAC
£ 235
SPA Renassance CD player
(Ex Dm!
£995 £ 745
SPA Enlightenment DAC
(Ex Dern1 £825
£625
Meridian 501 pre Amp
It, Dem)
£695 £535
Akhemist Maxim int Amp
(Ex Dens)
f3a9
£275
01/4 122 spks lit cherry vinyl .
(
Ex Derr') £ 270
£199
Meridian 566 DAC 20 Bit ..
15/H) £ 1.0 ,15 £550
MLA/ Ex Nen erns ore es new, iminorked, end boxed and include 4.131 inanuloctures
geom.( Offering ominiwn el 2years ond up.5 years, depending upon the product.

ORANGES
& LEMONS

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

8855

Aueo Research 02 MK2 pre Amp Volve
Roland Model 1pwr Amp Solid State

e

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.

623

130w:oh/CI,
It,, Dorn) ..
C1,890 .£ 1,500
Audio Research LS9 Pre Amp Inc Remote
solid state
( Ex Dead £ 1,949.£1,559
Combination price for both die alma items pordsosed of one Wee
£,030

LONDON
d
n

BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY

0.k.1>H<V5 AVD10
ùftee

NAMES IN Hi -Fi

SONUS FABER YAMAHA .

Sony

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

'
SIMPLY THE BEST'

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

• • ,.********* 4 Moil Order Available ., , . , , , ,- . , . .,, ,,e
Friendly

service

and advice in relaxed surroundings.

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts,
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16- I8A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 01777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

think audio think...

Auditorium

Nottingham's newest and largest
In IS & home theatre store.

•lhree demonstration rooms
•Home trials

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS

•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION

NOVEMBER 1998

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,

NG1 6GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

Nottingham,

HI Fl NEWS to RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
DEVON & CORNWALL

NORTH LONDON

studio

Sounds
er ection

82

Cornwall% most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

HARPENDEN LTD

Bang & Olutsen Centre

ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AUD1OLAB, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, B&O, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
QED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL, TLD ETC

Analog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

audio

849 High Road, London N12
Tel. 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 6170 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Welt Site. http:/Avww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

Stoc kist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufa( turers.
Please phone for details.

KENT

SURREY
If( I
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SILAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

MIDDLESEX

n
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indecently good hi-fi

Y

in making the quick,one time

sale.RatherNe want you as a long
term repeat customerSo whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi-end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
mobile 0973 471 426

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

St'
ee l
y
lrelv
eTtl Kerez,..sz

Choose from the,

"Op\

UNMET

13 l\ _)/\

finest
Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 6.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY

Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

efetes
EASTBOURNE GREEN

ST

01323 731336

BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604

Tel / Fax 01E31 707 4849
email ; aucliovenue@voeanet.co.uk

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
*9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

Once is not enough
We at Audio Venue are not inter-

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

UNMET

\Ion-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
l,,, (l.Il.'i'I,I (l(iil-4.i 2i.i

ele\

Sound & Vision

Lail

N 05
FI

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

****CYRUS CENTRE****

ested

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan. Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rego, SME, Wilson Renesch,
Nott Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunf ire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington, Base, Understands.

ROHL YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

Arcam,
Audiolab, B&W, Castle,
Denon. Dynaudio, Heybrook, Kef, Marantz.
Mission, Musical Fidelity, Naim, Pink Triangle.
Pioneer, Proac, Rd, Rotel, Ruark, John Sheame,
Seas, Teac, Yamaha
ilee installation: Credit facilities; Service Dept.

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

NORTHERN IRELAND

SOUTH EAST LONDON

CLOSED MONDAYS

SUFFOLK
NORFOLK

Front End Problems?
then contact:

The Old School

:4

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
14141 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

ui t
n go

umWtrnq

010aalsere-",1;
¡Belittle ,:.,r,'

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN SLIDER
SCALES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

hi-fi for grown-ups
tel / fax ipswich 01473622866
mobile
0802
176319
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

Music Mill

YORKSHIRE

,
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Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A..
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

REAL

HI

Fl

XTC & many Others

SYSTEMS

Forfriendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, RRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, WADIA and many

PREMIER AUDIO
:iemonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installatior By Appointment Tel: Wakefield ( 01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

ever,',
primer° aysteme

.
4)61
eret.e“s

WEST SUSSEX

.C?%e

ACOUSTIC

L LIC Wela cgt
•
•
Phone/Fax 1,EF:DS ( 0113) 25288511 }

Systems matched to specific requirement
Nationwide delivery and installation

e12ov/wide*

Sympathetically designed audio furniture
BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support

Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura,

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI

Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,

Marantz and other fine equipment.

ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

W ould

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

*it
you Like to hear m
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North Street,

Brighton

Telephone 01273 775978

•
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4
/
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0131.555 3963
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TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318

1011.
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YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Audiolab, Electrocompaniet, Pro-Ac, Ruark, Castle, TEAC, Unison Research, T&A, Impulse
Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Bluephnt, Audio Analogue . Exposure, Living Voice, Densen, Celestion (Asedes
only), Opera, Etalon, Audio Physic, Trichord Research, Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema,
Pro-Logic demonstrations, Nordost, Stands Unique, Stair Electrostahcs. Odeon, Ringmat
Developments, Audio Technica, Goldring. Listening room, Demonstrations, Home liai,
free delivery and Installation 2 Years Guarantee
Accessisa

THE EAST COAST'

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

ZEN AUDIO

TEL: 01482 587397

10-8pm Tue-Fri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

WEST MIDLANDS

Naitn...Mer

Maclaren...
152a High Street, ( Shaving ASDA Car Park) Blow irk Walsall,

Unique..
and

much, much more.

QUALITY

01922 493499
Hi-fi for the midlands

0121 321 2445

Homo Trials Home Gnome %score
House Service Closommont Moil order amikisio

EARE HERE

Inborn. Mis Credit avaubi

and Now Al' Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

(On Snimeled Memo robed to 211% dposit. Written Maas on inquest)

NI LI SIC

Hi - F-1 THE

MAT" 11" ERS

AUDIO SPECIALISTS H
1I-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.

1••••11, 1

Open Tues Sat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 1933

120
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
2ND AUDIO MONOBLOCK valve amps, new valves,
£1,200; Musical Fidelity F22 preamp, remote, £600; Impulse
H2 horns, rare cherry finish, £ 1,200; Linn Sacas, black £ 180;
Geneiota Pros with Linaeum tweeter, £50 tel: 0141 330 5526
day 01355 303527 eves
(H1530)
Accuphase DP70 CD Player, offers over £2,000; Jadis JPL
Linestage, Stereophile Class A, £ 1,500; Pierre Lurne SL5 toncarm, £350, all mint, boxed, manuals tel: 01483 292188 days,
0181 460 2842 eves/weekends (H1518)
Air Tight ATM- 1valve power amp (one of KK's fave brads,
ATM-2 and ATM-3 both rates Stereophile Class A) £900;
Yamaha CT-lob0 analogue tuner - powerful bass £50 tel: 0181
672 4319
(H1305)
Audio Innovation 1000 MIGII 50 watts, Class A monoblocks,
fined with (world class valves) "Groovetubes" £ 1,000; Audio
Synthesis Passion Preamp (The ultimate "remote" preamp,
Maintains perfect signal integrity) tel: Robert, 01604 415412
(Northampton)
Audio Research CL120 poweramps £3,000; Martin Logan
CLSI 1 speakers £2,000; Croft Mega 2 box preamp £900;
Monitor Audio MA 1800/gold speakers £750; T.O.L studio 4
transmission speakers, £700; Yamaha DSP-A2070 amp £550
tel: 01527 549274
(H1377)
Audio Research LS7 pre amp, silver recent service, excellent
condition with box and manual, priced for quick sale £850
(new £ 1,750) save £300 on other ads in mags, tel: 01948
666484
(H 1544)
Audio Research LS7 preamp, mint, boxed, manual, receipt
£950 tel: 0370 826980
(I-11545)
Audio Research V140 (130W/monoblocks) triode valve
power, last up-date of ARC Classic I20's having balanced
inputs, soft-start, silver finish, serviced, with owners manual
£2,995; ARC BL1, single to balanced converter £295; ARC
LS7 pre-amp, 18 months, silver finish OBM £ 1,050; VPI dedicated TNT stand, acrylic, mass loaded, Bright Star Big Rock
£675; Accuphase T100 analogue tuner OBM £450 tel: 01733
310819 (day) 01733 892228 (eve)
(H1532)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8M remote controlled multiple input
passive preamp £950ono; Concordant Exquisite valve preamp
with phono £750ono; Art Audio Tempo Monoblocks
£1,150ono tel: 01235 850393 eves and weekends (HI456)
Audiostatic ES100 full range electrostatic loudspeakers, stylish transparent membranes, unbelievable bass for size
£1,495ono tel: 0113 289 3652
(HI457)
AVIS2000 Reference CD Player £900; Tuner £450; Pioneer
CT95 Cassette Deck £600 all virtually unused and boxed, tel:
Paul, 01524 400642 mobile, 07957 802463 (H1557)
B&W CDM7 rosewood veneer speakers, cost £ 1,000 accept
£550; Myriad MC100 CD player cost £700 accept £450; Talk
eelctronics Hurricane 2L pre amp plus Tornado 2 power amp
cost £ 1,250 accept £700 all mint and boxed tel: Paul, 01373
466189 (H1503)
Baby Forces Downgrade! Levinson 332 £4.5k; Thiel 2.3
(£3,500) £2,700 both few months old so under warranty,
sorry, keeping the 39! tel: 01322 408802 (HI543)
Bose Lifestyle Stereo system, brand new, still boxed, offers
tel: 01705 782872
(H1543)
Cartridge Mans AKG cartridge recent retip, excellent condition £280; Magneplanar SMGA speakers, black silver wired
upgraded xovers special spiked stands, boxed £280 both ono
tel: 01209 613733 (H1524)
Cello Etude pre-amp passive four inputs, boxed, perfect condition, simply the best £600ono tel: 01509 215230
(Leicestershire)
(H1491)
Chord 12006 £1,650 (£3,550); PSAudio Reference Link
DAC/Pre £ 1,500 (£5,500) ATC20 Towers, walnut, guaranteed,
£1,050 (£2,650); vdH Revelation 2m set £250 (£600); Orelle
DA180 £250; Trichord pulsewire 0.5m pair £40; tel: 0131 556
7545 s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk (H1521)
Chord SPM 1200B power amp, as new, only afew months old,
upgrading to Chord mono-blocks £2,400ono tel: 0181 427
6936
(
131544)
Copland 288 perfect condition, boxed, for latest review, see
What HiFi September issues, page 88 £ 1,200ono tel: 0181449
8639 (Barnet)
(H1555)
Copland CDA 288 CD Player, mint condition, boxed £ 1,200
tel: 0121 733 8824
(H1540)
Counterpoint SA-7 preamp, upgraded, GT Audio, £375;
SA6 valve MC Step-up £ 175; Both £500; Air Tight ATM- 1
power amp £750; Gamma Space amplifier reference III power
supply £ 1,000 tel: 0181 672 4319
(
HI536)
Epos ES14 speakers with stands grilles; Naim NAP140
NAC92 hi-cap complete with Naim speaker cable and various
chord interconnects £ 1,750; Audio Alchemy DAC DDEV3.0
plus PS3 £600 tel: 01582 713844
(131535)
Equinox Line Level pre-amp open natural sound, areal touch
of quality, owner going higher still! originally £2,000 bargain at
£650 tel: 01455 447804 (Leicestershire)
(
131299)
Exposure X amplifier phono stage, excellent condition £ 185
tel: 01568 615331 (Herefordshire) (H1566)
Goldmund Mimisis 3 power amp, the solid state amp with
valve sound £ 1,450; also various pairs of Wharfedale speaker
chassis, write to: Box No. 0794, HiFi Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
(H1443)
IMF Professional Monitor MK4 speakers, 'State-of-the-Art'
when new, Floorstanders (footrprint 20" wide x 18" deep), teak
finish, minimum 100w/c to drive, £5950n0 tel: 01923 675069
(Watford)
(H1416)
JI3L 4312 MIC2 re-issued large standmount, professional monitors, awesome dynamics, superb review HFN August, only
three weeks gentle use, as new, boxed already bargain when
£1,000 sell for £895 tel: 01273 749304 (Brighton) (H1533)
ICF-F Reference Model 105 solid hardwood cabinets recovered
grills, superb looks and sound, offers; DPA PDM1 Series 2
DAC 7350 advanced chipset £295; Micromega Duo BS2 DAC
£295; Mciromega CD3 Transport £895; Audiolab 8000S
amplifier £495 tel: 01450 860676
(H1534)
Krell FPB 200 three years warranty, original packing and manual £4,500 tel: 01482 563833 (Hull)
(HI561)
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Krell FPB300 power amp £6,500; Krell KPS20t CD player
£6,500; Audio Research LS22 preamp £3,000, all mint, guaranteed, serious enquiries only tel: 0181 365 3367 or 0181 324
2401 (work)
(H1462)
Krell ICAV 3001 May '98 £ 1,950; Michell ISO HR phono
stage £450; Rega ELA MILI walnut £ 150 tel: 01454 857251
after 6pm (Bristol)(H1553)
Krell ICBL line pre amplifier, mint condition, original boxes
and manuals, £ 1,500 tel: 01204 392112 (131508)
Krell KSA200S, latest version 3/95, all papers, boxed, perfect
condition, L 3.300, Quad eSL 63+ Gradient subwoofers;
brown, Service 9/98; L2.500 Austria (EU) Vienna, tel: ++43 I
53113 52658 or ++43 188 93 386 or write to: Box No. 0796,
HiFi News Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H 1558)
Krell KSA80B, class A, balanced or single ended input, superb
sound quality, dark grey and black, boxed with manual mint
condition £ 1,495 tel: 01273 775302 (H1514)
Linn Axis turntable; Basik arm with K9 (575); LK1/Dirak pre
amp (780); plus LK280 power amp (900); Tripod black stacking unit (300) all boxed with leads £850 tel: 01422 253600
(HI510)
Linn intek integrated amplifier, good condition £ 150, happy
to demonstrate,Target TT3 3shelf isolation stand, good condition £40ono tel: 01908 506141 (Milton Keynes) (HI525)
Linn ICabers, black ash, Totally immaculate, latest tweeters,
boxes and inst. incl. £950ono £2,000 new retail tel: 01633
423043 (Newport, Gwent) (H 1550)
Linn 'Cairn Pro SPS latest slimline power supply £ 1,000;
Yamaha DSP-A2070 surround sound processor-amp £450;
Cannon V100 speakers £ 100; Inifinity (Infinitesimal) speakers
and matching sub-woofer £ 350, all mint, boxed, instructions,
little used, tel: Eric, 01785 215455 eves (H1390)
Linn Kan II hi-wires £ 350ono including stands, plus cable,
black tel: Richard, 01962 864900(Work) 01962 856972 (home)
(Hampshire) (H1481)
Linn LP12 complete with Ecos, Lingo and low mileage Troika
£1,100; Naim NAC72 with moving coil and CD boards £375
all excellent condition and owned from new, tel: 01736 757721
(H 1509)
Lowther Accolade 2walnut finish, with stands, original packaging, fitted, latest PM2 and C55 drive units, immaculate condition, legendary treble and upper range, new £ 1,500 will sell
£900 can demonstrate, tel: 0181 852 5259
(
HI546)
LPI2 (early) Mission 773, 774 £550; LP12 Basik £400; JBE
Slate, Decca/Garrott dark blue, Hadcock GH220 £ 380;
Nakamichi 1000II £350; Uher 400 report £75; A77 1/4 track
£250; Quad FMI £ 100; FM2 £ 100; Naim I2's PSU spare
boards £ 125; Blaupunkt Berlin Complete £75; Goldring Lenco
£40; DBX 124 £ 125; 119 £75, all ono and vgc tel/fax: 01242
672065
(H1551)
Macintosh MC275 poweramp/C22 pre-amp combination,
mint, boxed, unused, limited edition, numbered, rare collectors
item, sensible offers considered, tel: Paul, 01423 862117 daytime
(H1406)
Mana 4-Tier Custom amp stand with Snd'Stage for large
power amps £700; Mana Mini table and flat top £200;
Audiolab 8000CDM Transport £500 tel: Kevin, 01953 600142
eves (Norfolk) or write to Box No. 0793, HiFi News
Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA
(H1427)
Marantx 7Tpre/15 power amps, very rare; KEF 105, 103/2,
IMF TLS50S, Rogers Studio I's W/Dale E50's, Ditfon, 44's
Leak Stereo 20 pre/power/tuner Sony 557ESD CD, Pioneer
PD75, Meridian 606 DAC 551 Integrated PM84Il lot more
please tel: 01992718 265 (HI537)
Meridian 500 566 Naim MAC102 hi-cap NPASC NAP250
Linn Kudos tuner STAX Lambda basic KEf 103/4 Mana back
£5,000 may split, tel: 01392 255144 daytime (HI493)
Meridian 500 Transport, latest model, brand new, fully boxed,
superb build and sound, quality £980 tel: Richard, 0589
041378 anytime
(HI526)
Meridian 500 £725; Celestion SL600's £300; Arcam Delta
290 (mm/mc) £275; Meridian 203 £ 150; Aiwa ADF-810 cassette, three heads, dual capstan transport £ 100 plinth/stand for
Garrard 401 (Torlyte) £60 tel: 01621 772884
(
HI564)
Meridian 541 Dolby Pro-logic surround controller and MSR
remote control £475 tel: 0181 875 0831 (Wandsworth)
(H1519)
Meridian 555 551 amps, 508 CD (upgraded) Shahinian Super
ELF speakers Foundation classic stands, all chord solid flatline
cables, valved £2,500 only £ 1,750 including Meridian remote
tel: 01222 373967
(H1442)
Mesa Baron valve power amplifier, stunning sound and looks,
150 WPC, many rave reviews (Kessler/USA), switcheable triode/pentode/feedback/VU meters, dual mono, latest, mint,
boxed £ 1,795ono (list 4000) tel: John, 01865 862745
(H1560)
Michell ORBE with SME V Ortophon MC30 supreme
(unused) £2,950 (£3,950) very little use from new tel: 01797
253073 East Sussex
(H1528)
Mission Cyrus 2 amp £ 190; Spendor Prelude speakers on
Target stands, £ 135 tel: 01732 457712 (Sevenoaks) (HI420)
Monitor Audio Studio 60 speakers, MA Flagship, unbelievable resolution and scale absolutely immaculate, genuine reason for sale, (new £6,000) £2,800 delivery and demo can be
arranged tel: 01924 570606 (HI529)
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 speakers, 9 months old,
£1,295; Meridian 263 DAC £ 145; Pioneer CT93 cassette
deck, mint £245; Yamaha DSPE-200 AV Processor £75 tel:
01869 278249 (HI388)
Musical Fidelity A-1000 pure class A, excellent condition
£900 (£ 1,500) boxed; Audioquest Quart Interconnect 1m £75
(£130) tel: 01703 791061 eves (Southampton) (H1548)
Musical Fidelity MC6 huge floor standing Bipolar speakers
(£2,500) £ 1,100; Alchemist 'Odin' stereo, Poweramps 80 +
80W lush sound chrome cost £2,000 slat for £450 each or
£800 the pair tel: Marcus, 0181 530 6013 (HI522)
Musical Fidelity preamp plus 2x bridged typhoon power
amplifiers, 150w mint, boxed, manuals, cost £999, sell £395;
Heybrook Solo speakers, rosewood, mint, boxed, cost £200, sell
£120 tel: 01933 776616 (Northants) (H1392)

Nakamichi DIU cassette recorder Lmn Phono loads (£550)
£3750n0; Linn Basik/aKITO/KS, £250; both boxed and in
excellent condition, upgrading forces sale tel: 0181 574 0487
eves
(H1375)
Nakamichi Dragon mint, boxed, serviced £ 1,350; burmester
785 preamplifier MMTIC, mint, boxed £595; Krell KSA50
superb £ 1,000; Maranta 120 Oscilloscope tuner, superb, £495;
Audioplan Kontrast 3 loudspeakers, mint, boxed £ 1,495
tel/fax: 01747 853372 (Dorset)
(HI547)
Pair Linn Keilidh Speakers with granite stands £650; pair
Eikos FRI £600; 3metre pair Monglith 20/20 cables £ 170 all
immaculate tel: 01977 620558
(H1556)
Passion Passive preamp by Audio Synthesis, Vishay Hocco
WBT Version pure sound only £340 tel: Brian, 01747 851166
(H1567)
Pioneer Reference PD93 compact disc, A91D 120 watt
amplifier, mint, boxed, manuals, cost £2,300, sell £795; Onix
0A30 40 watt amplifier with MM phono input, mint, boxed,
manual £239 tel: 01933 776616 (Northants) (H1391)
Quad 33 pre-amp; Quad FM3 stereo tuner, together in Teak
case, Quad 405 power amplifier,ThorensTD150 turntable with
SME2000 arm, acrylic lid, KEF 104 speakers, offers?
(Reading) write to: PO Box 0792, HiFi News Classifieds,
Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA
(H 1417)
Quad 33/303 1973 down on 1 channel leak stereofetic 1970
pair Spendor BcIs 1983 offers? tel: 01803 834158 (South
Devon)
(H1520)
Quad 66 pre £460; Gradient 63 sub £ 1,100; Yamaha
DSPA2070 £490; Celestion SL6S £ 110; NAD2I4 £ 150; Jamo
Silhoutte £ 125; Target Stands £50; Quad ESL57 £325;
Nakamichi Bid £75 tel: 01766 522098 (H1542)
Quad ELS57 speakers, black, mint condition, £380 tel: 01487
773238
(H 1559)
Quad Mono Vlave set £ 170; Also Thorens TD124 with
SME12 inch arm £270; Early Thorens 3-speed turntable good for 78's £30 tel: 01932 821563 after 8pm (Surrey)
H1523)
Revox B226 CD Player £500ono write to: Box No. 0795, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1552)
Revox 636 high speed, half track stereo valve tape recorder,
NAB reel adaptors, instruction and service manuals, happy to
demonstrate asuperb sounding immaculate example £600 tel:
01932 856592 (Weybridge)
(HI562)
Revoy Studer 636 valve reel to reel tape recorder, vgc, good
head, collected piece tel: 01467 622550 for further information, unit can been seen in Aberdeen, Scotland, offers please, no
time wasters
(
H 1492)
Rogers Studio IA speakers in mint condition, including
stands £450ono tel: 0171 292 4344 weekdays 10am-6pm
(H1494)
Ruark Templar MICI speakers, 3years old, walnut neat floor
stander also pair Nordost gold flat 4m, cables with plugs £300
the lot fantastic value tel: home, 01628 529965 mobile 07771
571172 (Maidenhead)
(HI531)
SME Model 30, latest version, only few hours use, truly as
new, worlds best turntable, Perspex cover included, save £3,500
at £6,950, rare chance, boxed, tel: 0181 325 2585 (H 1549)
Sonus Faber Amator II speakers, complete with stands, stunning sound and woodwork, excellent review HiFi News June,
new and boxed £2,600 (£3,500) new, upgrading tel: 0181 546
2881
(
H1424)
Spendor SP2 MK1 mint,b oxed, £225ono; wanted: Audio
Technica AT1120 tone arm, tel: 01274 817035
(
HI541)
Stax SR Lambda Signature EAR speaker STAR SRM-TIS
headphone energiser, excellent condition, boxed, as new,
£750ono tel: 0181 509 2996
(HI545)
Super System KEF Ref. series cube 104/2 speakers, Linn
Deck, arm and head, Quarter A PM.64 11 amp - CD 94 player, Proton tuner and cassette deck - super connectors (please
include) S.A.E. 1800 Para Equalizer, £900 sterling tel: 01427
615346
(HI480)
Transparent Reference 1m phonos £900; Transparent Ultra
bi-wire 12ft speaker £ 1,600 (£3,400 new); Van den Hub
Revelation carbon speaker 12ft £550 tel: Philip, 01706 813987
(H1565)
Two Lowther Speakers foor standing 33 K18 x 16 good
working order £ 125 each, £200 pair, very little use since serviced by Maiters, tel: 01279 771446 Farnham Green, Herts
(H1458)
Valve Sutder C37 excellent condition with original manual
£1,400; Two Leak TL 12.1 (one is BBC version) £950 Pair
KEF BBC LS 5/1A monitors and stands £650 tel: Dublin
4977643 eves
(H 1502)
VPITNTMIC3+ turntable includes flywheel and reference platter £3,595; TNT Stand, top place and double brightstar isolation for above, £625 genuine callers only tel: 01730 815171
(HI539)
Wheaton Triplanar MES four months old, £2,300 (£3,250);
harmonic FtF66 feet £225; XL° Type Irefence interconnect
15m £230, genuine callers only, tel: 01730 815171 (H1538)
X.T.C. CD Transport superb construction and sound,
reviewed 08/96 £895 (£ 1,250) price includes Cambridge Dac
Magic, silver Digital Coax, RT. DaCapo Delta Sigma 1307 filter £795 Hi-Cap (uprated) £925 tel: 01273 325901 (H1516)
XLO 4.1 balanced Dig. Inter connects . 05 metre and Imetre
superb £ 100 and £ 175 respec. system deck 11
x900 with Akito
arm £ 175 various leads etc. tel: Oxford 450822
(
H 1563)
XTC Pre- I preamplifier, great sound, superb value, boxed,
mint £650 tel: Daytime, 0171 405 5600
(HI485)

FOR SALE - TRADE
AVI latest spec ex-dem pre-amp and remote £645; AVI ex-dem
Tuner £395; ring now on Max Music 01858 545416 (H1527)

WANTED
Arcam Delta 100 tape deck, System Dek Systyrn 935 speakers, QED TS22 speaker tristands, QED Icon Pi-gold interconnects tel: 0181 262 7568 eves
(H1412)
Mandrake or Siltech MC54 and above Interconnect tel: work,
0181 345 6934 home, 0181 3602447 after 7pm (131419)
121
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Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

1
MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

THE FNEST SELECTIO
HI14 IN THE tOUNTR
TURNTABLES / PHONO
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £7998
Grado tonearrn
£498
kenwood KD990 DD ' Flagship model' £295
Linn LPI2 Valhalla Zeta Koetsu Blk £2500 £998
Linn LP12 ( Afr) Zeta
£795
Linn LPI2 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo £3500 £ 1798
Linn Arkiv ICartridge £900 £298
Lyra Pamasus
£P0A
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / On MC3000
£998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU
£748
Naim Aro
£ 1070 £785
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80 £58
Oracle Delphi/Dynavector DVXX I /Koetsu £ 1248
Oracle Delphi Il/Linn Wok LVII
£ 1395
Ortofon T-300 Transformer £900 £495
Pink Triangle Expon ( Ex/dem) £900 £597
Revolver / Helios Scorpion / P77
£249
SME 3012 ( Boxed)
£275
Thorens TDI60 Super/SME 3009
£ 175
Thorens TDI60B Silver, ADC, VMS20E £ 145
IMAMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Alchemist Maxim Intgtd £319
Audiolab 8000M Mono's £ 1600
Audiolab 8000LX
£470
Audio Research D200(Ex Dem) £3250
Aura Evolution
Aura 80 SE-X (Integrated) £250

MI
£ 195
£898
£378
£ 1997
£195
£ 175

FOCUS ON ARCAM
Already offering excellent value when new, these
highly acclaimed British products are obviously
outstanding at these prices. There's simply no
reason to choose ` cheapo* hi-fi when the real thing
costs no more. And remember, all used equipment
carries afull three month warranty.
Arcam Alpha amp
Arcam Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha 5
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
Arcam Alpha 7
Arcam Delta 290
(Integrated with phono input)
Arcam Delta 120
Arcam Alpha Plus CD
Arcam Delta Black Box (DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 (DAC)

£85
£75
£250 £ 148
£230 £ 168
£250 £ 185
£500 £365
£250
£148
£148
£248

AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr £ 1000
Chord SPM1000B (S/H)
£2785
Counterpoint Solid IPwr
£ 1495
Counterpoint SA12 Solid State/Valve
Hybrid 85 watts per channel £ 1400
Cyrus 2 + PSX
Cyrus Pre/Power £ 1095
Deva 250 Pre + PA Pwr
DPA 50S Power
£ 15130

£498
£495
£1295
£845
£695
£415
£850
£495
£695

PART- EXCHANGE
YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY

DPA DSP200 Line Pre (Ex Dem) £499
DNM Pre Series 2
£900
DNM PA IPower
£ 1800
Dynaco STI20 (
Classic circa '
76)
Exposure XVIII (Power)
Exposure XXI (Pre)
Gryphon The Pre-Amp
£6000
Hannon ICardon AVPla Processor £2000
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £555
Jeff Rowland Consumate Pre £55013
Krell KBA Pre
£4998
Krell KAV300i ( Intgrtd) Mint £2550
Krell KSAI00 Mk2
£4000
Krell KSA200B
£5500
Krell Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
LFD LSB + PA2 (Pre,/Pwr) £38013
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600
LFD Mistral ( Head amp)
Linn LKI00 Power
Linn Kairn Pre
£ 1850
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr
£6500
Meridian 101/103 Pre/Pwr
Meridian 551 Integrated £795
Musical Fidelity P270/1 Power £ 1395
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
£379
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
£299
Musical Fidelity MASO ( Mono/Pwr) £875
Musical Fidelity A200 (Integrated) £725
NAD 1000 Pre
Naim NAIT 2
Naim NAIT 3R (
As New)
£780
Naim NACI2
Naim 90/92/Flat Cap (Mint
1295
Naim NAC12S
Naim NAC22
ALWAYS
Naim NAC42
WANTED
Naim NAC72
£725
Naim NAPI60 (Old style) Kimber wired
Naim NAPI35 (2xmonos) Ex-dem £3410
Naim NAPI40 (Old Style) £750
Naim Hi-Cap (Old Style) £720
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated) £650
NVA P50 ( Pre-amp/Passive) £250
Orelle SA100 ( Intgrtd) £550
Pioneer A30OR
£400
Pioneer A400
£400
Pioneer C90a Pre
PS Audio TwoC power amp
QED A270 Integrated
QED Vector Pre/Remote £250
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
Revox B750 ( Mint/Boxed/Manual) £550
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC1 Pre
£ 1250
Sugden A28 (Integrated)
Sugden A48 (Integrated)
Sugden AU51 ( Pre)
£750
Sugden Optima 140 (2X7Ow Intgd) £770
Threshold S300 ( Nelson Pass) £4500

HAIM

£397
£398
£898
£328
£P0A
£P0A
£2000
£495
£795
£250
£1498
£1898
£1998
£1495
£2758
£3595
£1498
£1198
£198
£398
£1095
£3498
£238
£518
£648
£248
£178
£498
£495
£145
£298
£680
£165
£995
£95
£145
£195
£425
£395
£2980
£428
£378
£58
£290
£395
£125
£375
£278
£194
£298
£325
£225
£135
£1897
£358
£758
£450
£125
£135
£450
£448
£1500

QUAD

Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
£P0A
Quad 66 Pre-amp
£498
Quad 44 Pre-amp
£265
Quad 34 Pre-amp
£430 £200
Quad 405 Power-amp
£195
Quad 405 Mk II Power-amp
£240
Quad 66 CD Player
£448 £448
Quad FM3
Choice from £95
Quad FM4 (Beige)
£225
Quad ESL57
From...
£395
Quad ESL63
£3500 £ 1595
Quad stock constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.
Thorens TTP2000 Mkt Pre (Ex Dem) £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
£599
YBA 2Pre-amp
£ 1700

£397
£477
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
111.11111tics Electra
£95111111111
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000 £878
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks £3400 £2697
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125 £897
Audio Note P3 (300B Power)
£ 1298
Audio Note Meishu (Line) £2750 £ 1895
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr ( Ex Dem) £888 £587
Audio Research V70 Pwr (Ex Dem) £4480 £2487
Audio Research LS5/I Line Pre
(Ex Dem)
£5295
£2997
Audio Research LS7 ( Ex Dem) £ 1550
£1295
Audio Research SPI4 Pre (silver) £3300
£1695
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
£428
Avantic SPA ll Vintage valves
£188

WHAT A PRIZE!
Here's a unique opportunity to aquire brand
new valve amps of the very highest quality
-simply because they're more than their
current owner requires! An unwanted prize
from a major hi-fi competition!!

Audio Valve Baldur 200+
Class A Pure Triode 140wpc Monoblocks
Retail £ 10,000
As new £..5298
Croft Series 5 (Power)
£495
Copland CTA501 Power amp £ 1800 £ 1198
EAR 859
£ 1458
Gordon Welford ( Pre) Hand made, hard wired £448
Graaf 5050 Power (Ex Dem) £2150 £ 1657
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem) £ 1195 £897
Grant G100 Pre / Pwr
£650
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated) £698
Muse Model 300 (Mono powers) £4400 £2898
PM Components MPL IPre plus
2xMp211 Power amps (Ex Dem) £5000 £2507

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

FULL
WARRANTY

BUY BACK
PROMISE

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
Next Day Delivery for all

With all purchases

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

Credit Card Purchases

Immediate Refund if Faulty

OF Mill OUSLY
THAT'S UARAN
FABULOUS VALVES!

These incredible 240 watts per channel monoblocks
are available only because their owner is up-grading
to Papworth five hundred watts per channel amps!
Papworth Audio M200 Monoblocks
Silver wired - upgraded caps
Truly beautiful amplifiers in Mint Condition
New: £5200
6months old: £3998
Also available:
Papworth Audio M100 Monoblocks £3600 £2600
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800
Tube Technology Unisis £ 1550
Unison Mystery One
Unison 845 Monoblocks

CD PLAYERS / DACS
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The-Box £249
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4Box CD Player
£ 1950
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audit:dab 8000DAC
£ 1000
Audiolab CDM
£ 1400
Audionote DAC 1 (Valve) £695
Audio Research DAC I(
20 bit)
Plus ATNT
£38013
AVI 2000MC Reference CD
£1300
Cambridge Audio CD2
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell 5I3P64X DAC
£9900
Marantz CD94 Trichord £ 1000
Meridian 263 DAC
£650
Micromega Duo ( 2box )
£2299
Micromega Stage 2CD
£660
Micromega Stage 4CD ( Ex Dem) £600
Micromega Stage 5CD ( Ex Dem) £750
Micromega Stage 6CD
£950
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster(Ex Dem) £245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC

MERIDIAN
Meridtan
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Mericaan
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian

101/103 Pre/Pwr
551 Integrated
203 DAC
263 DAC
508 24 bit CD ( Ex Dem)
563 DAC
606 DAC
603 Pre/DAC

£795
£560
£650
£2000
£865
£1750

£2898
£785
£P0A
£P0A
£197
£898
£498
£117
£177
£168
£528
£968
£498
£1945
£898
£99
£118
£148
£195
£1798
£498
£395
£998
£388
£397
£597
£550
£197
£140

£238
£518
£295
£395
£1799
£468
£600
£794

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full range of
and audio-visual components.

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am

£3940
£3445
Naim CDS System (Ex dem)
Pioneer PD77 CD Player
£1100 £495 i
Pink Triangle Da Capo Plus DCPSU
Balanced Input ( 1307 Chip) £3350 £ 1850
QED Digit Reference £450 £284
Revox B266 CD Player' £ 1300 £678
Rolcsan DPI Trans
£598
Roksan DA IDac
£278
Roirsan Attessa (Trans) £2300 £695
Rote' RCD970BX
£300 £ 198
Sugden SDT- IPro CD
£ 1300 £795
Teac VRDS 10 CD Player £770 £538
Theta TLC Jitter Buster (
Ex Dem)
£229 £ 177
Trichord Pulsar 1(DAC) £ 1195 £658
TAPE DECKS/TUNERS MIIM.
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Aucholab 8000T tuner
£528Avantic BM6I 1Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
£148
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro £ 135
Magnum Dynalab FT11
£550
£398
Marantz SD55 3hd / ! mtr
£400 £ 195
Marantz ST385L Tuner
£95
Marantz ST57 RDS Tuner
£ 135
Naha NAT 02 (Ex-dem) £ 1130 £960
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
£ 1398
Nakamichi 48IZ
£298
Nakamichi BX-2
£400 £ 198
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500 £295
Pioneer F-9I ( Exceptional quality) £348
Revox A77 1/
2 track
£P0A
Revox B77 Mk's 1 & 2 ( Call for details)
£P0A
Revox B760 Tuner
£P0A
Sequerra Reference
£5973
£2798
Sony TCK 611S
£330
£218
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500 £324

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1800
Mon 5Mk2
£5000
Apogee Diva Grigio Perla (
Completo£18,000
ATC SCMIO Black ( Mint) £ 1000
ATC SCM20 Black ( Mint) £ 1599
B&W DM7
B&W THX System ( Ex Dem) £4975
B&W 2000IFS Centre
£220
B&W Silver Signatures ( Including
X/overs and cables) Fabulous! £6000
Castle Chester (Yew)
£995
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
£995
Castle Howard Mk2 tEx Dem) £ 1200
Celestion Ditton 240 (
3way)
Celestion SL6 + stands
DCM Time Windows.
Epos ES II (Black)
Epos ESI4 Black with stands
Gale 301 ( Black)
£250
Harbeth HLP3ES Rosewood £799
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL K6 ( Ex Dem) £ 1049
Macbeth HL5 Teak

£898
£2898
£6998
£698
£998
£188
£2977
£108
£2948
£879
£879
£947
£125
£198
£395
£358
£428
£159
£478
£398

£8e

£798

30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS A

Heybrook Sextets ( Black) £ 1300
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500
KEF Q30 ( Black) Floorstanders £350
KEF Q60 Bookshelf
Klipsch Heresy II (
Black)
Klipsch SWI5 Mk2 Sub (2avail) £ 1800
Linaeum LFX
£649
Linn lsobarik Passive (Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked)
£2000
£450
Linn Nexus
Linn Kan ( Black & Teak)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA (Wood/Brown)
Mission 727 (
Teak)
Mission 732 ( Black)
£200
Mission 75IF ( Black)
£330
Mission 753F ( Black)
£800
Mission 754F (
Ex Dem)
£1498
Mission 763 ( Black)
Monitor Audio R352 (
Teak) £395
Monitor Audio Monitor 2
£300
Monitor Audio PlvtC703 Cherry £980
Musical Fidelity MC2
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
£2450
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem)
Pink Triangle Ventrical (
Ex Dem) £896
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem)
£4250
Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63
£3500
Rata Three
£4375
Rega XL (Rosewood) £ 1040
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black) £240
Scott 166 Mini-Monitors £250
£3000
Shahinian Obelisk
Snell 1.111 with stands
£770
Sonus Faber
Minima Amator ( Mint)
£ 1550
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1 ( Ex Dem) £3293
Spendor BC'
Spendor SPV3
£ 1195
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood) £2130
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
Tannoy 632 Profile
£250
Tannoy M2 ( Mint)
£ 130
TDL Studio I (Teak or Black) £800
TDL RTL3 (
Rosewood)
£400
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units £3400
Wilson Witt Mk It
Ex dem) £8888
Wilson Witt Mk ItSept '97 Mint) £8888

From...

MISCELLANEOUS

•

Harmonix TU8I2 LP Record Clamp £220
Siltech 560 Balanced cables ' mu pr £ 1600

£848
£1600
£248
£150
£754
£1148
£445
£750
£898
£265
£295
£450
£450
£158
£138
£228
£498
£997
£195
£248
£218
£720
£150
£1497
£1297
£597
£3494
£395
£1595
£3198
£655
£168
£138
£1898
£478
£1095
£2497
£238
£775
£225
£140
£195
£168
£95
£395
£275
£2398
£6887
£5998
£170
£600

PHOTO-OPPORTUNITY!
High quality cameras and photographic
outfits considered in part-exchange.

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ESTABLISHED 1974

choice hl-fi
Clearance
KV

-1E) Best prices paid for top
equipment

Items
Choice
Price

Quad II's 2x2monoblocks ( special)
Audio Research 0240 mk II
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo &
Pre- amp
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Alphason Sonata ( No arm)
Roksan ROK-DAC 1
LFD PA2/ LS1/ MC1
AVI 2000 pre/ remote
Tesserac Tala
Magnum P200
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk II
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Royd Priors
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X- over + power amp
Kenwood 9010
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2

Speakers

Show room/dem room

ID Long term trade in policy, to all ow
continual upgrading

£ 695.00
£ 450.00
£ 295.00
£ 995.00
£ 355.00
£ 250.00
£1495.00
£ 495.00
£ 750.00
£ 950.00
£ 695.00
£1800.00
£ 395.00
£ 450.00

1E) Mail order

10 All credit cards inc. Amex

£ 1400.00
£ 999.00
£ 995.00
£2495.00
£ 700.00
£ 495.00
£3000.00
£ 900.00
£ 1495.00
£ 1895.00
£1150.00
£3500.00
£ 600.00
£ 950.00

£1395.00 £3200.00
£ 250.00 £ 500.00
£ 395.00 £ 900.00

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Audio Note Ankora Monoblocks
V.T.L. Monoblocks
Krell KSA 100S + Remote
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson No. 331

£8500.00
£1795.00
£2995.00
£8995.00
£2750.00
£2995.00

£ 14500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 5843.00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 5000.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Hailer Iris Remote
Audio Research LS2
Audio Research LS7
Angstrom 200

£ 295.00
£1495.00
£1095.00
£1800.00

£ 800.00
£ 2798.00
£ 1620.00
e 3495.00

£ 295.00
£2795.00
£1750.00
£2200.00

£ 590.00
£ 3499.00
e 2500.00
£ 4000.00

TURNTABLES/ ANALOGUE/ VARIOUS
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref
Bearing, platter, clamp
Stax Lambda Nova
Signature/ SRM-TIS
Goldring Eroica
Audio Technica AT- 0C9

£ 995.00 £ 1195.00
£ 75.00 £ 100.00
£ 250.00 £ 400.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Roksan Attessa CO Player
Vimak DS2000 DAC/ Pre-Amp
Audio Research CO2
Micromega Duo CO2
Krell Studio 2Dac
Teac Ti Black

£ 800.00
£2195.00
£2495.00
£ 895.130
£1250.00
£ 395.00

TUNERS
Musical Fidelity Electra Tuner

£295. 00 £ 395.00

£ 950,00 £

£ 1500.00
£
£ 3500.00
£ 2000.00
£ 3198.00
e 525.00

-pp Export service
10 Finance arranged subject t
o

st
at
us

10 Widest range available

io

In-depth experience on high end
used equipment

IF) Unbiased advice
ID Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sa l
es
and wants - will put you in to uc h

Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Meridian 551 Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Musical Fidelity P140
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Krell KSA 80
Krell KSA 200 B
Quad 77 Integrated
LFD PA2M/ LS2 Stone
Audio Research VT150 SE
Naim Nap 250
Micromega Amp
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated

Q

£ 1895.00 £ 2990.00
£ 4995.00 £ 10000.00
£ 3795.00 £ 5000.00
£ 895.00 £ 1998.00
£ 1195.00 £ 1590.00
£ 595.00 £ 950.00
£ 4995.00 £ 10000.00
£ 650.00 £ 900.00
£ 2495.00 £ 4000.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2250.00
£ 450.00 £ 900.00
£ 3250.00 £ 4790.00
£ 1495.00 £ 3000.00
£ 3000.00 £ 5550.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 1995.00
4700.00
£11995.00 £ 17000.00
£ 1200.00 £ 1800.00
£ 750.00 £ 1295.00
£ 595.00 £ 900.00

Pre
Am

Krell KRC 2
Chord 3200 pre
Musical Fidelity X-Tone + X-psu
Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
Krell KRC
CAT SL1 mk11 Black/ Silver
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk Il
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Conrad Johnson PV10 (mm/mc)
Audio Research LS3B
Audio Research Reference 1
Audio Research LS 22
Naim Nac 72
Naim Hi Cap (Old Style)
Unison Research Mystery One
Burmiester 785
Micromega Tempo P

lifiers

£2250.00 £ 3690.00
£2250.00 £ 3800.00
£ 225.00
320.00
£1995.00 £ 2590.00
£3795.00 £ 6700.00
£4500.00
6500.00
£ 395.00 £ 595.00
£1195.00 £ 1900.00
£3000.00 £ 5700.00
£ 895.00 £ 1095.00
£ 895.00 £ 1250.00
£1295.60 £ 2250.00
£5995.00 £ 8500.00
£2950.00
4000.00
£ 550.00 e 650.00
£ 400.00 £ 650.00
£1095.00 £ 1800.00
£ 395.00 £ 900.00
£ 750.00 £ 1250.00

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to f
u lfil y
our

sonic

dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just ab ou t ex pens i
ve

Power
Amplifiers
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
Audio Research Classic 60
Boulder 102 AE
Pioneer A400
Krell KSA 150

£ 495.00
£ 7995.00
£ 1495.00
£ 2650.00
£ 195.00
£ 2295.00

cehoiCe
111

lc)

£ 495.00 £ £1495.00 £3500.00
£ 495.00 £ 1200.00

This Month

\IJ-

Quality

10 Generous part exchange

Original
Retail Price

New in

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 1/ Stands
Martin Logan SL3
Tannoy 0700
B & W 801 Series 2 ( Black Ash)

qua lity

£ 795.00
£21000.00
£ 3600.00
£ 3400.00
e 300.00
£ 4000.00

brandnames, it's about aspiring to the very bes t
sound, about choosing your ideal sy st
em f
rom th e
widest selection in the country, in a

un i
que

no -

pressure environment. It's about taking ad van t
age o f
our unrivalled knowledge and be i
ng
gi
ven th
e
freedom to choose and upgrade the audi o equ ip men t
you want, when you want. Othe rs ma y se ll you hi-fi .
Choice hi-fi will sell you solutions.

el 0181

Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands
Muse 18 sub woofer
Gale 401
Apogee Duetta Sig
Magneplanar 2.5
B & W 802 mk III (Walnut)
Acoustic Energy AE1
Acoustic Energy AE120
Ensemble PA1
Klipsch La Scala
Alon Vmk 11 Blk
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
ATC SCM 50 ARosewood
JM Lab Alcor
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
KEF Reference Model 101/2 (Walnut)
Mini Grand
Kef Ref Model 3
Dalquist DQ10

£ 1095.00 £ 1700.00
£ 1600.00 £ 4000.00
£ 250.00 £
£ 1495.00 £ 3500.00
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 2800.00
£ 595.00 £ 795.00
£ 365.00 £ 500.00
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2400.00
£ 2500.00 £ 5000.00
£ 5995.00 £ 15000.00
£ 3000.00
£ 4250.00 £ 7000.00
£ 250.00 £ 500.00
£ 3995.00 £ 5500.00
£ 2995.00 £ 5000.00
£12000.00 £ 19000.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2700.00
£ 395.00 £ 795.00
£ 2995.00
7600.00
£ 1350.00
2000.00
£ 395.00 £ 1000.00

CD Players

Q
T
)

& DACS

EAD DSP 1000
Theta Data basic 2
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
M CCormack DAC-1
Wadia 22/26
Acuphase DP70
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Linn Mimik
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
Altis CDT III Transport
Micromega CO3 Transport
Micromega BS DAC
Quad 77 C.D Player (Quadlink)
OPA PDM 2mk III
Micromega T- Drive
Micromega T
Dac
Meridian 200/ 203
Marantz C094/94A
Meridian 563 18 bit
Sony R1/ S1

£ 695.00
£ 1695.00
£ 195.00
£ 795.00
£ 3250.00
£ 695.00
p.o.a.
£ 2250.00
£ 9950.00
£ 8995.00
£11500.00
£ 1895.00
£ 595.00
£ 895.00
£ 3495.00
£ 995.00
£ 295.00
£ 495.00
£ 550.00
£ 750.00
£ 495.00
£ 550.00
£ 650.00
£ 495.00
£ 3995.00

£
£
£
£
£
£

1495.00
2397.00
300.00
2390.00
6000.00
995.00

4500.00
220000.00
£13800.00
£24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 90000
£ 1095.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 500.00
£ 700.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1300.00
£ 800.00
£ 1300.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£ 8000.00

Turntables
& Analo
Linn LP12/ Avondale/ Akito
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Systemdek II XE 900/ RB 250
Sequera Tuner ( Original)
Quad FM3 Tuner
Voyd Reference
SME IV
Clear Audio Sigma
Kiseki Agat Ruby
Linn Klyde
Ortofon MC 7500
Ortofon MC 15 Super ll

392 1959 & 0181

ue

£ 595.00 £ 2000.00
£ 1295.00 £ 2500.00
£ 1750.00 £ 4500.00
£ 3495.00 £ 4950.00
£ 1800.00 £ 4500.00
£11995.00 £25000.00
£ 250.00
395.00
£ 395.00 £ 650.00
£ 4500.00 £
£ 225.00 £
£ 5000.00 £ 10000.00
£ 750.00 £ 980.00
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
£ 1450.00 e
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
£ 1250.00 e 2500.00
£ 99.00 £ 150.00

392 1963

for sale trade
SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

TA'NNOY

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kit , & drive units
Al) offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

CASTLE

Design Services to help with your own ideas:
* Crossover Design -Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions

* Thiele / Small parameters -Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/Im, Phase. Impedance
* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your

FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703 -559312
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

326, Portswood Rd, Southampton, Hant S0117 2TH

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

PRICE

£1495
ROOD Standard turntable MINT.
.£1495
VOYD T/taole (upgraded psi & mtr) less Orion
...£5995
PRIME 201 Pre-amp with 202 Monoblocks
£1995
BOULDER 250 AE Power amp MINT
.£1850
B&W 801 Series IIS
£1395
BOW 801 Series Ils (with lands) ..
£595
REYOX B77 Tape recorder D( CON.
£1995
REVOX PR99 MK3 Tape dEk
.. £995
REYOX 8215S Cassette del(
£495
REYOX III Tuner MINT
... £895
DPA Pre/Power amps (with all cornet cables) .....
£895
DEMON POA 4400A Moncolocks EX CON
£1295
LUXMAN M03600 288
£ Stereo power amp
£450
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner .
£495
LUX141111 M2000 Power nip MINT.
. £1200
LORA Parnassus Oct CartrOge EX CEM .............
£199
HELIUS Aerius Tonearm MINT
£1995
THIEL 1.5 Speakers EX DEM.....................
£995
RELUS Silver wired Weevil ..
. . £795
FORSELL Canhdge MINT
JVC 7050 Power amp
£695
AVALON Ascent Speakers (light wood)
ORACLE Premier MK III Ttable wile psu ..£1495
MERIDIAN 203 BAC
......£ 195
AUOIONOTE P4 Monoblceks M1NT.......................................£3395
MICHELL ORBE EX DEM
£ 1500
AUDIONOTE P2SE Poweeamp MINT ..£895
MICHELL ORBE/SME 309 EX OEM .......£2050
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 10110 Pre-amp ......................................£650
ARCAM '_1
1•.ta Black Box II Dac
...£175
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 amp MINT.... £1495
WE NOW OFFER r. FINANCE TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
AUDIONOTE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED (new EIS«) ............£5495
"(Subject te status)
AUDIONOTE Ans7 Step (.; transformer ................................£3003
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII Pre-amp MINT....£1000
MAIN
DEALERS FOR:
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MKT ......M4995
THIEL, MARK LEVINSON,
SONOS FABER ConceN4sealed box
£895
ABSOLUTE SRAM PRODUCTS
SPECTRAL Reference PI-ono cart UNUSED ............................£995
SPENDOR SP100 (inc ddicated stands) MINT/BOXED ........f1195
An MUCH MORE.
SOLSTICE AAD Speakes with stands ......................................£495
KEF 164 Loudspeakers ..
D150
FOR AN- UP-TO-TEE-MINUTE LIST
CELLO Master speakers (ttiano black) MINT/BOXED ($36000)C15000
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
11P119 MK3 (dark oak)/Air TangenVKoetsu Black .£1800
http:firinew.hi1 1-stereo.com
5001) Ttable SME VP. Kearaudio Delta Cart.£2495

£4995
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT
....E5795
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac 1.0 OEM
£595
MARK LEVINSON MLI Preamp with phono...
..,,C1895
MARK LEVINSON 29 Pover amp EX CON ..
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-Inp
MILLER & KR(ISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON ..
MICHELL ISO HR Phonostage & Psu .....£495
MICROMEGA Stage 6Cd transport.£595
MONITOR AUDIO Studio SO Speakers (Rosewood) MINT ....£3495
MERIDIAN 263 Dac
.....£249
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVO Preamp .£895
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands .£250
ACCUPHASE Basoi. Cd player
£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.55 MK3 Balanced line pre-amp ............£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 5Mtr _rtz line speaker cable EX DEN ......£650
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited >Ridge APsu
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Usieakers ( Rosewood) F. veneer ......£3995
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-amp MINT ...........£599
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Fins Audio (with Border Patrol Pou) ..E1200

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND 311Y IN ; OR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: C1903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER C860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234
e-ma4heatherdaleehdi-stereo.com

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

HI-END AUDIO WHY PAY MORE 9
FREEPHONE 0800 328 3050

AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH • AVI • CARY • CRIMSON • COPELANE
D.N.M. • DEFINITIVE- TECH • GALLO • HARMAN KARDON • JADIS
KRELL • LEXICON • LYRA • M & KTHX • MARTIN LOGAN • MYRYAD
ORACLE • PARASOUND • PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • PRO AC
REFERENCE CABLE • SONUS FABER • STAX • SUGDEN • SUMIKO
•YAMAHA • THETA • THIEL
esign us
io
assités, he Townhouse, 1Park Gate, Glasgow, G3 6
Tel: 0141 353 7474 Fax:0141 353 7444 e-mail: designed-a-c.co.uk

REVIEWS/COMMENTS

TECHNICAL & SCIENTIFIC:

"Reference Cable is a company to watch out for,
the technology is quite stunning...
With Reference you can forget about AQ..."
Leo Lam, Hi Fi World.

Resulting from years of research and development first
started by Professor Ohno at The Chiba Institute of
Technology in Japan, Reference Cable offer acomplete range
of dedicated interconnect and speaker cables which provide
a revolutionary breakthrough in signal technology resulting
in better bass and cleaner, detailed sound quality.

"Beautifully constructed and made a
favourable impact right away..."
Leo Lam, Hi Fi World.
"Overall a credible performance from the
not- so- costly cables and an outstanding one from
the Monocrystal types, especially the purity and
clarity available with the solid core...."
Peter J. Comeau, Hi Fi News.

Conductor materials such as 99.997% pure, UHP-OFC or
our
unique
patented
perfect
grain
free
MonocrystalTM copper and solid MonocrystalTM
pure silver provide enhanced resolution and
breathtaking accuracy.

"The best cables I've heard"
Serious Kit, Manchester.
"Detailed, transparent and revealing"
The Hi Fi Shop, Belfast

High quality insulation materials like
polypropylene and polyethylene contribute
to high transmission velocities resulting in
improved rhythm, ambience
and timbre.

"Awesome Cable and unbeatable prices"
Holburn Hi Fi,Aberdeen
"Out performed rivals costing five/ten times more"
Design Audio Classics, Glasgow

Low resistance, low capacitance stranded 2 and 3sq. mm
plus I . 5sq.mm solid speaker cables give stereo width,
depth and height and will work in any system offering
deep rich bass or smear free treble.

Why is this ground breaking British cable achieving
such unequivocal support.Very simply:
BECAUSE IT OUT PERFORMS RIVALS
COSTING FIVE AND TEN TIMES MORE.
Hard to believe, yes - but simple LISTENING TESTS prove it!
For connections between pre and power
amplifiers. Home cinema amplifiers and
pre-amps or processors.
CS I- RCA Master Conduit UHP-OFC RCARCA interconnect E75.00pr.
Other lengths add £ 24.00 per M.
CS I - XLR Master Conduit UHP-OFC
XLR-XLR interconnect £75.00 pr
Other lengths add £ 24.00 per PI
MS2-RCA Monocrystal All Cu RCA- RCA
interconnect £ 165.00 pr.
Other lengths add £ 30.00 per M
M52-XLR Monocrystal All Cu XLR-XLR
interconnect £ 220.00 pr.
Other lengths add £ 30.00 per M
US I - RCA Monocrystal All Az RCA- RCA
interconnect £ 550700 pr.
Other lengths add £ 300.00 per M
US I -XLR Monocrystal All Ag XLR-XLR
interconnect £6003)10 pr.
Other lengths add £ 300 per M.

A high quality Monocrystalrm connector
for digital ( Including Dolby Digital AC3),
connects CD transports to DACs or preamps to digital active loudspeakers.
MD2-RCA Monocrystal All Cu RCA- RCA
interconnect £ 71.50 ea.
Other lengths add £ 13.00 per M
Monocrystal'' low capacitance, low resistance
speaker cables capable of extended runs for
high quality audio installations.

For connections between CD players, tape
decks, tuners,VCRS or Sub Woofers and
Hi-Fi/AMPS or processors.
CAI- RCA Master Conduit UHP-OFC RCARCA interconnect £65.00 pr
Other lengths add £8.00 per M
CA I - BNC Master Conduit UHP-OFC BNCBNC interconnect £65.00 pr.
Other lengths add £8.00 per M

CS2.3

Master Conduit 3sq mm stranded
cable £ 3.75 per M

CS2.I5

Master Conduit I.5sq mm solid table
£5.75 per M

Appointed retailers will provide a home
demonstration kit in aconvenient easy to carry
aluminium flight case. If you're not entirel)
convinced that our cables out-perform others ai
similar prices, our retailers will provide athirty
day full replacement guarantee. Thereafter the
cables ( excluding customs cable) are guaranteed for ten years from the date of purchase.

MS2.2

Monocrystal Cu 2sq mm stranded
cable £ 15.00 per M

MA2-RCA Monocrystal All Cu RCA- RCA
interconnect £ 155.00 pr.
Other lengths add £ 20.00 per M

MS2.3

Monocristal Cu 3sq mm stranded
cable.£0.00 per M

UHP-OFC Speaker cables for moderately
long- runs for audio installations

THE FASTEST GROWING CABLE CO.

MS2.I 5

Monocrystal Cu I.5sq mm solid
cable £ 0.00 per M

CS2.2

Master Conduit 2sq mm stranded
cable £ 2.50 per M

US2

Monocrystal Ag multi solid cable
£450.00 per M

CS4.2

Master Conduit 2sq mm stranded
bi- wire cable £.5.25 per M

Telephone or write for further information, a dealer list and our brochure,The
Definitive Guide to Cable Theory at: The
Ecosse Maf Co Ltd, Kilmarnock, KAI
4QD. Telephone and Fax: 01563 524320

IN BRITAIN...

Monocrystal'' is atrademark of Ecosse Mar Co. UK

WE NEVER FORGET YOU HAVE A CHOICE:
PART -WO - AVPLIFIERS
As a wanna-be rival so rightly says, you can rely on us for
forthright opinions based on so many years misspent in the
trade! And we always said that the LFD Mistral amplifier was the
best spent £499. Now French and American magazines have
discovered the product. September's Stereophile claimed
claimed " Its power limitation set aside the sound of the LFD
Mistral is very close to being as good as it gets at any price, with
either solid-state or tubes." All we can say is, try the Mistral CD
Player (£999) - it sounds as good as it looks and the higher
priced LFD pre- and power amps.
We won't waste your time with medicore products even if they
are hyped and selling, so pricewise we rise up to £ 1,199 for the
Audio Note Oto Single-end full Class A (extra £ 300 with a phono
input). Manufacturers: if you make a better amplifier at the
same price, bring one to the showroom. Audio Note is a legend
for their expensive amplifiers, yet their sonic grandeur is so very
affordable. The goal posts have moved. Marvel and boogey to
the revised pre-amps MI, M2, M3 and M5 then ask yourself why
there has been no mention of them in any magazine I've seen.
Price points are from £ 550, and they are better than any kits
and hold their value.
USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION
Unbeatable customer care: we try harder.
* New! Lower prices
* New! One month's home trial. Mail order with no risk: if not

Pass Labs have introduced single-end analogue minimalist pre-

and power amplifiers which establish the highest degree of
musical involvement. So, if its passion you seek instead of sterile
sound, try the X-2 pre- amp and Aleph 3power amp ( 30 watts)
each £2,250; the further uprange, the better it gets.
Mark Levinson is the solid-state top of the tree. When you
realised that you are spending thousands of pounds upgrading
which could go to the final upgrade, you realise that the
decision to consider this marque is an investment decision with
the pleasure principle as a long-term bonus. At the
Renaissance Hi Fi Show, 17- 20th September, new power
amplifiers will be world premiered: the 334, 335 and 336
supersede the 331, 332 and 333 featuring new design and
higher power per pound. Two new digital processors will be
shown for the first time which are full 96kHz/24 bit compatible,
and a prototype of the first ML pre- amp to carry the Reference
level badge, the No. 32 will shown. Was shown by the time you
read this, hopefully!
It would appear that we have the most serious collection of
amplifiers under one roof in Scotland. Experience counts.
Amplifiers
Audiolab C + PPre- and Power amps
£650
Audio Innovations Series 1000-Silver Monoblocks, 50 wpc
(cancelled order, as new, with full set of GroovTubes)
£1,750
Mark Levinson 10A Pre- amp with MM/MC input, priced

delighted with the product and the system match, we will work
with you, not against you. With 18 years industry experience and

to sell

inside connections we can find the best buy at your price point.

viscereal sound)

£750

Digital/CD Players
Meridian 506 CD Player

£650

Monarchy Audio 33B DAC

£500
£100

* New! loyalty Discount: 5% on next purchase, rising to 71/2%
on third purchase. A free CD with your first purchase of new and
used equipment; free Petros Blue interconnect worth £48 with all
first purchases over £500 until 31.01.99.
* All items carry full 2-year warranty including carriage both
directions ( used equipment guarantee is for 6months, with parts

£1,399

Rappaport PRE- 1A + PS- 1A (a legendary design,

Monarchy Audio DIP
Pink Triangle Cordinal CD Player, stunning daCapo sound
from a single and slim- line box, classic product

£750

and labour at dealer cost for 2-years).
* All items in stock dispatched same-day by City Link ( UK) Next
Day, and DHL ( 2-3 days) overseas for the best standard of care.
All items insured at our expense.

Analogue/Turntables
Michell ISO HR Phono Stage ( 6months old)

£500

* Most brads of HiFi furniture available nation-wide. We stock

Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem, mint, was £2,250 £1,299

and recommend Stands Unique, especially the RMS Reference

Dynaudio Contour 1.8 Rosewood, Mk1 floor-stander on marble

range. It really works, and remember you can claim your free CD

plinths, bargain
£699
Martin Logan CLS-11z, light oak, with Arcici stands
£1,795
psb Stratos Mini ex-dem, unmarked Piano Lacquer, was £ 1,199,
award-winning design, amazing dynamics from this Canadian

and interconnect and loyalty bonus!
We represent ( main agencies): Audio Note, Bow Technologies,
Mark Levinson, MIT, Living Voice, Pass Laboratories,
Pink Triangle, ProAc, psb, Zinoli Loudspeakers.

Sonus-Faber look-alike

All products fully guaranteed for six months: UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700 F
AX (0)141 339 9762

MOBILE:

041 051 9555

£699

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSI'AND e
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

I

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi- F1 Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:41 II
Malcolm Stewart Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best 8z most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar " Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, Hi-F1 World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HI-FI News R/R. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-FI World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art Mr Teilinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination."J. Marsh.

Iteleftegie 4-4094.-

Wee a decosteued

THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA irT COMMISSIONED STUART PERRY TO RE-BUILD THE CLASSIC BEAM ECHO DL 7-35 MONOBLOCS (1956). WE ARE STUNNED!
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR FT FC7ROSTATTC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE
STORMFORCE MY ULTIMATE STATEMENT ON 171E CLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIŒ HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLVSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES,
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V1511 1 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS@ ALSO FOREMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 340. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO
SME 3009S2 ( 1998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR 1115111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601 CE

a fresh
musical perspective

KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio

GALLOWAY

products from leading manufacturers.

LJD10

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance

TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSIC

AUDION

«we%

ELECTROCOMPANIET

BASIS

NAGRA
TARA LABS

JM LAB NEW UTOPIA RANGE NOW AVAILABLE
Demonstration By Appointment

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
ACC:PHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUAL1ER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSIECAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

foçsaletrncje
Lintone Audio
Make
Acoustat Model 11...e/static.
,dem
Acoustat Model 110)...e/static ers. rdem
Anthem Amp 1...Vave pwr ornp.rdern
Arlon Electra...keg (min), etdom
AudoMeco Kreaturo/Ebkr_Trorts & DAC. x-den!
Chan° Meer 3...3-way spirt x-dern
Chono Academy 1_2-way se. new
Chow Academy 1...2-way spkr. x-dem
Chano Academy 2...2-way spla. x-dem
Chorio Academy 3...4-way F/S spin, x-show
Counterpoint H03133...Dolay pre, x-show
DS/D 20 bit DAC
EAR 8341/P45...Valve Pre/Power
Genesis 5203..2-way stakk x-dern
Orkshotiv Overture...ktig. x-dens
Mcintotis MC7100...100W pe ornp. new
Mcintan MC500...500W pwr ant). x-show
Musicd Fidekty T-1..."Colectas item"New. boxed!
NEAR 18,l.,.2-way meta cone spa rdem
NEAR. 2010...2-way.3 driver sale elbow
NEAR. Sand Most...3 way Oar. x-rev

SRP£
1600.00
MOO
1203.00

in.00

26.911:0
950.00
1349.00
1349.00
1699.00
8500.00
1903.00
Kew
20:6C0
1030.00
550.00
2003.03
8030.00
300.00

do.ao

1203.00
150).00

Sole £
800.00
1030.00
960.00
800.03
1500.03
4CO.00
1003.00
8C0.03
1100.1:0
K03.00
1030.00
200.03
1000.00
43200
253.00
15:0.00
4XO.00

3oaco
300.00
50000
600.00

N.E.W. P-3/ a-20.1...Pre/pw. x-item
2500.00
1500.00
Neatith Neol...Conon splcr. x-show
3000 00
1503.00
Neolith Neo2 with stands...Conan sple rshow
50:0.03
2503.00
Necarth Neo3...Corion Oa x-show
5X0.03
25C0.00
Sonic Frontiers SFS-40...Vcire pwr amp. x-dem
MOOD
1M.03
Sonic Frontiers ST-CD-I...Vern CD player, x-rev
3801CO
2803.00
Sonic Frontiers SFM-160...Vote m/trocs. x-dem
torca 332303
Thule PR200/R_Preamp. rdem
700 00
300.00
Thule CDICO...CD playa x-dem
800.03
4C10.00
Trilogy Pre/948...Pre/pwr omP. !edam
IC03.03
600.00
Orison Simply 2...Volve intg x-dem
1C0103
703.00
Nakornitati 600 Cassette Deck Collectas item •
mint condition with cover
OFFERS
McIntoosh C26 solid state pre with wood sleeve rgloss
block áMonkish MC 100. 1C0wati stereo sad state
25 year On - ir' cr,-1.. -2OFFERS
We are the distributors far Sonic Fronhers, Anthem, Precious Metals Cable.
AudioCarper. McIntosh and 610/500000 laudspeaken.
We also purchase all tine Auctio products.

Absolute
Absolute Sounds
modify or re align

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: ( 716) 424-3680
Fax: ( 716) 427-9339
VISA

typal r

floss

high- end equipment
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undertake rebuilds with selected atidioplidu
components and can ainti Mier

val i•

matching yen ice. E. \ pea only the 1
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Absolute Sounds

MC

AMEX

?gob
COIL
lepà

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils

Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

e

ATV SERVICES

Call now for The Power & The Glory'
2
the essential guide
to upgrading your mains.

• HiFi

013 72

.

MADISOUND

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Kendal, Ctimbria, LA8 9AS
Tel: 00 44 ( 0)1539 823317

• NIIIIINCJIJ
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Skaaning
Loudspeakers

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION

IVNAUDIO e
e. ireOLOGV

ACOUSTIC PANELS

FOTAI.

EXT 318

SLEDGEHAMMER

???

LERP,

terless

your old moving

coil and save up to 45°An off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT. MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES &
DISCS. TEST CDS, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES.
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

urduurre)

DEFLEM

TEL: 0181 686 2599

CARTRIDGES: Trade in

PROVIDES

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

SEND

$ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No euitem or ex- display egurpment No grey imports Delivery Is free
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or wnte for specific details

ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD

IAN HARRISON HI Fl (MAIL ORDER ONLY)

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON. DERBY, 0E65 6GQ.

P.O. BOX 44283

TEL: 01283 702875

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771

9am-9pm including Sundays
11

I30

456921

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

,UK OMLY

DAVE WALSH
HERE!
Design- in the HRL-I audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit back for alifetime of listening pleasure.
The HRL-I is a 'traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax Ill cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescence.
Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and acoustic' instruments.
Metallic percussion,
for example, is reproduced
with
scalp- tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (including crossover section design) and are intended to
fast alifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL-1 Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter £ 100.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRL-1
£ 10.00 each
Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each
(:.K. p&p: ribbon inserts free,
pair .. E10.00
Overseas ribbon inserts .. £5.00 tarry no.), HRL-1 pair at cost (6kg parcel)
16 Copeman Rood, Aylsham, Norwich NR II6IL.
Tel (01263)734361
WWW
hapillwww.argonet.co.uklbusinesslkidawson
E-mail :: hel-audio@argonmeo.ak

radios
VCR's
Valves tested

LEATHERHEAD

cr

PLEASE CONTACT
Howard Dawson Audio
Iland-Croped Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers
1,1 your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve

atv

reir

8011 2329-3626

Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns

e-mail on. Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE,8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

OUR
.

DISC

This is a Free call to the

STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, AUDIOLAB,
CYRUS, KRELL, RUARK, OPERA, MARANTZ,
MICHELLE, CASTLE, TEAC, KEF ETC,ETC.
Visit our web site at http://www.lintoneeo.uk

YOUR

hifi@NEWFOAM.com

+800 4639-3626
Fax +

Tune-ups

‘. 1engineer. can

Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMTsiSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG f.£ WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX ASPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

e-mail:

SELECTED USED EOLIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Melamine Maxim Amplifier...
tes dem)
1249.00
Albarry DMPUM1008 Pre/Mono Power Amps ( used)
159500
Arcam Delta 170/Black Box
( used) £300.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier. ( new)
129905
Arcam Rem 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
lea dem) .. 5.699.00
Amain Delta 280 Tuner ....
let dem) ....S249.95
Aura Evolution Amplifier
( used) .. 11130.00
Audio Alchemy DDE.V1 DAC
.
.(es dem) ......£269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 P.S.4 DAC
lea dem) ...... 1399.95
Audiostatic DCI Loudspeakers lea dem)....11700.00
Cyrus 2Amplifier
latest) . 124030
Cyrus 2Amplifier
( used)...EI50.00
Cyme 3Amplifier/PSXR Power Supply. ( used). 152000
Cyme 2Amplifier/PDX Power Supply
( used). 1390.00
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white). ( used). 1450.00
Linn Raker Loudspeakers ( used). ...D350.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers/Stands.laindl
13501m
Lumley PP70 Parase Pre Amplifier (ex dem)......1200.00
Ma'am CD63K1 Signature CD Player
( used). 1260E0
Marano CD67 CD Player.
-fused). 1140.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( ex dem).......E50000
Meridian 563 DAC Convenor
.( used). .. 1350.00
Meridian 204 Tuner.
lased). 130000
Mission DAD 5/DAC5 CD Player.
lused). _ 1290.00
Mission PCM2 CD Player
) used). 1150.00
Micromega Stage ICD Player
lei dem).-1200.03
Micrornega Stage 3CD Player
.( used). .. 1.450.00
Mus Nd A100 Amplifier
.laiedl. .. 1.250.00
Mus Ful 11 Pre- Amplifier
Naim NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier..
Naim NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
Nairn NAC 72 Pee- Amplifier
Nain NAP 250 Power Amplifier ... lused)....11200.00
Nom CD2 CD Player
lused)....11300.00
Nakarnichi CR3E Cassette Deck ...
lust& - 130100
Quad 44 Pre Amplifier
lused). 120000
Quad 77 Amplifier
... lea dem)......1399.95
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
rimed). .. 1195.00
Rote! RCD9658X CD Player .
Regs Planar 3Turntable. .( used). 1180.00
Sony MDSJA.3ES Mini Disc Recorder ...................
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convertor
lea dem)......1.899.00
Wadia Six CD Player
aused). 11600.00
Yamaha CT7000 Tuner
rimed). £495.00

e-mail: madisoundetriscom
Web Page: http:immitis.comimadiaound

NOVEMBER 1990

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ze«-et Hi- Fi

EX.DEM EQUIPMENT SALE

SALE

RETAIL

Compact Disc
Nam CD2
£ 1.500
£2.000
Rotel RCD930 AX CO Player
£140
£180
Maranta CD63Mk3 KI Signature
£349
£500
s/h Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transpon
£1,500
£2.300
s/h Wade 15 DAC / digital preamp; bal / unbal;
remote control. digital volume etc - connect
SAC directly to power amp - the ultimate £1.500 £3.800
Amplifiers
Nairn 102 remote preamp
Nairn 180 poweramp
Alchemist Nemesis Incl. Phono stage
Roksan Caspian incl remote
Hotel 921 New Model
Maranta PM66 KI Signature

£850
£850
£550
f595
£79
£349

£1.080
£1,093
£750
£700
£103
£400

Loudspeakers
ProAc Tablette 50 ( Light Oak, mint)
£499
Rega Kyle. ( Black)
£ 149
ProAc Response 25S (Cherry. mint cond.) £2,100
let 055
£399
Roksan Rok 1 ( Light Elder)
£499

£600
£203
£2.703
£503
£645

Headphones etc
Grado SR40
£30
£45
Grado SR60
£50
80
Sennheser 110535
£75 ££105
Other Sennheisers from £9.99 - please ask
Nordost Blue Heaven 25m BiWire spkr cable £280 £380
Custom Design Trestands, Ferrari Red
£60
£85
Musical Fidelity 0- LP mm/mc Phono stage £ 100 £ 130

Telephone:- 01644 420710

AUDIO cD )LINKS
1998
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £.00

THE

vimfor

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolneire. DN16 1EL

TebTax. (+44) 01724 870432

A UDIO M ATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex, equipment FOR SALE
0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
SALL

Forsetti pre + power
£2225
Alche
Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579
Anth.,m CD 1player (5star What HI-FI) . .11595
Audi, dat 8000 CDM + 8000 1)AC
£2300 .. .11299
Audi, ncoe AN-CD2
£1000 . £700
Audi,' Physics AdvaM1
£7200 .£3995
Audi, Research D115 (Mk II>
£950
Audir in Blockshodows 845 valve (new) .£403)
Audke Silvernight MOB monoblocks ...£2250 ... PO.A
Cope-land CSA 303 pre amp
Cope-land CTA 505 valve pwr amp } £2998 £1799
JadisJAK's monoblocks
£9912 ...£3995
Jadis-JA:10's monoblocks KT88 £5980 ...£2750
L9t1
£1500 ..£750
Krell Kav300i int. amp
£2500 .PO.A.
Krell I:SA.50
£2803 ...£' 150
M1CO's Vah.re monobocks
£950
Macinton 712 pre (weld) (r/c)
PO A
Mocintorn MC7100 power (erx/d)
PO A
MerIcian 557 pwr crnp
£1500
MIsslen Dad 7CD
£899 ..£400
Restek Seant pwr amp
£595
Rogers Si ude 5's (msewooct,
£803
1110031e Antiles (en/i)
£1099
£699
A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK 1:'S - USTEN & BE PERSUADED
On Uern,- Alchermst Anthem. Audiomeco, Audion Valve Amps.
Codence Speakers, DP.A., Monarchy, Ortolan, Pink Triangle.
heed T- T, Sonic Fronfiers.lriangde Speakers. trilogy Volve Amps, Von der Hal
-

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!

C -11 OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABI,ES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
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G T AUDIO

Tel/fax: 01895 833099
Wc are loe ;goy , t•
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GATE,
Audio. GRAM'. kak •F.ugh:aa..k. Mom, Notangham Antkame
'WON l'El ,
Ymnimnr., thurclull Aca-mone.

tell i
best
you
n your
what
system.
cables will work
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
IACCESSORIES
IFRIPTUBES
Call, write, fax or mad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661

\s.

Visit oar website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

calm
THE

company

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NOVEMBER 1998

EXCHANGED

SALE
Maranta CD Limited Edition Bal
Superb F1495
Jadis JD3 Deluxe CD player 3months old .
f2600
Audio Sythests Decade DAC latest 3weeks old
£2600
Breuer 8Ann Rocking Horse S.T
Rare £ 1500
Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp Silver Latest
f995
Jadis JA80 ema Valve Mono Amps
£3995
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switched°
£995
Cello Masters Speakers Piano Black
Stunning £ 14.995
Cadence Area Speakers LI Oak Latest Electrostatic
Avalon Accent 2Speakers

LIST

AUTHORISED

BOUGHT/SOLD

NEW IN THIS MONTH

AlChe

Lockwood Auto

HIGH END AUDIO

Music Mill
HiFi adsice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI

£650

AUDVOIAB 8000S

£440

AUDIOLAB 8000P

£345

AUDOLAB 8000P

£300

UST
S/H £3000
S/H £3600
S/H £3330
S/H £2700
S/H £ 1997
S/H £9580
EA) £2225
S/H C30,000.

£3,500 Sal £9700
f7995 S/H £ 17,000

Audio Note Ongaku, The one and only
£ 15995 S/H £57,000
Wadia 2000 Mli2 transport • DAG,
Sturarieg.. £3995 S/H £13,300
Krell KBUKPE Line Pre Amp • Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM
£5326
ProAc 25 Speaker Ash. sealed
£ 1995NEW
£2700
Krell KSA 80 Power Arnp
£ 1495 S/H
f3498
NAKAMICHI ZXL IWO GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 S/11 £20990
Jadis JA30 Mono Valve Power Amps
£ 1995 S/H
£5180
Jadis Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 S/H
£4790
Jadis JP80 MO Valve Pre Amp. latest 9months old
£5995 sie £10166
Lewnson 26L Pre Amp luny balanced
£2500 SM
£5100
LevInson 26 Pre Amp phono balanced
£2795 S/H
£5300
Lewnson ML3 Power Amp
£2995 S/H
£3250
Lewnson 12A Power Amp • P/Supply MM/MC
£995 5/F1
£2400
Goldmund Studio Turntable with T3F arm. Last version
£4500 SM £10600
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795 SM
£1795
Rowland Model 7Sones 3Power Amps
£3995 S/H £10500
Rowland Model 2Power Amp. Latest
£2995 S/H
£5000
Krell (AV Audio Visual Pre Amp Processor AC3
Reduced £6995 SM £14390
Krell KSA 250 Power Amp
£2995 S/H
£6600
Krell ( PS 30 CD Player. 3months old
£2995 Shl
£5490
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp MO
£ 1295 S/H
£2298
Wadia 16 CD Player Digi Vol
£3995 S/H
£7395
Nakamichi Dragon Cassette Deck
£ 1495 S/H
£2350
Nakanychi 700 ZXE Cassette Deck, Classic £795 S/H
£1600
Rev. H1 Cassene Deck
£695 S/H
£1150
Stax Ouanro 2CD Player. Classic
£ 1295 S/H
£3000
ProAc 35 Speakers Rosewood Speer Pair
£2995 E/D
£4700
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers. BiNaire Piano Black £ 1995 SM
£5000
Audio Physics Vigo Speaker Chenywood £2500 S/11
£3800
Mirage MI Speakers MIr2 Piano Black
£2500 SM
£5000
Wilson Win Speakers Piano Black.
Reduced.. £4500 E/D
£8880
Sonus Faber Guannam Speakers Ltd Editron
£4500 S/H
£6200
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers • Stands Oak from
£995 S/H
£3000
Magnaplanar IS OR Speakers, New sealed
£995NEW
£1600
Meridian 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricord.
Reduced .£695 S/11
£1660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote
Reduced . £695 S/H
£1665
Cary CAD 805 Mono 211 Valve Power Amp
Reduced. £4500 SM
f8000
Cary 283 Power Amp Tnode
Reduced . £795 SM
f1495
Carp CAD 550, CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 S/11
£1200
Gryphon Ltd Editton Pre Amp
Stunning.. £3500 S/11
£8000
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Led
Reduced . £ 1995 SM
£5500
Audio Research 910 Power Amp
Reduced £ t795 SOH
£4400
Audro Research 9160 Power Amp
Reduced.. £ 1195 SM
£2645
Audio Research LS3B Pre Amp Black. Remote
Reduced.. £ 1495 SM
£3025
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp. Latest
Reduced.. £ 1095 $/h1
£1698
Audio Research SP14, Last Version
Reduced.. £ 1095 SM
f3298
Apogee Stage Speakers • Stands
Reduced
f995 SM
£3450
Non 4Speakers Black Ash .
Reduced £ 1295 SM
£3850
Bunnerster 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
2pair avl
. Reduced . £ 1795 Sal
£5350
Burmeister 838946 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold
Reduced . £ 1295 SM
£3500
Burmeister 838946 Phono/Line Pre Amp Chrome Reduced £995 SM
£3250
Goldmund Milne 3Power Amp
Stunning.. £ 1995 SM
£5150
Sdverado Speakers . Stands Piano (Watt Beater)
£ 1395 SM
£2350
Snell A3 4Boo Loudspeakers (Ask PO)
£2995 SM
£8995
SME345 Tonearm Black/Gold Rare
£595 SM f1000.
Glassam Model 1Tonearm Spare Wand
£995 S/H
£2900
Micro Seer Air Beanng Vacuum Planer Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Toneanns, weighs about 70Ibs
Stunning £2995 SOH £7000.
Teac Pl/D1 Transport/DAC Balanced. . .
£ 1995 SM £4800
Teac Tascarn Pro CD Player Balanced
£795 £ 1900
Revox 0261 Tuner
£750 SM £ 1145
Reuno H6 RDS Tuner
£550 S/H £ 1000
Threshold Fer 10E Pm Amp Phono/Line
Reduced.. £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Pet 10 Pm Amp Phono/Line
ESupplies
Reduced.. £ 1295 S/H £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 S/H £2150
Equation 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent £ 1295 S/H £3500
Proceed CD Player ( Levinson) Balanced
£995 S/H £ 1900
Oracle Alexandna Turntable Prelude Arm
£495 S/H £ 1390
Audio Synthesis Moddied Sony CDX 30380 AT•T with
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit
£995 S/H £2515
Trio LOIT Tuner ( Classic) ( Secluerra Saner'
£895 S/H
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495 S/H £995
Krell Studio DAC Balanced AT•T
Reduced.. £ 1500 SM £4450
Beard BE1100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£695 SM £ 1495
Micromega 2.1 CD Transpon ( Excellent)
Reduced.. £ 1295 S/H £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp. Supply
£450 SM
f885
Cubasse 135 Speakers VDM wired + Active Equaliser
£ 1795 SM
f4600
Michel 150 Phono Stage
£250 £412
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybrid Speakers
Stunning. £ 1995 S/H £4500
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
£995 SM £2299
Spectral DiACI 0Pre Amp
Excellent . £995 S/H £3490
Spendor SP2.2 Speakers • Stands
£295 S/H £850
Sala Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande
£ 1395 S/H £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395 S/H £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000 S/H £3900
Arcam Della 120 Power Amp
£200 SM £520
Arcam Dena 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 S/H £450
Arcam 170 3CD Transport
£250 SM £700
Tenney 638 Profile Speakers
£295 S/H £600
JBL 150 Speakers Limed oak, As new
£450 SM £ 1650
Sumo Ana Panel Speakers. Stunning sound
£450 SM £2220
Acoustar II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black
£350 S/H £ 1095
Magnaplanar MG2C Speakers Oak
£495 SM £ 1403

MERIDIAN 200-203 CLOCK Ill

£550

WANTED MERIDIAN 604

PHONE

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS

DENON TU260L

£50

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

MUSICAL FIDELITY MO AND STANDS

£ 185

AUDlOOUEST CRYSTAL SPEAKER CABLE £75

01438 714038

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

OcIrr-6F:yrn • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EHó 50G
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REFERENCE CABLE

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Rna's top grade electrolytic capacitor . Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio Recommended for applications that
require tle finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low ( third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0 1A, - 120db or less) All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

For further details contact John S Carrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

1110 re s we Ans. gym me - F
&HomE

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF
REL AudioCap film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC

CINEMA

28 OUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX TEL/FAX 01403 251587
_____E-MAIL hi-h@oggpcar.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE; wv(wv.eynter.derrlon.co.uk

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS- CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCap', 99.99% Long- Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire' OFC connectors Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBARO OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors Caddock high power resistors
For further

•BEM • HEYBOOK
•MICHELL • TEAC

GUM 77 INTEGFIA150 . R/C (8491 >9
£649
GIUACI 77 CO RU516991%0
£499
ALDO FEEEARCH 0)70/2 ( 199515.1 £995
PANASONIC 4250 END PLAYER 16991 XD
£495
WADS 6 CO PLAYER (4995) SH
E2250
LINN LP 12/0E6/LINGO/AWN )4i 5H
£ 1495
MAGNEPLANAR 25 PANELS (203015H
£ 795
v4NLEY 3CO3 /PP A/040810M (4180) XD £ 1995
' ' ILE( PURIST PRE AMP 116401M
f995
',EY LANGEVIN DAC 11500) XD
£ 995
1
,1001( Fell) LOUDSPEAKERS 14391 TO
£ 295
PEAUX 0,1 5 PPEAN/P ( 24951 XD
f995
.C.. VICE 10 SE C13 PLAYER (8501X
f549

TEAC VICE 7 CO PLAYER (6501 XO
£449
AU010 SYNTHESIS 004 CAC 0200101
£595
HELIUS CHANELECIN LOUCISPFAXERS 19951 5.I
VAC 80/90 VALVE POWER AM' 1275090
£1495
VAC 35/35 VALVE POWER AMP ( 2950) XE) £ 1495
BEARD P35 VALVE PENNER AMP 199515H £495
VEL 30/30 VALVE POWER AMP (995) SH
£495
CPA PENAIESUNCE KIEGRATED (6501 XI)
£450
SYRINX SAC (CRYSTAL D/S1 (5001 XD
£250
BEM 005 CENTFE SPEAKER ( 2013) X13
£100
r1cs ELGAR CAC (95001XD
£ 5995
NAGRA PIP PlEAMPLEEFI ( 7500) XD
£5495
ACCUPHASE 01328 DIGITAL EGIUALE59 (55001 X13
E3995

•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•ACCUPHASE
•AUDIO ANALOGUE • GRAAF
•TICE CABLES 6 MAINS PRODUCTS
•TARGET • SENNHEISER

details on the SILMIC series, and to receive information on the many other

audio components we supply, send for afree copy of our 1998 audiophile catalogue:
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocom@connect-wales.co.uk

VISA

•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS

ihe EL TA

•UNISON RESEARCH
•OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•NACRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
•SONY, RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS

NOW DEMONSTRATING, 24 BIT/96KHZ RECORDINGS ON THE dC5 ELGAR WITH PIONEER OVO PLAYERS
SELECO 500HT VIDEO PROJECTOR ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION WITH OVO MOVIES

Calling all Vinyl Enthusia
General Knowled e Quiz -.
turntable offers all the following features?
xceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Pla
external power supply, ( single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspens,on system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality

Ii

oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.
.. •

What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?

A .. .

A lot less than you might think with . . . The 0.1. !!
In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many otherí.

Upgrades from £ 115.00.

External turntable power supplies fully

built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!

16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:Audio

Synergy

Limited

Tel: 01924 406016

"No ordinary
HiFi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

01777-870372

Fax 01777-870437

EXCLUSIVE SCOTTISH DISTRIBUTOR FOR

E.A.R./YOSHINO

Now demonstrating Tim De Paravacini's lastest masterpiece, the V20 integrated amplifier and the outstanding MC3 cartridge
transformer, a " must hear" if using aquality moving coil.

* For more details phone 0131 553 4126.*
Vintage and quality equipment for sale.
WAS
NOW
Audion Silver Knight 30013
£ 1,250 £695
Art Audio Conerto Power Amp
£ I.650 £795
Beard P50 Power Amp
£900 £ 95
STD KT77 Power Amp
£900 £ 50
Rolcsan TABRIZ ZITone Arm
£ 195
Quad 11 Pair
£450
Leak TL 10 Pair
£495
Leak TL 12 + Pair
£325
Leak Stereo 20
Tannoy Chatsworth 12" Monitor Gold
£500
Due in soon: Radford STA 251I,Thorens 124, Garrard 301 & 401, Leak TL ISiEquipment bought, exchange, repaired.

for sale trade
HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality

You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND

We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.

We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your

We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

existing system.

All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.

Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.

50 Main Street Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex£om

Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

WilMS1OW
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VPI HW 16.5 Record cleaning machine f399
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The HW16.5 has been
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for sale trail
Listen to a £. 150 interconnect working
in your system for 10 days and keep
it for only £48.
Jack Lawson, who founded The Music Room and The Audio Note Salon has
offered unrivalled skill in system matching since 1979. By mail order, you can
optimise your system. Avoid confusion and costly mistakes ... For aphone call
you benefit from up to 66% discount on some of the best cables money can
buy. Nationwide. In fact almost 10% of our calls come from overseas.

Except basic PB, all are semi-balanced, ie. earth drained at source. We do not
believe in silver-plated cables as plating dismantles the crystal structure. The AN
silver is Italian 16-year annealed treasury ingots, as used in exotic stringed
instruments.
Over 3years we've developed the Petros cables performance from the best
cable, plugs and solder by extensive listening. We find that timing and
temperature of solder are critical. (Top level "Petros Blue Plus Silver" uses silver
solder, but it is the same OF. copper wire). Excessive timing or temperature
found in some of our rivals bums the interlace: otherwise after dry join is
mechanical join, but not aperfect electrical join. I
cannot make the product any better without custom
wire and even extrusion, so beyond Petros
interconnects Irecommend the wires developed by
Mr Kondo of Audio Note and the speaker cables
from MIT. These are less expensive than you may
imagine, and you can negotiate within limits!

Is 66% not an exaggeration? We all know that alot of cables are overpriced,
but if you spend less than say 10% of your system on cables then you're not
hearing your equipment. Normally you pay another third of the cable's
manufactured cost for marketing (attractive packaging, advertising, PR, reps'
commission, and promotion) and the same again for dealer mark-up. But
Petros Blue is sold direct and on approval for ten days (except for custommade configurations).
The sonic quality exceeds its peers and aspires to the ultimate cables we still
use as our benchmarks (Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake/WBT and
Gryphon Guideline). We use acopper wire designed for high-end audio by
Shark and their solid machined RCA phono plugs (
folded metal destroys the
crystal structure). XLR, Camac and other plugs available. Except for the entry
level, we use semi-balanced earthing to drain interference and noise in the
outer braid to the source and the signal is transmitted in abalanced inner pair
of conductors, Don't worry, it looks like aconventional lead, you just have to
get the arrows pointing to the target and let it burn-in for afew days.
Janette
LMAIrl
Petros Blue
£42
£48
Petros Blue Plus
£52
£58
P.B. Plus Silver
£58
£65
(PB interconnects feature solid RCA phonos, or Neutrik XLR's

For example, apair of 4metre Audio Note AN- D
speaker cables, factory-terminated in spades or
bananas costs only £90 ( including our £2charge
for post and packing) or £ 162 for bi-wiring. Apair
of MITerminator-2 (8-foot lengths) costs £239.95
but ahigh-end system would justify aset of the biwire MH-750 costing £P0A. Warning: to try is to buy).

add metre
£ 16
£22
£22
no extra costs.

The bargain of the century is KONTAK contact
cleaner and preservative (£ 14.95, post-free with
any cable order). You will be amazed how much
diode (non-linear!) dirt is removed, how
transparent is the sound, and unlike other
cleaners including sandpaper, it lasts for several
months! All our cables are treated with KONTAK.
Give yourself atreat! It's legal.

Audio Note AN-S
£90
£ 139 £99
Audio Note AN-V
£ 129 £219
£ 179
(AN interconnects are 15-strand silver lits with AN-GP phono plugs.)

Phone Jack Lawson or Elvie Contemplo for further details on 0141-357 5700
SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RAP
£2000
£2590
£4500
£2500
£3000
£1100
£1400
£4500
£3450
£900
£1750
£4700
£2000
£1800
£4000
£2300
£13500
£3500
£5500
£2990

conrad-johnson PV12AL valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV12A valve phono/line preamplifier
conrad-johnson Premier 14 valve line remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson CAV50 (2x5Ow valve integrated amplifier)
Resolution Audio CD50 (silver) HDCD CD player
Golden Tuve SE-40 (2x4OW single-ended Class A) amplifier
Golden Tube Audio SE-300E1Mk11(2x8W stereo) - new
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
BelCanto SET40 40wpc single-ended class Aamplifier
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
Clearaudio Evolution turntablerarm/MM cartridge
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
Muse Model 2cl/a converter (silver/black)
Muse Model 5CD transport (silveriblack)
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair (silver)
Muse 160 stereo amplifier 2x160W (silver)
Sound Lab A3 PLUS electrostatic speaker (pair)
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers ( rosewood)
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers (walnut) - pair
Audiostatic ES100 (black) electrostatic speakers (pair)
Linn Sondek/Ekos/Troika (black in latest specification)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
Cubasse loudspeakers selection
Power Wedge line conditioners (selection)
Shun Mook platforms and tuning devices (selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and power cables

please ask
please ask
please ask
please ask
please ask

for
for
for
for
for

prices
prices
prices
prices
prices

Special
£ 1450
£ 1990
£3500
£ 1890
£2250
£750
£700
£2000
£2500
£490
f750
£2250
£ 1350
£ 1200
£2300
£ 1500
£6500
£ 1500
£3250
£ 1490
£1250

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
"....---*".Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound
Newt Big Sir (« ore inductors • 1.2Smm wire
»RISE! • IIN, Ivy FOCAL&
and apick or
10114.Clit

.• 01,•r

IV 1I; • 1 iV,' el:1,:•

Active Lk
CON11 ,7.1 •

AUDIOFREAKS

SOLEN Audio Polypropylen ,

1sistributors Of Fine Audi. & ilume Theatre Equipment
lei: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

.

v.
/.

I
mFd. to 100mFd.

Polyester and Polycarbonate hint Iapac inns. 0.1 mFd.

10

10mFd.

ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors 1N011 Polark
50v. 100v & Lou Loss. 2mFd. to 600mFd.
PLUS ALL THE OTHER BITS VOL' NEED EXCEPT THE WOOD !
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors,
FERRITE:- Standard. High Power. Super Power. Super Super Power

M.A.F AUDIO

AIRCORED 0.56 - I . 25nun wire
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
NEW- Valves for Audio Frequency Amplifiers, plus lots in P/L.

EX DEMONSTRATION. EQUIPMENT SALE

Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur di Glass Audio.
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
SItogether 50v books and 50. Audio Amateur's magazine year set,.

SALE

WAS

SALE

WAS

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
I.. rge velectton or Programs available front the very comprehensive [Avert,

Classe cap 100 integrated amplifier
with A/C

Alchemist Forseti 100 wpc integrated amp £475 £995
£1,495 £ 1,995

AudioSuite test program via AIRR, LourlSpeaker Ver.6. liassBox 5.l.
I,, the basic Bullock/Whtte Bosresponse.

E.A.D T 1000 Cd transport with

The IMP EFT Test Kit, the Miley Mk Kit and MicfPreamp kit for AIRS

Densen Dm10 75 wpc mm phono stage

£975 £ 1,500

st&t output

Primare A20 60 wpc Amplifier A/C

£550 £800

Mirage mbs Bipolar satellites & stands £275 £450

£650 £ 1,295

Primare D20 Cd Player

£550 £800

Mirage ml Bipolar speakers, (awesome) £ 1,850 £6,000

Also acomprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High-Tech Loudspeaker units.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our 112Elipnee

Phone: Burton-on-Trent 01283 538882

PI.27 .lust vend alarge S.A E 138p %tamp . USS2

tvverveas.

Europe USSI NH. 3Internanonal Rely Coupons 1IRC, to - Sop HFW1Tabor HOtIft.
Norwich Road. MULBARTON. Norwich. Norfolk 5R14 KIT Tel (01508, 578272

for sale trade
SALE OF
EX-DEMONSTRATION
AND SECOND HAND
PRODUCTS

ep lay
'
alai°

consultants

MODEL

RRP

g,
c0•,..
a

•

SALE PRICE

CD PLAYERS
LEI) Mistral

£999

Meracus Tanto

£1395

Pink Triangle Numeral

£1040

Trichord Genesis ( mid)

£550

INCREDIBLE SPECIAL CLEARANCE

£649
£ 1095
£885
£349

AMPLIFIERS
Alchemist Nemesis (MM)

£650

£250 *

LFD Integrated Zero (MM/MC)

£679

£349

LFD LSO preamp (MM/MC)

£679

£349

Meracus Intrare

£1099

Sonneteer Alabaster

£899

£849
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS

Audio

Physic Spark (black ash)

£1750

£ 1450

Blueprint Point One (light ash)

£1000

Heybrook Prima mid (black)

£139

£

Opera Duetto (solid mahogany)

£399

£325

Roksan RokOne

(elderwood)

£599
5

£645

£399

Royd Minstrel (black)

£275

£ 175 *

Royd Doublet (black)

£485

£249 *

Ruark Talisman Il (rosewood)

£749

£449 *

LFD Mistral

£299

£249

LFI) MMO

£399

£250

£ 544

PHONO STAGES

TURNTABLES
Pink Triangle Tarantella 98

£680

Pink Triangle Export GTi

£1200

Roksan Xerxes (black ash)/Tabriz/XPSII

N/A

All

item, arc cx-ticnionstration except

£499*
£499*

where indicated (* = second hand)

Panton Road, Hoole, Chester, CH2 3HX

Tel 01244 401290
email: replay@dial.

pipcx.ciiiii

web

site:

hotp://dsp.ice.dLd.pipex.com/replay

Switch.

Mastercard, IMt.'.

THE EMPORIUM
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ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK 11'22 3111
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
cost'rIb e AS

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES

CDS & DACS
ARISA DELTA 10.2 cd player

5S0

1040
,0

MICROMEGA MICRO DA(

OXIORD A(OUSTIES ERYS1ELLE turntableilloontandmg modeL
orIA ' mn SOI

fI
500

LINN TP12 valhallWAXITO

1400

UNNLPII

1350

MILROMEGA DUO 3Itranspor

1500

MIEROMEGA 1- DRIVE transport&T.DAC noW AIS- OBI lead .

2100

900

SIMON TORRO LUATHUSTILA SS 2SLATE 2GLASS AND STEEL

1000+

450
450
200
600

ORIGIN Mt OASIS deck cut out for rega ann

MICROMEGA STAGE 3cloak 1 &mu

rd playe

MICROMEGA LEADER rok 11 cd player
lIAS

800

600

P.500/D.500 transport A da,

1100

upgradrog stops here. sme cut our
1150

CARRAIS 101 AND SME 3009 11 on large mahogany plinth
THORENS 10124 II rn plinth excellent

VALVE AMPS
LEAR 11.12 Imonoblocks web ongrnal
QUAD II monoblorks

in

kt

AUDIO NOTE ITIblack boxed .
66
400

AMC 30 wan power amp

0
1, 00°
2

4500

(RCM SERIES Ypower amp
TALMO PRE/POWER blek and , hrome
GAMMA AEON monoblocks org veruon and ( 100s spent

0

SOO

BEARD P100 MR111 hoe level Integrated

1100

/ 00

BEARD PSOOA valve pre von', phono

ISO

BEARD P80 goner amp irE ugly beast knell no meten

SIC

10.5011 II 12 watt stereo power amp 'lovely sweet sound

100

MORE FIDEL117 300B stogie ended stereo power amp
AUDIO RESEARCH 1914 pre

2000 ... 900
3298 . 1350

reburn 400

LOUDSPEAKERS
SPENDOR
GAMIU EPOCH doe bog ones very effluent last and
decent bus.

3000

LOWFHER F1160 pan
LINN RELTIE actm and tune boo and cards

JR

149

nom ITALY
1000

600

450

SONUS FABER CONCERTO mont and boxed otrught

50Efrom RD'
ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRO 25 wan dan Aposer amp
MARC LEVINSON No 26 pre wrth mr boards

5410

MOO
_2000

one of the last ones made still under guarantee
HEILET MC COO

1350

OD

MOTH 10 watt monoblocks
MUSICAL flown E100 remote Integrated ................
!WHEAL FIDELITY MX pre wIth mr/rnm
IIDELITY MIJP180/CRPS
MASS 62 pre old style rntb mm or roc boards.
NAM 140 power old style
NAM 12 52H1-UP old style
NAM ISO old style ..
NAM 102 onth po
RAW 4/

400

RIO 1150 Integrated amp

1500
/ 00

((LEMON SLAS

150

LINN

400

ISOBARIKS early parr no vies or stands

one ongonal born loaded cabmen In nan RIG SOUND ...................
.0100
TANNOT

Ong type Acabs rn walnut

MONITOR REDS WITH ORIG CROSSOVERS ....

600

LOATHER 191 CORNER HORNS ma, MISA.
1600

.350
. 550

ISO

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
TANDBEAG 3011 Irn tuner
YAMAHA USIO sperm] damn CASSETTE DECK

SAO
. 510

YAMAHA C2A/12 pre parer rombo 100watu now redueed..parr 5011

L1S1
£550
£1,400
£4,000
£1,700
£1,800
£1,300
£2,000
£1,000
£1,208
£000
£1,530
£800
£2,400
£1,875
£1,500
£1,000
£3,300
£187
£985
£1,350
£2,500
£600
£4,030
£1,050
£1,400
£5,950
£1,230
£1,900
£620
£1,495
£320
£695
£970
£700
£500
£8,000
£2,509
£750
£820
£1,970
£4,700
£1,000
£1,900
£2,250
£1,250

NOW
f300
£ 1,000
£2,800
£1,100
£1,250
£910
£ 1,300
£700
£840
£2,500
£900
£500
£ 1,400
£1,350
£1,050
£500
£2,500
£500
£740
£500
£1,875
£200
£ 1,500
£850
£ 1,000
£4,000
£550
£700
£1,100
£500
£1,150
£240
£525
£675
£550
£300
£2,000
£2,000
£575
£410
£1,500
£3,500
£800
£1,500
£1,850
£ 1,000

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR CC. OUR HOTLINE NUMBER
FOR DETAILS. HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

TANNOT GU rectangular with IS" moon« gold drum

.200

PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps poor Wu/gable Ear
lit wan per channel parr

strarght from ITALY

SSO
1000

ICE
. 1)00 ..11S0

old style ovab rnm or ms

700

S/H
ex/demo
ex/demo
S/11
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
S/H
S/H
S/H
ex/demo
ex/demo
S/H
ex/demo
S/H
ex/demo
S/H
ex/demo
ex/demo
'S/11
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
5/H
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
5/H
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo
ex/demo

SONUS FABER CONCERTO GUN PIANO nono and boxed
SONUS FABER MINIMA mont and boxed ,men from ITALY

phonostage

ROOM ( P/SAPS flat pre A ound power
LINN LK210 mth spark power supply . smooth A powerh.r1

1500

250

ROGERS STUDIO

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO nut and boxed starer!

SOLID STATE AMPS
AVI INTEGRATED

215
250

ORTOFON SPUGTE

S000. ....... / 2/0

BEARD P35 mk11 power amp

1230
450

«SION ROI IS/STRINX PIC

225
1400

3000

( 31S

PRODUCT
Alchemist Kraken pre amp
All 52000 MC/20 ref cd player
W-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
W-Matrrx 804 block
Denon-PMA 05 1011 amp
Denon-DCD 05 1011 cd
ed-sx 128 DIA convertor
Exposure-25 R/1 piano integrated amp
Linn-AV 5105 power amp
Linn-Kelfik ACTIV speaker
Lim-Kaimpro pre amp
Linn-MarPhorm amp ( mint)
Lim-Klout powei amp
litn-LP12 Lingo/Trampolin (Afromosia)
Litn-Eko%
Lumley-VTP1000 pre amp
Meridian DSP5000 black digital speaker
Meridian 501.24 MC phono pre amp
Meridian 518 digital processor
Meridian 604 digital tuner
Musical Fidelity A1001 amp
Musical Fidelity E600 cd player
Muse-Model 300 power amp pair ( mint)
Pink Triangle-Numeral cd player
Proa Studio 150 walnut speaker
Quad-II limited erlition
Quad-77 pre amp
Rogers-E20a valve amp
Rogers-E40a valve amp
Roksan-Redius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-51.5 silver power amp
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Roksan-Shira 2crtridge
Sony-MDS1A3OES mini disc player
Sony-MDS1E700 mini disc player
Suundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
TIAC-P30 cd transport
Thorens-1DA2008 dac
Tiichord Revelation cd player
Tube Technology-Prophet pre amp
Tube Technology-Genesis mono power amp
Tube Technology-Seer phono pre amp
Tube Technology-Unisis power amp
XTC-POW1 power amp
XTC-PRE1 pre amp

285
250

140

RE900 All O rack
SUGDEN R11 tuner no teak rase
SUGOEN R51 Wads A liver front

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

100

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
E-MAIL: sales@musical images.co.uk
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9R8.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E8OE

Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants

-narilTi>r

evinsone

Old HiFi News:
Analogue still sounds best

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

Wg111111111111111

digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£4,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

£15,950.00

£9,295.00

(P

LE,. Li 01491-834700
DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITE1 )

Y9rk.

Cyrus

a g eat place for...

amplification
No.380 pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.380s pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers £19,395.00
No.33

AE
Atacama
Aucklab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Harman-Kardon
•Widest choice in the area
JBL
•Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenwood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Krell
Superb showrooms
Marantz
Martin- Logan
•Main road location
Meridian
Major car parks nearby
Michell
•Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitor Audio
•Service Dept.
Musical-Fidelity
•Delivery & installation
Pickering
•Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 1030-5:30 6days
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
Up to 3yrs.
Ruark
Interest Free
SME
Sonus-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit only 20% at
Systemdek
E500. for 12 months
Tannoy
E1500+ for 24 months
TDL
E3000. for 36 months
Thorens
subjeato status
Yamaha
&lots more.

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Revel Speakers • Faroudja Video
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones

Audio/ab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Ma/7>r
Lo_dan

Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.

Opal designs Ltd.

/roe

Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford

AlontiorAude

Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Advertisers Index
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts
Audio Freaks
Audio Note Salon. The
Audio Synthesis

6
102
8
127
100

Audio Venue
AudioCom (UK)
Audiophile Club

106
132
96

B&W Loudspeakers

17

Celestion

HNE Audio
Horsham HiFi & Home
Cinema

110
132

J.M. Labs

40

KEF

30

Lawson. Jack
Listen Inn
Listening Rooms. The

134
70
106

24

Chantry Audio
Chario
Choice HiFi
Connections 90

132
72
124
62

Design Audio Classics
Dynamics

126
131

Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd. The . . . 126 & 133
135
Emporium. The
G.T. Audio
Galloway Audio. Kevin
Grandix
Heatherdale Audio
Henley Design
Hi Fi Co. The

n

50
129
98
98 & 125
37,94 & 136
76,122 & 123

M.A.F. Audio
134
Meridian
105
Monitor Audio
OBC
Musical Design Design Ltd.,
The
22,72 & 88
Musical Images
60 & 135
Opal Design
Orpheus Audio
Oxford Audio Consultants

136
102
98

P.M. Components
Path Group
102
Pinewood Music
Pioneer
Primare
Pro-Ac

110
IFC, 98
& IBC
114
117
22
18

Radlett Audio
Replay Audio Consultants
Riverside Audio

62
135
100

Select Audio
Slate Audio
Smith Aerials. Ron
Sound Connections
Sound Image UK Ltd
Sounds of Music
South Coast Speakers
Spaldings HiFi
Spectra Dynamics

129
128
62
110
56
114
125
125
9

T.L C

20

U.K.D.

10

Vickers
Vinyl Demand
Virtual Reality Audio
Systems Ltd
Vivante London
Wadia
Walrus Systems
Wilmslow Audio
Zenteck Music
Zingail Loudspeakers

136
133
94
100 & 104
88
104
133
68
49

r
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Win £ 5000 valve amplifiers

Win CR

December, our main equipment tests include agaggle of newseason CD players plus the new CD recorder from Marantz (held over from this month!) —
and we'll also be offering an exclusive upgrade project to transform the performance of awidelyavailable budget DAC. We'll have in-depth reviews on the first TAG McLaren Audio
products as well as testing some intriguing amplifiers from Talk Electronics
and Exposure. For devotees of the high end we'll also be including an
exclusive review of the latest Audio Research pre-amplifier. Among our
loudspeaker reviews will be an in-depth look at the the long-awaited Thiel
CS2.3 From America, and we'll also be covering new British speakers too.
Next month's issue will include our full report on The HiFi Show, covering
the huge range of new products launched at this year's event.
December's Music section will be headed by an interview with
conductor Georg Tintner, while the review pages will include a
special feature covering the first 20 volumes of Philips' epic 200CD reissue programme, Great Pianists of the 20th Century.
Last but not least, don't forget that the December issue gives you achance
to win aspectacular £5000 prize — the star prize in our free-entry
competition will be apair of CR Developments' magnificent Artemis
monoblock valve power amplifiers.
Don't miss the December issue, on sale Friday, 6November.
FOR

artha Argerich: one of the Great Pianists on
hilips, reviewed in December

Featured ants
of the month.
Silversun

NOVEMBER 1998

Developments
Artemis
monoblocks,
worth ‘3000

TAG
McLaren
Audio: inside
the 60Rv
amp

finale

Rykodisc
releases
Mystery Disc,
acollation of
taped arcana
assembled in
1985 and
1986. Does
the world
need a
further
addition to
the 77
remastered
Zappa discs
already on
the racks?

When Frank Zappa
reissued his own back
catalogue in the
1980s, the Mystery
Discs were a
by-product...

138

challenge Hot Rats or Sheik Yerbouti
in the affections of straight-ahead
rock fans. However, for those who
approach Zappa's oeuvre as a
modern- art monstrosity, Mystery
Disc provides a key to an ark of
wonders. At liberty to indulge his
fans with scraps and absurdities,
Zappa didn't need a front of
legitimacy (something undermined
by his impatient intelligence and
nihilistic humour throughout his
`proper'
work
anyway).
As
'documentary montage', Mystery
Disc is a harbinger of such ' 90s
subversives
as
Negativland,
Culturecide, Scanner and Dogbiz.
The disc opens with the theme
y the 1980s, Frank Zappa's
from Run Home Slow, a Western
back catalogue was in danger
of vanishing from view. His
Zappa scored in 1959. It has the
first albums — released on Verve
chugging rhythm that signifies
between 1996 and 1968 — had been
cowboys on horseback. Its brass
deleted by MGM, and were fast
melody evokes the optimism of the
becoming hard-to-find collectors'
filmic sunrise. South-of-the-border
items (in July 1982, Record Collector
guitar (plucked by Zappa himself)
priced them at acool £20 athrow).
contributes
another
cliché.
However, Maurice Ravel's Boléro is
One day at their studio- home,
Zappa's wife Gail was gazing at the
not far away either. Poised between
functional commercial cliché and
boxes of fan-mail. It occurred to her
that his famously obsessive fans
fancy high art, Zappa's first
might like to contribute to the cause.
'mystery' item — amere lm 23s —
She started up amail-order service,
broaches the fertile contradiction he
offering such desirables as t-shirts,
would ride for the rest of his life.
videos, vinyl picture-discs and Moo- The tune is also replete with his
das' (posters, abook called Them Or
special lyrical gift: an agitated
Us, postcards by Dweezil Zappa...).
romanticism both melancholic and
Asked to naine her company, Zappa
humorous.
came up with ` Barfko Swill'.
The theme of ' Original Duke Of
Then, after an epic series of
Prunes' first appeared on record as
lawsuits versus Warner Brothers
a raucous satire on 1950s dating
and his manager Herbie Cohen,
rituals ( see Absolutely Free); here,
Zappa — uniquely for a 1960s
given Run Home Slow's Hollywoodlegend — emerged as owner of his
esque arrangement, it sounds
master-tapes. He used Barfko-Swill
cloyingly beautiful. It segues
directly into ' Opening Night Party
to re-release his back- catalogue.
They would be sold in multi- LP
At Studio Z ( Collage)'. There's a
sets named Old Masters, costing
typical moment of disorientation as
$100 each. Sound was 'digitally resad woodwinds and strings are
interrupted by shrieks and mouthEQ and remastered'. The only
visual change was that original
noises. Connoisseurs of Zappa's
record- company
logos
were
Mothers Of Invention will recognise
replaced by the elaborate insignium
those responsible ( Motorhead
for Barking Pumpkin Records ( a Sherwood, Ray Collins), but the
Halloween pumpkin barks ` arf at a sarcastic references to mass culture
cat, who exclaims ' Holy Shit!' —
— Pall Mall cigarettes, ' Louie
Louie', Bill Haley — and a cinétranscribed in Chinese ideograms).
venté sexual confessional anticipate
These life-size replicas came
in lavish silver slip-cases
Zappa's ambivalent art in its
sporting surrealist
entirety. As usual, the listener isn't
still-lifes by artist
told how to respond. This pointDonald
Roller
blank confrontation with social
Wilson. To entice
actuality outrages moralists, who
quickly find in the audio material
second- time
every scandalous indecency.
buyers, Zappa
'Steal Away', Jimmy Hughes's
included
a
Mystery Disc in
R&B hit delivered as a magnificent
blues lament by a woman named
each of the first
Corsa, gives an example of the
two boxes. Now
Rykodisc have
magisterial control of tempo that
made Zappa one of the few rock
combined them to
musicians capable of blues gravitas.
make asingle CD.
Should you care?
`I Was A Teenage Malt Shop'
introduces Captain Beefheart as
Mystery Disc is unlikely to

B

MC. It packs the hysterical
absurdism that — whatever the
dada duo's technical prowess —
invariably alienates the dullards of
authenticity.
Participants in what Gail Zappa
terms The Loop — the international network of tape-swapping
Zappologists — first heard degraded
copies of ' I Was A Teenage
Maltshop' and ' Metal Man Has
Won His Wings' (aprescient name
for some pounding proto-metal)
after Beefheart and Zappa aired
these early- 1960s archival gems on
Australian radio in 1975. ' Power
Trio Segment from The Saints ' n
Sinners' demonstrates guitar chops
to put Eric Clapton to shame;
'Bossa Nova Pervertamento'
features a typical Zappaesque trick
with the rhythm, making this most
innocuous of Latin beats sound as if
the tape is spooling backwards. On
the radio broadcast, Beefheart did a
voice-over, telling how Jerry Moss
of A&M Records had rejected his
masterpiece ' Electricity', saying it
was 'negative' and that it 'wouldn't
be good for his daughter'. Beefheart
then recited the words: it was
evidently the song's empancipatory
message — ' friends don't mind just
how you grow' — that scared Herb
Alpert's business partner. ' Agency
Man' is pantomime burlesque, but
also a sinister prediction of the
marketing of Richard Nixon to a
gullible America.
Ten of these 35 tracks have
already appeared on CD: ' Run
Home
Slow', ` Charva'
and
'Wedding Dress Song/Handsome
Cabin
Boy' ( a
stunning
arrangement of a Ewan MacColl
sea shanty) on Lost Episodes; some
of ' Black Beauty' on You Can't Do
That On Stage Anymore Vol. 5 as
'Underground Freakout Music';
twenty minutes (tracks 21-26) were
edited down from a Festival Hall
concert that was released in its
entirety as Ahead Of Their Time.
Zappologists will have endless fun
unpicking each cut and sourcing
each bar. However, such unseemly
obsessionalism shouldn't cloud the
bizarre and pungent lyricism of
these moments, or the fact that
they're painstakingly segued into a
dada montage glittering with
provocations and insights.
As bait for the straightahead rock
listener, there's 'The Story Of Willie
The Pimp'. This reveals the origins
of the song on Hot Rats. The
famously outrageous lyrics derived,
not
from
Zappa's
sleazy
imagination, but from a giggling
teenager's comedy routine about her
father. Rock legends are forged from
the unlikeliest materials.
Ben Watson
NOVEMBER 1998

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The Revel GEM Louds
So good we put it nn apedestal
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact hill Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@ nath.co.uk

The Monitor Audio - PMC Series

`All that glitters is gold"
Adapted from ist testament

Monitor Audio's remarkable `profiled metal cone' technology utilises
agold ceramic coated Aluminium/Magnesium alloy. The resulting
increase in stiffness means greater sonic accuracy.
Designers and manufacturers of high quality loudspeakers in our own
factories in Cambridge England, Monitor Audio is totally
committed to your listening pleasure.

MONITOR AUDIO

c4Je er4, ryea
.
MONITOR AUDIO LTD 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge Cfh 4ZN England UK.
Tel: +44 (
01223 246344 Fax: +44 (0)1223 214532 http://www.monitoraudio.com

